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Foreword.

to

Innovation and Change in American Education
Kensington Revisited: A 15 Year ollow-Unof

An Innovative School and, Its Faculty

(Smith,. Dwyer, Ki e, Prunty)
This research is about innovation' an change 'in American education.

It begarCas Kensington Revisited: A 15 year follow-up of an innovative

school and its faculty, Project G78-0074, supported by.the National

Institute of Education. As in most of our case study research, the

initial problem was buffeted about by-the reality of"settings, events,

and people as captured by our everal modes of inquiryparticip-

observation, intensive-open ended interviews, and the collection and

analysis of multiple 'docuMents The setting was, Kensington, an ele-
,

mentary school-built fifteen years ago as a prototypicarinnovative

building with open space, laboratory suites instead of 'classrooms, a

perception core/instead of a libraty and a nerve center for the 'latest

"-
in technological education equipment. dthe people were the series of

administrators, teachers, pupils, and parents who worked-in,jattended,

or sent their ch d4en to the school., Three prinCipals have come and

gone, the fourth is n:his'first year Three cadres" of faculty have

staffed1the school. The events were the activities of those people as

,
they built and transformed the school over the years: This story we

found, and we constructed, as part of a larger setting, the Milford

School District which had its own story, actors, and events'and which

i'rovided an important context for Kensington.
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In the course of the sedreh for the major theme about which our

deve/Opingideas andata could be integrated. "Innovation and Change

in American EduCation", became the guiding thesis, That theme is com-
[

posed of a half dozen sub themes, 'each of which makes up a, separate vol7

ume in the report. While we believe the totality of the study has its

own kind of integrity and that each volume extends the meanings of the

others, we have written each as a:"stand alone" piece. That is, we be-

.

lieve each speaks to an rfi-)ortant domain of Innovation and Change in

American Education, each draws most heavily upon a particular subset of

.our data, and each contains important descriptive narratives, substan-

tive grounded interpretations and generalizations. This foreWord, which

appears in each volume, is intended, in a few sentences, to keep the

totality and each of the pieces in the forefront of the reader's. con-

sciousness. .9)

Volume I Chronicling the Milford School Distract: An Historical Con-
text of the Kensington School

Kensington's fifteen year existence is but one small segment

Milford's sixty-fiVe years of recorded history and one school in a dis-

trict with a dozen other schools. The superintendent who built the

,schoO)is just one of five individuals who have held the post. As.we

Ilhave told the story, we have raised generalizations regarding innovation

and change, and we have presaged themes of policy, of local, state and

national influences on the school, of Oreanizationalstructure,and prck.!

cess; and of curriculum and teaching. The key, documents in developing

the pelspective were the official school board minutes. Newsletters.to

patrons, newspaper accounts, other records, and interviews,. formal and.

informal,, supplemented the basic documents.
ii



Volume II Milford: The School District as. Contemporary Context

In a fundamentaNsense, Volume II is a continuation, a final chap-

ter at, it were,,o the historical context of the.Milford School a.

District. It is a long chapter, however, for the central actors and

events whiCh immediately and directly shaped the Kensington School are

in place, just as the-Tchool is in place. The ebb and flow of the disT

recent. history, is 'brought to a particular focus, one that

will:illuminate the events and themes that appear in the developmeht and

trict, in its

change in the Kensington School over its fifteen year history

current status. The board of education, the superintendency, the

in its

central*office staff, and their; nterrelationshir lead toward "a

governance and organizational perspective on innovation and change".

Board minutes remain the centralcore of the data with increasing

amounts of information frOm docuMents (e.g. newspapers), inter -'

views with-Central actors, and observation of meetings.

Volume III Innovation and Change at Kensington:. Annals-of a Community'
and School

(

After carefully examining the historical context of the Milford

SChool District, our focus shifts'to innovation and change at the Ken-
.

sington School. Our search for an explanation of the-profound.changes

that rive taken place in a once innovative-school, has pushed us back in

time and'obliged. us to consider such' widettoiics as- demography, neigh-

borhood, and politIcal jurisdiction. VolUme'III begins by tracing

origina.and development of a community that became part of the Milford

School District in 1.949 and aneighborhood that began sending its child-

ren to Kensington SChO4 in 1964. With the opening of Kensington, the

_annals of the community' are joined by a history of the schoolll. As we
Oiii



develop the stories of Kensington and its neighborhood in tandem, we

begin to tell of the interdependency of school and community and to

.further our, understanding. of innovation and change in schooling in con-

temporarytemporary.Amerinan Society.

Volume IV Kensington Today: Sailing Stormy Straits, a View of
N4- Education Policy in Action

An ethnogiaphic account of the school today with particular refer-

ence to educational policy in action at the day to day school level is

1
presented here. The major metaphor is a ship sailing through stormy.

straits on a perilous journey during the 1979-80.school year. Staff and

-students produce vivid scenes reflecting issues in racial integratton,
. ,

special educatio discipline, and instruction in the basic subjects.

Policy analysis seems analogous to fine art of navigation.

Volume V Educational.Innovators Then and Now

Crucial to any eaucation enterprise are the people who staff the

.schooIs. Smith and Keith characterized the original faculty of Kensing-

ton as true believers In this Volume we sketch 1#. e histories,
e

careers, serials of the original faculty based on extended open-ended

interviews (2-7 hours), comments by spouses, friends and colleagues,, and

various writings -- books, brochures, reports, and dissertations. _Pat-

terns and 'themes arise in th6 fotm of "secular religion," "you do go

.

homeagaini." "organizational niches and career opportunities for,educa-
-

tionists," "tiaintenance of educational ideology, " - "continuity and change

in personality," and "doctoral education, a disaster for reform oriented

practitioners."
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.Lase 'Study Research Methodology: The 'Intersect of
Participant Observation, HIstorical Methbd, .LiEe History
Research, and .Follow-qp Sthage

4 .

s-RegularliirCour inquirwehave:Produced "methodological`
. ,

Oces" to chr,research:reporta. We sal.rohr efforts as clarifying the

craft Of resea Ch.s we practiced it,orderingits evoling,,mature,,and

Continuonsly,attempting to integrate it with other ways of knowing.
,

This essay continues in that tradition. -SpeCifically our mode of par,

ticipant observation now has enlarged itself.by a substantial.historical

thrust ancra sUbntahtial life hintqry or hiOgraphical-thruat. In addi-
J S;; . .

.

'tion, our research is Al instance of a spetialinethodological stance,

follow-up or return to the setting of an-earlier major study. (e.g.,

Middletown in Transition) la this way it takes on n time series quality
. A

withYrepelAedobservation; In doing the descriptiqve and analytical

pieces, Volumes,I,through V, in .reading .about how others have dope

similar work, in.talking with proponents of theiariounMethods, we have

reached for ivbroader synthesis of case study research methods in the.
.% 1

intersectioh.orthese s veral approaChes; We see all this as an impor-

tent addition to. the methOdologica* literature ill educational inquiry.

5

.1..

,

in suimary, out research is a unique biend.of.approaches to the

problems and 'issues of'Innovation and change in AmeriCan Education.' It

'11

is grounded in the multiple asPectnof a ningle school in a single

school'district. As in all case studies the particular events hnve.

major meahings for the actors in the setting, but also, we-believe that

these events often capture images and ideas that have relevance for

.other people in other times and places. Recently, Geertz.has(spoken of

. these as. "experience-near" and "experience-distant" conceptions. In

.v

12



each.foim we hope'to.be providing mirrors for educationists tosqe them-.

selves better that is more cq.early, to be conscious of rephrased prob-

lems, and to "create more viable options and alternativeS..- Our multi

vOlumed.raPort is presented with these aspi tions in mind,'

7:1



Section I

'Problems and Procedures
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1. INTRODUCTION

1..1 Original Problem Statement

When we first conceptualized the problems under study in the'Kensington

Revisited project we phrased our thoughts at several levels of'abstractness

and with several degrees of specificity andsfocus. 1

In its simplest yet most general form this research is ;)proposal '

for a.fifteen year follow up of a highly innovative school and
its original. faculty, now scattered across the country. Such
a research objective poses two immediate subproblems.

1. Locating the former. faculty and .administrators and through
Observation and interview obtaining a view of their later
careers and their views of educational innovation and change.

2. Returning to the Kensington School and the Milford Dis-
trict for a special kind of ethnograpiic case study, that is,
a descriptive/analytical account of the current status of.the
school plus an historical chronicle and interpietation of the
process of change in the school over the decade and a half.

The two problems are embedded in a unique empiriAl and method-
ological context. The first year of the school was intensively
studied, a long monograph, Anatomy of Educational Innovation,
(Smith and Keith, 1971) presented the results. Such a bench
mark seems rare if not unique. The inquiry will be conducted
by one of the original investigators; each of the other
investigators involved in the original study has agreed to
serve as consultants on the proposed project. (Proposal p. 3)

This monograph,' Educational Innovators: Then and Now, Volume V in the

series presents our analysis and interpretation of the life histories

and perspectives of the original faculty from Kensington and Milford.

In our proposal the specification focused the problem one step further:

1
For a more detailed description and analysis of "the problem" in

field studies see "Accidents, anomalies, serendipity and making the ,

common place problematic: The origin and evolution of theffield study .;

problem." (Smith, 1981)

2



It regard -to the follovi up of the original faculty members(
the first round of questions/foreshadowed problems would
include:.

1. Where did the facul6.go? What have they done? What are
they doing now?

./.

2. What role did the Kensington experience play in their
lives? How do they see the exPerience now?

3. What is their general-educational perspective now? What
is their point of view about educational innovation?

While such questions can'go in several directions, the theme
that will be returned to continually, is the meaning for
schools--tneir.structures and processes., (Proposal p. 5)

We moved to a more abstract level of analysis as we put the problem

-V47,
at the intersect of personality theory and organizational theory:.

A career is .a "course of 'a person's life, especially in some
pursuit." As such it is a long time unit in a theory of Per-
sonality, a serial in Henry Murray's conceptual frameWork
(1938, 1951, 1954). The intent of this. part of the analysis
will be to develop a careful chronicle of the educational
positions held by each indiVidUal, the noneducational posi-.
tions, educational training, other major events
marriages, divorce, retirement). Woven into this will be more
subjective reports of decisions, plans, strategies, affect and
feeling. The thrust will be toward a grounded theory of per-
sonality' and educational careers (Becker, 1970; Thompson,
1967). The unique thrust. will be the commonality of partici-
pation in a highly innovative educational experience. Our
earlier analysis placed heavy emphasis on'true belief, as
Hoffer (1951) had develoced the idea. Now we can see that in
the context of another dozen - fifteen years. Casual contacts
over the years indicate. that some Members of the faculty went
on to other innovative schools, some went onto doctoral
training programs, others became professors at colleges and
universities, and at least one has.left professional education

) altogether. %.,(Proposal p. 9)

We eien raised a simple model to provide a means for arraying and

beginning to think about the data we would generate:

Figure 1 is a' tentative schematic outline of the possible play
between data and ideas for capturing these'phenomena,

3
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AS these accountesae cumulated tvet.the individuals who 'have
-been a part of Kehaington, they will be searched.(coMpared,
contrasted, clustered) for latent patterns and regulatities.
This is in keeping with our earlier work in qualitative
analysis of data'(Smith, 1974; Smith and Pohland, 1976).

,(Proposal p. 10)

Insert Figure 1. About Here .

O

In addition to true belief as an important conceptual issue we made

mention, in the proposal, of the concepts of "inexperience" and "profes--.

sional training" which were major items in the original analysis. of

Anatomy of Educational Innovation.

1.2 Original Statement Of Methods

Methods and procedures intertwine with problems and purposes: They,

0
too, evolve over time; consequently it seems helpful to indicate from

the research proposal where we were at the beginning of the project:

The procedures regarding the follow-up study represent a major
extension and elaboration of our case.study methods. Several,

models are available (e.g., Terman and Oden, 1947; Sears,
.1977; Skeels, 1966; Nesselroade and Reese, 1973). Specifi-

cally, several problems loom up as large. The first is
locating the people.' While this will be harder than supposed,
the investigabor haw been in contact with several over the
years, several have taken Ph. D.'s and are,in tolleges and
universities, some have kept up with each other. By
telephone, letter, and inquiries at old addresses'attempts
would be made to track them down. Skeels suggests three
essential qualities in this, "flexibility, ingenuity, and -

tenacity" (p. 28). Assuming their interest, willingness,'and
informed consent, each would be visited for two to three days
of conversatiofi, interview, and observation. The format of
the interview would be a blend of narrative, open-ended
questions, and focusqd questions. The content would reflect
the concepts', problems, and issues listed earlier. Models
would be similar to Gross et al.'s (1958) eight hour interview
of school superintendents, Merton et al.'s (1956)°focused
interview, and the procedures of oral history (Baum, 1971 and

4



Reactions to the

Experiecp (Decisions;

Stfategy, Affect, etc.)

Non Educational Positions

Chronicle of Educational

Positions

Training

Experiences

Other Major Events

Teacher /Administrator

at Kensington

(Pre Kensington) 1964-65

a

Cufrent Positions

Superintendent

Prindipal

Professor

' Teacher

(elem/sec)

Retired

Other

(Post Kensington)

11,

1979-80

f

Figure 1: Schematic representation of educational careers over time

(Research Proposal p. 11)
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Dexter, 1970). As much as possibleof this would be taped for
later analysis. (e.g.; Easley, 1974; Smith and Zrock--in

process) The observations would be of the individuals in

their current' organizational 'contexts. Their teaching, their
administering, their current collegial relationships and their
professional activities would be observed and noted. Further,

copies of-their professtional writings would be collected.'.

Finally, we would readminister two inventories of attitudes
and beliefs, the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory (Cook et

al., 1951) and the Teacher Conceptions of the Educational
Process (WehlIng and Charters, 1969) which were first given 15

years before. The rapport dhd personal relationships of the
earlier period (e.g., the many accounts in Anatomy was/ia,auth

that the faculty will be honest and open. The researcher and _

his role in the past were perceived' as careful and honest.
(Proposal pp. 22-23)

The data gathering procedures received additional' specification by

linking it to procedures used in a recently completed study of the

science ptogram in the.Alte.School (Smith, 1978, 1981).

The'intensive interviews/observations/documentation thrust of
the data c4leCtion is an extension of our earlier uses of

participant. observation and of the multi method, multi situa-
tion, mUlticoncept and triangulation rationale. In our re-

cent case study of the science education program in the Alte .

School District (Smith; 1977), a set of procedures evolved

which presage'the two or three day data collection, eessions

proposed here in Kensington Revisited. Several of the teachers

and administrators. in Alte were "oldofriends" from earlier

professional experience in.graduate school tlasses and joint

projects. We tape recordectlong entry interviews with each.

and later "mid,xeay" interviews and finally "exit" interviews.

with some. ,These ran from one to three hours apiece. IA the

course of these conversations/interviews they dug out from

their files' tAdes of documents-=class schedules, curriculum

guides, -curriculum evaluation reports (by staff and outside

agencies), committee reports published papers by themselves

!. and their colleagues, staff bulletins, newsletters, and .so

" forth. The stacks of information were literally a foot high

in some instances. Also, wa"tagged. along" to faculty meet-
inga; to PTA meetings and we joined them at info al morning

pre school coffee clatches and day to day lunch in'the cafe-

teria. Finally, we rode buses and walked wit them on field

trips with the youngsters. The data which a generated was

rich in quality and quantity. Much of it was immediately

2'For.a number of reasons we decided to omit these more structured.

instruments.

6.
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relevant to our foreshadowed problems in
,
science education,

much of it was. more a'"spontaneous conviction". on, their'part,
'youmight be interested in this",. an indicator of their own

. -

definition.andphresingdf the problems and'what was important.
and relevant. Synthesizing and integrating such:data into a
story or narrative on;the one handand,an analytical/
theoretidal interpretation on the other was an exciting and
creative task.

.

. .
In Kensington Revisited;.our hope would be to extend the .tech-
niques over a several day period. PrOdedurably it.seems a
logical extension. Motivationally we've found most individuals
fascinated and stimulated bythe opportunity to think serious,-
ly and-talk freely about the.depth, breadth, and nuances of :

Itheireducational point of.views. (Proposal p. 23)

°

We presented several' paragraphs On the "intellectual procedures" in

data analysis, as we carry*put the fielcf.methOds. These included such

Items as "foreshadowed problems", '"immersion in concrete perceptual

images", and "conscious searching." Those items, and a number of

others, have been organized into a longer essay, "An.evolving logic of

participant observation, educational ethnography and other case studies"

(Smith, 1979). Our-more recent thoughts appear in.Volute VI, Methodo-

logical Issues, of the present study.

n



2. THE INITIAL PERSPECTIVE ON THE FACULTY

Scattered through the'account of Kensington's first year, as

44.49
presented,in Anatomy of EducationalsInnovation; are interpretations of

the faculty as a group, A brief review of several key aspects giVes a

perspective on the faculty and thereby, provides a substantive context

for the presentation of the results of the present study. True belief,

inexperience, creativity and intelligencp, and humor clarify the

perspective.

2.1 True Belief

In the original account, wherein we tried to conceptualize the

origins and development of an innovative educational organization we

-appealed strongly. to Hoffer's (1951) concept of true belief. :After some

comments onthe T group strategy forbuilding an institutional core'

which involves a homogeneity of outlook and sentiments we continued:

But people come to organizations with existing sentiments. If
our data from Kensington can be generalized, we would,suggest
that the sentiments brought-to a highly innovative organize-

. tion are a special,'different, and idiosyncratic kind and, as
such, are an important aspect'of the anatomy of such an
organization. As we were a part of the Kensington experience
and as we tried to analyze it, the emotional quality loomed
large. From the first day of the summer workshop the
observers noted the quality of excitement, enthusiasm, and
high aspiration. (1971, pp. 99710)

Later, we concluded:

Hoffer, (1951) ties together several aspects of sentiment in an
organization as he describes facets of the True Believer, the
man of fanatical faith who is ready to sacrifice his life for
a holy cause:

8 I'
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For men to plunge headlong into Wn undertaking of vast
, change, they must be intensely discontented yet not

destitute, and they must have the .feeling that by the
possession of some potent doctrine, infallible leader or ,'
some new teanfque,,they have access to a sourc ofei4

irresistible power.' They must also have an extr vagant
conception of the prospects and potentialities of the ..,

future. Vinallyr they must be iqholly ignorant of the
difficulties involved in their v-- t undertaking.a

Experience is .a handicap (p. 20). .,- ..

In. the judgMent of our case, hiaaccount:underemphasizes the
positive attraction of.healthy people trying to make a better
world: True believers come for many reasons: .Some seem to
have a relatively simple faith in working toward educational

. i eats that they hold sincerely and uncomplicatedly:. Others
pe ceive, quite clearly and consciously, the possibilities of
co ining their faith and theirs careers. :13thers seem to be

.searching for identity and a positive self-concept, as Klapp
suggests. Although Kensington had those who were "intensely
discontented" and "those who crave to be rid'Of an unwanted
self," the majority wet findittg'a freedom and an opportunity
to create that is usualy not available in the.public schools
--either from administrative fiat or from informal faculty
"understandings." In addition, innovative organizations will
have serious continuity probleMs becauSe the staff will go on
new quests. This departure is due, in part, to their high
visibility and to being "bought" pr competed, for; combined
with the commitment to advance the tenets of the movement..
The grail is elusive; the quest is eternal. As shown earlier,
Hoffer's analysis of.potent doctrine, infallible leader', new
techniques, extravagant conceptions of the futUre, ignorance
of the difficulties, and the role of inexperience have a
:telling validity. He who would engage in large scale
innovative programs must be cognizant of the role of true°

Alelief that is endemic to the process. (1971, pp. 115 -116),

2.2 Humor

1

Humor interacted unusually with true belief and a related concept,

crusaders. We noted then:

AlthQugh much of our data have supported the observations of
Klapp '(19694 they do not confirm his concerns with huMor and
detachment. In delineating some of the characteristics of
crusaders, he describes the'crusader as taking himself
seriously, lacking humor and ironic detachment toward his
role, and being so utterly committed'that he lacks role
,distance. At the close of the year, a coloring-book that

9
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lampooned the attempts of theStaff:tO_make parts -of the
program work. Was/developech'-'-It was- a compendium of humor_,.
throughout the year. In this way humor, much as jargon, as we
indicated preViously, is a part of those .characteristics the
crusaders,have which outsidersdo not,readily-pee nor
appreciate. (1971, P. 12),

Ate another point we commented:

::3--

Frrom thefirpt days in -.the August workshop through the dinner-,,
party reminiscing in June, a thread of humor ran through the
Kensington experience. At times, the humor was full of a
youthful and uninhibited joy; at other times it contained the
bite of bitterness and disappointment. This part of the
story might have been entitled "The Adademic Career of 'Fully
Functioning Freddy,'" the staff's good-humored early label for
the intended productof Kensington's educational milieu. The
most vivid illustration of humor occurred at a faculty party
in early April. One of the by-products of this was a
Kensington Coloring Book, a,commentary on the year that was
prepared by several of the creative staff. The analysis of
the forms and functions of humor within school. organizations
seems a most necessary 'task. We have reproduced, as Figures.2
and 3, two pages,,the first and last, from the coloring book.
Thet capture'well the flavor.of the'humor. In between the
first and-last pages were references such as "This is Basic
Skills. Color them plimerless," and "These are husbands and
wives.. Color them neglected." The content of the musical
parodies speaks for itself.

Insert Figures 2'and 3, About Here.

2.3 Inexperience

At several points in our analysis we,made reference to inexperience,

its antecedents and consequences. At one point we interrelated it with

naivete and true belief:

4

The man onAthe street, the practical man, and.the man of
affairS, ail seem to utilize a concept such as "experience" as
they think about their organizations. Social scientists (for
example, March and Simon, 1958; Blau and Scott, 1962), tend to
mAke less use of it and have not engaged in intensive

10.
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Figure 2: The first page of the Coloring Book



WE'VE CROWN ACCUSTOMED?????

Wye grown accustomed to your ways
You make out work-4y never end,
We're used to meetings night and noon
And visitors7through June,

Reporters,
Photographers,
And silent observers ...

. We've grown accustomed to. your shape,
We're going in circles more and more,
By covered walkways we must go
Through wind and rain and snow,
To work,
To play,
To eat each day ..,.

We've grown accustomed to no curriculum,
But only skill and trait objectives,
With worksheets we must try'
To fill the gap made by
No text,
Or guides,

But World Books well supplied ...

They're second nature to us now,
Like breathing out and breathing in..
We were supfemely independent and content before'wereame,
Surely we could always be that way, but just the same,
We've grown accustomed to the teams,
The groups that yell and Scream
Accustomed to the scheme.

THIS SCHOOL IS YOUR SCHOOL

This school is your .school,

This school. is my school,
From the tableless art room,
To the flagless flagpOle,
From the fishless fishpond, .

To the gradsless playground,
This pchool is made for fools like me.

As I was teaching'
In the clockless classroom,

.s

I saw beloW me
The food stained carpet,
And in the corners
Lay coats and garbage,
This room belongs to you and me.

Now this reminds us
Of that great workshop .

Which prepared us for....HoHo7HoHol
The year is endihg
And we are wondering .

If this fool was made fpr Ke singtonl

Figure 3: The final page of the Coloring Book
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'theoretical reduction of the concept:. In the Kensington:
story, it loomed large. Recall our brief introduction to the
staff; Ofthe 21 original.membertf,'seven had not taught. One
of the 14 who had taught was removed before school began and-
replaced by am.inexperiencedaubatitUte. Nine additional
staff membera,five aides, and four student teacherahad had
minimal or no work experience'in'the pUblic achoo14.

..?

' - . ' . . .

, The interrelatinahips among enth iasm, training",-and know-
ledge arose dramatically-as:substantive iesues'inA)edagoiy-..
a peared during the workshop:

.

(. :_.i--I.:.

9,

Another.phenoMenon.that has struck me is. that everyonaeln:
this workshop is devoting timetand. attention to
professional matters in a way that I,,.persOrially, have
never seen in Our undergraduate elenOntary 'education '

stlidents or by a sthool'faculty... IThis 'Sense, the:.
motivation is really'intense and strong, andthe People.

,are wiling t devote considerable energy with'the.task

-i
at hand.: The e are some interesting asOectsabout thks'n

because this s done within, the limitations of
ability and their tralning. I cringe with. the notion of
'how.much more these people ought to_know about: reading,
how much more they ought to know 'about. 1 studies
methods, and how inadequate:most of their training has
been as they talk:about it, and hoW.crucial.it'might be:
fqr 'what theyaredoing. Without question, the teapher.
education profession, at least as I know it, is really
confused. Yet, the drama of this-kind.of inVolvement is
quite exciting,(8/21).

/
, .

.

, . .

Analytically,, several aspects 'seem crucial. In part, the
administrative authOrities had deliberately gapped the
organization in this manner. They didnot waneold solutions

-'to educational problems. In their own words, they believed
that it would be easier to train inexperienced personnel in
new approaches than to retrain.experieficed persons. .Ex-
perience, in this usage, seems to be abroad personality
variable. including schema dimensions such as awareness of
problems and classical solutions to problems. Additionally,
we argue, it contains trait and Skill dimensions An executing
these golutions'and a high probability of success in this.
execution. For'instance,. if a child or.clads is having '

.difficultY:in understanding a concept in science or social.
. studies, classical solutions would suggest that the teacher

present a relevant illubtration, exercise, or book passage for
be read. Besides knowing the specific-illustration, content
or title, the experienced teacher would know that it. was "sure
:fire," that it had' a high Probabilityof reaching_th goal,{
because she had sorted. these throUghwith previous trial and
error.- Shewould havea residual set of aolutiona. .Ihe in-
experienced.: teacher probably would, have a. Tess widerepertory,

..although hla.seems'linked closely with amOre:general .



creativity dimension, considerably less high-probability
solutions, and probably less confidence in her tactics. Inso-
far ati confidence produces cUes of a self-fulfilling prophecy
sort--both pupil compliance and pupil confidence of success- -

-it becomes,exceedingly imPortant.

As we have indicated, a further aspeCt of teacher motivation
and commitment, beyond specific Confidence, is the high
,enthusiasm for the cause, the ideology; which.we found in a
greater degree in the inexperienced as opposed to the
experienced teachers. .

2.4 Creativity and Intelligence

In i uMerable incidents and events the quality of mind of theL
Kensington faCuley revealed.itself. The intelligence and creativity in

the- various' instances of the formal doctrine, instiputional plans, in

MatetialscOnatruction, and'in such off hand items as the faculty color-

ing,bOok appeared through out. A clumsy paragraph in Anatomy summarized

it this.waY:...

',

,

It was a most,unUOUal'alementary school faculty.
'.: ,

0

Thestaftseemeilvery able intellectually. Three of the group
hid all theitdOCtOral course work finished and needed only a
.diasertation..;All.of these three had taught at the college
liVel;. one additional staff membetheld apart -time, Saturday

,...
Mornincpllege;position, a Principles and Methods of Teaching
Couga.e.:CoSt.Otthe staff shad M. A.'s (some through an M.A.T.
internshipprogram). The quality of the intellectual life and

.:disCubsions::amOng the.staff in committee and faculty meetings
-we Toun&iMprAssive.relative to our contacts with:Other
yeieMentary:schoOls. (1971, p. 56)

2.5 Summary

We have chosen to highlight four important clusters of character-

istics
. ..

of.tho-Original faculty as wel)erceiveethem4ifteen.yearsago.

The modal image was youth and inexperiende;-humor and'creativity-and
-:?

z
C
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.intelligence; and enthusiasm, commitment, and true belief. They were

men and women on a crusade, so we thought then. Now we have returned to

them after fifteen years. Before we detail their life histories and

cluiter items into patterns and configurations we need'to indicate how

our procedural intentions were modified. Hence a brief methodological

statement is in order.

a

,r&
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3. METHODOLOGY: BRIEFLY CONSIDERED

3.1' Restating the Problem

. .

As can be inferred from our opening comments we had pl.krased.our

problem around careers and life experiences subsequent to the first year

of Kensington. From the first interview, partly out of our unstructured

approach, partly out of seeing oldfriends from years ago, and partly

from a never ending and unbounded kind of curiosity, we talked of many

more events. The early lilies of our subjects/colleagues/friends flowed

easily and naturally. We were into life histories immediately and the

phrasing of our problem shaded off into broader and deeper channels.

While a.systematic assessment of the wide range of methodologies

used in this series of studies will be,undertaken later, in Volume VI,

an.operational statement of our procedures will be provided in this

chaptei. Briefly put, we undertook the development of life histories oft

participants based on two to seven hour taped .interviews sometimes

conducted by one of us, sometimes by the other but usually conducted by

both authors present in the interview. Further, we had career resumes

from some Of the individuals who had recently changed jobs. Finally, a

few of our'faculty members had written and published on topics relevant

to Kensington; we tried to gather and read a good bit of this.

3.2 The Life History Vehicle

We share the concerns and trepidations expressed by Robert White in

his classic study, Lives in Progress regarding the frail vessels in

16
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which research data must be gathered. Each method,- regardless of its

position on the quantitative or qualitative, the structured or unstruc-'

tured, the controlled or naturalistic continua has its peculiar assets

and liabilities. White expressed his concern as follows:

...it will be clear that the study of another person is a
difficult undertaking whiCh cannot be handled in a cut-and-
dried fashion. Perhaps the very first thing to consider is
the other person's motivation for taking part in such a study.
Unless his interest is enlisted to a rather unusual extent he
is not likely to be disposed toward whole-hearted
'participation and candid self- disclosure. Even when coopera-
tion is perfect, a furthei difficulty arises from the very
nature of the material. No interviews or available tests, no
existing methods of observation, can possibly be considered.

m lete or definitive. Furthewitmore, all methods yield infor-

mation f a sort that leaves much to be judged and.interpreted
by the examiners. In this way the frailties of the examiners
enter the study and constitute. a liability in reaching valid
conclusions. It clearly behooves us to reflecta little on
what is involved in trying to understand other people.

(White, 1952, pp. 92-93)

Balanced against those cautions is the compelling power and rich-

ness of life histories-for our purposes. Our aim was similar to that of

Goodson as he described the method and rationale of his recent study:

The research method employed was to begin by collecting the
life histories of the major participants in the promotion of
this new subject. The,patferns of decision,'the changes of
direction and the stated rationales given by these promoters
of the subject were echoed in the evolutionary profile of the
subject which was later constructed. In a real sense the life
histories of these key 'personnel constituted the Zife history
of the subject in qUestion. (Our Italics)

(Goodson, 198Q, p.17)

In addition to the fascination and richness of life histories for

their own sake, we were drawn to them as ideal for our purpose ofax-

ploratory processes which occurred between the time of the original

study and the current life space of our teachers and staff. In effect,

17
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we had entered the lives of twenty-one professional educators at a point

in time when they were beginning an exciting venture of developing

Kensington and then we returned fifteen years later to again collect

data in an intensive one or two day interview. These two studies were

similar to selecting two fxames from a full length movie for inspection

and making comparisons and contrasts between them. Of utmost importance

for our study was the inference of procesies prior to and since the

original Kensington. For example, we were puZzled by the origins'of

educational ideology which culminated in the decision to respond to the

. exciting and frustrating venture of building a new and different school.

What varied routes did our educators take as they were being socialized

on the farms and in'the haMlets of this country? Similarly, what had

occurred during the fifteen year interim to influence the maintenance

and/or modificition of these same educational perspectives? Becker

(1966) argued persuasively for the life history in the following words:

We can, for instance, give people a questionnaire at two
_periods in their life and infer an underlying process of
change from the differences in their answers. But our
interpretation has significance only if our imagery of the
underlYing process is accurate. And this accuracy of
imagery--this congruence of theoretically posited process with
what we could observe if we took the necessary time and
trouble--can be partially achieved by the use of life history
documents. For the life history, if it-is well done, will
give us the details of that process whose character we would
otherwise only be able to speculate about, the\prOcess to
which our. data must ultimately be referred if theY are to have
theoretical and not just an operational and predictive
significance. (p. XIV -)

The emphasis in, our. research on an organiclkholeness is deliberate

and particularly useful when examining illusive threads of earlier so-,

cialization processes which have all but disappeared from consciousness.
k C.
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Subjects would attempt to recall reasons for educational beliefs and

would frequently digress into a story about their first day of school or

life on the farm or about a pet they raised and light would be shed,

albeit obliquely, on the topic at hand. Goodson shared our concern in

the following words:

In understanding something so intensely personal as teaching
it is criticaZ'that we know about the person the teacher is:
our paucity of knowledge in this area is a manifest indictor

7 of the range of our sociological imagination. The life
historian pursues the job from his own perspective, a °

perspective which emphasizes the value of the person's-"o
story." By tracing this person's life over time it becoi
possible to view the changed and underlying forces which
influece that person at work, to estimate the part which
teaching plays within the overall life of the teacher.

(1980, p. 13)

We would particularly stress the use of life history sketches for

unravelling threads as.intricate as motive structures and personal value

systems. For instance, to ask participants to state reasons for under-

taking the original task of building Kensington after 15 years have

. passed is to invite superficial and self-serving answers. The answers

themselves are.current word molds but.the original castings may have

long since submerged from sight or recall. However, those current molds

are more likely to be interpretable within a life history which dredges

up childhood dreams and disappointments. A participant may recall

joining the faculty because at that point in her life. she was somewhat°

bored and sought a new challenge, while playing down any latent zeal to

foster social reform. This same participant might weave a fascinating

story of a childhood spent righting wrongs, mending birds.' wings and

serving as a resident story teller for young children which suggests a

more active motive structure other than alleviation of boredom.

19
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Our.commitment to the use of life history material is clearly

strong and enthusiastic and not born out of'a lack of a "better" method

for data collection. It grew out of our initial yet evolving conception

of our problem.

3.3 Finding the People

In our original proposal we rather blithely desCribed our task

to "...locate, observe, and interview the two dozen key administrators

and teachers who originated the school." By rather circuitous routes

this search mission was accomplished and we smiled as we recalled,'

Skeels' (1966, p.28) advice concerning "flexibility, ingenuity,.and

tenacity" as qualities to assist in the search. .Upon reflection those

-are .characteriatics deeined useful and we would underscore tenacity as

perhaps the greatest virtue.

Our search could be described as a series of post holes drilled

into our social and professional networks with the putsuit of leads from

each drilling until we.reached a dead end. We then repeated the
;

drilling in a new location. The first and easiest step.was tc locate

the several people who had resided in the immediate vicinity and could

be located through the telephone directory. ThiS step was easily

accomplished but our hopes for an intricate networkof Christmas card

lists or other forms of addrtSS links were quickly dashed. We found,

rather surprisingly, that very few links existed among the participants..

InIthis initial foray two couples and two individuals have.remained in

close contact with one another but bdyond these pairs the routes from

Kensington were varied and disparate.

2O
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In addition to these individuals still iri the area, another group

of participants was known to us as a result of professional contacts

since Kensington and hence, easily reached. This group, all male,

included the forter principal, superintendent, and curriculum director

who have maintained professional association contacts. In general,

their whereabouts were known to the researchers even though few personal

contacts hadSeen maintained during the fifteen year interval. One of

the teachers was located through a chance event growing out of a national

conference. A former participant of Kensington noted the university on a

t)

. ,

name ag of a colleague of the senior author and inquired about him.

This led to an exchange of letters and his eventua4rtrcipation in the

study. Again, rather surprisingly, there was practically no interchange

-between and.aMong members of this. group during the fifteen year period.

Our next venture led us to a graduate school which had been known

to be the next stop for two of our participants. One individual was

immediately located but the other alluded us because of name changes.

We were struck by the iMpact of name changes upon professional

identities. Beyond making life difficult for researchers the larger

issue of women "disappearing" due tO.marriage.-and the distinct

possibility of being under represented in research pools of this nature

was a challenge whichiwe chose to meet head-on. We were determined to

find everyone in spite of this difficulty and we eventually succeeded in

all but one case.
fc4

We attempted to trace-individuals forward in time Itom.their 'last

known address after leaving Kensington but apparently too many moves had

been made by ourilighlymobile staff to achieve results by this method.

21



Failing in our efforts to move forward in time we went back to original

records and phoned parents of participants who were listed in the

Cumulative folders stored.in a back room of the Milford District

offices. This ploy yielded several current addresses and phone numbers

and in addition located the one individual who had current addresses of

five participants as a result of Christmas card exchanges. The

"unlocking" of this group then provided us with enough new post holes to

complete our search.

Two ratherisolated efforts are worth of mention in that they might'

be overlooked. One individual was particularly difficult to locate

until a call was made to the church in the individual's home town,which

had been listed in the original records. Even though no living

relatives of the. individual were still in the area we were pleasantly

surprised to learn that the individual in question had married, returned

home and was an active member of the church. Secretaries again

demonstrated their value as repositories of information. A second

effort involved pursuing other listings in a small town with the same

last name as the participant'on the chance that an uncle or cousin might

assist us in our search and this yielded our "missing" person.

Ultimately we reached all but two: one-individual, Jean Emerson,

had.died recently. The other individual's, Jack Davis',, whereabouts

remain unknown.

3.31 Involvement of Participants'

'After locating a particular .indI idual a telephone contact was

established and following a general exchange of information regarding

22



current whereabouts, family and job issues, the purpose of the study was

explained and individuals were asked if a proposal could be sent and a

second call would follow to determine the individual's willingness to

participate in a taped two to seven hour interview on a broad range of

issues related to Kensington as well as experiences prior to as well es

following Kensington. With very few exceptions the responses of the

participants were overwhelmingly positive. Individuals were often eager

to re-establish contact and discuss the "good old days" as several

phrased the experience.

We stress the eagerness of the individuali' participation begaus

of the subtle interplay between'our methodology and the purposes of our

study. Robert White was faced with a similar problem in Lives in

Progress and the following comment seemed to say exactly what we had in

Mind:

It is sometimes felt that the interview method puts the
examiner at the mercy of whatever fictions the subject chooses
to set forth. When we ask someone to tell us what he
considers to be the characteristic and essential features of
his life, we certainly give him an opening to regale us with
falsified pictures, selected events, and highly colored"
interpretations. Even when he. intends to tell nothing but the
truth, we cannot expect himkto cancel his unwitting defenses
or set aside his cherished illusions. Under favorable circum-
stances, however, this very real defect in the interview
method can be greatly diminished. Much'depends on the sub-.
ject's motives and the relationship he establishes with the
examing staff. Some people do not really like to hEtve their
personalities studied. They feel defensive and would prefer
to study the examiners while keeping secret their own true
qualities. Others participate willingly so long as they caa-
fathom the purpose of the procedures but become resentful if
they suspect,the examiners of trying to learn something which
they themselves do not know. The subjects described in this
book were relatively-free from these forms of resistance. The
process of being studied was congenial to them, satisfying
important needs and thus evoking their fullest cooperation.
The pattern of favorable motives was quite different in each,
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case, as we shall see in later chapters, but it was always.
such as to dispose the subjects toward judicious candor in
discussing themselves. (White, 1952, pp. 93-94)

So, also, was it with our subjects, colleagues, friends.

3.32 _Sequencing the participants

While many times the selection of people to.interview at a particu-

lar time was simple based on expedience or geographical proximity,

several factors guided our overall s4atety. First,we began with

people who could give us the greatest scope and coverage of issues which

might be Pursued in greater depth with later individuals. We sought

people at each teaching level in the early stage of interviewing to

assure. coverage. Second, wechoseto interview'' individuals in key

roles, (e.g., Principal and Superintendent) during the middle phase to

allow us to probe issues, raised by early interviews but also to enable

us sddl.tional interviewErtof011owleads provided-by ouv.key partici-

pants. We were struckliy the criticality of key individuals and

realized again our indebtedness to the participants for the willing:,.

involvement in the study. While each_ person added greatly we were made .

aware that without the Principal's: willingness to share his insights an

observations We .would,haVe.had.a.difficUlt time completing the study at

all and even if.we would have completed-it there would haVe been huge

holes left by:key individuals absences.

Interviewing

3.41 DualInterviewing

Most of our interviews were conducted with the participant and. both

researchers present. Initially we selected this technique:because we

A
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.both wanted to be present:forthe early interviews as wei were shaping.

our guiding questions and didn't want to miss the early content emerging

from the interviews. We fully intended to then split the remaining

individuals and conduct the interviews with just one of us present. As .

frequently occurs, serendipity smiled and we saw definite adVantages in

our approach. First, the role of. interviewer and observer -can be,

interchanged aIICWing'one researcher to "back.off," pay attention to

more subtle

choosing, to.

Second, the

cues indicating tenaion,.ihreat or other mechanisms and then

pursuhOse leads or redirect if that is moreappropriate.

0

observing one of the paircan chart out aline of question-
,

ing more leisurely and pursue that route to give the other interviewer a

chance tOrelaxand "re-load." Third,the Obseryer,can go back over
4 -

notes and pick up leads for further elaboratiOn'which is more diffiCult

to do whet in the actual line of questioning. Fourth, different inter-

viewera develop lines of questioning.which are highlyefficient and each

can develop aspecdality withthe "two-platoon" Ostein:81:AntOiterding.

Fifth, interviewers can cover for one another's Mia*akeav eCtive

ly. 'At tiMes:an interviewer phrases a question_ p.O.Orly_
,

. . _

edits or elaborates the question. Again, thereare.times:wheiibrie
.

;.;{{q interviewer is '.simple having a bad day and ihe:Other"caties a greater.

, ,

"share of the load. Ihaobvious necessity-for twopeople:io be attunedhe. obvious

one another's strengths ,and weaknessea.isprerequiaite for this

.technique. Sixth, the difference-in personalitY'matchupp allows a

greater rapport with some'-. participants than othera.. °; Sensing this allows

the, better match -ups to beutilized to a greater-iktent,'



O

k

'

The obvious advantages of this method carry,potentiai'liabilities
I

as well Perhaps the most important caution is the need to be sensitive

to the participant's response. The dual interview could be a very

demanding'and exhausting experience both because of the fresh supply of

questions but alsa: because the contrasting styles of the interviewers;

Could become tensio6produCing., The ethical reaponsibilitiesof'anY.:..

interviewer are doubly important when the additioaal pressure of a

second' interviewer is' added. Also, if one is not careful, the two
-

fqt,erviewers can spend time talking -to one another and do Late the

discussion,unnecegarily.

3.42 Interview Patterns

,

While variations existed, the usual interview lasted'froM three to
,... -. ,,.)$,;)

six hours anCigas done .in two _or, ithfee aessions. pCally we began in
, .

, ..; 4
,1. i:

t

.11

the afternoon, taped for two or three hoilrs, broke for dinner, returned

for an hour or so after inner and then returned for a couple:of houf

wrap up the following morning.. Usually the dinner hourrs spent with
i-

. .

the spouse included:apC6Aattempt was made to provide - participants with

intaimatiOn about Kensington iodaytaed the happenings of ,Other.

participants Occasionally, the spouse joined in the tap na'atthe

beginning or end of the session but unless they were

-in. Kensington ..they tplayed

they did\broaden'!the life

validated and emphasized Or

very loW-keyrole in, the

ext of the discuss
,.-

de--emphasized partiC

'stories.

integt.ly involved

ews. But

dieCtlY 14. 4

Ms in the.
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3.43 COntentOf Interview

A gradual'outline for the interviews emerged from tur.first:

sequence. We began witha°eimple request to2either_fell.ue abOUt4heir

life before Ken Ington the.

Kensington. Usually the latter route *SS chosen and the first taping

was spe4,tracing, the personal and/or professional odyssey,of each

person. Having brought us up to date the usual ploy were tO ask about

how the individual became involved in Kensington and to then trace back-.

ward' in time their early homesacialization 'and school experiente

4.

r While reference4 and..cotMents aboutKensington would occur at:.any

time the final session

the experiente then as

interview guide or

would usually deal explicitly

well,AePOst-hoc reflections.

with perceptions of

We never used an

a,set lineccf7i4uestions.. We, preferred..the free flow
. . .

of discussions following the broad!OUfline described aboVe.

3.5- ummaryAbeervations and InterpretatiOns

HefOreand after -;the interview the researchers taped lengthy im7

-Preseions of people and events.- We often had hours driving backto.

motels and'irirpOrfS'andilmat always filled those hour's with

comments. We par4dnlarly orked hardrecord our first impressions

after the evening's interviews were completed. The comments were wide

ranging and often highly speculative:comments which yielded most of the

themes which eventually emerged from the study-:. Typically, one
,

researcher would venture an opinion, observation or interpretaaon,

document.it with one or more;Pieces of dati'froni therecent interview

-
and then yield,the mitrophone to the other researcher who would,
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;!.

usually provide additional documentation if in agreement-or counter

-
, . ,

evidence if he,disagreed and then he would offer opinion, Observations
. .

.

. .

or interpretations.of his own. Thus we wound down from the excitement

. "e

0

of Our interviews:

In the free flowing exhange whiCh characterized Summary Observation

and Interpretations, the.exchange of bias, opinion, and evaluative

statements was inevitable. Again, Robert White (1952) was forced to

deal with a similar issue and we felt compatible with this reasoning

he came:to grips with the often highly emotional responses elicited by -

.partilular participants. In his study the strong and contrasting

feelings regarding Hartley Hale needed to be handles -'and were described

in the following. assage:,

The fix\al poAnt to .consider .with regaid'to method is the
judgidg and interpreting by the examiners.
It is impossible to study-anotileiperson without makixig
evaluations, and. it is hard to 'keep these evaluations from
bean seriously distorted by .one's personal reactions to the
subj4t; HartleTBal& for example, is g man. who evokes,
stro4g4eelings. in the people who become acquainted with him.
These'feelings,in turn call forth definite preferences as- to
what the case lotteri4.-shOuld reveal. Sote People are
impressed by his success and admire his rapid climb_on the
ladder of professional statue. Some are particularly taken by
his vigorous self- confidence and ,capacity for independent ana
masterful action. Some tend to emphasize his service and
self- dedication in the field of medicine. For people thus
disPosed it is natural to hope thatthe reconstructed story
will be one of triumphs overadversity, A living proof that

' circumstances can be'donquered by willpoWer.

Other peoge react with, envy to a life that has achieved the
outward marks of success. They prefer to feel that Hale had
an,easy time of it,...

Othets dislike him fovhie attitude toward clumsy subordinates
and igiWard his long - suffering wife, feeling that he deserves.
the comeuppance of an unhappy future...
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The studyof personality1S one' of the most difficult branches
Of knoWledge in which to achieve a judicious outlook, free'
from invasion by persdnal preferences and personal feelings
.about the:subject Matter. Even when the more obvious kinds of,'.
prejudiced'thinking are-overcome, there is still the danger of
projecting one's unconscious prOblems and unwitting attitudes
into judgmentl,

..

There are only two ways is which this difficulty can be,
reduced to relatively harthless prov4tionsi.- One of these is
to neutralize the distortions by having several different
workers collaborate in making the interpretations. Especially
if4heSe Wdrkers are of somewhat different backgrounds and
training, they can, to a considerable extent, cancel each
otheils personal rigidities of judgment: The second way is
that of progressively teaching the examiners to overcome. their
rigidities and to achieve greater judiciousness through
increased familiarity with their own personalities. Such
education occurs quite naturallyjn the course of team studies
of personality, as in fact it "dOes for many people simply"
through the experiences of everyday life.

. -(White.,-Ig52, pp. 99-101)

-:-

. .

i .....Z

On other occasions we have attempted to speak to some of the same .

issues (Smith and Pohland, 19.74, 1975; Smith, 1979).

- s

3.6 Reporting Results: Options and Dilemmas

One of tWCurrent debates with the' life history moyetent lies in

the relative emphasis on descriptive versus theoretiCaVformulations

the reporting of results. It is not a pseudo problemi:-PrestigiOus con-

temporary authorities take vigorous an&.oppositional stands.on the

issue. AlMost to the point of caricature, Coles.and Coles (1980),vilify

the4heorists:

We have not been trying to extract statements from American
'citizens in order to construct self-important theories. Our
nation's cultural landscape--yes, from "sea to shining sea"- -
is alreadY-Cluttered,- if not badly contaminated, by a large
and constantly increasing mass of "findings": the "data" of
various social science research projects. 'Everyone's
"attitudes" about everything .have beea,:continue to be,
"surveyed." We have been declared a bundle of reflexes,
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organisms that respond t.'"drives," a tangle of hidden and
not-so-hidden. PsyChoOathology: We have heard our poor called
culturally dgptiVed" and "culturally disadvantages,"-our
ordinary working people describeeSs."one-diMensional," as in

:possession of a "false consciousnesW,and dozens of other
,IkOt-so-friendly labels, by critics Who.aremoresparing with
themselves and their own kind. The laitrhing we want to do
is come up with a fewmore pushy, ovetwroughti' wordy
generalizations about America's people:, and specifically, its
women, who have been getting's good deal of attention lately--
not alWaysdiscerning or appropriate. (pp. 1,-2)

After, a referenceto one of their subjects, who quoted her grandmother's

comment, "You'll find all kinds among all kinds," their concern seems a

fear of stereotypes Ad overly simplified generalizatiOns, for the Coles'

then comment:

No doubt. there are valuable ways of pulling together life's
variousness into compact, suggestive statements.' The point la
to move from the particular person to the broader arc of
humanity without violating the kind of truth that daughter of
a slaVe knew in her bones. One old-fashioned and still rather
lively, penetrating, and illuminating way of doing so is
through the medium of a life-history.(not to be confused with
a case-history). Biographers know that through a person's
story they can shedjight on the stories of others, too. And
novelists know that even a person ,imagined can do likewise--'
Make the "real" seem closer at hand and more sharply.focused:'
A. paradox, and one of many in a world full ofsmall as wellas.'
large ambiguities, ironies, inconsistencies, incongruities.
Any psychological theory,.any sociological scheme of inter-
pretation had better do justice 'to all that--to the coMpleXity
of human affairs--if it is to pass the muster of a,knowing
daughter of a slave, and of her granddaughter. Amid all the
structuring of life into "period6," "stages" of human develop-
ment, with psychosOcial variables and sociocultural factors,*
there is toom for plain biographical presentation, with a
vivid.moment or two--stories of humor, of regret and sadness,
of aspirations retained or dashed, of fears banished or never
let go:

We have tried to shape what we have seen and heard into a' kind
of story--a life presented, with all the subdued tension and
drama, the dignity, and inevitably the moments of fear and
sadness, that characterizemost lives. (pp. 3-4)

.So the argument is made for biography, for life history, for narrative.
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But creeping in, is the intimation that maybe it's the wrong kind

of theory that is under attack. The concepts used provocatively, to

contrast with "periods" and "stages," are:

1'

...vivid moment...
humor..
regret and sadness...
aspirations retained or shed.

fears banishedor'never let gb.
subdued tension and dram..
dignity...

i

i

When arranged this way, their account is almost poetic. When each item

is taken on, one by one, as a social science concept,.with antecedents
. '

and consequences, in the best positivistic style (Zetterberg, 1965) a

verydifficult ag nda is created. What does a theoretical social

1scientists make o ."regret and sadness," of "fears banished or never let

.s," of !'subduedtension and drama"?

In contrast, Rosabeth Moss Kanter (1977) talks of Men and Women of

'the Corporation. The. accounts of managers, secretaries and wives come

alive as she accents structures of opportunities, broadening.the distri-

.butian of power and helping.balance'numbers of men and
,

thought again of Lanra,' Masie, Sue, Marie, and Eileen,

account, their stories.took on additional meaning. when

perspective containing these theoretical concepts.

women. As we

from the Coles'

vi4wed from a I

^f

It is not only the psychologists and psyChiatiists who fight this
y.

way over the study of individuals, but also practitioners of every other

social science discipl ne. History, the heartland of the particular,

has its theoretical, and sometimes quantitative, types who worry about

forces, factors, and dimensions (White, 1963; Stone; 1981).4 Educational
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evaluation, while dominated by the experimentalists and theorists do

have their responsive, narrative types (Hamilton, et al, 1977). Anthto- -

pologists differ as well (Lewis, 1970 versus Geertz, 1973). Sociologists

are among the most vehement and ried. Philosophers, too, have their

preferred styles, e.g. Hempel (1965) and Scriven (1959).

Our own approach, over the years has been to give close to equal

time to both narrative and theorizing, sometimes a little more of one

and sometimes the other. And sometimes trying to blend and integrate

stories and ideasin different ways. One of the best resolutions has

been what Hexter (1971) called, "processive history," an alternative

different_ from narrative history or analytical history. Processive

history involves knowing outcomes and building. meaning and drama' into

the, account using what he calls macro and mictnrhetorical principles.,

Stone (1981) speaks of "stories guided::;bY a ptegnant:.ptinciple."

A third interpretative point is that theie can be very.dull,,bOring

narrative accounts from which.one learns nothing and wishes time had not

been wasted. Equally often theoretical accounts appear that are.obvious

tathei than penetrating and whose:genetalilations do not teach.:,One

anything of significance. Rather, the trick seers to be in being

clever, to,see and to communicate in an interesting and exciting manners

items that readers find important and worth learning. And that is very

hatd to do.
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3.7 Conclusions

The life history material developed in this study was subjected to

multiple reviewers at different points in the process. First, with two

interviewers the likelihood of one person's bias and perspective r

influencing the-outcome is substantially reduced. Second, members of

the -team questioned and probed reg4ding the data base for

gederalizations derived from the tapes,. Third, data have arisen from

other times, places and sources. The most dramatic illustration

Aconcerns the superintendent. The Milford District records include

sop:116(4 board minutes and community newsletters. Some district "fans"

have collected newspaper accounts from other times and place's. Fourth,

at different points in their lives some of our participants lives have

crossed. As each presented small--and occasionally large--items of this

Sort-we could cross check stories:Finally, the materials used were

'shared with the participts prior to publication to gain their

perspective on the fidelity of our accounts. -While these checks do not

eliminate the possiblity of erroneous interpretations at least the

frequency of their occurrence has been substantially reduced.
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Section

'Interpretive Life History Themes



1. INTRODUCTION. THEMES AND PATTERNS

After considerable struggle we settled finally on several broad

. themes to interpret. our life histories.
1

The first is "educational,

careers*: people and positions over time." This tends to be a more

outside, behavioral view of what-has happened to our innovators over the

last fifteen years/ While was a theme with which we started, it soon

became, more complicated than a matter of fact look at the careers of

educational innovators. Our group broke nicely into the cluster of

three admiftistrators, all men, the male teachers, and the female

teachers. The latter split easily into younger and older. While all

this is simple and hardly a cut beyond common sense, it seemed very

critical for our data. It enabled us to say a good bit about our people

and what and why they haVe done what they have done professionally.

TheaecondAheMe Wkeally a further analysis and interpretation of

theaareeitheme. We have it 'Issues in Careers" and extended

the'diacussidpith

Career," !!Eeformers

refOence tO

Ss.

Programs4-.Y.,PO'it and For

t*nking Teaching as a Woman's

nd an old issue "Ph. D.

e';'

The third theme,:' 'history of belief systems," has had a
I.

more tumultuous time in ita.cOnstrual and development. It began with

our early observations in 1964-65 of the staff as a group.of true

We treat in considerable detail that intellectual struggle in our
methOdological piece, Educational innovation: a life history perspec-
tive presented at the St. Hilda's Conference,'September 1983, and
published in Volume VI.
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believers men and women of fanatical faith in a cause. In the current

analysis we had difficulties deciding whether-the accent was on "true"

or on "belief" or on "the person" which seem to be the components of

true believer. Two preliminary generalizations, close to our data

arose. First we were surprised at the religious backgrounds of the

individuals in our group and we began to think and talk aboub

"educational reform as secular religion." This was doubly surprising in

that we used a number of religious or quasi religious concepts--true

belief, committent, crusader, pursuit of the grail, in our earlier

account Anatomy of 't ducational Innovation. Secondly, we were surprised

by the fact .that these innovative, avantgarde, change the world types

,

"do go hoMe=r:.44n." The issue was not even on our minds initially.

Geographically, intellectually, and attitudinally they returned to their

origins, reverted to more basic values in greater numbers and to a

larger degree than we would have guessed even if we had thought about.it

at all. That suggested the possibility of 'very basic personality

dispositions at work.

These itemslplus_other clusters of data and other low leVel

abstractions led gradually to formuiite,the broader more abstract

"natural history of belief systems." This theme breaks into 1) some

introductory,. remarks on current beliefs; 2) the'complexity af belief

systems, in this instance, educational reform as secular religion;

3) the:origins, development and,tra sformation of belief systems; and 4)
d

the y607dam:,gw,home-again theme. Finally, we raise conclusions and

implications about belief systems, about educational,innovation, and

about the relyetion .betWeen the two.



In short, this very unusual group of educators is seen from the

outside perspective of their careers, positions over time. The inside

perspective accents the conception of belief systemize. We try for a look

at the natural history of its. structure and content. We think .that such

views provide a major correction tourrent views of educational,innOva-

tion.

Within the case study format, the atypicality of,our group from

'teachers-in-general, but.perhaps not so atypical of educational innova-

tOr, and the small size of the group make'our results, conjectures,

hunches, and hypotheses in the best sense of the generation of grounded

theory '(Glaser andSrauss, 1967)°. OUr hope is that our surprises will

lead to other inquiry-and,reflettion on the veridicality of.our view of

innovators, on the potency of our discriminations, and on the

generalizability of our ideas. In effect, we hope our results will be,

tested against others personal experiences cases, data, and theory.

C>
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EDUCATIONAL CAREERS
PEOPLE AND POSITIONS OVER tYti;7.,,

. N

ts.; , '
In a sense a career is a relatively simple PhenoMenonlots o

people have them. In another sense it's an'intereiting two sided

conceptual coin. An occupation can be seen from the outside as a series .

of steps or positions that individuals may move through over a'life time:

as Logan Wilson,did for The Academic Man (1942) and Howard Becker did

2for the Chicago Public School Teacher (1954... The usual analytical':

pattern has been to view careers in terms of hierarchically ordered,-

vertical, or ranked positions; The )

"successful" individual advances "up'

the ladder," so to speak. Becker argued persuasively that the career

options open to the Chicago Public School Teacher were captured best as

horizontal mobility, career at the'same level but to pogitiOns

characterized as having better working conditions. Part of our concern

will lie in the structure of the occupational world open to educational

'innovators.

omthe inside a arrr can be view as

open ended search for an identity. As such,

one part of an individual's

values, beliefs, motives,

and abilitiqsAntertwine. With perceptions of the world, often construed

as opportun Actions become hypotheses-or trials which are tested,

confirmed dr'.1-sconfirmed. With these new perceptions, an indiiiidual is

2 ;-

Business executive careers
(1955), research scientists,by
and mental patients by Coffman
illustrates the importance and

have been examined by Warner and Abegglen
Roe (1953), call girls (Greenwald (1958),
(1961); The list seems endless, and
wide applicability of the conception.
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led to alterea' conceptionSend.reconstruals.
- .

ortly, the analyst finds

oneself in the fa

;

cinating problems in personality development and

Change. AS we have indicated, when the'individnals are educational

innoifators the views of careers becomedoUbly:fascinating.

A further perspective arbieespecially as we thought more-carefully

about the women in'oUr group of teachers. If,one assumes. thAt. Social

reality is not a "natural phenomenon," which evolves according to

natural laws independentlyofYthe'in*erests,' perspectiVabides, and

actidne'of individuals andttgroups;::then the social StrUctnre..M4de.Ing.:0
, .

positions can'be seen as "man made.and-MalitaW.e., At such a pdint,'the

Set of issues surrOunC4,the improvement,of Americamskiety, as

typified by the women's movement, becomes relevant to our discuision..

Fromlhe Feminine Mystique (1963), as Betty,Friedan. labeled the prokem

of -nonalt tOTher more recent The Second Stage (1981) we,find a set 'of

e , r

issues, a social egendawwhich, in a very startling way, our data on our

female teachers permit 'a reconsideration. At Kensing.ton teaching was
/r

not "a woman's occupation ", although it is more geica1i4 so in. America.

Our female teachers a;ter they left Kensington,. treated the "woman's

occupation" they found in diverse and creative ways. We believe some.of

their actions are worthy ofbroader'consideration.

In short, careers seem an importantgever into understandiAg one

aspect .of, the phenomenon of educational innovation and change. As we

began to order our data,.we broke our group into a'first pattern: the

'three male adMinistrators, the seven male teachers,.thethree older

females, and the seven yoUnger.jemAlee. Those commonsense divisions

had a .telling effect number Of ideas:,,.



221 The Three-Innovaave Administrate:4s

Pohen,..A#4.$44by were respeCtivelY,'Sdperintendeni,

ikasititantuPerinterident, And Principal, the three'adminiStra,tdraC6f.the
.

.111ford SChool District and the Kensington EleMentary,Sc4wh6 planned

and developed the Kensington SchoolAs an educational innovatipn,

'Rather than raise:theareers of each in.great detail we .will focus,'on
0:.

Superintendent Steven Spanman as-the administratorprototype. Brief

items' from'Cohen and Shelby will:accent issues'andAntroduce diversity.

In Figure I we have collated several kinds of infRrmation: highest`
degiees, positions at 1;:tilfOrtliKensiigtork, Major' position .since 1964'765',

:Current position 11979=80); and future.poSsibilities

2..11 _::Steven. Spanman: Superintendent

- ..

Spanmah;fiaSn. been a' Man- on .the move:Theveryone'seyes,.Steven

tempting to say that rapidity of movement is the most salient diMensibn

t s

of Spanman's career.' Without question it is obvious, visible, and.dri

in

-

atic, bht sdrindeed are'several other aspects which we will describe.

Figure 2 portrays in a glidce how rapid that movement was. Born in a

small south'western town he graduated from high schOolas he'turned.17,

entered a Baptist College for a year :'moved to Abranch of.the State

University, anslwisgraduated At 20." By 24,-he completerltwo years of. ,.

milita,ity`,serVice,-..'Ah. M.A.. in Sdudational Administration, and Eiriother.,..v

vearofteachihg. In the next five ye= had finished two.stihtt aS:at.",

yrincIPA1, kihiSbedan'U;114, and b = came assistant superintendent-in;A:,
.



Name

Ste'ven Spanman

Jeri Cohen

MilfOrd/

Kensington

Degrees Position

BA,

MA

Ed,D

Major

Position

Since
.

Milford/ Current , Future

*Kensington Position Possibility'

,Sup6rintendent; Big City Professot of EducatiOnal

Superintendent Education ' Consultant

BA Currictilum,

MA Director/

Ph,D Assistant'

Superintendent

'Pitifessor of Dean of

Education Scliool of

Education

Eugene Shelby BA Principal , Elementary Elementary 1)As,siatak

MA Principal Principal Superintend&

111,1) 2)Leadership 41 ,

14incipal's

Organization

4

Figure 1: .Career Positions of Milford/kensington AdministratoTs.''



city school district. At 32 he arrived in Milford. The fourth year of

that tenure he was on leave of abdence. A couple years of Foundation

activity and at 38, be became superintend nt of a major city school sys-

tem. After a decade of that he*oved to .University Professorship-at

Southwestern State University. Both of these later appointments

involved a return to the state in which ha.was.born and raised.

Insert Figure 2 About Here

Along the way several themes appeared which clarified the rapid

career rise. Related, presumably antecedent to, rapid upward mobility

are high energy and high activity levels:

Obs: Did you go right on to State University Branch then out
of high school?'

SS: Well now, when I graduated,high school, I went.to the
Baptist College, junior collegp one year, on .a football
scholarship. The reason 0 the coach from our little
conference ddwh there-went' upthere as head coach. And he
wanted me.to come up there. And then the second year I(moved
doWn to the State University Branch, which was a new school
just started, and I went down there on a football scholarship.
I played football and basketball.

Obs: All the way through college?

SS:. Well, yeah, I graduated in 3p months..

Obs: From the'jmnior college?

SS: Yeah, I really didn't have my,seniOr year. I graduated,
I walked across the siagewhen I.was 19, but I guess I was 20
in June.

7? .

41
.,

.
,

.

_
.

Playing two major spOrts on an athletic scholarship and finishing,

college in less than three years, just before he'was twenty, demands a

number of talents, one of which is energy.
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Age

49

Year Career Item

1979 Professor of Educational Administration and
beginnirig of a national consulting firm

38 1968 Superintendent of Schools= -large city district

37 1967 Director'of Private Foundation

36 1966 AssistantDirector of Private Foundatidn

5 196 Leave of absence to Private Foundation
A

32 1962 Superintendent of Milford

29 1959' BecameAssistant Superintendent of a city district

2& '1958 Returned to Eleientary Principalship, finished Ed.D.

27; 1957 Began Ed.D. at Prestigious Private University
f"'

25. 1955 Elementary Principal

24 1954 'Finished M.L, tetutned to teaching

23 1953 .Discharged; began M.A. in Educational. Administration.
at State UriiversitY

21 1951 Military Service

20 1950 ,Graduated taught high school

18 1948 Transferred to Southwestern State University

17 1947 High school graduation, began higher education in
Baptist College

1930' Born in Small Town, Southwestern, U.S.A.

Figure 2: Synopsis of Spanman s rapid vertically mobile career
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A second theme appears.in the form of ambition, sponsorship,

prestigious schools of education, and the network of education adminis-

tration in the United States. By attending Eastern University for his

Ed.D. Spanman broke into a small prestigious community of edudational

administration. That group recruits, trains, and places able, young

professionals. Further, the group members consult with boards in

various ways. The network is broadly located across the country. It

has its own norms and beliefs abolt education, administration, and

careers. A brief comment from the interviewee suggests'some of these

elements and their interrelationships:

SS: ...they
3
were hired by the Milford Board to select to

screen the superintendent applicants. They came tome and
asked me if I would be interested in being considered. In
their conversations with me they said it would be a good job
for somebody for two to three year!.

Obs: They phrased it that way to you?

SS: Yeah, it was a--I was 32 when I went there. They said it
would be good for my portfolio. Having been an Eastern
University graduate, as you know, you go somewhere three years
and you move, you go there three years, and every three years
you move. They said that the School-Board had taken the key
away from the Superintendent. And probably given that kind of
a setting you would be chopped up. That is usually wha;
happens to a superintendent when he succeeds somebody wio has
been around 27 years. McBride had been there for 27 years,
had grown up with it, and they explained thatthe old timers
and the newcomers, and all of that bit. Well, the Board, the
newcomers had taken over the Board at that point. They said
while there would be a lot of give and take, that that would
be a good assignment for me, and that I ought to go there for
two to three years, andbe ready to move. Well, I did, I went
there for two to three years,'and sure enough I was ready to
move. 1980)

3
They refers to the well known superintendents who were hired at the

recommendation of an NEA investigator to help clean up a very difficult
situation in Milford in which the prior Superintendent, Mr. McBride, had
been fired but would not leave, after the first year of a three year
contract. Volumes I and II, Chronicling the Milford District, presents
the story in detail.
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Our point here is relatiVely simple; but profoundly important. To

understand the innovation which was Kensington, o9e must understand
Spanman the Superintendent. To understand him one must understand one
of his key reference grOups, the select network or community of
educational administration which he had joined recently. Figure 3
suggests this strand of events.

Insert Figure 3 About Here

Later in the interview we talked bit more about this network:

Obs: How do you look at the ten Years-in:SouthweSke?h,City,
that is,- I guess,-the longest span yOUijlavehakanywher
career wise?

SS: That was the design of course. You go, the WaY"cniAi5"
it, you go three years, three years, three years, you
about four moves in this business and you are where you are.
going to be. And, the goal of course is urban education,
urban superintendency, and Southwestern CityI guess still is
the best city school system in the country, and was the.best
superintendency. A good school system.

j.

Obs: Now you mapped that out three, three, three, ten,
whatever; as if you had a little three by five card tucked
away somewhere?

SS: No, I didn't, one of my mentors at Eastern University
did.

Obs: But was it that conscious of a pattern for you from
Small City to Milford? You were thinking along these lines
very consistently.

SS: Yeah, I had, you see, when I finished my doctoratdat
Eastern University, I came back to Little Town, and wrQe the
dissertation, my project, and so Professor Jones, who was
superintendent of schools in Midwest Big City, and then at,
Washington and then at Private Foundation, was mymentor
there. He and.Dr-; Donaldson then sort of were, they were my
sponsors, made sure that .I had visibility and they provided k

the leads. When I finished my'dissertation in Little Town the
Board offered me the assistant superintendency of personnel,
which was a very desirable job. I had been there, you know,
in Little Town, we were settled, we had a home therd. My wtfe
wanted to stay there, and I was interviewing at New Jersey-and
Long Island. I turned down a jilt, in Massachuseet. And .I was

29 when I went to Southeastern:City. Twenty-four or 25 when I
went into principalship. I called Dr. Donaldson at Eastern
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University, and I said, look, they just offered me this
assistant superintendency in Little Town, and he did not let
me finish the sentence. He, you know, told me ter:get out of
Little Town, which was'the best, or I would still be there
probably.

Obs: It would have turned you into a local?

SS: Yeah, I would become an insider, and probably would be
superintendent now, in Little Town.

Obs: Talk .a little about that network of-which Eastern
Univergity and Washington, D. C. are obviously part of an
access of some kind. The Donaldsons and the...

SS: At that time, Jones and Donaldson. It is ProfessOr-
Wilson now; Thompson at Western and his predecessor', and
whoever it was at Midwestern, pretty much controlled the big
cities. They placed half of the big city superintendents, and
right now Wilson is taking their place. He was Superintendent
in New York and has retired this last year from, the
University. He is a head hunter: and he works, for instance,
I worked with him in selecting,the Small City superintendent,
and since then he has been Pn the,, selection committee. He
was on the Southwestern City and four other selection-
committees across the country. That is the way it workg,

Obs: Macky (one'of Milford's selection committee members) had
been part of that sort of thing earlier?

SS: Macky was an insider, and the superintendent of school in
the He moved .from there to superintendent of schools
in .a large eastern city. He had been president of A.A.S.A. -
He was,a -part of theygood ole boy,network. You havea closed.:
systeM44'the state,, and a sort'Of closed system nationally,
'.and some people stay in-the stateand some don).-.

sl And the.national network is essentially those four-or.
Vs prestigious universities?-

Yeah, it is, that is the name of the game.

:And you got a vision of Southwestern University becoming
OTA6f the prime parts of that now?.

Oh,,it is possible, but they might, they do a good bit.
guy.. I am succeeding has named half of the superintendents

the-state.

he in effect, controls the state.

He Controls the,state network, and it is possible that I
iht;yOu.know,, move into that area, and have some influence

Outs ide the. state.
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But careers, however rapidly moving, never are Content free.

Beliefs and ideas arise at different times in one's life and coalesce in

unusual ways. The'content of the innovation that was to be Kensington

seemed shaped in interesting ways, as belief systems often are. Con-

sider, for example, several brief comment's" by Spanman:

Obs: Were you and your brothers-lihe first really educated,
college educated, members of the family?

SS: Yeah, my dad I guess went through sixth grade, and my
mother'maybe eighth grade...

Obs: How did it happen that you all, I, hesitate to rise the
word, escaped, or plunged into thiS other particular kind of
"crime"?

SS: I'm not sure. If I knew then what I know now, I probably
would have stayed on the farm. Well, you know, the farm le a
good place. I wish my kids, I wish I could rear my kids on..a
'farm, because I developed some values there that'are tough to

c

teach my kids. But it ::w a mainly my mother who served as sort
of a model for us. Int restingly I didn't miss a day of ..

school in the firstfive years. Education was pretty
important to my parents.

Obs: Even thim6 they had not 'had;..

SS: Yeah, and we were reared in the depressioni-and you know,
we all had thosekinds of problems:. Education was the way

-out, off the farm. I

Ostensibly, the disCussion shifted to religion, but education,

-
social lialges, and some of the liechanisms" holding them together came

,er ,

up:

Obsi. Was religion an important part of the family?

SS: A very important part. It was a typical southern family,
you know.

Obs: Baptist...?

SS: Religion, yeah, is there another denomination? (laughter)
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Obs: Methodist?

SS: See, religion was the renter of the sociallifein the
community.? You had the Baptist church on,one side, and the
Methodist on the other, and so forth.. That was 'it.

Obs: That was an intermarriage in those days.

S.S:. Yeah, and all of our 'social rife centered aroundthe
Church, more than the school for instance, yeah. We have the
Church and the school' is' the same. The Superintendentwas a
Baptist, he was a Deacon, and...

. )

Obs: Teachers probably taught the Sunday SchoOl?

SS They were sort of there tngether, that is right They f;

were there, and I could not gee;byWith anything'becansetheT:
ChurchthehOmdia*the school sortOt:formed a triangle,
and there'.:Waa'prettycloSe communicatiOna.. My cousin taught
at schOnl,aOthefirather first stoPakter'school would be
to go Wand'Viaii with :my mother. Weg,:,by the time Tgot
home on the b*.ip was all Out..

Obs: What kind of atudent.were you?

SS: A very mischievous, I was a discipline problem, but...

Obs: But,alway6 bright enough to stay ahead' of the game?
. :

SS: Yeah, I graduated like, there were 17 in the graduating
class, and I think I was third or fourth or something like
that. .1 guess two girls and a boy, but I took every course
that was offered;indluding shorthand, but I did not take home-.
making,. that'is right.

Obs: That was the curriculum?

.SS: That was it.:

. Obs: Finished high school at 15 or 16?

SS: Yeah, finished high school at 16 I guess.

Obs: So you could not have been all had as ,a student in that
sense.

SS: :Well, yeah, b I just, you know, I got paddled once, I
Was terrible in my days in junior high, and I got expelled in
high school, sni. of like Ralph TV,erees talking to us last
week, you know RaIphHTYler?

.

Obs: Yeah

6
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SS: In 1921, in high school, he got expelled:becaUse. he put.
skunk' oil in the steam.heater. .(laughter). And they had to
close the school down. They could not stand to'be in there.

Obs: They were picky about things like that.

SS: Oh my!

Obs: Now, your edUcational pointOf view; perspectiVe-.,
probably would 1*1po orao degrees from.Yout own experience,
as a studenthat sort of shaped that?' I'm just fasOinated
by how it.effecta all of uaT:aajar.as what.we believe about
teaching, learning, and hoW children's experiences ought to. be
shaped. What; 'do you think contributed to. your interestjin

.

let's say, Milford,' and the shiPeof Kensington?

SI-don't-know.' You know, when'I 'Went to, got' out, of
college with my baOhelor's degree, waaa dogmatioand rigid
Indall of those things. I went, I taught high schOol
earby town My first year.

''Oba: Here in Southwestern State?

SS: Here inSouthwestern State, and T. said, I had a largely
'Mexican-American population, down along the river. :I taught
Algebra I for instance, and,I said', so help mePod if they
make 69 they get an F, and if they:Make 70 they get a C, you
know?

Obs: Seems fair!?!

SS: It seemed fair to me, and I said, by glory, I am here to
teach Algebra I, and I started on page one at the beginning of
the year, and I ripped off two-or three pages a day, and by
the end of the year .I had covered my textbook. And if they
learned fine, and if they didn't, I 'guess what I'm saying, is
that in my undergraduate work, everything I had re-enforced my
bias about how the world was ordered. I was taught by middle
nkfss teachers in a middle class school for middle amid kids
I guess, using .a middle class curriculum. Go out and put
forth in that kind of .a setting. Now, I taught that way, but
it was not that way. after I got back from korea. I goeback
from service for two years, came to the Southwestern State
University, and majored in elementary administration for my
Masters, .I went out to see the Laboratory School here,and
that is where I began to see, well, maybe that is not-the way
it is stacked up.

Obs:. Was that connected with the University?

Ss:, Yeah', my first, that was my first experience with
individual differences.
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Ss.
.1 Oh

rS.:

Then the e_ aSet anythingabout your first year of. _

,.teaching thst, aOrt-of.jolted.you, it was more_the:seeing of a
model hack. home that.providedlrouyitha-view:that the.world
could 'be 4fferent ....-.: _

. .

t.. N7'"
. .

.

any
/I.

'' S3: YScihothere94an't .anylolt the .first year There was a
'small community, and,,everybody's norms were somewhat
consistent with mine, and we all lived happily together:

g

Ohs:' You paddled as many as the average teacher was supposed
to paddle.

.SS: No, well yes, in effect I did. I did.9ot have to paddle
though. I just walked into the room, and then somehow nobody-
'h d a problem with discipline. (laughter); In fact, the
principal would have me step...

Obs: Walk into other looms?

SS: Stepacross the hall. We had a new teacher, biology
..teacher next door, who had a problem with .discipline, and I, .

would walk.across the room, and this was every now. and then,
and keep them settled down.

Obs: You didn't get paid extra.fordustlooking mean in the
halls then? You mentioned earlier that, there were some
virtues orwalues, that was the word,.thatyou, that-existed.
on growing up on a..farm..

SSt Na, they. taught. us some work ethic. That is pretty good.'

Ohk: Pure. and simple.

$SI Pure and simply. You can't quibble with that;4

Obs: No, I have the same disease.

SS: Yeah, I guess I'm like most people during that time, and
in the Bible belt, the protestant work ethic.

Obs: But that is the.way you conceptualized it to yourself?
You mentioned a kind of triangular-cornered, church,, home, and,
.school, as.an education...

4A cofiailiaNfrom Milford commented: "He never asked you to do any-
thing he wouldn't do. He was here earlyin the morning and never left
before 5:30."
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The small town "poor but decent" family setting interrelated with
,

.church and school flowed into an acceptance of the work ethnic.. Armed
,

( .

service experience overseas in KOtee and aA.arge'diverse State UniVer-
,

-

sity. seemed to broaden, the. horizons, AnuMbei:ofwayos.

Out earlier account cUSOanman atthe kentinston School (Smith ands

Keith, 1971). and our-l.aterdetcription and'anarYsia'of the Contemporary

Context of Kensington (VolUmOT) inditateeSpanMan s strong intereef-

.

and commitment to technoldgical1solUtionsto-educationai:Prohlems

t

..
emanating frOm'AMerican business-enterpte His earlierA:ascination

-
and cathexis on oVerhead:fprojettOrt'iand:edUcationalteleVision now ha

,...

shifted to computers: In'eaditiOn to tbeettOng tethpological flavor of

the following paragraph , the equally strong belief in radical solutions

to educational 4arobleMe coupled,with the commitment to, help the poorer

'children of our tociety.iS.higblY reminiscent. of-SpanMan's earlier

stance in Milford.AThis:themei.6 deVelOpe&mOre completely later under

the heading, "Origins an&maintenanteof edddatiOnal:ideology.

SS: Yeah, you-see,unfortunatelp:the,compUter will teach far
better, some than eventhe'bestHteadherand.tecause it' will
be indiVidualized then'therewOn't...bp: any way to hold back thd
able student, and becadiethe:midae:claapjnfluende will have
access to it and some of the'laWer-clats families will not,
that means that society willhave.t0 mount a massive effort to
have equality.

Obs: These available in the churchet, in the community.
centers, etc.?

. .

SS: You will issue one just like yOu issue.a telephone, but
if the Parents are not there, then what do you do? well, you
have to have parent7surrogates. 'Every chiWhas,theright to
have an adultadVocate: So what we will 4o.ts make sure that
every kid has an adult advocate who does this.

6:

Obt: That's'a toughone..



SS: That's a tough one because that will increase the
discrepancy /rather .than decrease it, and the schools have been
very effective in reduding the aisarepancies;, but when you
take the wraps off... d,

Obs: It really -makes education, which had-been one of the
last socialist holdouts, respond to free enterprise?

SC: It, is going to personalize it tor the first time, and'
is going to dedentralize Nos longer will 600 kids have to
come to Nk.Eugene ShelbY School to gee the skills.. There.
will be several' oritiOns that they halie.

Obs:' Do you see competency,- I may be ploWing old ground,' do
you see competency based on other areas of, that kind as
measures, ways of measuring learning that .may also help break
the hold schools, have ?. That riow.yon,not only, have a'.
technOlogy, but you have a Vehicle that4eOple.can 'ac eve
ends and`point_to' the school or the State,. whoever it s, that
is certifying the state? 1

,
fp. L..

S'9.: -Yeah, it is an over simplification, .but 'for the first
time, .see, we -will be -able to join a,cCountabilitr and
execution'. Put $3.00 'in here, and you get $4.00 Out 'down
here, and ,we will b,e° able to measure effects in about half, of;
what We are teaching. We TAtion rt be;able, to hoodwink 011r4itlbliC
anymore. ;'

-7

0bs; So the usual measured of quality ,trading to do With,,
number of, hours and numbers 'of days dad number ,of credits will
tend to disapear?,

Yeah, ,see, that :is :,what we have done, in effect.. We have
a good handle-on the'inPUts. We can talk to yogi for days
about costs Per pupil,` books per pupil.... The..whole
bit Cost,. per- square:.toot. We have very little, information.
as to what these°;inputs produce in ternis:of output.' So. for
the first time 'now we w#11'.he.taking some output Measures,-
relating them tO inputs', and determin4ng which, treatment -is
most effectiVeielmost,.$Ost .'effective. it. Is going to
make a big n,hange... ,-,14,:'fact, that: is one of the things that we

-4 are wortaIngViith'.in:- a: distriCtsnow. .We have !4.9 ca'ntradt to put
`.4. their- 409',t4ii'd g objectives. on the .coniputer, deVelop-

eriter tided teats' t6 'each .of',,those objeCtives. The
A pie-tested .:to determine ,:x../hEit their.,

?-2instrif 13u41":1.,evel is; The: Computer then T:7411 print 'out
three *r 'foUr prescr'iptions for the :teacher, that could be. used'

\;.' ;In. treating the child, on objective- 301 of your post. test, andr
it priniis out 'where the is, what:he hasf.tniased orswhat
`he4asn't, and it sends. on 'the note to the parents' saying your

° child has mastered these but not the others: It is. managing
-the' process. Managing

At



Obs: Which, is in a,sense what the ,IPI peoplp.in( 'math for
instance, wanted to do but didn't have the technology really

SS: Didn't have the technology, that is right, and as-a
reSult, overburdened the teacher. Now,.for the first time, we
have got something that 1/11'help the teacher. It takes that
paper work away from the teacher. That is the big computer,'
the main frame, but then the key is oncethe prescription is
printed out for this, in other words, the prescription for
syllabication or some other word attack skill; there would be
five ways that teachers in this district hgve found are

.effective in teaching syllabication. One of 'those five may
well be the micro. One may be the text bookk. etc.. It will
also do an inventory 'of allthe materials that are available ,

to the school and the school' system.

Obs: I have been wanting to relooli at Illich's notion'of
resource network and so on, you know, he 'spoke about the
computer capabilities. -I don't know if anyone has gone back
to look at that again with the real capability of a micro.
But that seems to have tremendous possibilities to be able to
match up resources networks that existed,in a school. You 4,

were mentioning modes of learning, community kinds of
resources.

Obs: Is the group you are working with, are they accessing
libraries so that you can get printout's of books and materials.
and that kind of thing at this point? Because some years ago,,
some guy named Platt who was writing about the possibility of
eventually of.storing everyirig that is in the ,Library of
Cohgress on a disk.

SS: We-don't have that capacity now. We will have it. You
know, and .just like the lawyer now is able to access all of
the cases on left handed people who were fired on the 29th of
May. Instead of doing all of that library research, you just
push .a button and there it is. It prints out, and that would
be available to us much more cost effectively than it has
been. The key to the micro is the cost. We have all dreamed
about CAI, but it'hhs only been available to- very few. Platcir

costs, Plato, that is the big one, costs about $12.00 ay.'
student hour. Pat Suppe's mini-computers cost abouto$2.00 a
student hour. We are generating ptOgramsnow that cost 30Q a
student hour, cost about $2.00 a student hour per'tgacher. It
is more cost effective than a teacher, and as the cost; 4
inflationary costs go up 15%,a year, the cost ofimicro is
going down. In 1990 it will be three times as productivfias
what you see in there,",at half the cost. Simply, the way
things are going we are going to become a more balanced
industry s between labor and capital. Labor intensified
industries are not going to survive; and unless educators
perceive this then we are in trouble. So you will have a
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'4
yp,,A

. 4 , A?

Kensingtdh type of-schobl with t4ree.or four mister teachers,
41t1hfour. otlfive regular teachers, with a bunch'o echnology

, and aids. 4.Y7.e, $
, i4,o ..

*I o. Ay

fibs: So.in a sense that part of the Ke*sington dream, the
Ilk

nerve center, which was a partof that SchOol, whichgt that
time was tape recorders and art and some T In a sense, the
idea was 1 or 20 years ahead of its time, andlextly lacked.
'the key computer component. i, '0'.i..

.

.

0

. SS: That is right. It is wired, and that sdhool$is designed
to accommodate the micro and thenetwork.rtable. Se4, at that

School, you would have walls that are adjustable and at will

4

and atonce, you.have got cableS,'runners,-the whole thing.,
It would accommodate tfre micro. 4! t.

Obs: Stilf., now, a'ter 1 or 0' years.
SS: Yeah.

The absorRtio.in the futurein.newideasi
.
in thempossibillt es of-

echnological breakthroughs', remain with Splisman. SpellidOiout visions,
f

1' 0' .,:. .
4 41

liking myths; remains 'a large part of creativityand charisma:'' They,

ave not deserted hinl., Now it's the possibilitie&inicomitters: These
, ab (::, .i.

.

oncerns are important not on4as-issues,in beliefs about echiational
, 0

pals and educationar means. In the context of the carger,analpsAs wer
4 .

4
W.

.re making, it is one more instance of Spahman placidg'himskelf at the,
.

4.4

'cutting eduge," "in the forefront" of the e4ucational'action.
vy.fl

In conclydint, Several keyelemen4s stand out. Spanman isliand has
ArL:

)een,4a bright, high achieving, high energy kindlOfman. His tale and

. .

mergy took him to prestigious Eastern University,11.where he fotnd the

iational "network" of educational administrators., Spanman's comments

ire important here and they integrate with our mote district centered

iarrative in Volumes I and /I.on the historical and contemporaneous,

47k

:ontext 0.t the MilfOrd District. Conflict in the Milford Dist4ct in

1961-62 was so severe, that the Board tried to'fire Superintendent
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McBride. In a series ,of actions bythe lodal C.T.A., the N.E.A.
,

Yt9fesdionalAffairs unit sent two investigators to Milford. One of

their. recommendations was to have several prestigious outside superin-

tendents interview and screen candidates for a short list. ttne of these
tg.

men was Dr. Macky Mentioned by Spanman in the interview.

The'centrality of strong Bible Belt conservative'Baptist religion

appeared-early in his life and has stayed 41 prpthinencp,. Later, we will

have more extended comments on "educational reform as secularized

religion." The potency of this early ieligious experience is one of the

most surprising findings of the study.

,

Interestingly also, and not elaborated enough in,pur interview, are

hIs'brief comments about the Laboratory School at Southwestern-Univer-
.

sity. jiete was his first 'image of "Individual diffetendes", one of the

intellectual- cornerstones of the new elementary education. Later, at-

Eaatern University and with
, national consultants, it would be ration

,
, .

alized, deepened, and artIcUlated. But'the point. here,,'
,

and a very
'

,
-. ,

'

0 tentative one, is the need to rethink the nature and role of University
os .

...- - , . .

.-i- *. ,Lab or Demonstration Schools in whet,seens..ma be a-generallTnegative

i.$

view of their importance. If, we heard,Spanman correctly, this one was

'iine of those critical incidents in his career. Additionally, Spahman's

emphasis upon the Lahpratory experience,dotipled with his graduate work

as a majlinflauence challenges the usual negativism aasociaied with

tOniveis- based advanced coutsp work as change agents. 'Spanman, by his

own admission, dtd..not have his previous conceptions of education.

chklenged byhither'his pre-service training oz hi&lnitial year of 0

teach 4g.- Aye shall see in a similar case with Shelby, both men had
; 4
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their educational "re-birth" during a second teaching experience rather

than during the so-called "critical" first year of teaching. The nature

of the teaching experience rather than its sequence appears to be theo

important variabldo.

These aspects of Spatman's career are summarized in Figure

1{,

Insert Figure 4 About Here

From our other data, essentially Superintendent agendas arid school board

minutes, we elaborated in Volume Iron the dimensions of proactive,

dosmopolitanp imaginative educator and practical reasoner. None of

these adjectives conflict'with the data presented here. In addition we

spOice of Bpantan's fascination with technology- -then it was educational

television and overhead projectots. Now he's into micro computers.

Underlying these is an early 20th century faith in technologY solving

basic problems of education and American society. Boorstin (1973), if

he had described educators in his account of "the go-getters"; might

well have been talking about a latter day Steven Spanman:

The years after the Civil War when the continent was only ,

partly explored were the halcyon days of the Go-Getters. They
went in search'of/what others had never Imagined was there. to
get. The Go- Getters made something out of nothing, they

,

brought 'beat out of the desert, found oil in the rocks, and CT y

brOught light to millions. The discovered new resources, and
where there seemed none to be d scovered, they invented new
ways of profiting from others who were trying to invent and to..
discover...All over the continent--on the'desert, under the,
soil; in the rocks; in the hearts of cities--appeared.
surprising new opportunities.
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2.12 Jerl Cohen: Milford's Curriculum Director

Initially we had

three administrators.

here and elsewhere we,

thought to present similar details on each of, the

As we wrestled with the _dilemma of. organUation

.resolved' the conflict with a brief

at:graph or two and a, figure sUggeSting, aapects of their. career lines.

Moref-detailed accounts -of Shelby and Cohen Will be in Other sections

111us irig other th emes , with the, career data_ supplementing an

enriching thediattission- under- fous....

tt%

Jerl Cohen, Cutriculum.Director and Assistant Supexintendent

milfoto 'for. two year more thati~Eirti'Plher tmtemer, of the
. , . .

of teachera and .adMinistrators fits the -pitture of a IY

successful, acade

4wrinkle or twos
I

hf

A.
n professional'*ducation.;: -gfs weer

ich Seem. CritiCallyr.#.elgted..:hia."folg as an

ovatOr. The triditibnat?'pert .14,,; an :4B; , M.S. and Ph.D

with:-c84Oirattititeriencex,of three years as: a to tcher

ar prAndi:tiai.,;'4.nTrtel1 town sChools;and one year as '9

;

of . Research and duicianCe in the *Central office of a suburban

strict before cOrtiing.to Milford as "Director. of Curricului. By.- t '
rickly

la .4 hurry, once he had begun

tifeen. high. school, and college.

e filled With h adiCaip* nd with*;.
.

elationshil5a, with, superiors; As 'Spanmo, was a youn

alter , a'ilay over of acouple of years /4k
4 ' '

He left: Milford,. :the Same year :''Sparurian, pool( A year s leave of

abSence,

years at one of the,..thajor. keeeer0 an DeVelOprqent Centera working on

on .artd educational innovation.



That experience, and the related publicationd, qualified him for an

Associate Professorship in Education at Eastern State University. Three

'years later he returned to the midwest for a professorship and depart -

'merit . chairmanship in a College of Education. After. a half dozen. ears,
.

he assumed his present position as Dean of a School of Education in a

State University.

It's difficult tO know where to,begin, even for a brief-commentary..

Perhaps it's best to indicate that. our':(the researchers) paths have

.,crossed more with Jerl Cohen's than anyone else from iiilford/Rensington.

We have mutual professional friends in the innovation community or sub--

group of A.E.R.A. and related professional organizations: We haVe,

talked qualitative research methodology, graduate Student research, and

issues growing out of Complexities anclAnatomy. We have traded prei'

publication manuScripts,,So the interview was betWeen

. able, profeSsional colleagues. "Researcher and subject" would not be a

comfortable:labelfor eithero i s `;a' though interviewer and interviewee

might be. The open ended quality of the style and the setting produced

65 single spaded pages of his intelligence wit,,cyniciaM, deVastating

stories of the educationally rich and famous, and.insightful analyses of

contemporary education, of reform and innovation in curriculum and

school organization, and-O 'American Society,

. Cohen's career sequence raised a number.of interpretive items,

initially anomalies that became patterns as:they arerepeated throughbue

our data. First, he was one of the people who traveled from:coaSt to

coast on fellowships, major innovation prgfects, and good university

positions, yet he returned home, His d anship:is in the city where he'
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grew up and at the institution-where he did his undergraduate study, and

where he began.his twenty year odyssey or pilgrimage. That choice o

words, odyssey as a long wandering,of-series.of travels, reminiscent of

Odysseus wanderings on his homeward journey from Troy, or pilgrimage, a

long weary journey, as a devout seeker to a shrine, is not clear. Per

haps it is both.

Second, there is the observation'that Jerl Cohen is part of a net-

work or a sub community of educational innovators and reformers who are

in contact with one another. Be heard about the post.Kensington Fdllow-

ship from Dr.-Leslie Roberts, one of the year long consultants to the.

Kensington SchOol.. 'During theyear he worked with people he had known

from earlier projects through:a nationally known, and activeedUcator who

had been a professor of his during his.graduate studies. The group

. \

reads like a Whes Who in this part of AmericanEducatiOn. Later,he

joined that. ReSearch and DevelopMent setting for four years. Then he

had tWo,uniVersity stints before beComing

Third, other than to indicate he stayed with the intellectual

issues, this is not. the place, to entertain the:long convoluted.analySea

he made off the top ,of hia.headaboui-the array of beliefs about the new

elementaty education. A. brief. excerpt of his comments, partly tongue -in

-cheek and partly serious, captu e the quality of his reflections:
'I

':

.

. 407'
Out of that conference, came the concept Of team teaching, but.
team teaching wasneVer....there was never a conference called on
team teaching It was called on how to improve, teaching. Out
of that conference came the concept of team teaching and Larry:
Trump wrote that awful book,' although it.may-have,heen defen-
sible for the time The idea was thirty percentof-the.time we'd
be in large groups, a la Lancaster...twenty percent of the time



we'd .be in small stoups, and thirty percent of thetime' we'd:
bejn some other kind of Stoups, you know. ,,go,taam teaching
is a method of improving teachers. ,'Now When-We,got it in 1965
there or thereabouts, in Milford, We:wereaeeing it ag:a
method of school organization priMarily, notAs' a method fot
improving teaching. But what it did was contribute to the
chaod of Kensington. .Tfjt.,11.4ari,t been fot that damn --

innovation, the teachers WO-ad have at leAstbeen:iniself-
contained.cladsrooms and thathaos wouldihave:h0an reduced.
Significantly in the schOoli Certainl.inSePtembar, OttOber,
NoVembet,.and December the.chaoirwould have been controllable
Now, all of the'advantages that we had for:teativ'teaChins were
not. valid. I have come all,the Way'l*oM belieVing'in'team
teaching to, at this day, I believe in the Selfcontainad
classroom and the reason I believe in the selfToontainfid,
claasroomi we used to,so froMthe reason L:b"elieve in it is
beCause it has the bestMethod of school Orgarazationfot.the
andiVidualiZatiOn of instruction._, And-I:cOnsider the
individualization of instruction to be themobt.imPortaht ton-
cept that we are dealing with in any-level.of . education. The

: self-contained clagsrOom alloWs a teacher to. be wit1TA manage- .

able group of kids lot a thousand. hours. During thatperiod
of time, Ahe can at least get to know something aboUt:them,:
theit.names, theiriboy,friends, girlItiendsi.brothers,.
sisters; mothers,::Eathers,:and soMething:aboUe.their Ability
in mathematicA,':the three R's, and social abi'ity.

NoW:what they:had.aensingtOn was this menagetie of . people
thrown togethet of wirsuPpotted.itT.:AUpporied 1,t,
bUt'I would never have supported a self-contained;, tlAssrocim,
:under any circumstance. In fact, it was A.'1Ata::.tOiltesSion..,

yOu'llrecali..date in the year'....;.Whete.theY'r.gllowed thaone
110E-tOgo into a self - contained classroom and that. was
largely be cruse she wanted a. self-containedclasstOom but then`.

. they later conceded that the kids kind of Wantedaself7;
contained clagsrOoM too, remember that concession that was--
Made?

All.I.would argue for now is teams of twc:rteachers,-I wouldn't
,

really) argue for the Self-tontained ciasSroom.: I'crargue. for
teams Joftwo teadhets working together.in a multi -age group.
You have :a team. of two teachers so you could indeed.haVe an
interchangatf ideas and the planning and you'dliave multi7
age grouping to breakdown the graded structure becausenon-
gradedness and individualization instruttiOn are cOnOepti that
are, to my knowledge,have withstood the test of time, what-
ever they mean. Novt see, paradoxically,teaM.teachinvhad to
havewas only once defined and.that waAhY,'ShaOlin and'Olds
and it was not much of a definition at all. The only defini7
tiph. that's worth a.damn was one propOsed'by Bob AndersOn when
he wag Ai Harvard and that has about seven criteria-of team:
teaching. All of, which essentially sayand I've forgotten
the seven criteria tqihough.I could dredge them up, all of
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.Which day -all seven of them say we plan together. So team
teaching is not an organizational structure at all. It's'

just7-it'slAanning'lessiOns together, talking about kids and
all that,

:How I did a study on teams teaching. when I was at the
University.:: Imthat stUdy:I foun0 thattheyall they,

teaMs did was to talk aboilt where to place kids
. rather than:talking, about kids. And tkeralfs a big difference.

Instead of talking about Sally andthe problems ally is hevr
ing, which,is what should be taking place, at elementary
schools,:stiff meetings should beplates when you talk about:
Sally and Harold andthat.kind ofthing, instead in teams they
talk about where to put people with Sally's problems together
and sp:teaMteaching has, of .course; died, ftu.know,' pretty.
much. ':And it's died.because it's.not manageable. .(Tr,- 1979)

While Spanman "reformed" the public schools through direct action

as an educational'polit Cohen_Stayed with the

issues as:an intellectual(problem:fOr Over,a deCade, He. wrote several,:

books and tetearch:mbnographs and a couple dozen related- journal

articles. In addition he consulted on TitleJITProjects and gave

speectyes to various educational groups, 'Univeraity'teaching and event-

.m his continued struggle with liberaI.causes evea.whileretutning totha-
.

innovative administration becaMe.his career. Thq,blend of true

belief, occupation, and ascerbic wit is caught:in one set of reiarkS'Ift:

I

friendly confines of the home community:

/TT 0

JC: We still have:What is referred to here'asAsligger.
town,:was when I' was there.and still is, amazing! 'The grade,

point average (for necks) is 1.87 according to th
Chancellor and they just instituted .a poliaythat,
oppOsed......Ifthink.VWas tie only opposing vote. i
Central City...which woulCincrease'the standards
University from no Stand rds tosomething v*a
1.5'for 'three semesters you're not allowed. to. enroll a n. I.

-wdCld like to see anything done that'would increase the ber.

of Black population on campuS and I thought the word wou get
out that we all of a sudden had standards and to confirmthat
my_ uspicions were true...that it.wasla poor,policy....the
lOcal:newsPaper CameoUtinfavor,Of it so that' was
irreconcilable proof that it's a poor idea... ,

1.
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Obs: You were 'the only one voting against that increase in
standards?

JC: I argued for,two hours in the-deans council meeting and
-,,,the arguments I heard were the same ones. I've heard for 25
years..'.'. which had almost no merit at strange paradox
is;* and this is one of my latest deals, is that the...if stu-
dentsTail in class it's as much...it's the fauit.of the
systed...not the fault of,the student and so paradoxically
here we're talking about high,standards...there WAS no
discussion of the fact that the reason the students were doing
poorlikis becanse we give them a C-professor, which is about
what we have...we give them atextbook by a...someone...the
reading level is two or three years advanced from theirs...
which seems to be of no concern to any professor,..we hhve no
programmed inatruction...we have them all take the same test
...we don't have differentiated tests..'.. we: don't have

differentiated,rates...then you say We're,going to have high
standards...well,, why shouldn't there be some discussion of
the.weakness of the system to supplY adequate resources..

(Tt, 1979)

The viVidness and passion expressed are dlear indidation:of;h

continued, commitment to reform in the education of poor and minority

studenta%

.13 Eugelie Shelby: .Kensington's.

On the Surface, ShelWs careerA.s leap diamatiCthan Spanman's or

Yet, in some very significant aspects, that wo
e,

true believer and,a man of .?social action: ,

ES: Okay,1-think thayas desdribed in-your book as search-
ing for the holy .grail. (laughter)

Obs: Alright, yes.,

Obs; Do.you recall4hat term?

5As we reread our interviews, wsjiavg beetvstruck with the importance
,

of Rob Walkerl*obaerVation "Case study research-isanintervention. and
.

often an uncontrolled intervention, in'the lives Of others:" (1983,4.
156) Shelby's several references to the Search:for the.holy grail'
indicated that one of our "insights"had beentelling and long lasting'.



Obs:TYeah',

ES: And I have not reviewed that for a' long, long time
either; -.but I remember that. bedaUse I think it is true:

Thave Spent severalmOre periods Of "'my .life searching for the
holy graiI, until: I finally gave up.:-

. :
.

Kensington, mid - ,semester in the Spring of 1966, at the

invitation of a. close .,fiiend of SteVen SpSnman s. It was anunusual
,..

time to leave. .It was a riTturw to his home state where he had grown up,

done his undergr4duate. and graduate work., It was also to an unusual

position, as Director .of PS 2100, a School of the putUre.'
- ,

Perhaps even more critically'than a futurist school it also in-
.

volved Eugene indnothdr round of the moSt difficult kind of innovation

institution biding.' The elements were theSe:'

1) the school was a part -of a larger Hispanic/American 'Center
2) it 'had multiple sources of funding including Title III

monies of the recently passed E.S.E.A.
3) . it was just beginning, Eugene was the first person hire

by the overall director
A) .the -local city public schools was the fiscal agent.
5)- . a number of local and state political figures were in-

volved
6) eventually it would have its own legally constituted board

of directors

. .

ducatOrS:involved in-starting KesearCh and Development Centers and

egfonal:Educational Laboratories will recognize the .isaues and the

diffic4t4es.

s
' :

Eugene
.

comments. ere: these:

ot. 4), 7
A

Ab thd ,id*prOgressedj , they came ,up ,with the idea of creat--,

ng more than just a, school and coming with the whole center
they; called HiSpenic-AMerican Educational Centers -which

Would f take over all of tbe..facilities that could be used. by
anci'Wduld have ia number::of major comPonents,. It, was
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really a grandiose scheme and &ink. it grew -from an initial
conception of aboUt fOUr components to maybe even eight or
ten. '',.0,te Component was b, e ar. Regional LaboiatOri, one
Component was' to be a Cultural Center, Hispanic - American
CUlturaI Center, patterned after the EaSt-WeSt Center 'in
Hawaii. I know the mayor and some of °lir. HOird utemb4rs7went
to Hawaii to /Visit that. One coniPolreneyas RS 2100, The
S-chool of the. Future, and another cOmponent was to be an Ad-
ministrative Services component ..the State at the satire time.
bad. Passed'legislation to create a ',numb4r 'of regional
:education service centers..

Later he continued in '0acst clasic understatement of the kindjO,

problems. one :faces 4ino.,builstfitii,', innovative, institut-ions:

Anyway, the main .taSk w4s:..to get continued', funditig:. See, that.'
was I iiess, a one year giaA.rt, so then .we .'had to deyel-PP
;piopcial, for, you 'knoW;,thesecond and third year. .funding
-the strategy for:doing that so that .it:eMbraCed this total/.
umbrella.4 It was left. 06,a school ofletitifuture project, but
each compon4nt' of this, whole center .then, had to be related
to the School' of ir. Some, way,. and `so: guess most.Of
ouror tiMe at:first was spent jUst trying to get, the Prop'osaI
to geit- funding fOrl the second 'year. And also trying to find
some kind of a suitable :legal baSib,-for' the center that would :

qualify; us to obtaiii funding. .We ..celt; that we might 'be able
to get both.private f unding as. Well as ,publib': funding. Well,
that was no \small. matter: 3ecause ,there_. was not pitch preced-
ent fOr something :like, that.,3"w have any kind. of .taXqf ding.
ultimately what happe is that it, ju4,aPpeared more and
more that the only, v e. approach was::- lot. us to become the
Regional Educational ice_ Center. The 8eate4egislature. ,

had created a number O &hese. In most tages,:they,:rfid con-
., vert.1",an. existing Title."14iI prOject,f which, If you will recall

Title' ILI, ' :was: for innovative programs :and..sUPPlethentary-edu-
catione'centers. There werel:a fgw:of these in places, -around
the tate,.: '". think they created tithe ;k4gional Educatiori Ce,nt7
ters,' not just from most ;cases they took,

Title ,proj ec and redirected. them. SS,'
think. I was the .:first to recognize that, in a Way;' there' -

would nevOr be a School Of -the F4ture as 'such, because' when..
you becothe -a Regional Educational Seivice Center you are not
there to y,0ur major ekfut into hindlog a.:4how place
schbol.- You are there to' setVicet' And the government,
or the charter as -Will, the sigtp.rter for the organi,..
XafiOn has detenikt its funs tst "WA V great. extent. IAt
remember that . there .,;were some ,p_ar s, Sbnie IOW spcitS,!Then-
we were .,arguing,' yo,u knoW, In what diection are we going, to
go, and I remember the -director at times would giVe'peeches



to thgtuperintendents in which he would say, "Now what can
you do for the center?" Hey, what a minute, the question
should be, "What Can we do for them."

In the course of shifting political winds, whims of funding

agencies, and the np.otinal" battles of people with strong but varying

interests, the .e ,

fas Director o

idea was transformed,. including Eugene's role

;ti

They did have a School of the Future as one of their plans,
but' they opted not to go_, with that, but to. go with a

structure that they felt was flexible, actually two strdo-

-,tures. They 'felt like it would be flexible enough thalt
could be converted. But anyway, the kind of funding -.that,

we were able to,.even begin to. anticipate would not even
have paid the utility bill for all of this. .So it also-

became very obvious that'we would never inherit those facil-
ities. It becalite the Regional Educational Center, and our

titles then changed. By the way, by title changed from.,

Dir for of the School of the Future to Director, of. the .--
ool of the Future Services, or something. like that.° And

I would tell people that, heywe are, not going to have a
School of the Future, but one of our. lunctions is to help

the school-district's that we serve look at Various innovative
practices,. and help them to become the schools of the' future.

This was instead of ,having a School 'Of the Future.
.

Career progress is a mix, or tangle, of multiple influences. In

Shelby's case, "simple" move across the state contained these aspects';

d was there I guess about two and one half years or:three. Two

and one half I; guess. And then I was approached-LYou know that
I had finished all but my dissertation at the University--The
Regional 'Educational Genter located in the same city, was jOt
getting starttd. The executive director. had been employed,
and through my 'major professor, he heard of me and came down and
asked me if I would be assistant director of the Center, Wkiich

would theg give me an opportunity to: work on my dissertation.
I was ready for a change," because things were. really not work-
ing outtoo welg,,',and so I was about the third person that they
employed in the Center here. So in a way, I helped to establish
the center there, then. came to help establish the one here,.
I suspect that my irst boss was pretty glad to see nie leave.
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tq

I was not being very productive, you know, I didn't feel
gpod. Just looking tback on my own feelings, and I "think
thielTs fairly significant, I. felt like I was a voice ofi
rationality in that organization, and felt that I probably
did a lot of, what had to be done, so in a sense I felt
success, but in another sense I felt failure. Failure in
;thatg,it was, not what I wanted to do, and failure that things
did not work ouethe way I wanted, them I did not find
the holy grail there (laughter). And soI was to come here,
and mY*rolehere was going to be pretty much working with
selected school principals in a comprehensive school im-
pgpvement program, to, litre again, help them find the holy
grail., Now, you know very Well the dedication that I have
to wRkt I have called an alternative model to education or

ot.4 to, you lapw, creating new models, not just incremental
school iM7rOvement, but, you know, massive restructuring
of the schoolek And, that sounded awfully appealing to me,
and so I camelttp here. I think I came,, I think I took the
job in the spring maybt, but I have forgotten whether I'
camp in April or what, but anyway, June was when I really

N started on the job. I had a,kind of intensive workShop for
about ten or twenty principals, and the whole focus was going to

really be on working with sometselected schools here.

Shelby's quest for th,hOly grail continued. Along. the way, in

the pursit, he raised questions which we believe remain fundamental

in the organizational analysis of innovation:

ES: But I rearly thought that the idea, okay, I, still think
that my ideas about schools have a lot of merit. I thought,

okay, I have been through it, and instead of, you know, my
trying to be principal of just one school todo something,
it would reallybe a lot more productive and have a lot more
benefit if °I could indeed work with several schools and have
theM do some things. I was pretty optimistic about Here
again, searching for thehold grail. It was'teally a dis-
appointing thing for me. First there is the question of, can
a public school district really allow a school t6'be difer-
ent. That was One of the issues in Milford. I,It was an issue
with the School otht.Future, you know, while we had the
idea. And there was an issue here. You know,\ the superin--
tendentS would say, "Hey, this is a good,idea.\ Yeah we would
,like to get some of our principals in Your summer-workshop,
and we would like to do some things, help them to be more
innovative, and get some good programs going."\ And Yet there

was not the real support. And if we let them'db something
`different; what is that going to do to the other schools?
That was an issue.. We were not very selactilie in the *people
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- ::if.t

that got into the program.
,

I,f.mnat sure that we communicated
very well to ' them what it wasfdr.,' And I wasn't very good, as I

was trying to be a one man show,. which was a real mistake. I did

a lot of sermonizing, looking back., on it, I think, but we had some

things going for us too. I did...have some good people' there. You

know, I planned things out p4ett7yt.7,,Sli. But, I remember on one

occasion--and I think this kind di de'scribes whaqrwas up against
--one of the activities that I involved these pr*ipals in wag,
owe of the things that we needed to do is,. ;to,:,be pretty clear
about what it is we are trying to do. Youlnow., just have

isome objectives. If you want a school 04omething, you
have to be clear about what you want it t ,.'; 'I said schools

have been so means-oriented that we have not i4'&1'.i.y zeroed in on

what it is we are trying to accomplish Until that, we aretii4i do
not going to do it very well. So I had them engage' in an exercise to

articulate their objectives. I remember one of the participants

finally came up with the objective so that at the end of the year

all the kids on each grade level would be at the same achievement

level. I was really disappointed.

Obs: - That did not fit too well with your goals?

.ES: We want to narrow the'range of individual differences?

It just-really depressed me".

4
Eugene finished his story of his post Kensington experiences with

an account of his return to a principalship:

;S: Anyway, I told you I kept asking the question, 'What is it that

I really want to do?" And the answer for a long time was "nothing."
And finally it was, "I want to get back into the school and be a

principal."

Obs: Would it be profitable at thiS point to go back and pick up

how You got into the field 9f education? That kind of thing?

ES: No. Let te tell you about one last period, and that is

here at my present schooleSo let me go ahead and'do that.

Obs ; Sure.

ES: Well, I told you I d myself what I wanted to .do, and

I said. I wanted to be a principal. So I was back to pursuing

the hold grail, and it ,was a very interesting kind of thing.

This, school was one year old; they had many probleffis.. They

had a petition to get rid .o the principal. The director of
elementary education to* md' when I .was employed -,for this,..

school that he had never had 'a school with protlems like that.

He said he had to go °IA per4Onally and do firefighting. I
a

Ael
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came out here, and indeed it was a -- menagerie is not the
right word--it was a real challenge. I was say that. It

seemed like it was just froth with.interpersonal conflict.

,11;

Obs: In just one year? Because the School was just one year old. .

ES: Well, the community was a new community also: Everyone
was fighting every one else.

Obs: Where did the teachers, were they drawn from previous ,
Iodations, or were they rather-new to each other'?

ES: They were new to each other. I don't blame all the'
problems on the previous principal at all. I think he made
a lot of mistakes, but I think he was-put into an impossible
situation. I don't" think they did any-kind of planning for
this school, other than to get the building built,'and I
think they employed him at the last minute. And I.think
they took teachers from other schools and in some cases' there

.

was some dumping of bad teachers..
.

Obs: Like principals getting rid of the bad teachers
t

0 4 4
ES: Yeah, and he didn't have any the to work with them.
From the word go the school was over-crowded and he way
having to fight those battles. Becau& itiwas viewed as a
small school he was, principal of this scho4 and another,
school, so, you know, he was divided there. The school was
not adequately staffed at all. And the fact isothat this.

had been a rural area which had started b9koming .a burban.,

area. And there was some conflict 4ptween'the'oold tfilere'

and new comers 1\guess. But essentially it was people who

did not know each other. And teachers that did not know

each other. And more and more I am finding that hvinge
people who don't know each other dreates a 1.ot of mistrust.
Maybe there was a time in our society when youwere innocent
until proven guilty, but I think that is gone. I think that

now, you know, if parents don't know the teacher, it is
amazing to me how many times the parents may believe some-
thing just preposterous about a teacher if they don't know

the person. If they know the person they would know that it'
was not true, but just getting communication going is the

main thing. I spent most of my time that first year handling

crises. And I worked long, long hours. I suspect that I

averaged.I2 hour days. On a few occasions--well, the second
year I was out here, right before school opened up I came Out

Sunday'morning and school was going to open on Monday morning.
Teachers had reported to work two to three days before that
and we had registration. I came out Sunday morning and
stayed here until Monday morning at 6:00,' went home"and took
a shower, and ate breakfasLand came back and then the school
4?



.opened. There were several times that I worked all night
long. There are times that I would come at midnight 'and
stay until the next day at 5:00 or 6000.

Obs:. Doing what kinds'of things?

ES: Well, the time I just told:about.was .trying to straighte4
Out,all the registration stuff, but othertimes it was just
trying to get some of my desk work done because I knew that

A-duKing the day it was going '66 *46 one probl* after another
that I had to deal with. I also had'the motivation to do
of,thTh.too.' But thini started straightening out well The,

here again, you know, the grand design'-didwe ever call it
. that at Kensington?

Obs: No, we had not. put that label altetnative of andeur on
things.

ES: Okay, well with the Schoo' of the Future, we cdned it
the "grand design," I believe. So anyway the ssisant super-
intendent here said he thought IGE was a good progr4:,, I had
never heard of IGE. But he describeit to me, and,I gaid,
I.'HA,-the grand design." To a great extent, thconcepta of it
were at least congruent with my views and I tAught well, that
is the way it goes. So they were, going, to select X number of

city ools to go into IGE, and part of that was getting the
fac ty to vote on it and to agree to it, and so that is the
wa we did, it here. We decided .that we'would go into that..

An we did. .That decision was made late in my.fg.st year. We

meetingshad arent eetings to get them involved with it, the

stuff to get people turned on*about it By that .summer there

were g ool board meetings on it. I remember thy, assistant

sUperin endent explaining it to the school board'-but they,
didn't eem to understand it And by that time 'it was ob- ';

vious that one of the board members was at war with theg. 4

intendent, and at warwith, attacking the open space scho
attacking anything, and it kind of reminded me a little b. 0
Milford., I don't know how much yoll kept up with .a11 the ,

politics, in that district; but you,may recall thatthere 1.7b
one board member who became at odds with Spanman, and just
over aperiod of time built up the opposition to the point of,

changing that situation.: Well, it almost reminded me of the
same thing.6 (TI, 0.79)

Th't pqlitcal story is one of the major issues in Volume II of our
Kensington R6- Visited poject.
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The Board, the Supetintenden and the t.,entrAlOffict continued in

'Cpnflict-tin general and; over',IPB EdUcation.

"independ04t:evaivatiOn",:was.begUn:by the Boatd. Shelby finiShed,hii,
.

2,7

N

,.:But : anyway, that. gale] tp Ovicfe r ; .f ot . the, .cannons, to, do away with

it
A'01..lai Pi the 04.c t. ea* : OA. ,Oat we: would no longer be IOE.

schools,
'

,',Oct that; weitiOuld no longer :.USetliat lthel. : I guess

''-:':.1714t ..:baloteliad ',the' eddof. , the second.year'. This, was the second
V,:, . 1

.
44r..of :the,ifrotamtAlich wct11.0-13ay:t14i.a.yea .: But vie

retold-,:told ',that the:. good OonCeP'W-.of , IGE should be continued..'

4 ,cit course that :varied f#0,111, :scllOciOSch001,. So we did

hpt: change any of :94r piactsiTimitdittely,,41though:ulti-.-. ,

''' tpU,we ,#W ,,,lAues! ni(toreimottant;than,anything else was
0i5sYie49.10.4.io44.;;Iet=dOwn°f Or: the-tea:CI:Ors y ,;and:lor:ide: to

06 pke4tAkAlloygh4tht'Ldd' n i t :bot4er me, you cnow, drop-.:.
lni,::',tilaVl4bel-i..:dia of beither:me:: sxi:: ii,.ip 4., but :.j list the feplig

.b4 4We-111"i:her* ',as:sorne+tflifig: that :stiorked our fool .heads

..:'iO.ff,for.::!'ailli iliste,acrof getting .4n.Ythings for: it i now wP-haVe.:

4O,H'YoU know; In ... 0 t ac:ii.*i,a-:..liaA:::.2.4liefiearclOf:;-it.:c.So,,

`teat certainly ;40iroypd the.-HtWthOr.ne.:*ffPet :O'f' it .',. TilA
I also have ..c6110 :to feel' -thtt',::.bYand:'::1:47g0,': POI) le :ar4 not:

, ,., ready for4thevmplexities 30 -Ome,Cif .t*.:thingS that I rda 1 1 y :

Tbelieve' in* TAich-
':-:-

iakef Me..:wonderMOre aboUt:the:KargfrigtO
.s ;af f , by 4ewaY. To Me ;.:ve

:.,

-dicin. knoW .hOW to.: doit., t;IAle

i'de a lotiO mistakes; but-there:was a commitment' there And

0,h e 1,44. fu,. a lOt of that commitment '1. did not, f incl..

just
,-

,..,,
.Some.D ethings, you ,khOlti, you wOUIUjuat: relax: and find

'..:IthP' ar. ptat y.. SiMplt, bUt peciple".Make it: very complex and

sand "No . vie' can! t 'do:that." This is 'getting4lii*gb
into -argot &Cud, but I 'f eel:. like :it is a conceptual prob-

,

FtemL,:t ha t ,!ktie locked .6UtaelVeS into7.-like the. whOle bit

dboUt, grade 1.els ;.gradednOs: : I'm still .amazed sometimes
. .

the40'.1, thp simplIStip4yiew peciplehave of that. Sometimes teachers.

_ and frequently parritf and :school districts--anyway, we grad-
, .

. . .: ..

.,...14.01.y moved 'away from_IGE'.I : 1 Isuesa what I mean to say, is that

4naIty:ga'Ve UP , tnd th LS idt from pUrauing the_ hold grail,

..:04ox1 ent. Yself 'to .,ju-sp,*rUn a goOd school-'-whatever that

meakk. ''''

'I

"i;

t

.,,
.

play of belief systems, not o;nly never quite goes aw.vt but it

44tgial to a'aarger professional selfconcepticin:

Obs :' I 'guess the--I wanted to _pick up--you talked several
times about the holy grail, now, show it shifted,: and you said

you' finally gave up on it.
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ES': Maybe I :found 'it .(laiiOltit,) w .... ',oui kno.

Obs: Well, go ahead,; . Has :: Skirey.4d aver'. time, ':or i
pimple as saying I fsinallY,',:gsa:1:'ipt on it

. .,,.,.., :.,\

ES Well, I read ari a.rii;a6:".4.n 4.ijo,t,rnal--this is after
Kensington--I think 'sit was F7 le T les : working here and trying
to help .-princip41&.:find ,tite. ,,grall.1 too. But this article, ., . , - .

was 61},i.lichange, it was talking qb,Opt?back when they were using,
oil la pg';' that semieOnd,pnyAntdd% better wick, somebody im,
piTovedsthe fuel, so ,it tritaft",iiaprove this or that But it was

314

`St 1 a yig3T:::lifferAt'L*tte0when they invented the incandes-;
ee lamt4:...Which TAT'a:vfloial.,1 .: ,S, different kind of lamp: I guess
what ,that,Ilustrat.s.,,reaIlyili.0 I think there, is a term, incre-
mentaIN.chartW, as .4p.,004d 7t6incivantum change or the 'big. leap or
whatever.. l'ii*41.:Y'''1*01-iqv,ediand I still do, that this is need
for--wel4,' a.,r`d.,:t:eiltitiion, .0.,s. opposed to eVolution another way
7(3.0. might :'50A.4-.1-bitit sot& basic changes in the whole fabric of
the, way sciWoLs;.o,i:eratgr,,,,,.,.. Now, I really believed that and. I

'',:still beldeVe,ttiat,t ghat is my holy graii., Li ,

b
' SOwt ,Is f.stu.,,ti.plere, but at...

, ,;ES: Bu%4x,004 ,e74file I recognize that there is such .a
abcteWng..'sbOtt'01 wicks and better fuels, and that you

hav*,414"4040I sChoOls that are good 'or some, you
ittik.:Tre:ettiri7than others, and that maybe the' best we
tv,

54p!hof4fOr is ok t a 1 improvements.

.s'ae tli4.'Stetr e as a sort of a realistic 'appraisal
ra yier,than changg. in...

=

learing ?how to be satisfied with it I suppose.,

half loaf?

ES: Yeah and TUst feel that, you know, you are ,accomplish-
ig sometping even when you just run a good school.

Vh aoes the future hold? Shelby, in good shumor,.' commented

once more:

110 , the crazy thing is that I don't even run this schOol any-
:more, the assistant principal does: Of course, I had,a lot to
do with getting her. But when I come to work, I'm usually

:lae I never get here early--I stay here pretty late most of
the time, but after just really striving to get this school
off the ground, it is really strange to ,see. It leaves me

feeling almost uneasy, you kdbw, but...
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Oh's: It runs itself in' effect?

ES: Yeah, and the paperwork that I don't get done, doesn't
seem to hurt anything, so (laughter), well, ].will leave it
long enough and--you see allthose papers stacked up over
there that I'm supposed to deal with? By this summer, when,..
I finally get to go,through them, it is amazing, how many of
them can go right in there.w1thout ;making-any. difference at

,all.

Obs: The tape would indicate that he is painting to the
wastebasket provided by public school funds (laughter).

ES: I have become very active in professional organizations.
I'm the current incoming president of the City-AdminiStratOrs
Association, and have spent probably more time an that during
the past year. Well, I started to say more time on that than
I have in the school, but that is not quite true either.
Although it probably absorbs more of my interest than the
school does.

2.14 Tentative Conclusions

A number of conylusions stand out frOm these brief accounts of our

three administtators. Perhaps the most iportant item, in a profession

now so full of "doom'and-gloom", is the truly exciting, rewarding; and

satisfying careers open to at least a few teachers who have opportunity,

talent, creativity, energy. As our summary -chart indicates, the inter-
.

play of academic life in the University and rough and tumble adminis-
_

trative action represents an enviable blend in an educational life.'

career. These men are in their early fifties now. Plenty of time

exists for the itch tgAstrike again. Spanman talks of a prestigious
;gr

national consulting",organiczation, Shelby is spending considerable" time

in distriel,PolitiCs, AndCohen is barely into his Deanship. Whether

any or all'of the three actually do enter into another round of highly fi

innovative leadership remains to be seen. Consistent with our analySiste,

.;to
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we would argue the. answer will bg determined by the uniqueblend of

individual, situational, and life history events which surround each

of the actors.

A related-teneiAitatiOn concerns the mix of action and

tual life. Both Spahman and Cohen have wrItteng number tiT essays and

each has authored or coauthored a book or two. MUchlpfthe writing

haS been "off their experience" rather than more formal educatfonal
.

'research that'comes from experiments, surveys; or historical

as, done in the academy. ,For better or worse, and we will return to

the issue of for better or worse shortly, these men are doing, reflect-

ing, writing (and some might argue propagandilin ) and then redoing

the. cycle. The interplay among commonsense, action, experience, re-

flection, and later, altered common sense and action, we believe, at

root, is raisi ajor epistemological questions.

A thiregeneralilation qualifies Becker's position on horizontal

versus vertical mobility in educational careers. Innovators, males,

and OT administrators of high ability have strong vertical career lines.

0
They seem more like business managers and professionals other occupa-

tiOns. Warner and Abegglen"S (1955) Big busineSS2.1eaderS America

seem cut from the same cloth. They ,argA*iign on the move-, ego getters"

to reuse Boorstin's label (1973).
.

"Sponsorship" is a concept from Warner and Abegglen. It has been

inportant for these individuals. Within a corporation; Kanter (1977),

7For instance, Smith (1981) has developed in part from Kensington.
Revisitek,a proposal for a new piece of research, "The knowledge of
common sense and science in educational theory, research, and practicg,!
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speaks of "alliances" as one of the routes to power. This seems a

similar to What we are calling "collegial networks", except her term
/

reflects her focus on a single corporation, Itdsco. An older and

, broader concept is network, club, old school ties. A number of. infor

mal subsystemoexiat. in professional education. Spanman particularly,

but Cohen and Shelby also, moved, through linkages within the educa-

tional innovation community.
8 .

The educational administration network

is legion. Spanman's comments give particular and important meaning

to its reality. The extension and integration of the sponsorship

phenomenon to the group or network phenomenon seems a major advance

over the earlier conceptualizatiok.

Finally, the three administrators remain as true believers. The

broad belief system which we called "the new elementary education",

commitments to individualized education, equality, and full development

of,individual potential remains with each of our administrators. The

persuasiveness and .staying power of belief systems. is a major

addition to current discussionsOf educational innovation and reform. .

The current data enhance two generalizations made earlier. First,

...comAitment was to the movement f the new elementary, ,

education, and Kensington was an imp tant but temporary
training ground, a step for many of the staff as they
\searched to create careers as professional innovators.
Commitment was to issues and ideas as well as ,t3 anything
as place-bound as the generation of social structure of a
beginning, fi'edgling organization. The ideas were portable,
applicable elsewhere, and the educational world was waiting.

(Smith and Keith, 1971, p.117)

8
The book Anatomy of an Educational Innovation'Pue Smith partly into

that community also and inquiries about a job, invitations, to conferences
consulting, colloquia presentations, and soforth.' In this context he
continued his ac4uaintance with Kensington people and their colleagues.



He who would engage in large-scale innovative programs must
be cognizant of the role of true'beliefthat is endemic to

-(Smith and Keith,-1971, p.116)the process..

2.2 Kensington's Male Teachers

This will be a short section. To do. it justite would repeat a

number of items with substantial similarity to the' administrative group

o.

and would lesben J..tr account of several subthemes we develop in later

sections. The career struggles, however, have been vivid and real.

True belief hadremained. In a sense, perhaps becauSe the group la

about ten years younger than the administrative gfoup, their careers
, ,

have a "less finished" quality. A significant move or two seems to

remain for .several.

2.21 A Brief Account *.ti

The basic career data, are presented in Figure 5. Seven men com-

,

prse the group of. Kensington's male tea hers. The heterogeneity of

the group's career lines may be its most distinguishing characteristic.

The six men interviewed were all in edudational roles but the diversity

was so great that no two men held the same po4 sitio4. As seen in

Figure 5, they are an educational director in.a hoSpital, ;high school

teacker, an educational management consultant, an associate dean, a

professor, and an elementary principal. Hardly the stuff of which firm

generalizations are made! Yet a more careful analysis of the data

yields several interesting commonalities: 1) four of the six have

either completed Ph. D:'s or the course work required for Ph. D.'s; 2)

all have completed Master's Degrees; 3) each has remained close to or
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in an. educational setting which is surprising given.the attrition rates

for'young males; 4) the positions, while. auperficiall;74pearing tradi-.

tional, have a unique twist which connects with2Kensington; But the

process of their careers, their career histories, is where the faacina-,

tion liea. These histories involve ever widening and deeRening.Views

of explanatory themes in the nature of the individuals who engage in

educational innoVation and reform.

InArt.Figure 5 .ebout here,

bl 4

In a sentence ortwO,.Dan Hun has spent a. number of years as part

time graduate student and part-time university employee. The hazards

of a Ph. D: program seem reiled inis career as he's pursued cur-

riculum theory and:innovation. Bill Kirkham has spent,most of his;

career in public and private agencies ,fighting civil rights iAttles by

helping
r'

community action groups integrate their schools; clitirchea,', and

businesses. Only recently did he returntoc-the town in,which'he:grew.

up to.teach high school social studies: David Nichols worked intp4-

soAnel in several ,businesses and in a Regional' Educational LabOrat

before striking duf-on his own as a management trainer and.:cbnsultaht.

.J,ohn Taylor ffinidheae Ph; physical edudeliiondna'MoVeThiiitOy
.

,

t,
higher educationA was first, teacher thenaniadministratori.;an

assdiciate deanY'of:e'large SChobl of EduCatioti: ,Currently le'i's await=

ing the publication..df a P. E:I:000k whiph'embodiea idees central to his-

(r-Conceptions from Kenatngton.,:.: Alec Thurman:teughtir,a year_ Or two,

joined Shelby/ i#:.:Sou0kweat Stee, took ari Edhcatidpatf,Pnchology;Ph.O .'
i

and returned to a State,College intbe-northern port..of tfieco4ntry.,
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NAME DECIfEES

Taniel'Hun AS

MA

ABD

Bin Kirkham AB

MA

'David Nichols,. AB

MA

John Taylor, AB

t MA'

KENSINGTON! MAJOR POSITION

POSITION SINCt KENSINGTON

Transition,

ISD

Graduate student/

Part-time,univeraity

Federal Government

Administrator

ISO' Self EmployedC.

Management Training

Company

PE

Alec Thurman. . !SD/Math

MA

Ph.N

ToM Mack AB

MA

ABD

Jack Davis

Curriculum

'Materials

Cooidinator

ISD/Sclence
,

Associate 3ean.

School.ofEducation

and .Professor'erY.E.

Professor of Education.

Elementary and.

SitOndaiy Principal,

0

CURRENT

POSITION

";,

FUTURE

POSSIBILITIES '

College or

EducatiO6 birector. University?

, -

Nigh School Social

Studied Teachei

,Self EmpleiedL

Hanagiient Training

Company.

Associate; Dean

School of. Education

Professor of Education

Administrator?

- -

Deanship?'

Profesiorship?,

Elementary' Principal Central,

Administrator?

No Information

4

Career Positions of KensingtOn'a'Hale Teachers



near where he grew

.which, at rodt,. is

`.Kensington. Tom Mack'haSIben

up. -Currentl-Yhe. teaches ailiA.ildiVidualized program

comparablb'in to G1ie Math':-program'he:taught.:at.-.

4

elementary hnd.!econdary. principal in .

several districts (including" Milford' for .a -Year). In one older: school

he tore out-Wail's,

teaching. program.

developed' materiala.center, and; instituted a team

CUrrenlY he.A.k.prinCipal6f. a tri-,racial opemtlani

school 'which begina"WWdn earlY..Ma gA#04kfast program for. some of

the children and ends with a late,alternOblangU e and enrichment pro

gram for others. Most of the key,cineptiOns from XeNIngton are in

placethere. Jadc. Dav,is:was the onlyitaculty member e were Unable to.
z

find.

2.'22 One MoreiLife Histary

v.
Currently, considerable d a'.debate nA derway nationally on the

. ........."

staffing patterns of schools .and teacherS'.:Careers. Our

.

teachers, eSpeciaIly:the..Malesi'push us-t raise a fundamental issue

regarding "-thesYstem under' onSideratiOns As we lOok:at,._2.out group T'

. . ,

Strikingo4ecxs,is-that.Of-male innovative teachers, One,:o-fHth

"the systee, ia'41arger than.:ftheTeleMenta odlO*,the public school

system.with its teachers, principals, andtentral office administrators.

"
Many.ofthe:Wdity,foundin c es in higher education And even here

. 0

they differentiated theMSeiVes in seVettil Ways--some' remained'in teach-
.

ing and,some became Deans. Among.those who remained in teaching they

split on themostly,research,and writing, and mostly classrobm diMension.

But the idio YncratiC combinations seemed the rule.



It's fitting, perhaps, to exemplify our point here by:playing adt:

briefly the career of Kensington's physical. education teacher, .John:

Taylor. His thoughtful reflections raise some-of his-career surprises

and elaborate in detail our .more general point about ths-"systemsn,

under"considerations Immediately after his training,as &secondary

teacher he joined the Milford District as an

in P. E. This was several years before Kensington:

ettary specialist

John Taylor: ° I was there two years, the flit-at yea I ser

both schools. There were, five or six hundred Icids. each'

school, and. I went- to one, school so many days s-a week, and t

other school the other days. And I discovered after several
months, something that just shook me; and thatis that one ,of
the primary purposes for my being there was to provide break
time for the classroom teacher: And after all this serious
professiohal training I had undergone, this caused me a nom-
ber of serious problems to think about,in my own destiny.
What am I doing? What did fspend all this time.in prepa
Lion for?

OBS: What led-you to those kinds of inferences?

JT: Well, when I asked the question why can't r'have more
time, when I work with intermediate grade children than
primary grade children?- Since I'had learned about the atten-

. tion span on younger children, and how I might design classes.
Things justfdid not fit. And, the response was primarily that,
well, that would cause a problem, es some teachers had more
planning time than other teachers,'and those kinds of indica-.
tors became very obvious to me, and I really did not like that.,.
At the same time, my preparation was primarily as a seco ary
school physical educator, as was almost everyone's ap at

time, with perhaps one nurse in elementary methods or games
course for young children`,, and that is essentially what I had.

So I was really teaching as a secondary teacher, and doing
things that I had seen other secondary teachers do, and in
which I had experience, and again I began questironing whether
or not this is what I should be doing with these kids, and

this is what I really spent five years In training to prepare
for. At the end of the first 'year I was so disenchanted that
I was ready to leave the district, and sgid.I was going to
leave unless I could have work on the conditions where I could
do something of value with the kids, and Milford said okay,
what would I like to do? So I said I would like to go to one
school, and I would like to be able to vary the class schedule.
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,And I chose one and worked with the principal, and we were
able to work out a class schedule so that I did have longe'r

'Periods of time with the-intermediate grade children, and
shorter Periods of time with the primary grade children.

.

We-did that, by the way in which we 'worked the music tchealule
in, as well as the physical education schedule - '';But I still--
felt primarily that'll:0st of the teachers weren'tereally too -.

concerned, as to what I.was,doing, but at least I-had an
Opportunity to work with kids in ways I felt Would'be more
productive. And that is when I- :decided to go back to grad-
uate school. And wffen I left; I guess Stevan Spanman was
coming in.

,

.

OBS: You had a year break in service then?

(/
JT: That is right. -1 went to State University. Beftore-I
left, is when I think it was Spantan that said, "Why don't
you come backchere and do your dissertation while you are
working in the school?" They were beginning to talk about
the school. 'And I aatei that sonnded-like a neat idea. I

had some correaPondencethat I knew,-I guess I had signed
the contract to go back,to Kensington while I was still at
State abtversit . I started bearing about non-graded schools,
and going to t library to try to see. what peopledwere doing"
in physical ed cation programs in non-graded schools. ,I could
not find anything in the literature at all. And that's...
then I came back. I missed the first month.

OBS: Of the workshop?

JT: Of the workshop, because I was still in school, so I got
in maybe at the very end ofthat. I think it, was a month long
workshop.

The interplay of graduate school in teacher,careers is critical for

vertical mobility.in the datger system. For the smaller system, the

Kensington Elementary School in thit instance, it's'another stdry:

r

JT: Some discussion in the air,known already'. But
.

I. art -not

sure if the educational program had been w 11 conceptionalized
at that time. If they were still workin -on-the.spedifications
for the building, and in talking to the eachers about what
they'thought they ought to be doing, L ave'a vague recollec-
tion that there were some disdussions go ng on. at thatparticu-
lar point and time."

OBS: fn the District?



el

se.

In the District.'You know, what would you do, how do
you think you ought to-be teaching, andithen the people were L

listening "with an idea to design the building,to facilitate t

the kinds of things we wanted' to do as teachers.

OBS: So given your previous two years, and the disappoint-
mene'in some extent andthe opRorCunityto do the degree,
your attraction to Kensington was sort of.a chance to, in /

terms of curriculum and physical educatiod, to kind of stretch %

your win's 'a bit ,and- havea go at trying to create something 2

at the eleMentary level.

JT: I was not sure if it was really that orOot, I thin it
was nice to know that 'tthere was a job waiting!for me when I .

finished my ddurse work and all,and that if 1did in fact
want to doa dissertation utilizing children the Schobl
DistriCt, that would be encouraged, and probably supported.

'OBS: So you Weren't that caught up in the dream of the.

concept?

JT: I don't remember being caught up in that dream. Prob-

ably there was a lot more'of that taking place.the year I was

gone. Obviously,. they had to Start construction and,a lot of
other things that started taking place after I was away.

OBS: You mentioned when you first came in before we turned
on the recorder, that you had, to scrap your dissertation

materials. Were those data that you had gathered in the

school, or was that on another problem?

JT: No, it was on the other problem.

-OBS: So that you never really utilized the District and the

school that way?

JT: No, no. I had an idea of one dissertation topic that I

formulated while I was4'still at State University. When I got

to Kensington there.yasn't much time to think about new ideas

and any cweative way, other than, gosh, what are 4e going to

.
do with the'se kids in these three different' locations?

We don't know the data and,theory, if they exist, on Ph. D. dis-

sertations--false sta.4,ts, faculty support, complications, creativity, '*

doing something signifi nt, tOtating it as an_exercise,.and so on

OBS:. You.did that, well, when did you gather your data, the

following year when you-went to State University?
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JT: Yes, I was really interested in how the school districts
were viewing elementary school physical education, and how
they were organizing themselves:to develop, the programs that
were emerging through all these 27 separate, independent
schoolodistricts in close proximity to each other, but wide
discrepancies in the way in which they were designing their
programs. I was curious about finding about who was making
decisions in those districts, and how they were making-those
decisions. That was0 the study that I wanted to do, but I
never got to do that.

OBS: What was the fatal flaw in thematerial that the one
guy objected to?

JT: I don't now that there was really any, I just really
don't know.

OBS: That is a horror story then? / r

JT: Oh, it really, it was. I was never so sick in any one
point in my life.

OBS: But you could not salvage that?

JT: No,.one lady on the comxittee thought I could make it
turn into'a philosophical study, something else, butl said
that is not whatj am interested in doing,,,

OBS: But you had gathered dataon the 27 districts?

JT:, No, I had not gathered data:on the 27, districts. I knew
how I was gOing to gather it, and.. how I was going to treat the
data, and I had done the literature search.

OBS: Oh, so it had gotten chopped down beforeyou-had sotten_
out actually into collecting, but .you had doneall the pre-
liminary thinking?.

JT: Right.

The dissertation, when finally chosen, moved quite quickly:

JT: It was very quick though.

OBS: Two to three years?

JT: Yeah, but I mean to start all over again while,yourar on
a new jab?
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OBS: .Yeah, but that is yhat,I
-ftom.scratch on adisSertation
ds?,

I did a stddy'on the effectdof instruction and pr
.t
on.throwing ability with, primary grade children. Sc:r I;d

in fact, end up working with primarygrade children in'a

public - school situation again. But-lhad to `got through the

+whole process of getting approval frOmthi local school dip
trick:

meant ,:,on 'new job, to start

. What problem4iid you finally

. -

Besides finishing the' Ph.-.D. issertation, Sohn had.all the-program

demands Of aryoung university faCaty member. -Some-of the creativity,

enthusiasm, and energy visible at Kensington appeared here as

s

OBS: Have Au pursued those kinds of problems at all since
then? So you had your P. claiM research-wise and that was

it? Other kinds of research while you'were hereor when dicD.

you get 'caught -by theadmi9istvation? ,And dia ind Of thing?

y

Jt: I got 'caught up in'this job five-yearsago, and' prior to

that I served as Chairman of Professional -P;. E.4IepartmenfOr
th'ree Years, and so :eight- out of the fourteen yaars that I .

have been here I have been doing some kind of adminigtrat
The-first year I was here ,there was--it Wasinteresting e-

cause as I mentioned earlier,- there wete'three of us,-t o of,
us in the department and two of us' were.brand new. There was

one lady with a vision of what a teadher-education prograriama-

ought to look lake, and when I--I remember the day she picked
me up fromtheairport and she drove wildly through/the.strees
of thetown'to get me out here--she is `dear lad love her,

but she is an awful driver.' (laugher)

But I 'talked to one Colleague about ,how I tau' ht .6tsketball,

even though we had no baskets at Kensington Elementary School,

and how we did have game analysis, and how the kidslnderstand

, that, you know: While it is true, in the final analy;is, you
have to get the ball` through the hoop to get the points, that
if you really want to be good ypu have to do what you spend
most of your time doing, and that on knee bends, and dribbling',

and passing and all these other things, so tae had .a lot of.

St 411 drills, and_they were built into games that-the kids

enjOred, but provded a lot of repetition and practice. And,

you know, we had some other kinds of goals that we used-rathe
than the ten fOot basketball goals., which would not fit in t
shelter anywy, and I think by the time we got here andshe,
heard me.talk about those kinds of thingskishe.kneW she wanted

to hire me. When I came down herein September, then this
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Other fellow came down.. We all taike&ab.out disencha men
with 'teacher educationf particularly la-physiCal'education,
and we putour'heada together and said thisiia the kind*P
:ii.rhram we are going tndesign..

OBS: yai the woman d lady P. E. type r was she a more gen-
eral elementary education type? 4-

JT :. She was in physitakeducation. So we set aboutirede-
signIng,nur teachereduction program,. which I think' was very
souiad at that tithe,' and is still sound proof .5ret today. We
said things likeJust4taktng all these courses we know'doret
have all the impact" and we all took exerciet Physinlogy,
and'hoW,usethat in:fOrniation when we teach Physical educe,-

NctbodY really utilizes tAgt information,....NOt thA le:;:
isnot good intonation; but some of it ieirrelevant to whal
physial educators do, and what is relevant is not taught in
away a make people see that it is releVant. So we had'an
image of taking.a lot of the scientificbasA inlphysical

.1' 6education, and repackaging. For example, a course called
Human Kinttict. That'id, a combinatidn Of exerciee,,physi-
oIogyf anatomy, and'mdtor Whaft.We said was that
we were gOineto work with kids1 'and we are going to get our
students working with real kids, in publi'schools right
away,ana7aswe studied young kids we ye-going to get people
wic? teaOltiltu; human kinetics to talk.*It the motor learning

7.411d the physical characteristics, and whatever else we need
to talk about at that point and. time. So while wedidn't
,scrap all the subject matter trod the scientific courses we

j ctid repackage that into a course called Human Kinetics that
001' 'would run the whole junior yeat'and then we had one called

lied HuMans tice.that'weran the whole,senidi year
.1 Th we threw all the methods courses', nd everything else,

and we Putsthose into,' what we ca110 a sem nar in field ex-
peri nce or seminarintefnship,'and that would run the whole
two ears. The last two years of the prograM.

,OBH: SO it did run parallel then?
, 1'0

JT: Hight;at the same' time. . The faculty would have to. be
theirCoursesito make sure .everything Was

coming together at the ,fighetime, And,We fededigned the
courses that way, and then''we set about tryillg to-recruit
.people who would teach it that way-for.us And we were able
"to do that, and.we bOatthat, program that way. We had a
'self. assessment program,to help kids under4tand their own
values, and how theyjeel'about the_, world Of teaching kids,
as:well as doing their own physical performance task and try-.
ing to effect some :dhangeeonthose kinds of perameters. ..And
that,is basically the kind of thing welled. So we had a field
days program for two years..

OB§: Both elemeniary'end secondary?
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JT: It was a K-12 program, and I worked ,in the. elementary
part so I hada group of students that I wiorke&wit koi three

11quarters, the same group of students, and Iyould end three.
to fOut.days'la week at the smile elemen'tary school with those

kids. And yoU know, we got more spohisticated to.where tae

>would have different levels of perfgrmancelthat we couldex-
pect from our teachers. Every quarter they would sta toff
doing things with one or two kids, -441mi then small groups, and
then the whole class, and thekinds of planning tasks hey had.
became more sophisticated.and finally they were just te ching
all those classes. 4* . 1 .

-
.

OBS: Yeah % :

JT: We had the Human Kinetics' course and a laboratory pot ion
\

,

,

.
' too, s9 that we could study things about kinesiology. And

'

thqn we would go into the gym and we would actually practice
,those and experience thosethings and design Idssons that''ke
Might use with young kids and then go to the schools

and try them, We got to the point where that program,was
growittg so rapidly, .we decided that we did not want' to take.,

everybody. So we became the first undergraduate selec'tive
admissions progtatdnipur campus.

OBS: Generally, not just in education ?' ,

JT: Totally on the caipus.

OBS: On the campus?

JT: Now there are other selective divisions programs,
'

Pome,reseatchon the way in which we were admitting our
were the fitst one and had to take all the flak. We

-

dents and modified that, but essentially tequire every gtti-

dent,to spend a full day on campus for orientation and.aelec-
tion process. We onlyf'adMit students once.a year in that pro7

we

gram.
0

OBS: Still?

JT: Still.

OBS: You've got that much demand for you?

JT: We cut back Ithe number we admitted oneyear because we
wanted to do more on graduate,education:_and we had the same'
size faculty and that was one of the'nice.thlngs about having
a controlled enrollment. You could make that decision con-
sciously to shift your resources. But we foUndi you know, we
found.the impact of grade point averages, and some other
standardized tests we were giving, and we had an interview
procedure.that we worked on,' and tried to refine, and we corre-
lated a lot of those, items with their performance scores in the pro -

gram.
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OBS: So, you had reasonable criteria as well?

JT: ..Right. It has been defensible. We have'been able to
keep it all this time.' I think part of the reason 'in
the job 'Via 14-1 now is because people, every Dean that has
been her; has spoken of the physical education program in our
college as one of the'9oilege's best programs. .

OBS: So it haa.been a:cummulating effect.

.JT: Right, and o r faculty were fairly articulate and verbal.
They were interest d in broader educational problems.
served'on college-Wide committees, .and they served on universit

widecomth6ttees, and I,think generally,,if you asked the
faculty in. the college to name'the top programs-in the college

w of education undergraduate teacher education programs, it
would be mentioned as freilutntly 40 any other one.

At the time of the interview John and two colleagues from the

)hysical education department were just finishinga text on methods of
fi

:eaching physical education. He was full of the excitement .of the over-
t

tll venture, and the immediate task of reading page proofs on the book.

,
.,.

.

TO round out the picture, we would note that even when promoted to

sk)ciate Dean for Programs helms continued to, teach, a graduate course

ha Curriculum and Methods of Physical Education. In addition he has

)een very active in national physical education organizations, particu-

Larl those sections involving teacher education which he chairedgfor a

:ouple of year's.

AlsO at the time of the interview, the SchoolOf Education had hired

1 new Dean and administrative changes were in the wind. John commented:

JT: So we have a different kind of structure in the Dean's
office and it is hard for me to even know what my job is,any=
more but I do it and I continue to feel good about some of the
things,thatI do. I get a good feeling from people who con-
tinue to tell me that they are glad that I am in this office,
and I am not really sure why they are glad that I am here,
but (laughter)
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OBS: But it has become more of asgeneral assoc e deanship
and hdt .the spetific focus that it has had?

JT: Yes, I am s
some more thi ng
operations style.
him, and kind of

e it will change a bit more as we'do
but our current dean just has a different
All of us have had to learn to accomodate.

ive him a different,; kind, of support than we

were used to giving, giving to the prior dean. If it was a
program matter everybody'knew.rhey would come to me, with
program issues, and essentially I was the dean for program,
yoU know, T would.be the final one toaignoff a new course
in program. I 'still do that or those things, because nobody

id we should change that.

-OBS: It is less cleanly delegated now?

JT: Yeah

OBS: The faculty are a little less sure?

JT:. If somebody is really interested in another-program idea
they are as likely to go to the dean as they are to me rig t
now. Or if Peopleif somebOdy Is interested in some other
budget issue they might some to me or.they might go to the
dean, so we have to work out our own ways of communicating
with eaoh other.

This part of the interview terminated

capture one more dimension-of the man. We

4
ber of political issues emanating from the

with a series'of comments that

had been talking about a num-

state legislature regarding

the selection, training, and certification of teachers:

egt

OBS: It Strikes me that your state may well be-1n the center
of the brouhaha in the nation inthe next year or two. Is

there any sense t6t that).s accurate? 'That lota0bY things

are coming
/

down?

JT: Absolutely:, at scares you is that it all happena.so

quickly.

OBS: But it doesn't sCate you enough not to enjoy it froM

the way you smile at it.

JT:. Well, there are days when I say, you kno this is going

to be one of the'last days in this offiCe, I'm going back to
my old department and be a professor, and enjo more of the

sunshine. But....
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OBS: I was going\to say another hypothesis was on you might
be that five years as an administrator, vie-learns to monitor
one's behaviqr so as to not emit a lot ofcuegthat let you
know how much some of this upsets you.,
Or the pnes who.can't get out. (laughter)

JT: Well, I .run a lot. Running at the end.of the day js a
great catharsis for me. ,

OBS: You run a &ouple of miles per day or?

JT: I'started wondering how far Imas running, and T knew I
cheated a lat,:so I did what any good. psychologist would tell
me to do, and that is to chart my running, I set up a goal
of 1,000' miles a year, and I write down in my little book.
I'm disgustingly honest. I never write anything down unless
I. run and I run 1,000 miles a year. Thig is about the sixth
or seventh year now that I have been running that long,

'OBS: .How many days a week?

JT: Well, it would average four days a week, five miles at a
time; so that's...

OBS: That's a lot of running!

Each of the stories our male teacherS told suggests that profes-

edUcation is a larger system than an elepientary school or.school

distriCt. In John Taylor's case the Ph. D. progtam was a major transi-
. r,

tion step from the public schools to-the University. The varied possi-

bilities ±f program development, innovative teaching, collegial

tiOnships, research and writift, and finally administration suggest the

farther, reaches of career possibilities... These seem to have demanded

the best froi him and provided multiple satisfactions to him.
o

2.23 A Provisional Interpretation

When we.showed Figure 5 to our colleague Professor William Connor

and asked him.what he thought, his immediate reaction was,4"ItlOOks

Iike,graduates frot New College in the 1930's." The Ph. D. level of
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education fox...manyand the move out. of elementary and'secondary teaching

.

into diverse positions In administration, in college and university
,

1 .
/T. . ,

,
teaching, and other positions were what caught his eye. Connor put us_.

, K-N.
.on to a.summary publication, We Asked the Mold (New College, 1939) and

t
C

wee recalled Goodwin Watson's Chapter in Miles' boqk Innovation in Educe-.
. --

tion.(1964), both based on the New College Experience. These views fromA
another time and place suggest that we are on to a much more general

phenomenon.

"New College" was an innovative teacher, education prdgram from the

1930's. Then, the students froth Columbia College in New York combined

their urban experience with a rural summer experience in Appalachia,

.4./)working on a farm and in community activities Also, they combined

-' these national experiences with 'a summer of international travel,

biking through Ireland, England, lid the low countries in northern

Europe. .4Tbe program Was-rich in the practical experiences of a pp-
.

giessiye education or activity program and the intellectual traditions

of an Ivy League University.' All the students were training to' be

teachers.

4

The point we are reaching for, and obvious to our colleague Conndr,

Is that the idealism, the reform of American society and the liberation

of individuals through education, has its counterparts in other places

and at other times. We, and our Kensingtdn colleagues as well; have

been relatively ignorant of these. Connor, in a glance-at our career.

data, put us in touch with another one of these-times and places and

started-a semi free association chain of reaSoning that we have tried

to capture in Figure 6.
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Insert Figure 6 about here.

The New College students did their summaty2bobk,mu6 as The Ken

sington teachers fifteen year's Ago did tr7cOlOeing bopk" (Siith and

Keith, 1971, pp.: 34579)-. :pley,asked a que'S'tion, almOst as

we had in out propesdl.
O,

AWE ASKED THE MOLE

WE HAD TO

-

MAKE'TIIIS-BOOK

\
BECAUSE 0 E NIGHT.WBEN'WE "LET OUR-

SELVES THINK TilAT.NFW COLLEGE .IS CL WEI4ONDERE6qHAS.
WOULIS/W NO* NOW THAT WE'HAVE B EN MADE WHAT WE ARE, BY

IT. (P. 1

No.

We seemed to be sharing a44-14 of. idealisnk
.

They presented,a kind

of manifesto when NewCollege was cicasing. We aXterpt,a brie para-

'graph here tncaptUreWhat will come to l*nne.o t etentral ex Lana

tory themes - -the natural history of true belief-whic Iiesf.behind the

careers of our "innovative faculty:

THAT NIGHT WE SAT AND TALKED ABOUT PHIL SOPHIE AND PRIN-!

CIPLES. SOMETIMES WE ALMOST,FORGOT WHY WE:WERE TA KING AND
WEWENT OFF PNyPLEASANT TANGENTS THE.'GUARDS'AT B INGHAM

PALACE AND- THE REASON. WHY CHARTRES CATHEDRAL IS. BEAK IFUL
AND WE LOOKED AT THESE, PHOTOGRAPHS. OR. OURSELVES ANA, EMEM-
`BERED EXPERIENCES -,SOME OF THEM.GOODAND SOME OF T /BAD

LIKE THE PICTURES. WE IMMODESTLY, LIKED OURSELVES THOU H WE
KNEW THAT WHAT WE-ARE ISITOT THE BEST,`' BUTICNEW ALSOq T
WHAT,WE MAYBE CAN BE THE BEST.' AND PERHAPS SUCH-ANJ
STY IS NOT TO BE CONDEMNED.: IT. ALLOWS FOR GROWTH.'. .

'(We Asked The Mole; 1930.

NDejavii experiences seem a relatively unexplored 1m Ofsener li a-

tion. Proponents of empathic-understanding or verstehen'experiences

might resonate to the idea' (Abel, 1048). For ourselves we would make'

several observations: 1).wlien Professor Connor saw. the table'of data
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Concern for Other

Images of the New Other Times and Traditions of

kensington Collage Experience: Places? Idealism?

Careers

Data, Idealisms, Educational

Reform, Innovation

Figure 6; Kensington and New College:

Free Association of Some Common Ideas



he made an association with.an earlier idealistic reform experience in

Education; 2) when we read the two New Coltege accounts, one an emotional
no.

participant summary of the experience and the other a more technical

"account we, too, were struck with the similarities;. 3) we speculated'
e

that Kensington was a part of auch longer and.larger, and, probably,

quite episodic tradition, since awareness of prior historical instances

seems limited, but a tradition-which has more general utopian and

ideological roots in Americ!a'n, if not Western Society; 4) for, us some

of our later emPefical generalizations "educational reform as secular

religion"' and "you do. go home again" have coalesced into the larger

theme "the natural history of belief systems.". These ideas are not far

from the New College story and Connor's insight from looking at our

figure of career and life history data. Shortly, we turn to these at

considerable length.'

2.3 Kensington's Female Teachers

2.31 A Brief Summary Account

Age, like gender, is one of those demographic variables about which,

considerable controversy exists among psychologists. The long history

of research on age and sex differences which initially was driven by

nature-nurture debates, often with genetic overtones, has moved to more

complex analyses of-Social roles and societal changes through history.

Our concerns with Kensington's group of innovative teachers adds a few

more. particularistic grains of sand to those latei. debates. Once again,

initially, it is career dimensions Which guide our efforts.

4
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-
Our strategy for presenting our results varies a bit here as well.

Rather than present one or two extended life histories we.present very

brief summary'accounts of "the older female teachers" and "the younger

feMale teachers." Then we present our central analytical theme .

reconstruing teaching as a woman's occupation anct career." Sections

on-"varied positions in teaching", "marriage, families,.andcareers"

follow. We conclude with an attempt to speak to "What Needed?"

Kensington's Older Female Teachers.-Kensington's "older.female

teachers" seemed tut-from other cloth than,the "younger female teachers,"

and mote broadly from the two groups of me? n, the male teachers and the

three male, administrators. Consequently we will first sketch out some

of the interesting career-specific items and then use the data from

4
them to anticipate and presage partly by way of contrast a number of our

later themes. Figure 7 contains a sketch of their careers.

Insert Figure 7. about here'

The first and most striking fact.is that all three are career ele-

mentary teachers. They started in the classroom, continued in the

classroom (although two dropped out for some years to have families)

and retired as elementary school classroom teachers. Significantly,

two of the group really link Kensington with much older tradition.

They came from small towns and-begAn teaching with two year-normal

school certificates. Our too frequent, ahistorical perspective often

makes one ignorant of phenomena such as the recency of the four year

A.B. degree plus teacher training as a requirement for certification.
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NAME

Irma Hall

SI

TI

4 KENSINGTON

DEGREES

'1 Year

1 Certificate

BS

POSITION

ISD

MAJOR POSITION CURRENT

SINCE KENSINGTON -POSITION

Remained at

Kensington

Upper Elementary

Carla Young 1 Yeah Remained'at

Certificate Team 2 Milford

AB Middle Elementary

MA

Wanda Ellison AB BSA: Remained in

Team 4 Milford

Kindergarten

Figure 7: Career Positions of Kensington's Older Female Teachers

Retired

Retired

Retired



Second, all three remained in Milford, although only one remained

at Kensington. This may well be a complex of being older, being married,

having long standing family and community ties. Important alsois that

these three, as a group, were more concerned and upset over Kensington's

first year than any other cluster of faculty. One commented:

Wanda Ellison: I never worked so hard'in my life and I felt
that I didn't accomplish as much with the children as the
amount of work indicated.

OBS: It' ru're working harder and getting less done in one
sense.

WE: Right. Exactly. The later comment that I,heard from
students who actually attended the school was that it was the
best year of their lives. .

OBS: That first year?

WE: Yes, surprisingly. These were bright students given to
dramatic and.extra art talent who appreciated the opportunity
to explore and the freedom from the academic daily regimen
and they loved it. From that extreme to other parents who
were also teachers at other schools who said it was a wasted
year in the time of their children's lives.

OBS: Yeah. Do you have any feeling yourself as to where
you'd be on that continuing from the best to the worst?

WE: I thought there was some good in it-but I thought it
didn't work with the type of children, I don't mean that the
children were not as smart, but I think the children had to
be extremely bright to profit by a situation like that. Ex-
tremely bright and motivated at home to seek to improve and
these children were not.

OBS: The majority in that sense.

WE: Yes.

Third,.as they recounted episodes in their teaching careers,

accomplishments both in their earlier and later careers, they were

successful teachers by almost any set of standards one might apply.
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They found teaching to their liking, an important fit. They raised

families, they, returned for more training; They found aTleaiure in

nurturing young children. .Teadhing demanded and pulled from them the-
.4"'

best of .their crtnive talents.: Atone time. or another they taught
4

most every grade.ofelementary school. As, one said, "It.Can get

boring at one level.- Like the new material."

, -

Fourth, each commented that they stayed or,returned to teaching in

part for financial reasons. The income, while.not high by standards of

other professions, e.g. law and medicine, was very-important in en,-:

abling them and their familiesto ve a standard of living substan=

tially above minimal level. In r ticular, the collegeteducation of

0.4
-their children and ease in owning their own home were important early

items.. Buffers for- family illness vere important in one instance.

Later, community participation, travel, and other activities were

facilitated.

As they talked about their retirement--one worked until she-was 67

and two retired early, in their early 60 s--one of the most striking

aspects is their vigor, energy, and creativity. One or another reads,

paints, pots, square dances, plays bridge, gardens, takes responsibility

for church activities and so forth. The creativity item returned again

and again in the interviews:

OBS: Yeah, I'm curious about this late development in art.
Now, you did some- -you must have had some kind of talent be-
cause you did some of the drawings and that sort of thing in
those books and stuff...
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WE: Oh, well, yes, I. took every art course that came along .
when--while I was teaching because it would be useful in
teaching and giving the children work to do and so I took all

the elementary teaching art courses that I
you

find and

really all of those required courses that you have to take in

order to receive your inCrement. We were required to take

six hours every four years and so those were always fn art.

OBS: Oh, so you did those all along?

WE: Yes:

OBS: BUt then Again,- th t was fairly--when you were well into

your 40's then because yo didn%t go back to teaching until

then is what you said. t do*you make of thgt--you either
didn't shim that potential early because. your paintings are--.
You obviously haVe a. good repreSentational kinds of drawings

and I'm just amazed that all that's blossomed in the last few

years.

WE: Well, that's why I retired early because I wanted to do

more with it. I guess I liked it all along. The very first

inclination that I was artistic popped. in college when I

had to do draWings of flowers and do cro s sections scientif-

ically.

OBS: Oh, in Biology or Botany?

.WE: Yes, at that time I realized that it was t fun. But

-I didn't have any training in it although now I do, I go to

school and I take art sessions.,

OBS: Once a week or?

WE: Yes, once a week in painting and'I go over to school

abouttWice a week. I'M in,the'advanced pottery and there

aren't many of us and so we have use of the studio any time

weWant it, day or night.

OBS:* Do-you have your own wheel. and a .,.?

WE: Iidont have. my own wheel but I'm going.to get one. So

far, it so.- convenient andAt's cheaper and now that I'm, a

Senior Ci iien,'-they have a half fare deal which...

OBS: (laughter

WE: Which is very attractive. I'm serious about the art, I

really work hard at that.
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In conclusion, when we divide our small group of educational inno-

`vators by, gender, and then split the men by position, those who were.

. administrators and those who were teachers and-then split the women by
0

age--the older versus the younger teachers--a set of patterns has

emerged.

The meaning ofthe patterns, if not some broad evaluations,. can
1

then be explored along several lines. In recent years, presumably

heavily,due to the' women's movement (Friedan.1963, 1981),_ talented

Young women have moved from careers in teaching, nursing, and secre-

,tarial service into law,,,m0eicine, and business. Oppolseunities'for

plades in professional schools have Increased;-as views of "appropriate"

careers for women have shifted. That seemed part of the naming and

.breaking apait of the feminine mystique. Fromour point of view that

was and s an important and desirable change in' American, if not world,

society.

The issue we wish to explore here is Friedan's (1981) concept

the second stage as it relais to teaching what has traditionally been

a "woman's occupation" and especially its meaning for the talented group.

of innovative teachers who were at Kensington in 1964u-65. As Friedan

has done for "the family as a new feminist frontier" we want to move

behind the stereotypes of "women's work" and see what teaching has

done to and(for our two groups of women-7-the older and Younger teachers.

As always, in Case studines with small numbers, it's the quality and

- and power:of the ideas--concepts, hypotheses, theories, and metaphors

rather than their verified applications to a known percentages of some
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teaching population. Further, our reading of Rcisabeth Moss Kanter's

Men'and Women pf the Corporation, (1977) suggest that:Isecretaries"

0

may be very different from feathers. Nurses and social workers we know
I .

,
even less about.

For these three women, insofar as these generalizations are true,

teaching was not "women's work" in.that negative sense of "those who

can, do, and thoSe who can't, teach." For them,,. the occupation of

teaching did the kinds of things work is supposed to do'for all of us
:A

men.and women alike. This is not to.argue.either that anyonof the

three might not have been a successful lawyer, minister, physiciannrc

business manager or executive. It is to argue,.we believe, that

. teaching should not be shunned as-an occupation because it has been

historically "women's work." For some women, such as these three, and

for some men, it can do all that a satisfying career does for the

development and meaning in anyone's life. Just as when women now make.'

choices for the kind of family life--living together, marriage, children-

they enter those relationships different than twenty or thirty years ago,

so,those entering teaching can do so as an affirmative choice one.

option among many rather than an only option.

Kensington's Younger Female_ Teachers. If. Kensington's older female

teachers were the most settled of the subgroups of staff, Kensington's

younger female teachers were the least settled. Fer them the flux of

late twentieth century Sbcial change has been a major item in their

lives. A glance at Figure 8 reveals that all but one have continued to

work, mostly in educationally related fields. About half work full
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time, about half part-time. Most of the positions remain associated

with direct service with children. Only one, Jean Emerson, had moved

into administrative work; she died tragically a year befor our'study

began. All of the group have-Masters Degrees.' Only one of the group,

Sue Norton, has sefidusly pursued Ph: D. work, she eventually dropped

out of the program for a variety, pf reasons: concerns that education

1
was not really her field, parental care, and marriage, and family. Olier

half the group married and had children. 1Ai one might expect, these

were major events in their lives with deci4ed influence upon their

careers.

Insert Figure 8 about here

The differences in "careers" for the men and women in the group

raised a'number of questions for us. The variety. career activities

was even more surprising and perplexing... As we grappled with the inter-

view data, the stories the participants told, and juxtaposed these

materials with our attempt to read widely in the "women's literature"

we found ourselves developing several interrelated clusters of ideas.

The most pervasive of these:themes we .called "Reconstruing teaching as

a woman's occupation and career." At the risk oPromoting a broad

rationalization rather than a reconceptualization, we believe that

teaching has been maligned, negatively evaluated with the pejorative

label "woman's occupation."- Second, and almost as a concrete specifi-

cation of that general point, the teachers in our group overwhelmea us.

with their accounts of what we came to call "varied positions in
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'teaching"- What's usually called "teaching" is,a complex and varied

,combination of positions and working'conditAsns. For creative, ft-

sourseful, self-directed individuals it's a, wonderland of opportunities..

Several of our group, both men and women,(tby extended discussion

of the intersection of careers, Married, and family life gave us images

Of trade offs, idiosyncratic life styles; and creative resolutio5s of

their'livea. Finally, we grapple briefly with these value oriented set

of issues as we address "What's needed?"

2.32 Reconstruing Teaching as A Woman's Occupation and Career

Some years ago we raised a perplexity which seemed important in

educational psychology:

Adolescent developmental tasks are sometimes made more diffi-
cult'because the criterion of their successful accomplishme
is inadequately established. by thesociety. For example,'
whereas the male learns almost from babyhood that when he is
a man he will hold ajtsb in order to support himself and his
family, with respect to-adolescent girls our society has no
carefully delineated Set-of noims., What is the purpose of
education for 'her? To what extent should her education be .

governed by vocational considerations? Often the female ,

adolescent resolves this issued by preparing for a vocation
as a contingency against failure to marry or in the event of
economic necessity after marriage. Not infrequently a young
woman chooses to prepare for a teaching career because college
graduation is expected of'her by her family and her peers and
teadhing 'is a socially acceptable occupation for a-year or two

e-beprior to marriage. It appears likely tha fore long we may.
see the development of a career pattern n-which the female
teacher acquires some 'Ibasic.training" before marriage, leaves
the field for ten or twelve years in order to,get a family
well established, and then returns to teaching Aa a career
member of the"profession.

.

The more basic problems of integrating this career-marriage
decision into -a general philosophy of life which are raised by
such writers as .Simone de teauvoir (1953) and Gruenberg and
Krech (1952) are often given little considpration. In'similar
fashion, exponents of specialprograms for gifted adolescents,
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have rarely tried to conceptualize the nature of and values
involved in special education-for gifted women%

(Smith. and Hudgins, 1964, p. 135)
.

6

`Since that time, the Women's movement has arrived, remade the fabric o

I

American social life, and now according to one ofits leader's, Betty

Friedan (1981), it is ready for "the second stage.."

As we have indicated, we were studying educational innovation, not

the women's movement. We talked of individual lives -- before and after

the year at Kensington. Our teachers, although educational innovators,

were also living examples, of the questions we had as educational

psychologists and we thought, maybe prOvide some illustrations of the

form the answers might take. But not until we broke our group along

lines of gender, then age for the women, and position for the men did

patterns become vivid. And, then the importance'of the women's agenda

hit us forcefully.

In her-account).14en and omen of the Corporation, Kanter (1977)

describes and analyzes issues of gender in the "IndsCo" corporation in

particular, and in work life more generally. With considerable in-

sight and skill she integrates her discussion of managers, secretaries

and wives around the organizational structural themes of opportunity,

power, and numerical proportion and balance. By'design, most of the

discussion remains "within the organization", the problems faced by

men and women, and especially the latter, which is also our focus in

this section. For example, the organizational constraints that keep

women in secretariafroles and the alternatiires.that might be introduced



-
.to enhance opportunities, to empower individuals and taxeduce the

difficulties of tokenism are raised in great detail. ,As we xead her-

acco we were struck however that what she was saying waS both true ,

and relevant, but that it waaanlypart-af-the-staxy. Along the way
,

. .

-0 ,

one of our interpretive remarks, in .the margin we& this yay:

She seems ,to ignore similaraspects.insoele y in general
Arid in social life and'family.which'heaVilY constrain free-
:dvini and actiOnAai-the organization. 4

A
\

. Although .our reading of "Canter had been' initiated. for other purpOses,'

we found our perplexities with the female:teachers from ensington

It
\ . ... .

. pushing us to-mine her book for insights.ort the one hand and.dUggest
,

reinterpretations on the 9ther hand.

The most fundamental thesis.in this part bf6our analysis has over-
-

. ,

tames of Friedan'S second stage; We believethat the stereotype of

teaching as aWomen s occupation and career must be rethought'. Our

data, conversations with our teachers, kept puShin us in ways we had

not anticipated.

Contributing to theAnability'to take advantage of career oPpor-.

tunities was the fundamental value conflict of familY,Wife,and mother

versus careei. 'We state the dilemma initially, and pe haps tradition-
*,/

o

ally, as either/or to indicate that at the extremes are two very 'differ-

-..ent. life styles. Most of the women in our etudy.elected something in

the middle, a eompromise, or an integration. The excitem nt of our:

data lies in 'how those compromisesandintegrations worked out.



2.33. -Varied Positions Within "Teaching"

As ourk.eaChers.talked about their careers and the:professidnal::

part oftheirlives they detailed fascinating accounts of .varying

activities and-pOsitions'. The afterthe=fact obvibuS generalization is

thatteaching is not of a piece, 'at leabt as practiced by these individ-

uale. It is a brOadllabel for a-number of saactivities or poOtions

that'interact dramatically with conceptions-of timeiand setting. In

:.this section we present heavily in their own wOrds.their..a6cOunts of

thework:dimensionof their.life histories'. As they spell out the

factual stories, varying degrees they presenttheMielves more

broadly, more specifically, and More subtly. We hope:the accounts
.

clArify'nOt'only the varied 'pOSitions Within teaching but also the'

meaning. of teaching in the lives of innovative reform oriented educa-.

- .

Title I 1104;:Naried 0pportunities.::Variekopportunities seems

the-label vhiCh captures 'Meg'AOriansiMplicit,'strategY. .She is now a

Title :I Resource Teacher in an elementary-Sahok:in;d4Arge city public,
.

!school system,. She had had A number ofyear*experienoe im7a team:

-teaching' arrangement . Multiple grade levels , then one grade level

..'hut multiple' teaChers,
.

and changing prinCipals and colleagues. To the

AuerY;"!Why'did'YdneM090.She responded.

MedlAdrian4",,Several
needeciLa:Change

And then more st.eCificaily:

reasons,..the biggeat;'I think was I

Thad worked in contact with 150 children and 'I didn't raliZe
.,.we kept saying,. "We're tired, We're tired."
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And in the reflections of a colleague:

I did not realize it as much until the next year. It's very
interesting, one of the women, who had also worked here, did
not move that.year,* but she did the next.' She said, "Now. >I
know what you mean, it's really such a relief, not working
with that many people or having that many new contacts."

She moved to a school with children, "most of them are from a very

poor economic situation..." and she moved to a different role, a Title

4 teacher with.children "who are having reading problems." The tutoral

and small group teaching involves children who fit neither the regular

classroom nor the test defined special educatiOn program. .Hef:majOr

reaction:

...it's really been a pleasure, tome, the children I.work
with seem like they're just doing great. I'm just so pleased
with them, ,but I'm giving them things that they can work with.
I try to just keep pushhng them things that are a little bit
hardei. But I,think that is the big difference, thatj'm
giving them tasks at their level.

Her point was reiterated, and extended slightly, in a later comment:

I, feel that without all the curriculum guides and all the
things I have to do, I feel free of all that in the program
I'm in., That's what I enjoy. I just can work on what the
child needs.

8

The trade off of special programs and projects seems to be a

separation:

..you lose a Tittle bit of the feeling of being part of the
school, / think, and working at all grade levels with the
group...of teachers and also, even witl)hn the'whole faculty,
I fe.0...Ifeel just a little bit set Off someway, because I
don1:01ave the same experiences...so it's a little bit of a

different-feeling.

:"4
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But Title I programs come in varied shades. Meg's forme` Transition

.Division teammate at Kensington, Claire Nelson,, lives 1500 mil s away and

had recently moved from varied substituting jobs into a half t me Title:

I. remedial teaching position:

OBS: How do you get your kids?

Claire Nelson: We pick them up based on a Needs Ass sment
which the state has developed and using their guidel es as
far as cut off scores in the areas of reading and math.

OBS: What range in age do you work with?

CN: First, second, and third grades. I did this, because
we're not wealthywealthy!---we're not poor enough to receive
funding le;811&lhird grade. We have'been able to-,-we'vehad
enough children with problems in those ages to merit going
beyond that.

OBS: Do you move from building to building?

CN: No, I'm in'one building, half time. We look at the
scores in the fall and we're given a cut off point. They
have,to be a year-7either a year behind in one subject area
or maybe a half a year behind in both reading. and math towards
teacher recommendation and then we pick them up according as
to how many hours that they allocated to our building. This
kind of thing cHanges. from year to'year so .there is some un-.
certainty based on the findings and based on how many children
,show a needin-a given building and again the population',
shiftthey shift the number of Title I teachers in a given
building.in a year I've been in the same building now about
two years. I was in one building two yeara and then _they got
cut back and then that building failed to qualify-,so they got
cut completely andnow I've been in this building two years.

OBS: Do you work literally one on one or do you work with
small groups?

CN: One on one tutoring. We work very closely with the class-
room teacher as far as enriching--not enriching so much as
reinforcing our:work on what they're doing.

4
OBS: Do you Igeti-d. child every day?

-CN: Every day for a 20 minute block. Usually 25, or 30 minutes

but 20 minutes isa.normal range wita given child. Sometimes
another Title I teacher and I will pull two children together,
play games and that so that they have competition among peers
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rather than all educators-and adults. But we're pretty much
game oriented in that the children we are working with are all
behind, many of them are either immature as first,gradeis in
many cases, they just haven't caught on to the all day in
school business or in the case of third graders, they are very
reluctant to be singled out as needing special. help. They
just don't really like it and it takes a great deal to coax
them into it, cajole them, encourage, you know, whatever, you
take all hese different approaches and we've Aone a lot with
games.

OBS: It sounds as though--have you talked with Meg?

. CN: Yeah.

OBS: It sounds mueh like her role.

CN: Except she's working with older children and I think she \
has groups, does she not?

OBS: Yeah, that's why I was pushing the single one on one.
She tends to work--when I was there for example, she. has a
group.of four or five children that she had pulled out of
what would appear to be a fourth or fifth grade level,

CN: Nowshe is their reading teacher per se, is she not? Or

do they also read in their classrooms?

OBS: Yes, they read in Oleir classrooms. She's working again
--it's very similar--whether it's Title I I'm not sure.

1!

CN: Yes, it is.

OBS: It is Title I. She identifies some children or she
takes recommendations from teachers and then she'll pull them
out on--it seems like a little more flexible basis. It may

be three times a week--four or five kids for maybe 20 minutes
or a half hour and she works with a lot of games, word games
and so on. I thought it was totally reading. I don't remem-

ber her saying anything about mathematics.

CN: Title I, as I understand it, just varies from state to
state, from district to district. As I see it, the money is
given to a state and they administer it. And that's why the

differences. Also, our district is different than the neigh-
boring districts in many respects. We get no additional fuftds

from the district. What we get is total Federal money. It's

divided up arming how many teachers there' will be, how many
hours. When the money runs out the district kicks in enough
that our model is strictly one to one certified teachers.
Some districts use a certified teacher coordinator and aides,
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actuallytworking with children. Some districts use a lot of

district funds too. Some use small groups. So it's very
highly individualized. We happen to subscribe here to the
one on one model.

OBS: So you've been doing that for four years. How do you
like that? It's a very different kind of teaching, it is one
on one, it is almost always working with children with prob-'
lems.. You know, you can.argue that some of the beauties of
it is that it is teaching at its best, you're really giving
to kids that need it.. On the other hand you kind of lose the
excitement of the super quick kids and the gr6up activities.

CN: But now, again, I'm in an open school. So we're sort of
sandwiched between first grades and second grades all around
us, kids are moving. We do have contact with the teachers.
If we're having n problem right then and thereon the spot or
if a child's -having a problem understanding what's.being pre-
sented to him-in his school's group, that teacher can come
right on over and say, ",When you get.Andy, pleaSe work with
him because he just didn't get it today." So I follow up'

right then.

OBS: You're in the same larger room? It's notas if you're
isolated in a room by yourself.

CN: Right,-we're right in between the with bookcases on
either side but we can stand up and s , "Hey! Come here."
So we're a part of the staff and we 'r in very close contact
with -the teachers whose children we're seeing,

OBS: What's the relationship with the other faculty. Is

there any feeling that you've kind of got the world by the
tail and that you've got the ideal teaching and a - -and that
the o et teachers are earning their pay?

CN: No, no. They are just delighted to have us. They are
thrilled that the children have the extra help. They are

very concerned.for the children. They can have additiOnal
help because.theycannot always give it to them.. They don't

have the time,. They have too many children to also teach.

Claire Nelson had been fallcing about individualization as.a goal-
. -

of Kensington and moved on to a consideration of hei. current Title I

situation:

4r4,

CN: I think I've probably reached one of the best of all
possibilities in that, I can work with a child one to one and
I can work in'relation to what he's doing in his class. We
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are free to take a couple of children from that--whatever it
is they're, coming from-7reading or math class. We offer them
a chance to pick a friend to bring along. For another child,
that we see at a different time in the day--two or three Of
them can come and do something with'one another.

OBS: Then you do do some....

CN: Not by written design.. We do it as a means of varying .

the program, as a means of added incentive sometimes or maybe
it's a reward--to bring a friend along and play a game or to
bring a friend and show them what they have done. So it is
more of an incentive kind of thing than a real instructional
tutor. And you can't totally work with only one child against
youraelf because I think they get tired of playing only
against'ataddlt.

OBS: .That's why'i was wondering why--is .there'anything within
your program policies thaesigould preclude your working with
two or three at a time?

CN: Just the way our district is set up, yes. We schedule
one child at one time period and ocasionplly we will take a
coupld at a time. We will double up but we're not really
designed to do it that way.

'OBS: What would happen if you had three children?

'CN: I guess I can't schedule them. I can do it if I don't
put it on paper and I do do it.

OBS: What would the rationale be if you were to say--here
are-three children who happen to work well together and we're
doing certain types of reading, skill building on a sort of
semi -game capacity and'it's just' educationally more beneficial
for me to work with these three children?

CN: I do't'think I'd have a problem with the teacher in-
volved.

OBS: I'm sure she'd give you all three.

CN: No doubt, I'd probably run into a problem with the over-
all'program--the director of the program would argue--that's
not the design that was intended, the program was not written

that way, we aren't funded that way. We are funded for one
certi#ed teaching working with,one individual who is given
time blocks and we 6 have the flexibility of pulling'in an
extra child or two ocasionally but we are to devote our
attention to that.one child for that time that he'S in the

group...
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Part Time Language Arts Specialist. As we consider each of our

younger teachers, we kept finding surprising variations of the career,

marriage, family patterns. Elaine was more experienced, eight years,

than any of the other younger teachers at Kensington. She married in

December of the 1964-65 school year, sought a replacement, and left at

Easter of the first year of Kensington:

Elaine Ross: So then I started--right away the'next fall I.
applied, back in Collegeville.' I had taught back there, I
believe it was about eight years before I went to Kensington
and had a position in a school' that was very close, right 4

down here about three minutes from our home and-taught there
one year and then one of the things that I wanted to do
intensely was to become a mother. So I stayed home the next
year and with health, ease, and no tension, I thought maybe
this will help and it worked! So I have a daughter that's
12 now..

OBS: Just after` Kensington?

ER: No, after one year of teaching. One year after Kensing-
ton and then we had our daughter.

Her career was held in abeyance, and then an idiosyncratic chain of

circumstances began:

OBS: So you taught for one year and after that, the mother-
hood and...

ER: I felt very sincerely that you needed--that I wanted to
be home with my daughter when she was little and every fall
and every late summer I got telephone call after telephone
call, an awful lot, begging me to come back to the classroom.
Then when she was about two I only had two calls. When she
was three years old the telephone ceased .to ring and the tide
,changed and there was no way I could have gotten back in then
because by that time I had accumulated 18 years of teaching.,

OBS: Salary and grades and all of that needed. So at that
point were you_interested in getting back-in after say, your
daughter would have been five or six?
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ER: Well, what happened--I did get in--as a pupil--kind of
an involved source. My husband ,encouraged me to go back and
take a course. I didn't really want to but I went. I had
gotten my undergraduate work at Grove Acres, went back and
got one down there. Made an appointment and had my credits
evaluated and see, what happened--I walked in--but who did
I have but the father..., I had had his daughter in second
grade. He welcomed me with open arms.

OBS: You.were considering going back to graduate school and
you ran into Dr. Grist?

ER: That's right. He looked at my credits and said, "You're
enrolled." So that began and I just took one or two at a
time and my husband is a 'former administrator and thinks very
clearly and felt that I.needed some time away from our daughter'
and she needed some time away from me. We were very attached- -
I was:a:strong mother to them--and to a degree- -and so I
gradually took courses and the first thing I knew I was ready
for working,on my Masters 'project, the paper.' The funny part,
of that--you mentioned puppets a minute ago--when I fiist went
in to see the one who was assigned to me as an adviser whom I
did not know, I just 'kind of slithered in and said something
about--would it be possible forme to do my Masters work in
puppetry? And he paused a minute, Tut his hand in a box and
came out with a puppet, "Why not?" Oh, I hit the right ad-
visor.

OBS: you pulled the one right out of the hat there...

ER: He was just fantastic. I don't know...

The pattern of related beliefs as reasons and justification seemed

to provide an integration with her interests, talents, and skills:

OBS: So the Masters,then was in Elementary Ed or was it more
specifically...?

ER: It was Language Arts. They tried to.get me- -many people
tried totalk me into going really specialbecAusethejobs
were there, but I kept saying and of course, in that time it
.was more of a Remedial Reading and I said I don't believe in
it, it doesn't work. If a child is having trouble you can't

. give him more of the same, you've got to be different, you've
got to motivate him and you've got to do something to turn
him on.

OBS: ..Elabbrate on that a bit--meaning-that if you had A child
who could be a year behind onaChieving the test-scores and so,
on, you would not remediate with him...?
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ER: No, I would not give him more work sheets and more work

books and more books, the same thing. First of all, I do a
lot of communicating with him to find out what his interests
are and then expand and hit at a kid with it, whether it be

through building something or puppetry or dramatics or art
or music or whatever his bent is.

OBS: Rather than pursue that failure route which you mentioned

before?

ER: Oh, it has never worked.

'The "career spinoffs", opportunities for growth, identity, intel-

lectual excitement, beyond-the central work for 'Pay seem very apparent:

ER: Well, yes, I did language arts rather than reading and
everybody kept saying, "You're making a mistake, you're not
going to be able to get ajob." I still decided that was the

route I wanted to go. So then-I did--I started my Masters.
He advised meto write a book that could be published and this

was what I was wanting to do, I still want to do that. I

wanted.to do it and I started and I wrote about three chapters

and my husband read it and he say,-"Uhhuh." He said, "Why
don't you tape your presentations?"--by this time I was doing
presentations to the school group--"and then try to write it."

But I had a very difficult time writing "Watch It". and putting

that in a book. I became very, you know, very bookish when I
tried to write it and sa my advice is that I think they've got

it and so I had them video taped. I did hours and hours and

hours of video taping and thousands of hours of editing and

there's nothing worse than looking at yourself for thousands

of,hours.

OBS: And the video tapes would be presentations to children?

ER: It's the property of 'the university right now and can be

borrowed-by anyone to use them, classroom, university class-

rooms. It is not geared for use with children because it has

the whole spectrum. What I did was just--the topic was
"Language Development" and so what I did was I made my pre-
sentation--I had &Puppet Dress--I'll show it to you. I have

a Puppet Dress, everything comes to life from the pockets and

what it is is instilling children, exciting them about making

puppets which you see, there ate puppets that can be made

quickly because of the-value in the puppet is not in'the

making of it but the language that happens because of it and

that's what I wanted to"do, was to get 000er that hurdle

quickly to get into actual language and communication.
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SO far, her account refers mostly to the initiation 'and transition

issues. The career itself had shades of interest and individuality:

ER: In the meantimeIdiat had really gotten me going on that,
one of the kindergarten teachers in Collegeville had known
that I'd always used puppets in'the classroom hnd she was in
charge of a Kindergarten Northeast Educational. Meeting and
wanted to know if I would talk to them. I was on the program
with Carl Norris soyou can imagine how excited I was except
that I'was thinking--if it's kindergarten children,it'd have
to be something that's quick and easy and simple. So I started
researching--this was long before I'd started working on my
Masters, and then there was nothing. There was so little that
I was just amazed wheh I found one--somebody mentioned some-'
thing made from an .envelOps, a puppet made:from an envelope,
that was a Shari Lewis idea, and another bdok had one in it
'made of crocodile--made from the same cuts.

OBS: Really --that was that devoid of...?

ER: That 'devoid. Everything was made of or geared toward
papier-mache, the marionettes, elaborate wood, you know, the
strings which little folks can't handle and'in fact, I haVe
trouble with them myself and so I thought if I can make a
puppet, from an egg carton and an envelope I can make'it from
lots of other'things. So everything I emptied in the kitchen
I saved. 'I've got puppets--I made some from bleach bottles,
detergent bottles, even the card top:of a bologna package
makes a terrific puppet. So, there's just no limit to what
you can use. ,So I did that presentation and was well'received:
and then it got me all fired up then when:people heard about:
it and then, "Would you come to our. school?" It just started

A.ncreasing, it justAindpf happened.

OBS: Demonstrations?

ER: Then I often followed it up with workshops with the chil-
dren,and that's what I like to do. I encourage them to have
me for the whole thing or at least to let them do that part
themselves and then when the children are making puppets then
I go around with a puppet in my hand--if I'm not too busy
cutting plastic or fake fur--so that I can interact with them
and really get across to them that, the puppets need attention
and develop his personality and while you're working or what-
ever and decide what he's like and with that happening...

OBS: And again, to emphasize the communication aspect rather
than making the puppet which would leave them with only the
puppet making as opposed to showing the...



ER: That's one big point I'm making to teachers. You know,
teachers have a tendency to say, "Oh, wouldn't yoU look cute
with that hat," '

OBS: Really gussy them up a bit.

ER:- Yes, what they're saying to the child is he's not. done
yet in'my eyes, but what they'te really\saying, "I don't want
you finished yet because you'll be raising hell but I want you
to be busy as long as the others." But the child doesn't in-
terpret it that way. So that as a point that I make to teach-
ers--if somebody gets through, "Terrific! Why:don."t you go.

over in the corner and give him a voice?" SoMeone else can
say, "Join John and see what yOu'can say to each other." and
I encourage them to go that route, and I .say try that in other'.
things you're doing rather than:Saying, "Your picture would
really look nice if you had a flower in his paw."

OBS: Well, that's again an interesting fnsight'butyou.can
again see a bias of many teachers--it'S the room will be a
little bit more quiet if he puts a hat on the puppet rather

yhan
talks in a corner with another jlad and reacts to the

noise level and so on.

ER: And all the way around.

OBS:, So. then you started tromping around generally in
vine doing those kinds of things.,

ER: local schoOls--in the beginning I did it for. nothing and
thenfT started charging $10 to'go and you know,-an hour and a

half a:daY 'for $20'.' Well, then about=-well, I think my daugh7:
ter was in kindergarten and our local school renewal, and I
know the principal quite Well. That's one advantage I had..
over most of the principals' in Madison in that- -and they knew
me and the kinds of things I did and he was starting -- beginning

- -the. school had qualified for a Title Tprogiam, Beginning.
So he had written his proposal and he had written, the job
description, and he talked'to me firstotOjitMe..;

OBS: Is that right?

ER: Yeah, I couldn't get a:job under'regular things because.
I just cost too much but the' Federal Government could affotd
me.

OBS:. Especially if they would build you 14,'ae-the expertise
needed for this project.

ER: So I becathe'a Title I coordinator at Blue Water School,

. half time...
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The accounts, whenpresented in detail, offer multipiel:opportunities

for emphasis, interpretation, and analysis. Mostly weleave these to the

reader. Further, we hope that some of the "unexamined data", apart from

the very fact we have chosen to present it to the reader, will be used

implicitly, if not explicitly to carry out what Van Nelsen (1967) has

called' validation through the extended case method and situational ana

sis.

In piCking up on the part time aspect Oftlline 1.1ork4history, our

intent is-not tAenigrate"the full time careeriat"'position. The

4

"spin offs",-,"the pluses" that seem a part of Elaine's integrative

lution of the problems surrounding careers, marriages and family are very

,

reso4:,

important. In a sense our argument seems an elabora4bn of Virginia

0.
Woolf's A Ryon of One's Own:

must haVeymoneyand aroom of her own if 'ahetis to
wrrite fiction;' and that, -as you-iwill see, leaves the great . .

.,;problem .of the trUe nature of woman and the.true:nature of

fiction,unsOlvea. 929, p. 4)

Our summaryfigute peeMSS.,atep farthet,ip.that analysis, but not.con-
.

tradictory to it, of Woolf's. inheritance froM.her aunt in Bombay.

I6Sert-Figure. about here

,

The Lure of.Teaming. For all ,i5f its difficulties,,anclit does

have those, team taSching is one of those organizational structures

that many teachers.find both livable and exciting. (Smith and Keith,

1971, Ch. 7 , Shapiin and Olds, 1967). CiaireNelsonfoundit thisway:
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Supportive Spouse

Financial Resources

Physical Spa"ce

Idiosyncratic Talent

Clarity'of Perspective- '
,Ego Strength/Artistic Causality

Happy Accidents of Circumstances

Integrative/Creative

Solution of Family and

Career Dilemma

Figure. 9: of Ekti.zi Career and. Family ResoIut4on.:
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CN: I was in the primary school the first year teaching
fourth'gradd in a self-contained:classroom which w s a very
frightening experience, the first day, having alwa s been in
teams and open school.- Just the four walls around me with,.
one group of children.-

.
. ,

. .

',OBS: Othei might say that that would be very corn orting, th
be by yourself without all the eyes and ears abou . Why'wAi
it.frightening?'

. .

.'.

NI .had no share with, I had. no one to eflect.back
,, .. _:: .

"!-tO.MA:What'l-was ,doing, -I had to one to question n what. they
had,Ob'servAd',going on, I just-lad nobody to plan thor to 44_ --.
shArefealings about ChildrenCrthe Programs. missed the
Shating.-7,

_ .

, :.0r,

37.1, there:.was,,t0thing:y ii.couldOBS,:..46-the end of the da
Sharef,hecause no one else had:.heen-a,pattPf',,ih. experience- :... .

witg-ydn;.. -..

:.' .-

,

CN: 'JTo; because they had had their four wallswith;their
selfcontained classrooms and we were all tire lat.;the end of
the.first day _and that sort of.thing butyou.0 U1Wt share
in the same way .that we had done teamwise.

arcing is an icleaof multiple forms when specifie COnCtat4r.

Claire Nelson spoke,cf.the nature and Consequences of 0 eCf..::.th,*

OBS: "Sounds dike. WS.,gpitaII the ingrAdie

CN: Which isa. gobd--andIAid, I liked t set up, I liked
the people I met while I was interviewing,: nd I was favorably
impressed-by:that. Then Il4Witched tOthe xth grade the

Isecond year was thete becailse they"h-zad ping and':they
needed Omebody and I guess they hadAook d a my team

.

perience becauae sixth grade was set up w th homerooms and`
then' we hadr-I-think.ix sixth grade tea hers.and childrep
were verystrictly acadeMicaIly grouped. crreading and math'-

,

so "you had'Ievel one through six, whitevier was the lev:Ok'O.f.':

the .children, for reading and math. We/each taught one acience
unit: Nine happened to oceanography-which I inherited because
the Person'Splade I took had been'teaching that Particula
science uni,t:. So thatLAWhat i-tanght:. How.. did' we do with

social studies? I don't remember, we/Were lairlY department:
alized: 'We worked togethAf.'a-gtead.deal as fatfas all the
teachers knew all the sixth'Iradeta which was .partly because
you could go and you.cOuld say;:Aypn 141m4, 4!m haVing a prob-
lem in this Area, how are these, children, or how.: is this group
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reac4.04t1.Pu:or have you noticed 'this happening or
4ha4.(ief,4there.fas a, great' deal.of'sharing because we all
new all of:: the children and it-was'avery exCiting, happy
yearnOhimOre'so than the prithary fciurth:grade totally

clasdrooM.

sa-,:teeching style Claire- responded to very positively.,.

St,.'.o4mentiOned' being very comfortable.in that setting,
refetringitto the self-contained. Any feelings.as to why?

1"CitidearteCpicking outs trying to pick-your brain as to the,
origine.:Ofthis kindof open classroom teaching. Why.Were you
a perdon*ho ,seen* to 'thrive in a 'kind of team sharing set-

tinganai:d6,not-likec.'as well as one person in frOmt of her 21:1

charges?

ON: Oh dear! I'm not sure it's maybe a lack of self con-
fidence in` some, respetts. ;I wane to be sure that what I'm
doing is. 'the best-I can do sO:I-want to have somebody else
give me some feedback onit.-IAleed a mirror to look into--
to help me :see thatthe.chiidrenareresponding either the
way I think_theyare or; to giVe me new ideas"or to put my'
ideas tpgether with'theirs_to:come up with something better
than i can do,b7:thyself. I guess I,think*kwhen.yoli've got

more people workingtogether, thereis alWays somebody sayiig,

"Butvhave you thought ofo?"

Our purpode here is never to laqd nor cOdeMn team teaching. Rather
f.

s to say that teaming is another variationAiroCcupationAl roles; In

s general form and in4ts particular manifestations it can,offer par-

:.ttCdlar'indivldaia Meaningful, e.oitin-g. Cereer opportunity

teaching, Subbing, and....

about other.occupatios; b t

definable smaller jobs--jobs

Clairels story continues:

As we haVe stressed,

'''

teaching

we don't know;much
'A `,6

forafor''a cluster, ofs a broad rubric

for which teacher training qualifies one

ON: It felt good. I 'substituted

schedule. I was teaching again.

34.
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. ,

OBS: You think1:104a6 the schedule ?; was it teaching-.
itself? Couldybuhave done something, and hasythe
Same...? ..-

,,

. .

CN: I don't know. .I'didn t consider doing anything else be-
.

Icause I guess teaching was what wanted tb'do. Inever
really wanted to getthat'far'away from itI'didant a..
family and I did want to be with _the children but ra4p -,.o.,some

.how wanted to have a part in teaching and' subbing. seemact4o.
:':.-be the perfect solution foi.'-me and it worked out just fine."

PBS: :Now long did yoU cibI*4!?

rGli: Well, I subbed ther4that-yeaand then since we were
living out here in the valley and that was quite a drive into
town,about 15 miles. And I signed up to sub out here that
fall and got in on a curriculum research project that the
curriculum director Wassoingwhere we went from school to
.school so I still wasn't really:subbing. , I was going,arounck:,
'admintering tests_to'randOmly selected groups of children
within our distriti

.. .

noticedIn short, subbing, got herbaCk ninto the.schools' got her oticed by

_someone in the'ceniral office, and then intb'a-curriCuluM research

even substitute teaching has its idibsyncracies:

..;

CN:- Then I finally gotinto subbing. They'had opened a new
middle school that fall. The fall of '72 I believe' it was.
In the fal1,0f,,'72 they opened a new middle school which was

.sixth, seyeniii,'.and eighth grade set-up. Partof that was to
take the bulging population oUt'of.te elementary'Schoola
We were a groWing 'district.We are one of about three
'state that are. just growing by' leaps and bounds.

OBS: Still?

eg: Still, we've slowed down but we are still growing and.
they had to get some of these kids out of the elementary
schools so they switched to,a middle school concept. They
built this new middle school then took the sixtkgrade out of
the elementary,,putting them in with thg seventh and-eighth
graders in a new concept in an open school which was'contro-'-
versial. to a point and I started subbing there and I guess--
I don't know if it was my Kensington background or what or my
tolerance fOr noise, what looked like confusion to many people.
I loved it there arid maybe a handful--there. may have been three
*
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four or 'five of us who were their regular sUbelieCause subs
would walk in and they'd throw.up their handset the end of
'heday and say, "Don't ever call meegainAnd I.liked it

I guess are kindof-sepecial breed. They have
toilearn to put,a lot pf.StrUcture in their lives to survive-7

:.1:terS'S the lesson, whai we'do? To kind of come in and,sub
. :in:a:Very open,settingtthat's got to be tough. You've got to

haVe%alot of tolerance

CN: 'I'm sure Kensington prepared me 'for this.

OBS: Sounds like it

CN:, Because it didn't bother me. The noise. didn't
larly bother me whereas many people are used to--when it's

, quiet in the room, it's quiet.7.-and I really had.never grown
accustomed to silence in a room and I could tune out noise
that didn't apply, to me. I could tune:in on the group I was
working withfand knoWyhether they were attentive or not and
they were not disturbed by the groups next tcltheth either be-
:cause they knew again where their focus of attention was and
I knew where mine was and I didn't really worry about people

.going past. I'd grown accustomed to so man people around
that that:didn't really bother me.

OBS:' So, you felt like you were back' home again.

CN: I think it did. It was comfortable, I enjoyed it --
substituting very much there and I guess.I subbed a couple o
years there and I'd get called fbr elementaty ocasionally.
The middle schools got to their lists earliest because they
started earliest. 3 did some long term subbing over-there
when one, of the teachers quit mid-year. Then at the end.of
that year--in May of 1973- -the second son was. born. So again
I quit for awhile. But then. only 'til fall because I wat
back--I think I got into another job working for the state.
They were doing the State Assessment of Educational Progress:.

OBS: At the state level?

CN: At the state level, right. Not the national but the
state one. And I can't--oh, I was subbing in the school one
day when they came over and tested the kids in that-school4n-d-
I got to talking to them and they were, as always I guess,
interested in people. who might be interested, in doing that. I

was and I did. So I spent the, next fall then--the next year
in blocks as we were tested in grade and age groups- working
for the state, going out and giving the tests;

4 4

OBS: Across the state or specifically in the city?
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CNi Actually I was working in the metropolitan area. They
had out-state'People doing out - state - -well they didn't travel
over the state, they just traveled in the(metropolitan area

,giving the tests. And then I subbed in between sessions in
that for that year. But as an educator--most of the people
doing that were not edunatorS. Mainly they worked--many of
them worked for public opinion poll groups, research organi-.
zations but they weren't in education per se and I was
bothered by not ever seeing any results. I was asking too.
many questions. I wasn't comfortable with not knowing why I
was doing it and what I was doing for the'beckground to it
and so I...

OBS: Youvere such a big puzzle that'you don't know what...

,.CN: Really, really, and I guess I didn't feel like I was
teaching, I happened to be doing the job I was doing in school.
And meeting the teachers but I...

The interplay of teaching, family, and support systems and the

organizational processes in schooling came round one more time with one

.more variation for Clairef

CN: That was the case I guess. After-that year of working
for the state, . I was back subbing again. A little uncertain
but two small children now, a new boy and--they're just two,
years apart. I was very fortunate to find a sitter who was
happy to take children at a phone call's'notice at any hour
of the morning.

OBS: Yeah, that's great.

CN: So I could just bundle them up, drop them off at her
house, feel very comfortable that they were well taken care
of and I could still sub. I just couldn't stay home'full
time. I still had that urge thaf I haeo be in a school.
I continued subbing a couple more years when one of the
principals asked me if I'd like being a Title I teacher in
this.building and then he just-called me one day and asked.'
if I would like to be a Title I teacher. I said I would but
what is Title I? Because I didn't have any idea. The job
sounded good when he told me it was half tfne and it was one
to one tutoring and so I went and looked into it and started
the next day which would have been in November of--I had been
at it four years so...

OBS: That would be about 1976.

CN: About, yeah.
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OBS: So you've been doing that ever since that time?

qtr: I've been Title I ever since. Half time

OBS: How does that work out? Three or two=days a week?

CN: No, four hours a day.

OBS: Every day?

CN:. Every day, we don't start the year in September. We
start about.a month:after the children have been in school
and then we work until about a week before school's out.

When we ask ourselves, What's the signiftance of all this?, several

conflicting reactions, not answers come to mind. First, Craire's career

is not a career with a capital C. Not the career involving fifty to

seventy hours per week which leads to success with a capital S. The.

trajectory, if such a label is used, is different from the careers of

most_of the men from-Kensington.

But on the hand! It's very important, socially useful work (both .

the subbing and7Title By her account, it's work that she enjoys

and does well. It maintains continuity with; as well as it elaborates

and extends her early trai It gives her a publically defined pro-

fessional identity. Further it brings her into contact with adults,

doing comparable interesting activities. And it both allows and con-

tributes to the satisfaction of marriage, children, and family.

eo, As 'Claire gave,a final summau statement on the:kinds cf youngsters

with whoM she works in the Title I,program she veered off into a more

general summary comment, whichv n effect, indicates what she said

. "made the experience":
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,CN: So we're'between the remedial SLB?, Special Learning and.
Behavior Problems, teacher and the classroom. We're ne step
in the middle, we don't, take the real serious childr . We
take those that may just need that extra boost that little
bit.of extra time each day can give thei, So we hav a close,

relationship with the teachers in thOse particular g ades'
that we service. The other teachers are'very warm a d friendly.
They think it's--all of he are mothers who are not the sole
support of our family. So it's an ideal second job--that type
of thing. If you want tOsay.we're stereotypedwe have a
husband who is always earning the main wages. We're clang it
as a second income, I'm doing it because I like teaching and
this is a way to still be,part of, teaching on a regular basis.

And a bit later:

OBS: Sounds like'.you-like this arrangement as well as any

thing?

CN: This is just ideal. It has really been fun. It's kept
mein teachingYaha;:it has fit my own personal schedule be-

, CatiSe:mychildrenSoto school; maybe five minutes before I
le vet for work ';,Shr,ilm here with them. 'I don't have to get

Morning I'm through An the afternoon before
they..,,ars.anci-J still 7haye some `afternoon time-to myself:.

'OBSi:AIt :dope rlicthigood'because it's so rare hat one can

do:that. Quite often,-particularly women, ar forced into,an

all or nothing arrangement. Almost forced t choose a marriage,

children, a job -- because those three elements mutually are in-

compatible. But this seems like it could really make all of
them click.

CN: And it--and without sounding real Polly Annish about-7
it's been an ideal situation. One need at this point in my
life and I am, I'm in teaching and I'm working one on one
which I can see children develop.

If one asks, then, Is that enough?, it seems that one pushes back

to, "How do you want to live?" From Claire's account she ii reepond-

ing strongly in the affirmative.

The'Volunteer Resolution: Other Demands and Priorities. Careers,

marriage, children played out differently for Kay Abbot. She left
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Kensington after one year, returned to her hometown and married a man

. who. was in the family business. Kay resolution eventually'was

teer work. Getting there was a several step process:

OBS: Immediately? That,would hve been that very fall of
1965.

-Kay Abbot: Yes, I attended a workshop thatduMmer, (1965) in-,
*dyed in education and they were trying to place more teams
in they city of Hoganstown.. Because I, had experience in that
one team, and at Kensington; a number of us attended,a work
shopin Collegeville. Then I taught that year in a sixth,
grade team.- We ,had another experienced teaCter and myself.
Then we had two interns per semester. So there was basically
two regular teachers I guests and two and four interns, so
there was somewhat of a turnover mid year. And we had, as I
recall, 80-90 type students. From that point on that summer.
I intended to terminate my teaching career -as 1 MAS expecting
However, that didn't happen right away. I went in in the fail
becauSe. they wanted someone to kind of help with the transi-
tion to a new teacher to take my place. So I was hired for a
month. From then I taught.in self - contained classr6oms be-
cause they were very short-of teachers. I did manage to stop
teaching a couple of weeks before this child'arrived. :Men
when she was about.nine months old I went back and taught in
a reading program at the junior high level. This Was a part
time position. Then we decided that if We-were going to have
children that we,should sort of have them close together, and
so we had another two children. They were born in 1966, '68,
and '69.

OBS: So since that time you have not taught?

KA: Right, I really felt it was my-responsibility to beat
home with the children. The way that situation worked out was
that it was apart time job, and it wadpart of the job de-
scription.th4t I could do all of my work at home. So I was in
essence at the schoOl only about two and a half to three hours.
Of course, I had just the one child at that time, who napped
in the afternoon, so I felt as though it was a good experience
for me from that standpoint. But I think that once you have
more than that number of childrent complicates things. a
little bit more. I have stayed home with the children. The
other factor, which is a problem for me, is that there are a
lot of demands placed on me in terms of a husband's business.
To try to take care of three little children, and,to wonder
when your husband is going to bring home whomever for dinner,
and try to teach at the same time is more task than I guess I.
could manage. I guess my priorities were simply that I feel
that probably one of the most important tasks that a person.
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can_do is mothering and parenting children, and so I felt as
though that was what I was supposed to do. Subsequent to

that I guess Lhadbeep exploring the possibility of some
kind of a paying, Position. Because I think I want I need

the mental stimulation of that.

OBS: You stressed paying. I have a feeling that you have
been involved pretty heavily over the last years in a lo
volunteer kinds of things.

KA: Very heavily, mostly school related. I used to spend a

great deal of time at school doing volunteer type things,

once, twice a week I would spend almost a full,day at school.
It was a nice situation for me because there was no outside

preparation. I was finding out about theOols, 'the
school my children went to. I was finding out its strengths
and weaknesses and so forth. You begin to get .a feel for
how your children are reacting to school and I think the more
you are involved the better you are at guiding their educa-

tion experience.

OBS: Did you,ave the same feeling of impotence that I did

as a parent who had taught extensively in the elementary
schools, of not really knowing what your children's experi-'

ence was as a parent? My own feeling was that since I had
taught for nine years I was sure thatwhen my children went

off to_ kindergarten and first grade that I would be able to

read very readily what the situation was, how my child was

faring, what the school was like. I remember being shocked

to find thatI was forced to live on very minimal clues. I

did not know anymore ,whit was going on in that school than

any other parent. Did you havOthat retall at ail?

could find no justification for. '1 fop& e t44,
^ r

KA: Oh yes, but,thiftis why I decidedthat: a.place for me

was to volunteer in the school. I fou#d mysaf lecoMing more
and more frustrated because I saw something h ppe *plat I

some rather bizarre things,' And you ark varyK.141.1qteot

position, because you'seeis/bat is wrong, a 'real

way of changing things, other than, you with

the principal on a mil:bet Of ocasions. 111 just

wanted to run these over the bridge and see/ e re-

acting to the same experience. Why
Another thing that happened to me after they found out that

I had been an educator is that they would,have me working

with children. I found myself carrying out lesson plans that

I would very much question. So I guess I got to the point

where "I thought if I am going to do it I would rathef be in

the decision making role than carrying out the situation, hut

I felt very frustrated carrying out lesson plans from other

teachers that I did not feel were being relevant to the

situation.
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The interview was interrupted with a telephone call at this point.

.Later, we tried to make sense of "the volunteer resolution". We phrased

her ideas into Figure la.*

Insert Figure 10 about here

We pick,baCk up on the interview as it takes.on a slightly differ-

ent tack:.

OBS: Could you give an example of,.not to pin point a person,
but are you, were you -- (interrupted by a phone call from child)
We just took a brief break. You were talking I think, as we
broke off, that'you had reached dpoint in your work; volun-
teer work in the schools, where.,, 44ither had toit:seethed
to me you were saying you,eithe0*/to get involved profes-
sionally full time, or perhaps baCk off. Is that a fair.

,statement?

KA:. I think that probably is.

OBS: So what did you do? Is that the stage you are at right

now?

KA: Well, to some extent yes. I guess that was morethe
stage that I felt a little bit earlier. I have not volun-
terred to actually help in'the school in theway that I used
to.. ,But part of that is the schOol in whiCh my children used
to. go is extremely progressive; probablY the most progressive
school in Hoganstown. Very similar in many ways to what was
happening at Kensington. Very interesting, very innovative,
very idealistic, very inexperienced teachers. Having. gone

through and reflected on the Kensington experience I had some
thoughts I guess, as to what made.or makes a program strong
and what makes a program weak. Sn'Idid see some problems,

also'some strengths. They used a. lot of parental volunteer

help at that sChool. Again, theY,probably felt that same
fishbowl idea, since they were:41 kind of together, it d
not seem to bother them to hay.eparentain theclassroom
We have since purchased ait:are:':.ienovating this house and my
children. now go to a very donaetYative school. Whenever I

have been over at the school inVliarious capacities, volunteer
on picture projects, you name type of wojects, and
you walk into a teachers clasSroom, owknow right'away that,

they would rather you not be ther
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OBS: Not the same fish bowl?

KA: It is not, no, it is very different gorZ)of a set Up.
I'm.,over there enough te:.make-my Presence. known. It is just
because I'm so interested. in education and interested in my ..
children's education that the teachers seem to be-not as...
bothered.Withmy. presence, as I have heard other parentcom-
ment. It is a]most like .getting a special invitation tb"gei
into oneof.the claasrooina':' You know, remain undaunted and
enter ,at But whatever, going back-to the other experi-
ence; when my. childreu.Wirein moreinnovative school, and
they did use parent vOlunteers, didget'to see an awful lot.
of different stylesof. teaching and different ways that things
were happening. Some of theti 'I guess were just not very close.
to myphilosophy and I just felt as though I could .do things
better,..isn't,that tooting your own horn--but:so...,

OBS:' Most of the Problems- that'you saw then were of a- -could
you put them on the Progrfasive/conservativeaplit, ortere
there specificallyways..'of relating with children?: Again
that is .what we were talking - -I remember now, we were
right before we broke off - -I was wondering if you could give
me one concrete' example of'something-you felt"yOu couldriot-
.follow someone else's lesson

KA: I remember doing a math situation for example, and as I
reflect.back I become more and more shocked that they were
letting volunteer parents do it. But I was supposed to in=
troduce.a concept. ondoubledigit multiplfcation and as I
worked' with this small group of children, to work,on this
idea; I became increasingly aware that the children did not
even have a concept of. what the regrouping function, was all
about. And this was just beYond thet. They were doing no
end of misbehavior to try to_tell me that they were not there
yet. I.went back to the. teadher and I saw, in my opinion,
I think that these children-are not ready for this because I
see the deficiency here. gaeaid, "NO, I haveready taught
them that." Ever onward.

OBS: It has been covered- in the book.

4'
KA: "Yes, I have taught them." I felt like paying, "Yes,
they have"piat'learned it. You know, dear lady;-there:is a
differe90:1:: BUt'-you see, I was not in a'poSition of saying
I diaagr4, at that .point all I could do was be frustrated.
Now, all my experiences were not that way. I certainly had a
lot.of very positive_ experiences -and particularly during the
couple of years that I worked in what%they':dalled the in-
structional material. center. It's kind of .expanded library
material and stuff lika,7that. They would' send,a lot of groups
to mein that capacity and I would work with them and various
kind of games and card - catalogue exercises and that type:Of'

thing. I found both kinds of experiences to be quite enjoyable,
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butthenyOu.gettothepoint OIsaying-I would. really like to
be involved in the decision'Makig. I am frus'trated Carrying
Out other people's ideas. Be they right or wrong. I just
plain wanted to be a decision;maker..

OBS: Have you any, thoughts now, next year,,years, as
,

,far'±as moving into or. back into education full time or-:.4;

KA: I certainly,:haVe given it agreatideaoftb04ht for the,
latht, three years. I think that iswhenriaily:.14ltthe-

. readie*t,the realfruStrationof Wanting more mental stImula-
tion, wanting to do something; wanting'touse whatever talents
feel in my oWn:,mindj might have.f'But, well, mumber'one,:we

crecided almost two years ago now to purchasethiS home,.which
required an incredible amount of time andeffort.. 86,t,hat

.

kind of delayed it Vhecaineeo involved in thai.
,

-Sitnation
that I kind of put it o`nthe back burner. 'Then;:r.,Whem,4;L:staited
becoming, interestekagainj "havetalked.to otharpeOPle
education to try to, figure out whether or ot there is even

r,i.placeIcir me, for my talents. I guess my biggest prohienCrigbi::
now is 4;-don't see how I can poSsibly* work ulltime and still
satisfyr:my notions in4ereag'''of how I want my A,

house taken care of, how I want 'ily'.children.raited,.. how l need
to be a support personally in terms of my husband, and there
Are various other responsibilities that I guess I feel in terms
of what I need to give:to the community, strictly on a volun-
teer hasis, thrOugh 'church andthrough.other'thing6 and that.,::
How do you work a fal.time joh,into that situation? I find'

myself having tp'SayHIdon't see howNow, there are very few
part timasftuations available. SdAjnOwing,this, tdecided;
at:ieally my husband's urging, that maybe a more flexible lob
situation for me would be to become involved In the business
enterprise. So, a friend of mine and I:,decided that we would
do some market research for my husbandandithat kind of got me
involved in just finding out how the buSiness world operates.
I have beep a-businesgmanis wife for 15- years and I understand
from that standPoint, but I also underStand myself well enough
to know that that is not for me. :(iniertupted)

solve thousands of problems all the time.

We are back.

KA: This is what housewives have to do allthe time, you see,

OBS': Juggling .the roles?

KA: Sure

Perhaps it is fatuous for us to make any interpretations off of Kay

Abbot's Verya. ticulate statement of 'the voluntary,



Nonetheless, we will baveahbrlefitY4 it:.( First: as unimportant as
- -

it might, seem, in thl*:iirbOrt -segment* the:interviewwasIn4rupted by

pliond..caliSio one :has...c4tdred *he Meaning. of thiaThetter. than Tillie

.

More than in any:other-buman relationship., .overwhelmingly'

more,,mothetbOodmean*4)eing instantly'fintOrrupable, r-espon-
.sive,.responsible. (1983,°p. 37)'

. .

continues regarding creativity, in writing and literature:

.Chl.I.dienneedpnenquAand remember, 'in' our society;thefamily°
mUst-Often,:try'tdje the center for foVeand.,health'the:Otifside
worldiS:not);:,'The Very.fact that thesCate.r0.a1.4ed.6.,:that,
one feeisthei-as,-OWs own' (love, notdlitY);t4ihere;1.8,no
one else-pespoyisf.ble:Jbr these needs, gives; them primary.
is distraction, not Meditation; that beComee`babitual;:iinter7.
ruption, not continuity;. spasmodic; not coilatarit.toil:.'.The,.
rest haS ben said here, 'Work interrupte4Idefetred;. reilil-
quished, makes blociage7.-at best, lesser accomplishment
used c pacities'atrophY;' cease to be. .',(1983

t a
ven in a situation 'far reMoved froi Tillie-Olsenti poVerty,

'ihe_essential angel, MaintenaoW6fAAke necessity" and "the angel.

the..;..-hOus
.

situation," conflicts% and trade offs remain.

Third,' The reconstrual of time :and timing "I kind. of put it on the

r
back burner" Seems very important4 This seethe an instance of what Giele.

(1978) has

activities

described as "the crossover motif," a move.from tasks and
. 4.

that once were considered releVaht Only for a particular age'

s life. ,Neugarten and 'Hagestad (1977) ,present the Most'
.

or stage of one

vivid image:

.(1)iir seema,tobe:a,society that

year-old'students, .3q7Year,.7.Old
old mayors, 4..year-Old grandm
6.5.-year 7ord:faiheradfweatbbo_

Jiia-becoMO-accustomed'tCOG.
Icollege,presidents, 22-year,

retir
lers.,:60Year4o1daariCt.



30- year -olds wearing' the samaplothing styles, and .85-year-
old. parents caring for.,657yearbId:offsptirige' Tc'the extent.
that the strength of.age.::norms is talected in the-variability:
around modal patternsse'eMto be'Movingin;thedirectien:
of what might be called anage-,irrelevant :society; and itocan
be argued that age, like race or' sex, is diminishing in im-

,

protance.as a tegulator Ofehavior: (0: 52Y
.

Giere seds,thel:elimination of this kInd_Of age Segregated thinking

caslboth a sequel-tpthe reconstrual of Se* segrated-thinking--men's

as anew form whenversus women' tasks, aciivities,larid roles,,, and

integrated withthsgender crossover motif

Fourth,,theiejs

;:teachers on anothapoihi.

Fifth, the reconstrual of "success". in American-Sobial Early-
,

it was Friedan's problem'fWithbut a name, the.feminine-mystique Which.

defined succesSfor a woman-r7magPc.1adten, a house in the suburbs.
c.

-,....

Now, if we understand Friedan's the, second

:the upper middle-clasS conception-Ofiseccess-7&careet thatuniii4ArlY

moves A.raPid:batee'r t jectoty ;;from :sample 'beginnings to~ a position

of tat s,.MOneYand po r. Or, more sitPly,.jame.end.fottunew.Within"

ake,the clear prototypes., The qiiestign'

some, or nonelof.'us,.'male,Ot feMaleset that:as a model

our data, the male. administrators

or, goal?

Finally, and to return to. Kay:AbbOtsoMe,peObleikeep,twisting and
'

turning,: keep trying to make it happen:
j.

qc

OB5 So YO9,Were-Inlio17:red'in a:..bUainess.waY with a..friehd:in-
voled...In.:youtusbapd.$);iusiness in marketing



KA; and.I realized that it 3;s-.very fascinating, ,very

but.I dpn't like it .::4;is not for tie. It is
-just not -something that I,want to spend my life doing. Many
times I see my husband's frustrations and for 4hiai it is,ex-
cellent.4. You know, what he wants to do but I know that' is
not for me. So I really don't know what I want to do. Right

now'I am involved in two education related areas and I-,have
beeri very invdlved in the Children'S.Aitb Council here,:

ch functions basically to research:and provide piograms
4fthe art related fields for all okour schools. I have

allSot become involved in a task force which is working with
ttiglified and talented. That is a very fascinating 'type.

oflexperiericea And they are beginning a program in that area.,
They kind laq,year., It is being'eXpanded next year., I.spent

an.awful.lot of time getting involkied in, that. One.,=thought,'

which ,has ocurre4to me is to go back to school and get a
furthex degree:in thatpartCular area Because I sge it as

op.?. of the coming. fields. And I think that if I get involved
1.4-1 a specialized area and if there are a few of us';' you then

come into a bargaining position.

The Private School Option: Complications. Ina discussion of
A t

some of the 'broader social political issues of schooling, Ray Abbot

raised "the priyAteOchool career optia4 and some of its complications:
..

..

KA I really am worried about public education. I'm

.committed also to public education because. I think it is the
right way to teach children, but I think that ifit continues
without being internally policed that more and more people
are choosingalternateducation,:Private education
think it is going to,COffitinueto grow and I think: our support'
in the%public schools is' going to go down. igu6'ss selfishly
fromiiiy standpoint, it opens up the Possibilities. to me be-
cause it does become possible in a private Schobrto do pre-

cisely_what I want to-do. I have had manyjob offersas a:-
matter of fact,.'in a private school. I mean, it would be

.'very difficult, but...'

And I have thought about that as a possibility but a lot a;
them reallY'have problems,with materials and I guess'I hate

. seen the ()Pearl and now I want to swim in it, you:know. To
come dut of A.School like Kensington.or the schools that my
Ohildren;hayggone to in Hoganstown",that.are very well ecluiped
Hand an-awfUl lot of equipthent--then you.see-the parochial
school situation that is rather deprived in that sense. It

is:difficult. I'ni not so sure about how I feel about all that.

I have felt or thought seriously about getting involved. My



* ,_ A
. ,

opinion is the better. schools .ate in the-city, tenqi not to
be of the same religious background as miy own, and so that
could'be just

,

a little problem, nothing thgt'is
.

insurMounf-
,..

41 .

.
A 'able. '

,

a )0 *
,r I' can understand that. There is one. Mtssouti

.

Synod Church
school here for example, Thex arip involk,ed in anitsii al-'s

though I cAnit say that theybactuallympetate in an unit ;51
the way that we-talked about Kensington' 'Theysare simply
the head of aPrAma'ry gtouping aada head,of theAnterme-
diate grouping. There is apparently a God-given-law pee
these unit leadtrs iauat be ofthe male sett., Because of
course, those are God's chosen people, albeit 'they are
.
capable or incapable or whatever.

*

OBS': They must be "called" as teachers.
I

ft

4

'KA: Right, yes, they must be called. You must be a man
,called tdacher to be.a head of it You know, I don'ttwant
to get involved, with that. You know, why bother.1,

* .

OBS': Yeah, I know the feeling.
g '

KA: Su,to me, and if I do this, this whole thing is
fulfillment. The way our economy is right now, the t
structute is right now, I am certainly not going to bet the
sole support of my family., I would probably end upcausing,
more of a problem to my husband than if I just didn't teach
at all. But that .is not the issue. The issue to me is.ful-
fillment. But if I am going to do it for fulfillment; then
I guess I find myself in somewhat of a position where I feel
as though I want to call some of the shots. ,

OBS:;.'- You have, it sounds like, a very well thought through
)

position, unfortunately.

tt`

or self-

k

KA: With no solution. 4t-

In Figure. 11 we4tried tO,captureandforidalize a step further; her

thinking about thisOption.
. 4

InsertFigure 11,aboutAiere

rd



Private School

Teaching Option

4

PROS

1. Freedom

2. Lessening quality

of public schools

,Union complicatiAs

in public sch9ols.

CONS

1. Ideological conflict

Less resources and

equipment

Varying qualiiy, "

Figure'l Decision Making,re: the Private School Option
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The Socio-Economic Option. As we commented earlier, some,years

ago Howard Becker (1951) made the important distinction between hori-

zontal and vertical mobility in teacher career patterns. For his

Chicago teachers a move to a better neighborhood constituted a career

improvement in, teaching in contrast to many occupations where one

moved "up". Teaching has fewer "up" positions than the usual business

organization. Our Kensington teachers suggest a further specification

of his horizOntal mobility.. They seemed to move for "new experience,"

to use an earlier Chicago conception (Wailer, 1932). Sometimes, this

was to an upper class community.

Claird Nelson found this in her move to Sycamore Park:,

OBS: What was the sort of make up. of the community? -Syca-
? more Park ins...?

CN: It was very...

OBS: Upper middle class...?

CN:, Upper middle to lower upper. I would say. The uppers
were in the private school but there are a great many - -I
think I had maybe one parent,or a couple of parents,who were
not college graduates out of the .whole set of, parenes-.' They,

were all very successful in their fields. And this was a

change too, from the Kensington area. Economically it was
just--maybe that was another reason I chose it, it was kind
of nice to get out of the lower class and,see how maybe the
upper class--see how they lived.

OBS: See how the other half lived?

CN: 'Right, I guess' I went in up over my head because Syca-
more Park was definitely a community above the whole town I

had grown up in which was much more middle class, average.

OBS: Was the district itself fairly conservative eduCation-

ally? Quite often those upper middle class districts want a
good solid academic, no frills, but...,

CNC Yes, they did but they were also very receptive, at
least the administrators I worked with were very receptive
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to new ideas and'were all very--because of this, the abun-
dance of colleges in the area, were all very academically
oriented and were very supportive of going to graduate school
and teaching classes.

In a.sense, we have come full.circle with comments .on vertical

and horizontal mobility, on.manifest (ses levels) and latent (free0M,

to pursue graduate school opportunities) aspects of teaching jobs. Our

most fundamental point remains, teaching is a complex of varied. posi-

tions.

2.34 Conclusion: What's Needed?

As soorras one begins to speculate on "What's

discourse shifts another step on the continuum from

theoretical" toward mostly."normative/valuational."

needed", one's

mostly empirical/

Our efforts to

untangle those metatheoretical, paradigmatic, or root metaphor issues

lie mostly in Volume VI of our overall report, the methodological

appendix (Smith, et al 1983). Suffice it ;9. say, here we will present

fragments of ideas, mostly guided by the value of equality. We do not

approach the depth found in Codd's (1982) argument on values in special'

education, nor Smith's (1974) analysis of effectiveteaching in aes-

thetic education. Kanter's (1977) Men and Women of the Corporation

has provided a,partial model. Ideas, speculations, and values have

come iii.'from a variety of sources and run well beyond "the data."

I4tially we re ate a major generalization. Beyond the self

.
,;.

containecl,classrooM,Irrhe classical and most frequent way of organizing

oi,e
teachingiin the eleme4ntaryschoOl; there exists a huge array of other

options dr:teachers: Our teachers found and created a number of these

.

.

. _, .

,
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a few of which we spelled out in-somedetail. By way of summary. we'

have clustered the items by time arrangements, setting variations, and

positions, in Figure 12.

Insert Figure 12 about here

When one reads any one of a number of available books

minorities, aging, (4g.:Porcino 1983), the issue,of levels of

occupational position is central The
4
AmMin with no job, minimal in-

come and recent divorce or widowhood is very different from the woman

who "has everything" but A'Room,of One's Own (Woolf, 1929) and who

has the talent and interest in writing poetry or novels. Figure 13

presents our attempts for this context. None of our teachers fell

toward the extremes suggested on,this continuum.

Insert Figure 13 about here

The,reconstrual of teaching as a women's occupation, whiCh has

engaged our efforts and which was triggered by the proactive seeking

and actualizing reported in interviews, does not seem a rationali-

zation as these women built their own idiosyncratic life styles. Nor

is it to deny that that several in the group, in other circunstances,

might well have had other4"more prestigious careers," and pursued a

Virginia Woolf type quest.

By isolating equality as a priority value, for the moment, we

can extend the analysis. At extreme, gender equality demands "a

140 .
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1. Time

Full time

Part time - regular

Part time - episodic

Some years/not others

Volunteering

2. Positions

Subbing
Specialists (eg. language arts)

Title

TeaMing

Volunteering

Settings.

Schools: different ses levels

Projects

Private schools

Figure 1 Variations in Teaching as an Occupation and Career
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r040:17 Self-Expression

Writing poetry, novels

2. - ar*:,and Fortune

Medicine, Business

Reconceptualization of

Teaching

. ,

Jobldth some ,congruence

with interests and talents

AnO0b-
d' 1. low pay, minfmal benepts

Po gitiori-

o income

Figure eigls ,000.611all!Psitions
Econoiic roblem



fundamental change' in society. Until some.men become primary care-

takers of home and children, women, apartfrom superman, will not be

able to have easily careers of high vertical mobility..,

Second, one of the current classical so1.4ions for high vertical

mobility indicated in::iWwritirigand speculation of Olsen and Woolf

is that women will have to forego marriage and children, particularly

havingchil4ren. Most Of-the Kensington'women,tid not make such a

choice.

Third, is the redefinition of "success" and the accompanying

reward and'status structures. Though individuals can, And must say

"This isthe way I want to live my life", and a number of the female

43,

Kensington teachers seemed ro.be baying that, it often was,at a_se ere

cost in terms of Job conditions, financial rewards', and occupational
. ,

prestige. Ilnne'of our subjects"Oped'out" in some total SenSernwaid.-

an alternative lifestyle . MOSi,ahn:-Were also marrieSeempd to

join with husbands and define themselves, as did some of the husbands,

ASa,two person unit,:

.
The two person unit, husband and wife seems a major form of cor&-

e4

promise. Rather than his career orinyAteer the mode seems more "our

lives" or "our families". While that cii1616 a major positive integra7

tive solution, it can be also a colossal rationalization. For most of
V.

the faculty the former seemed to be the case.

We have 4tempted to pull these ideas together in a simple figure,

"What's needed: 'A Potpourri of Partially Conflicting Possibilities."
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The alternatives are raised. Alternative labels which can turn the

ideas into cliches have been left implicit. A.brief indication of

"difficulties" barely suggests the problems of 'reform.

Insert Figure 14 abOut-here

As we look back over our description-and-analyses of "rethinking

teaching as s--career" we believe -- we have raised an important;;

litoirpretation. But we are also worried that it might be huge
, .

....,r40.onalizatian,..as some oLFriedan's critice:Varh about -her analysis

'T4d4OredUcation as an undergraduate major and teaching as a

career ad-be"O'Maligned in recent years ,b a number of social critics.

And ,3,* ti of wish to be Polyanna' But one Of the'.striking,general7

iiatiOna,lor our unusual grOup of educatois, Is the career and personal

possibilities that they saw within the'field of professional education.

Obviously this is not to deny that other career routes can be exciting

griefulfilling nor that many teachers find education less thanljtOpian.

Nor is it tb deny that age, sex, and marital status influence the

pattern of outcomes.



ALTERNATIVES

1. Legitimation of'somajndividualS
with total reversal of male
roles:

Nurturant supportive,
fathers,homeMakers,
and "hOusehusbands"

.DIFFICULTY AND
LOCUS OF CHANGE

Major change in societal
values and roles.

2. Redefinition and legitipation
'"the goo&life", less 'Careerism':
and materialism:-

Lure of "lathe and
fortuna" societal
values

. IhCreaie. in available times for
soMe:.

'Earlier school entrance,
acceleration

Scholarships and fellowships
Free day care, co op nursuries
More one and two child

families versus three

4. Space:
Physical: a room of one's own,

in libraries, University
departments"}

Psychological: "space.in my head"

. Flexible arrangements:
Legitimation of non exploitive'

time, arrangements

6: 'Specialization: "

,Narrowing the range, Site and
quantity of activities

7. Generalist:
Life style of diverse stimulation

8. Decrease nurturant needs

Resources

Resources

Organizational
structures

Interdependency among'
rahge, quality, and
quantity.

Lessens changes of:
-Vertical mobility

Socialization practices

Figure 14: What's Needed: .A Potpourri of
Partially Conflicting Possibilities



°KIES. AND CA EERS :
-

4

3.1 ntibdu9tion

In.our s ,been.,11tofitable to separate our ,Milford/

Kensington groupby,,,p004,4iongender, and arg-E.Now,We

potpourri of:issues w tikact0s6.-thosS diVisions and which return

us to.ehe centrality of:.the innovative reform oriented nature of our

return to a

The issues are.those'which seem to be highlighted, 9r brought into

focus when onepurques the biographies and life histories of a group_

of individuals. Further, the issues have a twin set of emphases; they

Ahen:to remain close to careers and theytend tO remain close to. the

salient and conscious thought of'lle participants themselves.

A. fragmented quality exists however. The items vary in length

and intensity of the analysis. In' addition,, some were issues 'from. the

beginning, fordShadowed problems, and some arrived late, from:questions

of interested'collenguSs'-or tangential reading. All were grounded

Some way in'the data, a special comment,by one or another faculty.,MeM7:

ber, an interpretive aside in the notes,;:o in some instances, salient

.

and recurring specUIationS by the faculty themselves.

3.2 Social Context of Educational Careers

Among the truisms we have rediscovered is the generalizat4iLthat
441.

jobe And careers always have a.context.. In our MethodolOgical'vOlume,

:146
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VI, we move beyond-that truism to argue for aContextualist paradigm asa

'.'tocial Scientific set of assumptions (Pepper,:1942; Sarbin, 1977). Here .

we stay with the truism and a few of the more interesting concrete ,items.

3.'21 Social Timing_

The timing of the original Kensington experience 1964-'785 i3eems to us ;..

in long retrospect, to be very significant; For theiotganiiatiOn, fit

dated the wave of support f r local educational innovation generate

Title, III of the Elementary and SeCondary.EdUca:tilon Act :(ESEA)'..,

eindiCsted in Volume II, :Milford's Recent ,History; The SchoOLDiStriCt

Contemporary Context for the. Kensington School, if the StafC'had,PhungO

for' another year or two a very, different set of co,n6equenceS,'inight haVe

',-

occurred, 'For the teachers and 'administrators who left Kenbington, "to
, .

pursue' the grail," as we ;phrased it, their departure`, Was -at a. .most 'pro-
'3

pitious time.. Literally, billions of dollars in resources, expanding

school. populations, university fellowships 'and scholarships in

all contributed to varied opportunities and high demand

young teachers.

glow:

'When histOry smiles. at 'yOu; personal livee take 'on

Some of these ideas were 'brought into focus in conversations with

Ivor _Goodson (1982) whose English Countesthrope School teachers left

their school in the early to mid 1970's when inflation, recession, and .

declining school enrollments created a very different ambience for'imdivid-

uals making career changes. Lack of career opportunities raisedimmense
O

personal problems and frustrations. which were par ticularly` enervating and

debilitating to his .idealistic, reform orieneed-educational innovators.



In effeCt, also we are raising one more time C. Wright Mills'

.argumeni that:

No -Social study ,that ,doeS not-come back to the problemA of
'biography, of history; and of their intersections. within a
society has cOmpletp.d'itsintellectual journey:

. ,
.

We developed a conceptualization: congruent with the Mills Pbsition

,

',longitudinal nested systems model:." Figures 15 and 'I& indicate its,

relevance to the developmentof the Kensington School and its fifteen

year hiStory.: We believe it "Is a powerful way. to think about tyd

of' social .timing..

Insert Figures 15 An1 about here .

3.22 Making .Teaching Livable

, ,

',Making teaching livable', is conception that has been with us .fOr

, .

many years. For us it carries several important :elements of :meaning.

creative teaching ,a demanding and. ,dif ficuit 'occuPation.

ay; five .days

0

of liVing with :2;5 or 30 children six hour§ .a.

- .

week and ',61 .moving them through interesting. and Importatt-taAkS to istard"

significant. educAtionak:goals are very great, far tOondwhai most par-

enta and citizens realize. Our interview datai prisvides, v.bnsiderable

support for this generalization.,
:

Secon,d, 'teaching, (5174 tW a 110q aNpi igvin the claPk'Paill OVer,.!

the years through A,d4eer,,takessome: 6 tr ea gy. and somemanaging, .if. one.
':"'. ...., . ,.

- . .
. , '.

'is to retain, some ene:gy,., zgAt, and interest ," Only a minority of our

.

teacher# stayed in an 'elementary school; :CiaSsoom. All were women ". "The,,

largestsagroup, werethe three older.WOmeni

.48
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Figure 15:. The Longitudinal Nested Systems Model
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Third, we do not imply that making teaching livable is atthe ex-

pense of the children. The negative image here is the one,portrayed in

Ken Kesey's One Flew Over the Cuckoo s Nest, big nurse in the mental

hospital sedating 13atiehts. The making of means into ends and the neg-

lect of the original and priority goals, conflicting as these may legiti-

mately be, is a continuing concern (Smith, 1972; Cpdd, 1982).

Finally, we would caution that "making teaching livable" has an

important context. in the "kind of life one wants to live, Where one's

Sob, occupation, position, career fit into the'rest of one's life is not

an idle question, as our entire report testifies. Although book length

)

biographies would be required to do justice here, we do feel that our

long interviews begin to indicate aspects of this-part of the meaning.

' WeAlaVelkOmMented about a number of the general beliefs of the

Kensington faculty.- These items'were clarified in the conversations

with several individuals. One more illustration emphasizes our point:

OBS: Do.you recall,at that time, that you were carrying over
any of Kensington;:with you or where vou.shared with your.
teaching colleagues here the experience...

Sue Norton: I tried to, 1 really did, one of the things I
enjoyed about teaching was working with staff members, sharing
ideas, things that we had been able to do, trying to initiate
some of the openness that we had.. I always had the feeling
that before I came everyone talked about kids: n Oe_lounge..
Nobody talked about programs andlthings to do with groups of
kids.- And I'd get in there and we'd start talking about, you
know,-well,'somebody would say, well, how can I teach para-
graphing. Well, I had some ideas fiom Kensington; I mean yoU
know, from someone else because there had been so much sharing
on that sort of thing and that part I enjoy.

OBS: And the biggest factor -is the team teachingtspect3



,/

/441' tentions holds that the occupation of teaching is not particularly liv-

SN: The team teaching aspect in terms'of the way we did it,
Basic Skills where you-could teach to your expertise, but you
weren't slotted only. Where we worked with a variety of ages
'cause we-all worked with the youngest and we all worked with
the oldest in that division. But it's a combination 'cause it
was the team teaching and it was also the creativeness that we

were part of the curriculum,. decision making process, that was

really fruStrating. The, other was irritating and upsetting

because of the things I didn't do well. It bothered me that
there was no one else on the teani;to,pick it up. Here, the
curriculum was just plain frustrating because I had no choice.
I mean, Iat that time I was forbidded to do individualized
reading. I had to stick with the text books, because every
child had to have level tests at a certain period of time. -

And they had,to go into their permanent record files so if you
didn't teach the program and you didn't do .the testing, you

'would be depriving the kids. This was the administrative
position, so you had to teach the curriculum as it was pre-
sented.

OBS: It's not only the curriculum per se but it's the next,,,

level up if you like, administratiVely, that helps control
the curriculum?

SN:- Yes

OBS: Did you have big-run ins with people- -the principals or
assistant superintendents' or supervisors?

SN: We didn't have any assistant superintendents at the time,
didn't really have a supervisor. Run ins with the principal?

No, not really. You didn't run in with them because you.did

not have any choice. Maybe I could have, mlybe I could have

fought it more. I didn't feel that I had the choice. SinCe
then, things have opened up a little bit here.

OBS: In the community school?

In the community schools, not,a lot and depending upon
thk.building, learning centers have made their way in--some-

,

Ic140togps,...

,A

IndependenEly of the Kensington Revisited project, one of our con-'

able or workable. This perspective grows out of our experience in sev-::

eral school systems, universities and research projects. In summary



form it parallels the more formal position stated by Schaefer in his
4,-

book, The School as a'Center of Inquiry. Our summary of his analysis

appears as Figure17.'

Insert Figure 17 about here

Concepts-such as collegial authority, scholar-teacher, and the

school as a center of inquiry are items strong debate these days.

The-financial interests and political interests implied in altered

teacher education programs, in reduction of teaching loads, and in

sustained school - university cooperation are clearly even more de-

batable.,

Sue's comments capture pieces of.the broader, articulared, and

more well worked out position of Schaefers. By subsuming the two

positions under the phrase, making teaching livable, we are urging

one more time the difficult valuational, conceptual, and empirical

issues underlying educational theory and practice.

Ph.O.' : Programs, PeoPle, and Educational

3.31 The Problem: Then and Now.

0 long time university, professors with heaVyinVOlvement in re

search programs and training at the doctoral leVel,-our :experienqe a

Kensington has been unsettling.tb.aay:the.leaat, ''Early on, we,did

analysis, of "the problems associated with all b T tbA dissertation.

This appeared as Figure 10:4 in Smith and keit1.06 (1971).analyai

"career concerns and ari-angements." We'i4clude it herd as Figure

153. 1i3
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nsert Figure. 18 about here

The interVieWs provided considerable data to rethink, and largely' to

reemphasize that analyiis.

-Our impressions then were that the Ph. D. programs, which were

underway withaeveral of'the faculty,particulatlyEugerieShelby, ToM

Mask, and John Taylor, were not particularly helpful or useful for

carrying out the task which the Kensington/Milford staff had set for

itself. We had focused particularly on the Unfinished doctorate,: all'

but the dissertation.and the hopes several had for working out the

dissertation in the.Kensington setting. None knew a research style.

that could be used.' As we talked with them then we had real .questions

about the nature and quality o,£ the programs.

s.

When we returned fifteen years-later the Ph:D..prograMs were

part of our fdous. Our mode oft f-reporting is two fold. First

summarize a, few of the basic facts about the Ph. D. and the careers of

the people, Second,, we present more extended pictures of two of the

faculty, EUSene Shelby and' Sue:Norton. Bits and. ..pieces, of the doc-

toral experience of the:Orhers have presented as context for other.

_ ____ _

ideas and theMes elsewhere in the report. Finally, we present some
. r

personal thoughts and biases about a possible Ph. D., program.;;.'.,

AP
Scattered through our interview excerpts;are comments about grad-

uate work, the varied Ph. D. curricula, and the dissertatio by-the

eight individuals who were seriously involved. We have tIriefly

organized some of the data on the group as. Figure 19.
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Insert Figure 19 about here.,
0

3.32 geIeVanCy anOrrel4vancy

Forldost ofthe gra

trauma, irrelevanteor somef ideShOth.

the:dissertations provoked reactions o

Shelby's eliperiende had 'a

But beYond the, dissertatiOnf the:Ph: D. program' and
\:

regidency served other functions.
Y. r

:Graduate school permitted Eug44e Shelby a legitimate means of` '

:droppingoUt,for a couple of years to rethink petsonala d career goals :..

ES: 'And I:really, Obviouslyi:nepdedtO,work AndjlaVe:scit4
income, but it was more than that.' I: was really getting:,

.

.:111OtiVat4d to g$t.back into school work,' a** one thingwas-
that I had maintained - -I don't know what: ou would it,.`
the'terminolOgY, I will'suy puring':the time I"'
toms outthere doing, all this stuff, I:toUldsay,you:know, I'm
Working on my'disSertation.

OBS: So all the pubijc l*W you were dOing.th4 university:bit
as. it

ES: Yeah, so it did not tarnish my reputation or anything
like that And so Idecided, hey; I was ready to get batk
into it

'The dissertation itself posed, other prObleM As Sh4lby;wa$

.'ingabout other, items he interpreted 4tOtment On.the.Uniqueness of hiSeY,

dissertation experience:

OBS:. -.You .had 4lsoHintended:to* pursue the dis8ertUtiOn.

th4t taking

ES: Yes, yes, that was taking .along' What ,I. did in a data
c011ectionr-w4l1,:actuallTIWOrke&Withthree.othOrt,.:W4had
'a.:tgamtudy; where:we,did our' clata collection tog4ther,
was. very; involved,Andrime. consuming, inttnsive-sOrtof thing.:
After I got that alldone, I didn't know what- I:,was going, .to

..doWith it.



Progress an4

7,ompleted Doctorate 'Time of Awata

contribution to.
Personal Reaction to Dissertation , Career. Mobility

A.

Steven Spanmau Pre-Kensington Do it, and be done With it quickly

Jerl Cohen Pre-Kensington

Eugene Shelby Post-Kensington

John Taylor Post-Kensinglon

Alec Thurman Post-Kensington

Incompleted

Doctorate

Dan' Hun

Sue Norton

Tom Mack

An exercise

"I hated it", irrelevant

False starts but relevant

An exercise

ABD Perenial resident' student

Post- Kensington

ABD . Part of being seduced into

Post-Kensington the wrong career

ABr. Don't really need it

PreAerisington

Figure 19: The Doctoral ,Puzz e
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OBS: When you were here,

ES: Right, trying td-tie
ceptually was not an easy,

coming badk?

four dissertations together,
thing,' but We got ft .done;

OBS :. .FoUrOspertations? You and three,othere'r:

Yes; I got that. done.:

,
piert for a -motent on!' that then. I want '63 comeback''

to the ptetKenSington that,:".escent. kind 'of' notion," intel-7.

lectually and emOtionally''and but can yoU tell us a
little bit of the :iarticula're. about-116W four dissertation*.
got interlocicedJ in, and your data 'gathering? I gueee,all four
of you were data .gathering during those YeareyOu were first
back here.

ES:,Well, I'-7.4ap at the Regional Unliwhen''t started the dis-
sertation.

OBS: Right, you were collecting data

ES: And my professor was very c.orkerned that I. get on .with

At,' and he thought I kept dawdling around, and there were
.threestudents there. who were in the current program, who
,wdte getting on wi61:thair dissertation,_ so somewhere' in the
di'scussions they had been advocating-doing team studies be
caue.e 'cif' the cost ,or /ogistics of it, that theY--You,--there

° as just this limitation for any individual.- It made a lOt

of sense, '8o there were three ()pier guys and I who met to-
gether a lot to- deternane; you know,. just What it was we were
&frig' to, dg. 4

We had some common:interests you know, the administrative
behavidr of elementary pincipals, and so we worked a lot
together and 04,rked out the, dete*Is and we gathered data from
twenty schools acro the spate in tthe major cities of South-
,

west State and we d a lot, Of observation of principals in

the administrative b havior. a

04t,

OBS:. Was ehe,connection simply in data gathering?

were no actual joint dissertations, or shared

IP 'lb



ES: I hate to tell you. .0f my 'diasertatio.n?. If,; is Way too

long. I can' t rememberHit was-44-.-.-relatiOnship. of situa

tional<and personal variables, I thin7no-that -can't

remember what was in the 'title and' what was in the, you. knciw,,

what was -- anyway, lookingst;the'certain facets of the admit

istratiVe behaVior of ele.Mentary principals in high and
'social economic schools in urbark setting'. That was iot
in the title, but I. hate say; most of it was.

.1 .

OBS: At the point when you:took..the principalship,' did yo5-::.

have any feeling that you wouldoever pick, .Lt. up again, or?

6 ES: I always assumed that I would finish it, and every yeat.
I would get .a ,letter frodthe prOfeSsoK: saying I had better
finish: And youknow, I would sax, going
to be the last year 'Welk, finally, of -.Course;..hiyfirst two

yearSput.here was kind ,of ltke Kensington but gotta:

letter, and fOr'' some reason`' T' knew, they. anc17I

thought that foolish not to, 'so, IHwoOld stay update.

at night and oacasionally. would,. stay home for 'a conple of

hours In the, morning and work on it 'and.I think it took: me .

.'abo4t a 'couple of,,itiontha to do

OBS.: Finally..when you:put your

ES Yeah, I. had invested so =mil:into' it I really dfd not
have any intention to not finish it but it was Just va matter.
of making myself do . it I -hated every_ Minute

OBS: Do' yOu have any other reflections4on the experience
that again, it doesn't sound like, the ',kind of .positive
urinating" experienCe of a, long educatidnaly training'.

. .

ES: 0.,-The data Collection- of I Was working wit .eae' three'

other guys, talking about what ?tae: were going to and what
Caerewe going to study, and ,gettAng 'it set up, and .being in

the school, your know, I saw a .lot, and learned a lO,t of ihings,_

and we established ivery close relaorships.,that4we maintained
sowhat, but you know, like..everything..:else time diminishes'..,.

it "Another. interesting thing ,about it was ::that it -put me
two generations of graduate students because my 011eagueS
from earlier; and I .have..alao maintained .contacts with some'
of thein, gives. a Avery positive experience in my early, two

years. of residencY. But, anyway... '



The people, the collegial quality of two generations of students,

were the salient aspects. The substance of the'dissertatiOn seemed

irrelevant or unimportant. The several years spent doing/not doing the

dissertations had elements of trauma.

3.33 Talent,'. Gender; and Other Complication

q.

Sue Norton's experiense_is special on

several generalizable elements, as

SIB:' : 4 I. enjoyed it At City University.but I like the
acadetic life and I'm not real sure that I wouldn't have
enjoyed any course of study and this.Was good because. it
gaNie,:f0e something I oould come home with. '

OBS:' And into the Ph. D. progratiwas that your feeling
at the time or is this your kind of reconstruction as. you
,look back? You.,said it clearly was the wrong program for

Yo.11). , is what-you said.

dAiUt contains

SN: It's reconstruction.

OBS: During, the-time,

yen' preparing for?

SN: How can I get in more linguistic courses?
take an EngTisil course? I really don't want to do a research
project, I can't- -can't do the kind of dissertation that they
want me'to do.' I can do. a soft one, I could do. an English
major dissertation but I-clearly couldn't do'a City University
:Department of, Education dissertation and I knew that, at the

time.

what Were you thinking? What were

Couldn't I

. 4
OBS: Then it was tile-lure of'dcademic puriuitsa the City
UniversitY, that was, occurring but not the specific program?

SN: Right, right.

.

Later in the interview we returned to the Ph. D. program and*the

dissertation:

OBS:'.. So you did all the course work, took all theme exams and

everything but actually drafting a proposal'and doing a

problem and...



SN: Right, exactly.
N 00,

OBS:. When you lift the University, did you know yoU would
not anish or?

,SN: No, ithought I would4inish but once IEot away from
it, my advi'eor left the neArtyear'7; right And with him gone
the impetus really sort of disappeared for doing it 'cause I
hadn't madeothat firm a cannection4Lth,Anyone else to get
anything started and I really never reallypinned.down any-
thing that I could realistically .do with.a dissertation.

11

OBS: !'Was that your,problem, his obleM, the, program's
proLlem?

SN: That's myaroblem

a.

But, as therdiscusgion continued afnumber of additional items appeared

which extends the analysis of problems with the Ph. D. We had talked

about our research propodip,

OBS: I see what you mean by the proposal and the comments we
made in that because that was--it'wasa section there of thp
.role of the dissertation in the 'lives of the people.

SN: Oh, I must tell you what my comment was--my old English
TWor came right out:while reading itaknd the educationese
and the proposalese, the language that has 4p.be used and you
knOw, no wonder I couldn't write one, I couldn'twrite that
language,.I don't even think that language let alone write
that language. It's. a foreign language to me-yeah, definitely
a dialect.

OBS: AndI thought you were almost finished.

SN: No, well, I kept coming up with brilliant ideas that were
4not researchable, you know. They were interesting to think
'about and to fanti,--nbt fantisize, but you know, to project,
theorize about but they weren't things,that You knoW;'maie a
mice little experiment.

if_

OBS: Could you just talk a.,bit about comparing that with the
Kensington staff? It strikes me there's a. sort of a parallel,
that at Kensipton'there was a lot of freedom to eXplore. a lot
Of ideas, some of which came to fruition, many of which did not.
A lot of creativity, a lot:of things dying to b&done:- City
University a lot of freedom, a lack of guidance, a lot of great
creative ideas, a lot of them didn't get pursued, is there some
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7 ,

-parallel there that, say, a person attracted to a Kensington
would be attracted to a City University?, Or are those jutt
two coincidental events?

SN: I don't know - -I felt and had a whole lot of guilt'feel
ings at City University and the year or two after that be-.
cause I felt that I was the only one who was. doing.that
of thing. in this group and here we were all being paid by the7. '

government,that we were supposed' to be goal'directed and I
wasn't, never have been, and .probably never: will be. I think
My being attracted-to Kensington and enjoying Kensington and
what I did at City University are probably, connected because
that's the;kind.of person I am. I'm not real sure that I
went to' City. Univ-ersity thinking that that's what I'd get to
dO: I really thought that somehow or other, someone would
help'me and I'd learn how to write a dissertation at the end
of it. When'I went in, I didn't go in thinking.I wouldn't
complete the, program, that I wouldn't end up with a Ph. D.

OBS: And even after you came back here you thought you would
finish up?

SN: .0h, right--yeah, I really did--I thought, you know, here
all--okay, now I had a real school system that I.could get
into and do some research in if I wanted_to but...Yeah, and
.so really it did, you know, I felt--but again then there was
absolutely no.direction, nothing...

OBS: When you were talking about the dissertation you kind of
drew a.little square with your. hand--that conveys to me a kind
of an image of the dissertation--can you tell me what you
meant? If I got you right, in terms of when you were talking
that way, what that means or?

Okay, I saw the kind of dissertation that was wantedfrom
City University as a closed ended study, neat, technical;;
statistical, something that when It was:dnne it was'boUndinht
that you'd never think about it or go any.fnrther fxoth
hopefully you -would, but it was something that had a 'definite
beginning and a definite ending. -

OBS: And in that sense closed off?

SN: Closed off, right, rather than the undergraduateeces7
I t.Trote.and the master's thesis I wrote were both totat &open
ended, they both started, they were both more creative wring
than research oriented and I did well in both of these, hat's

my kind

-OBS: What were the problems that. you,looked at in Stich t,
thote Can you remember the title of or roughly wharf...?
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SN: The undergraduate one was the study of Mythology so it
was pcietry and the master's thesis, they called it one:J guess,
was on an English language arts curriculuth K-12.

OBS: That yoU created?

SN: That I created.

OBS: And:did you teach it or anywhere - -just Create it?

SN: ,No, just created it, you know, top of the head, my opinion,
it was based with, you know,- lots of readings and things to back
it up.but it was very much a theorizing on information, it wasn't
an evaluating procedure.

OBS: And that an extension of that kind of thought or idea,
you didn't perceive'as a poUsible Ph. D. dissertation?

SN: No.

-We.pushed one'final time regarding Sue's dissertation:.

OBS: I guess I'm still curious as to...

SN: Why don't I want to get a Ph. D'.? After I put all that
work into it?

.OBS': No, no--that's more specific I guess than I would really
mean it, just--and maybe you've really said,all you'have to say
about Ph..D. programs. Do you have any feelings of, my god,
I should have finished that or...?

SN:. There's some guilt.7-there's some guilt there because I --
and maiily because it was handed to me on a silver platter
and I never did anything with it so that's=t4eze's.some guilt
but once I was away from it--once I got here and got very in-
volved in my husband-and-then-having_the.baby which I did,
what, lesUthan two years after--it was what, like 18 months
I guess after I left City University that we had the baby and
then being physically very, very ill shortly after I had my
daughter, this--that just disappeared--that wiped it out--
after'that there was no--no thought of finishing it. When I

got pregnant, that kind .of put fini to,the Ph. D. And I 'don't

know...

OBS: Reinforced by thg illness?

SN: Yeah.

- OBS: Real sick?

SN: Yeah.
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We have pulled many of these elements together in an overly simple

and liieror a summary figure.

Insertaigure 20 about here
4

6

. CV,'

4-

Perhaps the greatest lesson for us, froth refleCting on Sue,Nortoe's.
Y.

-e
4

experience ,the need for professors to'see,that a Ph. D. is just one

of life's alternatiies and not the, be -all nor end-all of existence.

Though it sounds like a cliche, one needs to put the program and the
m

40/1

degreeyintcra kpers peVtive of careers and ways to live. But even as we

**
say that, tf issues of gender--socialization experiences, parental

. exptatations, societal expectations, and serf ectations--come crash-,

joing in upon us. Even if gender issues wer: resolved or eliminated, and .'

as several other experiences attest, that -uggests further the need for

mechanisms to leave Ph. D.prograths without f lings of guilt, inade-

quacy and of inferiority. Also, it seems that treater clarity at.the

front end of a program is required. People often are fleeing from

something or do not have a clear view of the multiple professional goals,

only a few of which require the degree. And there' are Ph. D. programs

and Ph. D. programs. Some are clearly oriented toward academia, as was

City University's program. Others tend to'be more localist *and

practitioner-or prdOssionally oriented. Most probably aren't clear

about whieh,they are aboUp or feel that one program, their own,.can

Serve any kind ofd outcomeror any audienCe.
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Finally,there appear&I to be a bit o4f irony builtinto thematch,

'tiP'of1)rograms and Kensington faculty.. The bright ,.analytical ihdivid-

uale.attrapted to Kensington seemed to be drawn to the elitist institu-

tions leaSt likely to encourage alternative dissertation models and

therefOre a small' "Catch-22" emerged. It seemed for our participants,

the leading research institutions did not. further or nurture the ideals

and dreams of our refort minded educators. In effect, they tended to

feel a need to conform or get out.

3.34 Toward anAlternative

The resolutions to experiences as diverse as Shelby'S and Norton'S

remain unclear, but several opening thoughts come to mind. First,

within the Ph. D. program itself it seems reasonable to argue fo two
J.

kinds of more extended field'experience.: For some, more time ina

traditiphal classroom and school seems warranted. The importance of

concrete-images of and skillS related to "the villains and dragons",-

they eventually hoped to slay seem important. For many the images

were from the experience and perspective of the pupil and their own

.elementary and secondary school years. While.this-is important it

seems less than sufficient.

.Becondly, more extended experience in an innov,pee, 'idealistic,

reform oriented setting. A semester or a year inca British primary

school, an alternative high school, or an,a-ctivity school seems im-

portant also. Finding such settings, in an historical period such as

Itodv's back-Ltail-basics national climate would haveoits difficulties.
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I discussing

:iiy .4

-,scussing the kind of research style we tend to become self.* -. 1.
..)

serving. Altglitgh we see strong meit, in general, for the variety of

research modes--expelltental, historical, survey; and.ethnographic-.-

we believe the latter hasAm.rticular poten ,educatorswho have:a

strong practice orientation or a strong reform focus within the.practice

orientation. Without. tracing the argument in detail, we have.foundo-

Atkin's (1973) general call for "practice oriented itquiry"'persuasive.

But even more specifically, in an earlier investigationASmith and

DWyer, 1980) we made an argument for.the exploration:5f several ethno-

graphic field research tradition's'. We phrased theargument this way:

Obviously, other approaches, centers and organizational
structures exist and provide..even more creative and pro-.

-.. ductive alternatives. for. qualitative case study

o efforts. We know them only indirectly, peripherally or
tangentially. . These fragments represent the preliminary
notes.fOr a ,iesearch'propoSal in e sociology and the

alpsychology of-knowledge.. The th .s is simple and straight
forwardIAPwas a large scale qualitative inquiry,articu-
lation,'and consultatiVe assistance project. It represents

a aparticular combination of these proeesses. During the
..1Zst 50 years:there have been ahalf dozen (and more) inter-..

linsti4g efforts which combine&these same ingredients in''''.vari ways.# )and which have survived in various ways.' Learn-
g S Out..them might, contribute to IAP's original goals...

insert Figure' 21 aboilt here_

%

In putting together the listing., the criteria seem to be
1) we know of them aqd were-impressed by them. That is,,we
found them stimulating, exciting, and potent in helping us

shape a point.of view. 2) They are highly diverse, at least
on the surface.' Some seem predominantly university clusters
around a key individual, idea, or point of view. -Other con-
nect with publishers and commercial dissemination. Some

have moved from invisible colleges into formal organizations.
Others, as in number seven seem like "a floating crap game"
of educationists who have some together in overlapping groups,
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The SOCiety ofFellows and Yankee City Strands
(Homansi Whyte, Kimball, Arensberg"et al) -

. UhicagoAymbolid Interactionists .(Meadi
Becker,'Blumer, Geer, Gof,fMan, Lortie,Streuss,
M. and R. Wax et al)

..- The CoiuMbiaFunctionalists (Merton, Blau,'uouldner,
Selznick, Lipset)

4

The Stanford Educational Anthropologists and Holt,
Rinehart and Winston Series (Spindler, Boynton
et al)

5. The Action ResearCh Tradition at Teachers,College,
Columbia University (MacKensie., Corey', Foshay)

o

Formalization into Organiiations

1. SoCiety'of Applied. Anthropology
2 Council on Anthropology and Education

7. The Case Study /Participant Obser4atiOn/iValuation
'International NetWork:- a series of conferences'

1972 Cambridge I
1975 Cambridge II
1976 Alerton
1976 Monterrey *,
1976 Bielefield
1978 Wingspread

Figure:21 :J Alternative But Comparable Traditions in
Case Studies in Field Settings

(Smith and Dwyer, 1980, p. 444)



T.4hoHaVen'tjelled.intoHanything formal as yet, and who find
talk and interaction .stimUlatIng for their own work--a wide
variety of teaching, reSearCh, curriCulum'development, eValue,

..-
ytion typ of activities..-; 3) Some of the individuals have
d velopedtheir own private consulting organizations, Others
ha e consulted in busineSsand .governmentothers have moved:'
int academic administration.H Theory and ,research,mis inex-
tri blY with practice They seem'to have done some of what
LAP as:doing and what Harper ishoping to do, The Stories
hat exist and might be told would combine into a mix of his -:
toriCal method, document analysis, interview, oral history,-
and even a bit of Participant observation. Multiple models
exist -- Toulmin and Goodfield '(1961,,,1963, 1965), Toulmin 1,

(1972), Kuhn (1972), Crane..(1972), Hagstron (1965), Clapesattle
(1956), and so on. In Our view thisis a:huge and largely un--
tapped reservoir of knowledge. Or pOrhaps it's common know
ledge-.-to everyone but us:9,

The kind of course work implied in the' experiential and research.

.dimensions also has hugecomplications. An introductory paragraph from

a recent document on Washington Universityducational'Theory and

Practice" Ph. D. program captures the thrust Of the idea we are,suggest-
.

ing:

The Ph. Program in Educational Theory and Practice takes
seriously. each of the terms inits title. The program accents
educational concept in contrast to accenting, or being,
applied,psycholOgy,( sociology, anthropology or other social':
science. .'Similarly, the program is concerned about ideas and
the intellectual phrasing of problems, issues and solutions.
,Abstractions; interpretations, and theory in their multiple
forms and gUiSes are a part of our agenda. Finally, practice
or practical Sction, as it occurs., in our classtooMs, schools,
or otherjearning settings is fufidamentar to our. concerns.
Teaching students to inquire into education, theory, practice
and their interrelationships is at the core of the program,;

Another way of phrasing the Aomain concerns the kind of out-
Comes expected from the program. We. are committed to the ex-
pansion of common sense approaches to teaching with more self-.

,'consciousness, creativity, and critical reflectiveness. Allied

, 9-Our colleague John Prunty haabeled.this nicely, "Genealogy 101."
Collectively, we are pursuing it in Seminar.
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with that is a concernwith ways to make teaching more livable,*.
intereating, end intellectually ,exciting'. and with ways "%to

communicate and share that with one ' sistudents and colleagues.

(Department of .Education, WashingtonUniversity,.nd).
,

In a sense; the appeal to some of our own work 'and to the Washington

University context is to argue that our (especially Smith in this in-

stance). practice. and our institutional programs and coMmit-,

ments have been influenced by our researc h experienceand collegial

relationships with our "silbjects".

3.4 Marriage, Families, and Oareers: OneliforeTime

some fears of eing labeled sexists, one of-the generalize-
;

ti

tions we have been wrestling with is the interdependence of gender and

teaching as a career. The old fashioned way' of speaking is that teack-
,

ing is a woman's profession, like nursing, secretarial-work, and perhaps.

social work. If the'-feminine mystique .(Friedan, 1963) has: broken,
;P

significantly, and we believe it has,with-increaSed'number of women

attending business, law, and medical schools and beginning- those

careers, it seems reasonable to us,.thet.the ecOnd'etage .(Friedan,

1981) which has to do with personhoot, od fot..women ana2Men and whis.c.h

requires a reanalysis of faMily:issues might deme-d a second look

teaching as an occupation for a married Woman: 'F ther,,it Seems:im-

pcirtant to see it from the special perspective to e talented,'inno-

)

vative reform orientea'women and men from Kensington.



Realities, Complexities; and Teade.Offa; Claire n P,erspective

Claire Nelson's offhand commentaaketcgOut her resolUtion, be

gan when She finished her l'e,Urth:.year of teaching, two year"at Kensing-

ton, her second year at Sycamore, Park;

.CN: Yes, June of 1968 I; left to get married. Otherwise I
probably would still'be there. I very much did Iike--oh; my
first year-was the fourth.grade and then the,second year, I
was asked to move to sixth grade in the middle school,_that
was fifth and sixth grades.

We did not go seataitg:for "women's issues''., they came up, un-

a riolicited in a number:of forms, As we talked. Nelson;

OBS: How long did you stay there?

CN: Two years, "again and ,then I resigned,: I had to resign
cause .1 was pregnant an just .preceded. -all of ,the court
'cases to callsthat.discrimination:

4 $'. -

OBS: You did not take a maternity,lsave?'

CN:' It didn't exist at.that point, atthat'time. YPeople told
me that 'Was lucky. to stay till the end .of:the year with my

1 due date in August. I was healthier tpdt year than most of
the other teachers. I had no sick 'days whatsoever.

OBS Yeah, their:big arguments were somewhere, as I recall
those years, about"the fifth month of pregnancy wasctipposed
to be the turning point.

, .

CN:::But ',I made it seven months and taught:allyear and was
perfectlhealthyand.had just a Marveldua time 'So....

.
.

.

`.8.6'he was born then-August of,..

%,; (4,
InAugust,

. . e

'm
MSS

OBS: Ydu taughti:in.:.4.1:hen; two years?,

CN: two .years Aete.'inSilvettOti And:that ended my full. time
formal g:

.

,- 8aving d-bsby.and staying, home:Fa:a:exciting.
It was deki4te1y wanted,: BUtaOmaWhere deepinsideme this
wasAnot working &t. 11..p.dtdrible, skin probleMs that win-

haeita.4146 and'i.went,to.the'detmatolosist-for'months

.



-trying to figure out :What was 14.rong. He could .not diagnose it
and I finally told. him, kind:of, pp:pntil:that.timejad. not
been in school. As : I was then 'T didn't have a athOdule'.:2

had a baby to take:Care of but I did not have 4iiy Obligation
to the outside world and -it evidently was.a very frustrating
Teelirig for me and said, "Do you .Wd'Pret6T much
psychological?" He havWe code up: with.;
thing medical:.."

OBS: Might as well try it...

CN::That's 'as good as any and at..,::that-pOint,I.,,4i.g4sd s
stitute teach in Silverton which:was the'diS*4 where
been'teaching, 'thinking that that ,would: be
think I. taught ahont .tvici days, a weei% made :arrangement's,

a friend .Who had a bably 'EIS age and she took thet
stantlY.,1:.my, rash went away..

. ,
. t . . ,

Claire:::Nelson has just:been. married, has :given. up her :texching

positlon: in*SycamOre Park to move to North City, is inthe

M.A. And ash elected to finish part of tiplis before job" hunting:
9

Experientially, "teaching= and parenting becomes la 'further part 'cifd

occupationcomplexities of teaching as an

continued to comment insightfully:

and career: 'Claire Nelson

OBS: On that dual iole of parenting and teaching.. Not a lo
is said7-we make a lot -of cliehes that the good teacher is
the one who has -,the children themdelves or the teacher who
said, "Well, that's. when ,I was a second grade teacher and knew
it all before I had children. of myos.in.", We all tali abciut
the contribution. Are there wayd:*.housti, that yoP think per-.
haps your teaching experience modi' ed your parenting or, your
having two childreh has altered .y04':conception of learning? s;
Is there anything that you 'Can think =; of that...?

CN: Yes, in some ways I wish you could firSt be a, parent: and
,

and-also first be a teacher.

. .

' CN:,. There's no way to do both of them first but, yon do ,b,e,-
come more4realistic as a parent when ,you see the 'day to day
things' that your children are doing' and their 'daY day .;,needs

and I guess the things I Want for 'them ad a parent make:;me .



more concerned about what they're getting in their education.

That's formally happening to them in school. It's important

to me in a different way because I know what my goals are for

them as a parent plus I was--as a parent with--now that I am
working with the young children and I have children the same
age--it's much more comfortable to identify with those chil-
dren that I am dealing with and with their problems and when

I talk to a parent I have greater credibility because I can
say, "Yes, my first grader is going throu,l, this or has done

it." There's a greater degree of confidence I can get in
them or they will have in me because I've got children of that

same age. Because I can remember making many really fo,lish
statements as a teacher that didn't have children. You !mow,

telling parents how they can help their children at home.
Well, that's just fine and dandy but as a parent, real li:o

doesn't always give you those kinds of opportunities at horn .

To sit down on the schedule that the teacher says you shouic

and to work with your children.

OBS: Yeah, the hour or two of homework is when the parent
ought to help the teacher and help the child and you realize

as a parent, if you're working particularly, the child who

comes home dragging in from school, he's tired--that's not

the good time. Then it's time to prepare supper for a couple
of hours and you get that taken care of and then the child is

is tired. You find a good time to spend an hour or two with

one another.

CN: I personally feel maybe I am doing a more human job of

teaching, being a mother and I had worked with some pre-
schoolers in a special pre-school program as a substitute for,

oh, about a week and a half one time and the aide that was

working in that program--I should back up--the teacher of that

program was a first year teacher and the program was a brand

new program, taking four year olds in their pre-kindergarten

year who might have some trouble learning but with this extra
help, extra study, they might also be able to function in a

natural, normal community. I was in there for about a week

and a half and the aide said to me, "You know, I can tell you

have children because you react to these kids differently than

Debbie does. She does an okay job of teaching, she does all
the right things but there's a different feeling. You seem to

sense when they need..." So I put an arm around them, when
they need comfort and when they need just a stricter turnoff

to go back and gat busy with their work and she said, "Debbie

is still so academic, she hasn't gotten the feel for children

yet."

OBS: I think in my own case, before I had children, I was

probably not sensitive of the occasional caustic comment or

criticism. I attempted to treat 15 or 30 kids a little more

anonymously. And when I had my own children, I realized how
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much one statement that a teacher could say could come home
and have the child in tears and a couple of days where you
really brought the child from that and the teacher never
realizing. I think I was, as I look back, I think it is one
of my great regrets, I imagine I was insensitive to that
chance comment that could well take a week to recuperate and
I would never know it as a teacher.

CN: And I'm not sure I always valued each child as an
individual.

OBS: Knowing it's somebody's child--you know it's a cliche-
but it's somebody's child.

CN: It's true and it matters. When you know there's a par
ent at home that really cares what's happening to that child.
And I think conferences have been a great boom in this respect.
When you know the parent and you know how deeply they feel,
you have to care about that child.

OBS: To you as a teacher this is the child who maybe never
finished a bit of tomework, never got above a C and his one
great place was behind in all the achievement tests and to
that mother that is her pride and joy. Not the 20 percentile
child.

CN: That's why if you could only be a parent first but then
I don't know, if you'd draw all those children that you started
with and made all those mistakes on. It would have been a lot
nicer to have had a parent's perspective when I started teach-
ing but maybe I am a better parent having had teaching experi-
ence and seen the mistakes parents have made and said to my-
self, "I don't want my children to grow up like that," or "I
don't treat them like that," or "I'm not going to have that
kind of an attitude."

OBS: Being a parent has caused me to--being a teacher has
caused me as a parent--I can't expect that teacher to make 25
exceptions for my child. Occasionally you just have to per-
suade to--yes, that's unfortunate but that's life. You have
to learn to deal with that too rather than assuming, as manj
parents do, that a teacher literally can individualize each
child all day, every day. That isn't realism. The other
thing I found that was really a shocking experience--after
teaching for nine years and studying in graduate school. It

so happened that was the very first year my son started. My

first year out was his first year in and so I thought, well,
here I will be with nine years of experience, the superin-
tendent who is very knowledgeable of what's happening in
school and I can read from my son's cues--my teacher strengths
and weaknesses--and I found myself so out of it. I was abso-
lutely the typical parent who had no idea what was going on in
school who asked the child, "What do you think of your teacher?"
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If he likes her, I thought she was great and if he didn't

like her I thought she was a bad teacher. I was hopelessly

out of it and tried to find out what's happening behind that

barrier. My nine years of teaching didn't give me help in

peering inside the school. I would look at a paper that

would come home and see a check mark--very limited informa-

tion. I don't know if you hr.d that feeling--that as a parent

you're kind of out in left field.

CN: One of the other first grade teachers in our building
has a son who has been in many of my classes. And every once

in a while something would go wrong for ant, or the other of

my boys and the next day it would--did this happen yesterday?
What do you think, what's going on over then?, did he bring

home anything that would reflect on us and we're both just

two moms having coffee trying to figure out what's going on

with our kids at school.

OBS: So much for all the years of training and experience.

It says, I think, that schools, by and large, are very private

kinds of exchanges. It's difficult for parents to help or to

be involved or to even know what's happening.

CN: Another gal just married a fellow with two young children,

a first grader and a pre-schooler, this past winter from our

faculty and the first grader was in my younger son's class and

so she said to me, "You know, I've got all these questions and

concerns and I'd really like to go ask the teacher. Do you

think she would think I was an over anxious parent if that- -

I don't want to interfere with what they're doing but my hus-

band just doesn't seem to get the right information and I

really want to know what's going on." As if she was the only

one with a different grade level and she was thrown into this

as a new parent, children she inherited, and she was very con-

cerned about coming out as an over anxious parent. And there

was a deep concern for these children that she got along with

her ne husband.

OBS: It's probably unlike any other professional role in that

way. Parenting and teaching in many ways are so...

CN: And yet hesitant to come on with your own children's

teacher by saying, "Here I am, I'm a teacher", you know.

OBS: Exactly, if anything you're apt to be more forgiving and

more likely to stand back than to push yourself.

CN: You play a lot of different roles and I think I'm very

conscious of playing the roles too, when I'm on a conference

as a parent versus a conference as a teacher.

OBS: Not knowing exactly how far to push and how far not to

push. So that was a kind of interesting digression--it was
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for me. We were talking about the aspects of your background

may have contributed to that. You don't have any clear image

of anything that said, "Wow! When I teach, I'm going to be

like this or like that." Were there any models back then that
stand out for you as people, even to this day perhaps, think

about consciously? There was a teacher that was--we'll break

for a phone call -we've just been talking. Maybe we'll get off

that topic with this response. We're still looking for some

specific model if there were any. As you thought of classroom

teachers in your own experience.

CN: Probably two of them, maybe. One being a fulltime teacher

and I was always in a self contained classroom but the fifth
grade teacher I had really made everything we did fun. She

took a real interest, I think, in the individuals and the pro-
jects we had to do were structured but they were individual.
You could chose what you were going to study about, your topic,
and you could do your book whether you studied on something
that appealed to you. And she strongly encourage--oh, crea-
tivity c,r ingenuity or whatever ideas you wanted to develop
were just fine with her. And she would, if you had a question

you really didn't understand, she'd take the time to explain

it, to talk to us and she just--it was fun being in her class.

It was kind of like--of the two fifth grades, you knew which
one you wanted to be in because the most happy times came from

there. It was a good feeling, it was a real good rapport with
the children and I even went back and visited her. She's stil]

teaching in Hoganstown and I think, in later years she had
gotten into a team situation, was having interns from New York
but still just the very same warm, caring person that she had

been then.

OBS: So you wound up actually having a lot in common with her

as you look back?

CJ: Yeah, I hope so.

OBS: Interest in teaching and...

CN: And she's probably the first teacher I ever knew that just

exchanged because she taught something to the sixth grade that

the sixth grade teacher didn't want to teach, didn't feel good

about teaching and so the sixth grade teacher came and taught

us math, I think. And she was very strict, structured but a

very good teacher and we liked her. I think it was always

good to get our favorite back and likewise going into sixth

grade it was fun to be in that room where they kept trading be-

cause you knew that the favorite fifth grade teacher would be

arriving for her subject for the day. She was just a special

person. But other than that I had a lot of really good teach-

ers that I liked. I liked school, I was a good student, learn-
ing came fairly easy to me and I guess I didn't cause them any

trouble so I was--I got along fine with the teachers.
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OBS: Teachers seem to be drawn to two rather extreme canes.
I think most people are attracted to teaching because scholl-
ing was a positive experience, why else would you inflict
yourself with more of the same. But there are some whose own
experience was so bad, so tight, so structured and so narrow
that they are going to go into teaching to offset that critical

experience. You find them from both extremes,

With several of our teachers, the resolution of career and family

came up in the context of their innovative and reform oriented belief

systems. Thy particulars of Claire Nelson's perspectives are vivid:

OBS: The--often ask this question and I like to and it gets

a range of answers -- anywhere from, "Yeah, I'd jump at the

chance", or "No, I did that and that part of my life is over,"

The question being, would you, today, assuming that you didn't

have the family restraints or whatever, would yol right now,

today, at your current age and your current r.,xnP,rience level,

take another shot at a building of a dream, building another

school, building a radical, innovative elementary experience?

CN: Yes, I would. I'm not sure I, like you say, I wouldn't

have the hours to get hold on it, simply because I have an

obligation to family and I guess the question of how some of

those people put in the time they did or how much their fam-

ilies may have not seen them as a result. But I'd go through

it again.

OBS: And again, why? What would be some attractions this

time? Would it be the same?

CN: Yeah, there was a rapport, a strength of faculty, a kind

of oneness. We were all pulling for the same thing. We had

a goal, nebulous though it may have been. We were all there

to kind of learn and struggle and develop this thing together

and I think when you work with a group of people that are com-

mitted to something, it's fun, it's exciting, and there was a

certain--it was good feeling. Through our frustrations and

our tears there was a strength that I would--I'd be very happy

to go through again.

OBS: A kind of commitment or belief in what one's doing--it

is often thought that the teachers burn out is less a problem

of respect or lack of respect, a hard word, underpay. All of

those are discouraging factors. But I think--is that so many

teachers do not really feel a sense of genuine accomplishment,

that they control what they're doing, that they're making a

significant difference in what they're doing. It seems to me

that is part of the Kensington attraction. You were running your--

controling your fate.
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CN: We were a cohesive unit. It wasn't--we didn't come there
as strictly a work situation and then go many different di-
rections at night and I think the people that I see around
here in the schools, the ones that do socialize together, that
have a life other than the job are happier working together
and have a more easy back and forth sharing because they can
share at any hour of the day. I don't mean that everybody has
to go to parties together all the time but you need to be
friends as well as colleagues to carry out some of the ex-
tremeness that we were trying to develop at Kensington

OBS: Where might you be five or ten years from now? Do you

give any thought to personally or professionally what another
ten years may bring? Sometimes looking backward is challenging,
looking forward is challenging. Any thoughts you'd be willing

to share about what you might.,do or might be doing?

CN: I'm happy where I am right now. For my family situation,

I feel a need to be with my children. When they come home
from school and they're really excited to show me what they
have made or done or talk about what they did that day, it's
more exciting for them when I'm here than when it is an hour

or two later. The sharing is done and I would hate to miss

that.

OBS: Again for the record. You have two sons, one going into

the fourth grade and the other going into the second grade.

CN: And they're both very sharing yet. They may clam up, I

don't know. They're both willing to share. Even when they

come dragging in with a long sad face over something, I'm

here to talk about it with them. It'snot,a neighbor or a baby

sitter or come into an empty house and turn on cartoons. And I
personally feel like that's important for me to share as a
teacher and as a mother, I want to watch them grow up and I

want to be part of it.

OBS: Not only for your husband but you don't want to be de-
prived of that experience yourself.

CN: Right, I want to be the one that cheers what happened

today. I don't want the neighbor to hear it or ignore it be-

cause it's not their child. So from that standpoint, I'm not

ready for fulltime teaching. I want to be here when the kids

get home from school.

OBS: So, right now with the teaching, which is half time-
family, children, you've got a very nice accomodation.

CN: And I'm free to help in their school, afternoons. If

it's a party day or a field trip or a special project, I can
go in and be a parent and I know how difficult it is to get
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volunteers to come in who will help, who have the time to
help because so many people do have part time jobs, it's an
all or nothing situation. And I really feel very fortunate
to be able to be doing what I'm trained to do, what I like
doing and still doing it on a part time basis. So, I've got

the best of both worlds.

OBS: It would seem to be--any thoughts, again, ten years from
now, what would that be? That would put your oldest through
sophomore year in college, It would put both of them out of

high school.

CN: I may be forced to work full time to pay the college

bill. I hope it's not for that reason. I feel like I'm
teaching because I like it mere than because I'm being well
paid for it.

OBS: Would you expect shifting and that question of full
time as the children get to junior high or senior high school?
Or do you want to stay accessible all the way?

CN: I guess I've heard parents reflect that they feel even
more needed as their children get older. Maybe it's that

they need to take them places but they also feel that that's
when they need to be there to talk over the problems of the
day as much as sharing what went on in the primary grades.
So I'm not sure that I'm--I guess I'm going to wait and see
and kind of live through that and as long as Federal funding
keeps coming for our Title I project, I'm fairly satisfied
with being able to do this one to one tutoring. We have some

very strict guidelines and we're very highly structured and

sometimes the paperwork gets in the way of the teaching and
that's a bit frustrating but I guess we try to put that to the
background as much as possible.

The nature of the good life for young women, has turned out to be

one of our quests. Such a quest was constrained by a few conditions,

the sample by being a part of an innovative reform oriented group of

teachers at the Kensington Elementary School in the mid 1960's, the data

by retrospective interviews. Toward the close of her comments, after a

probe which picked up on her view of the Kensington experience, Claire

commented:

CN: Uh...just remembered good times. It's kind of fun to

reminisce and your call immediately brought to mind people
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that I had worked with, the excitement of the first job and
the excitement of the new, the unknown. That whole realm of

starting out. That was immediately a very good feeling and
the flash back of all the people who had been there and the
things that have taken place and it also reminded me of the
friendships which have continued through all these years.
But even though we're separated by thousands of miles, I
still can feel a telepathy of sorts with these people and I
can still evaluate some of what I'm doing in terms of where
they're at now and clnversations and correspondence that I've
kept up--that we can share what we're doing education-

ally. So that was the real excitement of passing back into
a very happy time of my past. Downs were maybe some of them.
The waiting, the wondering, and at some points wondering where
I'm at now. If I'm really--what I'm doing is not real intel-
lectually stimulating and I have not been in the academic
environment a whole lot--really since I finished my Masters
which is now what, ten years, and I miss that. But I'm put-
ting into practice--maybe it's a theory into practice--I had
a theory, now I'm trying to use it. I'm trying to use it in

my own children and in the tutoring.

So one of the downs were one of my disappointments that not
having a full professional career but taking time out for a
family career in a different sort of vein. But I think edu-

cation and family mesh very nicely.

OBS: It's a natural kind of trade off--but apt to occur. You

want the blessings and the fun of the parenting, there are
some prices on the professional side--they're kind of trade

offs.

CN: And I made it willingly. I guess I could have fought to
stay in teaching but I'm not sure I had the energy at that

point to care. I wanted to take care of my children and I
wanted to hopefully raise them in a way to avoid mistakes I
was trying to remediate as a teacher, where the parent had

not been in the home as much as maybe they would like to have

been because of circumstances. I felt fortunate that I was not
forced to work at that point, that I coLli choose to work on a
temporary schedule and I could also choose to be home with my

children. At least there would be one parent always in resi-

dence.



3.5 Processes of Career Development of
Educational Innovators

One of our older and wiser colleagues once commented in telling

about people, positions and careers that"everyone is where she/he is

for a reason." He was not being a "hard line determinist" nor did he

believe that human affairs were solely a function of "natural law."

But he always felt that a careful social scientific analysis would,

clarify the patterned nature of careers. Each of our innovative staff

has a story to tell. On the one hand we have wanted to stay close to

the individuals and their accounts, on the other hand we have wanted

to keep reaching for patterns and more general ideas. Ultimately, we

want a point of view, a point of view exploring the nature of careers

for innovative, reform oriented educators.

3.51 The Purpose of Careers

As we look at the issues of careers in a life history we believe

that most analysts implicitly or explicitly make evaluative state-

ments, almost in the very process of description and analysis. As we

read our protocols we worked toward an ideal type synthesis of the

ends of educational careers. The global abstract set of ideas reminds

us in part of our earlier involvement in concepts of mental health and

counseling outcomes (Jahoda, 1958 and Maslow, 1954).

Insert Figure 22 about here
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1. Sufficient for economic survival

2. Day to day satisfactions

3. Congruent with spouses attitude, expectations

4. Congruent with basic needs, desires, and abilities

5. Long term reaching of potential, development of

identity

6. Contribution to an idiosyncratic life style .

Figure 22: Hierarchy of Values in a Career



3.52 The Multiplicity of Educational Careers

Perhaps more than anything else, of a practical sort, we have been
4

impressed by the eye opening quality this group of educators has given

us of the multiplicity of educational, and educationally related, ca-

reers. The simplicity of vertical mobility and Becker's extension to

horizontal mobility, better working conditions, has given way to an im-

portant pluralism of possibilities for able, energetic, creative men

and women. Figure 23 contains these.

Insert Figure 23 about here

In order of magnitude of surprise we were struck with 1) the

possibilities for a reanalysis of the stereotypic teaching as a woman's

occupation--the 8:30-3:30 school marm of a self-contained classrGom,

2) the varied positions in education and related organizations in both

the public and private sections, and 3) the university schools and

colleges of education. Tacitly, from our experience at Washington

University, Wisconsin and Oklahoma, we had known this. Now it is a

more articulate, bold relief set of ideas.

After reading Kanter's Men and Women of the Corporation with its

analyses and definitions of hierarchy, opportunity and success within

the corporation, we find the occupation of teaching containing start-

ling differences. Partly, this involved jumping the boundaries of the

single school, which introduces an unfairness to Kanter who tended to

bound her account to Indsco, a single corporation. We would note

these items:
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Classroom

Teaching

University: teacher education,

administration

Administrative Roles! Prinicpal

Central Office, Superintendent

Regular Classroom Teaching

) Variants of Regular Teaching:

part time, special programs

Educational Organizations and Projects:

Federal, State, and Local

Educationally Related Positions:

hospitals, government

Figure 23: Multiplicity of Career Options in "Teaching"
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1) Large amounts of autonomy in day to day teaching in many

schools

2) Strong tendencies by our innovative staff to define the
world in their own terms and/or to move and find settings
where this could be done

3) Definition of opportunity and success in terms of multiple
hierarchies--not only principalships and central office
administrative but also in college and university settings

4) Variety of educationally related careers, e.g. management
training, hospital center, which opened further the non
hierarchical definitions of success

5) Particularly for the women, opportunities to blend and
integrate careers and families in idiosyncratic and mostly

satisfying ways.

3.53 The Contrast with Carlson

One of the tactics in seeing further implications in our data

interpretations, and analyses involves comparisons and contrasts of what

we have found and constructed, by way of patterns with other recent

empirical and theoretical accounts.
10 Carlson's Orderly Career Oppor-

tunities (1979) permits us to highlight some of our findings. For

brevity we will just focus on the differences and contrasts.

As we read his monograph, the metatheoretical stance or paradigm

he seems to be operating from is a naturalistic, deductive, positivistic

perspective. He is isolating crossnationally (U.S.A. and Australia) a

set of context free concepts and propositions regarding careers and

organizations. This contrasts with our more interpretive contextualist

stance. His data are more quantitative and based on formal 'government

documents. Our data are more qualitative, interview, and case study records.

10
In our methodological discussion, we spoke of this as the "classic

piece gambit" (Smith and Kleine, 1983).
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In his account of career success in orderly career opportunities

Carlson (1979, p. 74-75) raises three main lines of competing clusters

of variables: hard work, luck, and characteristics of formal organi-

zations. At one level we would not disagree from our Kensington ex-

perience. However there seems to be a class of variables that we would

call "politics", both informally and formally. The informal networks,

training institutions, sponsorship, played a role throughout our inno-

vative group. The ideological preferences and high conflict, of Boards,

superintendents, and principals runs through our interviews, data, and

reports, not only in this Volume but especially our historical and con-

temporaneous descriptions and analyses in Volume I, II, and IV. School

systems are political systems as well as bureaucratic organizations.

And that is a very large and too frequently ignored piece of the truth.

As we read his taxonony of positions in public, pre collegiate ed-

ucation in New South Wales we note several generalizations. Staying

with the state schools, while obviously legitimate in one sense, does

an injustice to the larger system of education in Australia where a

large minority of students are educated in parochial and independent

schools, at least in Victoria (Bates, et al, 1982; Smith, 1982, ).

This contextualist point arises in our Kensington data as well. The

five types of administrative positions he mentions for Oregon omit the

federal, regional, state department foundation positions our innovative

educators were in and out of in their less-than-orderly careers. Further,

the lack of inclusion of university positions and related but out of

"Education" positions misses another important aspect of the career
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phenomenon of our group. Perhaps here we are rearguing the special

nature of our group--innovative, reform oriented educators; they are a

small propotion of the totality; they live different kinds of lives.

Finally, although we are nct critical theorists in the general

sense of that term (Horkheimer and Adorno, 1972 and Bernstein, 1978).

We do believe that social structures are artifactual and mutable (see

Volume 1 of Kensington Revisited on the history of the Milford Dis-

trict, Smith, et al, 1983). One of the most intriguing aspect of the

careers of the women in our group is the variety of construals of

career which has led us to join Friedan (1981) in rethinking "teaching

as a woman's career." Rather than taking the structure of positions as

a given as Carlson has done we have tried our hand at asking what do

the lives of our teachers have to say about reconstructing rules, regu-

lations, contracts, and psychological sets/beliefs to enhance the flow

of talented people into schools in creative ways in the service of

values such as intellectual excellence and equality.
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4. FROM CAREERS TO BELIEF SYSTEMS: A DESCRIPTIVE VIEW
11

4.1 The Context

One of the fascinating aspects of open ended interviewing, wherein

individuals talk about their lives is that the material often leaves

the interviewer fascinated, almost breathless, but also often puzzled as

to what it means, and even more immediately significant, where does it

fit in? And, what has all this got to do with what we thought was "our

research problem"? So it was with several of our early interviews, in

this instance Alec and Margie Thurman. The way they had lived, and were

now living their lives seemed highly significant and yet we were not

quite sure why, for the focus seemed apart from "educational innovators:

then and now", ostensibly our problem and topic.

As we found some of the fundamental pattern of careers occurring

with our split on gender and then the splits on position and age we

began to look, as we have indicated, to the feminist, women's literature

for ways of phrasing our results and add meaning to what we were seeing

in the lives, especially of the women teachers. Betty Friedan's recent

book, The Second Stage, her til then unspoken hunches phrased our prob-

lem. Our innovators had run into, been a part of the changing world of

the 60s and 70s. Their stories provide images that clarify her agenda:

11 This section began as a small second example to the prior section

(3.4) on marriage, careers, and Betty Friedan's second stage. The inter-

view contained two individuals, "who talked in quotes" and who spoke to

so many issues germane to our perspective that we retained its chrono-

logical aspects. Interpretively, after setting a context, we stayed

mostly with our reactions c"tght at the time in the discussions.
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This is the jumping-off point to the second stage, I believe:
these conflicts and fears and compelling needs women feel
about the choice to have children now and about success in
the careers they now seek--and the concrete practical prob-
lems involved (which have longer political implications).

(1981, p. 39)

...the concrete practical problems involved..." is the phrase that

resounds in our data. That's the agenda, that's what we saw and felt

as so important, here, at least initially.

In addition, our life histories resonated with the hunches relevant

to Friedan's agenda:

1) The second stage cannot be seen in terms of women alone,
our separate personhood or equality with men.

2) The second stage involves coming to new terms with the
family - -new terms with love anc with work.

3) The second stage may not even be a women's movement. Men
may be at the cutting edge of the second stage.

4) The second stage has to transcend the battle for equal
power in institutions. The second stage will restructure
institutions and transform the nature of power itself.

5) The second stage may even now be evolving, out of or even
aside from what we have thought of as our battle.

(1981, p. 28)

Some of our teachers seemed in the second stage before it was recognized

as such. Their stories as they brush against this aspect of American

culture provides further context for understanding the careers of educa-

tional innovators.

For us, the logic of the argument is presented in the hierarchial

conception illustrated by Figure 24. A particular career and set of

career choices are just one of many possibilities available to most
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individuals. Careers and career choices are embedded in a larger con-

struction which we have called simply, a life style. Life styles have

no clear, magical, or absolute quality of goodness. They are hard won

conceptions of individual identities, working things out against the hard

realities of the particulars of time, place, and circumstance. The

individual variations seem infinite. Philosophers such as Morris (1956)

have abstracted more limited patterns and configurations--13 ways and 3

paths, and given them classical and religious names: Apollonian, Buddist,

etc. The life styles fin.: their justification in what we call belief

systems, a complex of affirmations and negations that intertwine into

weblike nets of ideas, reason's pref rences, and values.

The ultimate intellectual justification, in our view, comes from

what the ethical philosopher, R. N. Hare (1952), has called a decision

of principle. The heart of his argument is presented in a short para-

graph:

Thus, if pressed to justify a decision completely, we have to

give a complete specification of the way of life of which it

is a part. This complete specification it is impossible in
practice to give; the nearest attempts are those given by the

great religions, especially those which can point to histori-
cal persons who carried out the way of life in practice.
Suppose, however, that we can give it. If the inquirer still

goes on asking "But why should I live like that?" then there

is no further answer to give him, because we have already, ex

hypothesi, said everything that could be included in this

further answer. Wa can only ask him to make up his own mind
which way he ought to live; for in the end everything rests
upon such a decision of principle. He has to decide whether

to accept that way of life or not; if he accepts it, then we

can proceed to justify the decisions that are based upon it;

if he does not accept it, then let him accept some other, and

try to live by it. The sting is in the last clause. (p. 69)
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Insert Figure 24 about here

Our extended interview with Alec and Margie Thurman illuminates

this descriptive and conceptual perspective. But we need to go back

to the beginning of our visit with them. When we arrived at the

restaurant, for our initial meeting and interview with Alec, the most

striking event was our inability to recognize him. Our recollections

were of a young man in his early 20's, well scrubbed, crew cut, seri-

ous--Jack Armstrong's younger brother. What we found was a long haired,

bearded, broad brimmed hatted, leather jacketed, jeaned, and booted man

of 40ish years. Kind of laid back. Not at all college professorial,

and perhaps especially not the stereotyped educational psychologist.

But Alec's story is more than his alone. It's also a story of his

wife Margie, who joined us later, after work. While most of that will

unfold shortly, we might note a comment or two about their home, which

we went to after our luncheon meeting. They had bought it several years

ago when they came to Northern State Teachers College. Several aspects

stand out. First, it's in the wrong part of town, "Professors in the

College don't live here", according to the real estate woman with whom

they worked in finding it. Second, it's small. It seems like one of

those little 1930's houses, depression conceived, even though it ac-

tually was built post World War II. Third, they heat it, in the cold of

the upper midwest, with a fireplace and a wood stove. The logs come

from a small piece of property they own just outside of town. Alec cuts

and splits firewood for exercise, and along with the walk back and
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forth, as a time for reflection. They have a garden behind the house.

Breakfast with them on the second day included homemade rolls and home-

made jam. We ate at the kitchen table.

On the surface, they seemed a long way, 15 years and 500 miles,

from Milford and the subdivision house they had rented down the street

from the Kensington School so their son could be a part of the school,

as a first grader.

4.2 The Long First Phase of the Interview

In the interview with Alec, the career issues began immediately

when we turned on the tape recorder. We have inserted the brief para-

graph introduction which sets the tenor of the conversation. The im-

portant analytic point we labeled "testing options":

LMS: We've been visiting just generally the last hour or so

through lunch and at this point kind of turning the tape re-

corder on and I guess from my point of view, I'm not really

interested in shifting the conversation very much because

it's the kind of thing that we've been talking about that I'd

hoped we could begin to get involved in and talk about. The

kind of strategy we've used is very open ended and pretty

much in the vein of what might be called oral history and

we've been trying to have the people talk a little bit about

what they've done since they were at Kensington in 1964-65 or

whenever the year was that they left and that might be the

easiest way. And then if we could maybe flip back and pick

up on some of the kinds of things that you're saying about

your background, the fact that you'd been involved in reli-

gious work and that kind of thing. So if we could talk a

little bit that way and then we'll feed in and kind of raise

questions a bit along the way and mostly I guess we're trying

to not lay our template on to you about either the school or

about the way life is but kind of get your template and then

try to elaborate that in some detail as we go, if that makes

a kind of sense?

Alec Thurman: I think so, that sounds like that should be

alright.
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LMS: We'll have a try then...

AT: Yeah, we-- well- -we -I was--we were at Kensington the one

year and left there and went north and I taught fifth grade

in a Country Day School. That was a big shift from any ex-

perience I've had. It was one that I've referred back to
rather frequently as one of the few schools I've ever taught

in and worked in that there was a clear statement of, you
know, the goals and the purpose of the school. It was focused

on getting kids into prep schools and it was academic, it was

a pressure cooker kind of thing but it was also one of the few

teaching experiences I think I've been in that I really felt

as if people regarded me as a responsible professional. The

parents would look on me as somebody who knew what he was do-

ing and would take my advice and it was a good experience

but--

LMS: Let me hold you there for a minute if I could--okay,

we're back--

AT: Okay, then'I think that the difficulty with it was that

we really didn't feel very comfortable in that community.

LMS: You and Margie?

AT: Both Margie and I. It was very tempting, for one thing
the school, during the year we were there we paid fifty dollars

a month rent for a four bedroom house, three and a half baths,

and two fireplaces and an acre and a half of land and could

attend--could have reduced memberships in country clubs, the

kids could go to Country Day free, their friends were social

people, all that kind of thing. If we had decided to say
there after--like going into the third year, the school would

have purchased the house and we would have been paid--made

payments to them for ten years without interest and at that

time we would have been given mortgage allowances. They

were looking for teachers and were supplementing salaries that

way. It was also my first contact with, you know, real upper
class people, something I have never--these were people who

had never entered the public school systems...It was just a

whole other world. But then after that then that next summer

we had heard a rumor that Eugene Shelby was down in Southwest

State and so we called him and I went down there then for a

summer of working on curriculum projects.

LMS: And that was after a year or two years at Country Day?

AT: After one year, yeah--and Margie and I went to Southwest

State for the summer. We rented our house out. And then

near the end of the summer they offered me a job down there

and so we rushed back and had a house sale or a garage sale,

packed our things up and moved to Southwest State.
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PK: You mentioned that that was such a new venture and in

many ways very seductive to say--what prompted you to take

the one year and then head there?

AT: Initially the, position was just something for the summer.

We hadn't been in Southwest State and a summer thing sounded

interesting. Then at the end of that then it was a Title III
project that was in there and it was a good offer for the

next year and it sounded exciting and so...

When we ask ourselves what this mead, what we make of the comments,

our initial point is Alec's "testing of career options." A second point,

which recurrs in his story, is the intertwining of his interest with

those of his wife and later a complicated career interdependency. A

third point is that options existed. The Elementary and Secondary Edu-

cation Act had passed Congress shortly before. Title III drew him in

ways he found exciting and productive. Fourth, the importance of "old

boy networks" beyond Eugene Shelby, Kensington's first principal, ap-

peared in comments immediately afterward:

LMS: With the Southwest City Public Schools?

AT: No, it was--well, I guess they sponsored it but it was

called the Hispanic Educational Center and it was started by

Steven Spanman's brother--and it was connected with a State

Fair that was down there at that time--

LMS: Well, was that with PS 2000, the School of the Future,

that Eugene was involved in too?

AT: Yeah, that was the--yeah.

LMS: He was in the same situation that you were?

AT: Yeah, yeah, I think that at the time I went down there

they were only--I think I was like the fifth or so person at

that place that was hired.

Risk taking seems a fifth generalization:
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PK: Could you describe what that is because I can recall at
that time, I was vague as to what it was--still vague huh?

AT: Yeah, it never was...

LMS: What was it you thought you were getting into in a

sense?

AT: I thought, yeah, I thought that I was--the original pro-
posal part of the plan was to design a school of the future
that would operate during this State Fair in which kids would
be learning from computers in wonderful places and all that
and then the school would continue to operate afterwards and
it would be multi-cultural and that's as far--I don't--that's
all I really remember, it was--that was the blurb---

AltholIgh that kind of vagueness permeated the ideas, Alec indicated

a strong continuity with Kensington:

PK: Can you recall at that time what the excitement was to

some extent? Was it a continuation of the Kensington...?

AT: Yeah, I felt very much, a continuation of that, yeah, and
see, I worked with people in Southwest City then who were
people very much like a lot of the people at Kensington. They

were really excited about new things in education, there was a
Chicano who was forty, who was a science educator, who was just
totally into process science and all this sort of thing. There

was a guy who had been at Midwest State University when I was

there. He was in dramatics but very much involved in getting
on with kids and the whole process thing. That whole spirit
was very similar--the group of us thought that we might, you

know, I know it was a continuation.

In a sense, we are reminded of W. I. Thomas' "four wishes" (Waller,

1932). Alec's need for "new experience" seemed very important.

The spouse and family story trickled out as Alec talked about a

career move from Southwestern City to Capital City:

LMS: Well, come back to--you said you spent a year and a half

there and then wen: on to Capital City.

AT: Yeah, then we went up there and now see--as part of this
you have to--when we were in Metropolitan City was when my
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wife started going to college. She attended a junior college

and then she went--she took a course when we were at Country

Day, or a couple of courses, at a small college there and then

when we went to Southwest State she enrolled pretty much full

time but Southwest City had no public four year colleges so

they had a good community college system and at about this time

she had reached the limit there and I had this connection at

the computer assisted instruction lab, that is by working with

them, I knew the people and so I got a job there and we moved

to Capital City and I was working there--part of the impetus

of that was that Margie could go to school and complete a

college degree so going to Capital City was really a good

move. We liked Southwest City a lot, we went back there a lot

and we still like it, we both got very interested in the Chicano

culture. As I said, one of the people I worked with was Chicano

and we 3pent a lot of time with their family and really got to

know members of the family and really got to like that culture

a lot and consequently my wife then majored in anthropology and

Spanish at the University and worked in some bilingual educa-

tion programs down there and has maintained Spanish interests.

It's been really exciting because we went to Mexico a few times.

His way of talking about his own career leaves an impression of

youthful innocence rather than more pressured careerism:

AT: And then I worked at the Computer Assisted Instruction

Lab as a program writer for about two years, full time. Part

of the provision was as an employee of the University I could

take courses, I could take one course each term.

PK: Did you have any idea of a Ph. D. program as you moved

to Capital City?

AT: No, not at all. I had taken two graduate courses there,

one in computer assisted instruction and now one in observing- -

I forget the title but the focus was observation instruments

for classrooms, and so on. Then I continued--I initially just

sort of took some classes that I was interested in, graduate

classes, and then I did start a program in curriculum and in-

struction but because I--for various reasons the people I met

and so on were in psych and then so I shifted into that and

then there was some funding trouble with CAI Lab and so I

applied for a fellowship and I got for the next two--about two

years--then I had--I forget the dollar amount but a pretty good

fellowship so I didn't work for those two years and that allow-

ed me to complete the doctorate and Margie completed her degree

and then worked for part of the--about a year before we left,

in Capital City.
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LMS: So you got your degree in what year?

AT: 1972--now see, I came up here in the fall of 1972 and the
degree was awarded in December of 1972.

The dissertation followed. It seemed an exercise that taught him

mostly that research was not what he wanted to do:

LMS: What did you do your paper on?

AT: My dissertation was on relative salience of physical
features for young kids and I looked--I was trying to get at --
I started--really, my interest was in racial awareness and so

on--I was trying to get at what kinds of physical features

seemed to be most important to young kids because a lot of the

research that has looked at that has assumed that skin color

is highly noticeable from birth on or something and I'm really

pretty well convinced that yeah, young kids can discriminate
pretty good differences in skin color but they sure as hell

haven't learned it's so important yet and that's what I wac

trying to look at so the dissertation I tested kids of four,

five, six, and seven years old, had them look at pictures that

some of--they would vary according to skin color, hair color,

expression and sex and it was the kind of thing where there

were three pictures, one--it's been a long time now, to de-
scribe all that--it's an area that you know, the specific de-

tails in research I don't think...Essentially the results I

found was that four year old kids hair color was much more

significant to them than skin color and so was sex, whether

it was a boy or a girl, and the same thing for five year olds.

Six year olds' hair color was still most important but sex

was almost as important but skin color was somewhat more im-

portant and there was also--it seemed that skin color was be-

coming more important to seven year olds but still not the

most important of the four things. So, and I haven't follow-

ed up anything on that.

PK: As you were pursuing the Ph. D. did you have a kind of a

career goal or was it clear that you were going to go into a

university setting or perhaps a public school setting, as you

were working on the doctorate, what kinds of career goals did

you have?

AT: I didn't think about that until the last year and then-

but about that time--now the program was very heavily emphasis

--very research oriented program and it's a good program and

I like it, I had a good time with it but I think the experience

convinced me that 7 was--I didn't want that kind of position

and I was interested in teaching so I looked primarily in
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teaching kinds of colleges and also at that time we wanttd
to move back to this part of the country so--but it really
wasn't--through most of the doctoral program I wasn't think-
ing of a career. That whole business of job shortages, I
never dealt with that at all until I was really completing
the doctorate. All the rest of the way through with career
was a matter of which things do you think you'll do now.

At this point in the interview, Alec back tracked into his early

background in a rural, northern, midwestern community:

AT: First of all, see, I went all the while through high
school I was going to be a farmer. That was definite and...

LMS: You'd told us earlier that you'd grown up on a farm.

AT: Oh yeah, I grew up on a farm and I liked it and when I
was a junior in senior high school and my dad bought some
more land and I was--I had some cattle and had purchased some
machinery and was pretty much moving into a partnership and
then for one year after high school I farmed and--but then
at the end of that year I decided I would become a minister
and it was a kind of thing, it was at a summer camp--big ex-
perience that I'm called and all that sort of thing.

LMS: What were you, eighteen, nineteen at the time?

AT: I would have been about seventeen, I graduated from high
school at sixteen. I was about seventeen and that meant I
had to go to college. Now all the way thru,,gh high school
people kept telling me I should go to college and I tell you,
the only people I knew in my life who went to college were
teachers and preachers and I sure as hell wasn't going to be
a teacher--I didn't want anything to do with that and I think
--and my wife and I were dating at that time and I really think
looking back on it that that was about the only way I could see
of getting out, leaving my home community and doing it in any
way gracefully, legitimately, that kind of thing, I think, I
don't know.

LMS: Did you phrase it to yourself as "getting out"?

AT: No, I didn't at that time, not at all. No, no, I didn't
but this was something--I always remember my mother saying that
she sure hoped one of her sons would be a minister, that kind
of thing and all of my family all around were very active in
church work and the church was the whole center of our life,
you know, it was the church in the country, probably eighty

percent of the people were my relatives. My grandfather and

his brother had married sisters, both from fairly large
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families and between them all I was related to everybody, you
know, and that was where we went for most of our social life,
that was--everything happened there, so you know, the whole
thing of going into the ministry was not unexpected, well
accepted, and all that kind of thing.

LMS: You'd been a good student in elementary and high school?

AT: Yeah, yeah.

LMS: And identified as somebody who ought to go to college

kind of thing?

AT: Yeah, that was -- -yeah, high school teachers would tell me
that and that was ironic because the high school I went to
wasn't anything academically, really it was--I told you that I
went there for family reasons and...

LMS: Oh, that's right, that was the one, the...

AT: The County School of Agriculture and Domestic Economy.

Once again Alec's account of his life history keeps returning to

issues of careers, gender, and second stages. The County Ag School was

coed:

AT: Domestic economy is home ec so it was boys and girls and
all the boys had to take ag for four years and the girls took

home ec for four years and there were twenty-eight in my
class, graduating class, and there were a few of us there who

were there for family reasons. Two or three generations had

gone there and then there were quite a number of kids who were

farm kids and it wasn't for family reasons, I don't know why

they went to Agie. And then there was another group who had
gotten kicked out of other high school and it was a county
high school so it drew kids from much wider radius than the
local public high school. And, as I said, academically it

was just not much of anything. So yeah, I did very well, my

wife went to the Dther high school which was a good academic
high school, graduating class of 120 or something like that.
My teachers were always telling me to go to college but no-
body every said that to her, you know, and she was fourteenth

in her class. It's one of those, you know, interesting things,
you look back, and see how the whole double standard was so

pervasive. So then the first two years of college I went to

the Ag College.

LMS: And that's where?
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AT: That's in my home town. So I lived on the farm and com-

muted daily.

LMS: What year would that have been that you were there?

AT: I started there in--I graduated from high school in 1955,

spring of 1955, and then I stayed home a year so I would have

started in 1957 and I went there for two years and I got

married after the first year and my wife then worked and then

we had kids right away, like two kids and then after two years

then we moved to a neighboring state because part of becoming

a minister was going to the church college, and at least I did

go to the state college for two years. But then we went off

and it cost a fair amount--it didn't by today's standards--it
didn't cost anything but by our standards it cost a lot to go

to a private college and we lived in College Town.

LMS: And the school?

AT: Central College -it's still there--one of those small,

private, liberal arts colleges. At that time, the seminary

was right across the street from it, in the same town.

The tape ended. While we changed that, the fire in the fireplace

was smoldering because of the green wood that Alec had cut recently.

And that provoked another strand of comments which extends Alec's life

history:

LMS: Talking about the green oak that was delivered a little

bit ago and the probabilities or the improbabilities that that

green oak is going to burn with some wet kindling wood. Let

me divert there for just a minute--are things like wood cut-

ting a big avocation where you spend a weekend or...?

AT: Yaah, well, what I do is I work probably an hour a day

three or four days out of almost every week and what I st14._ted

doing now in the spring when it gets to where the sun comes up

early enough, I'll go out early in the morning so I probably

leave here at five or five-thirty and I'll go out and cut wood

for an hour and then come back and clean up and go to work and

pretty much do that through the summer. I found that that's

the way I get my wood cut. For two reasons, one is that in

the fall, I'm usually busy enough that devoting full days to

it is very hard to do and the other thing is that physically

I rea.Lly am not capable of going out and cutting wood full

steam for a whole day.

LMS: Any more?
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AT: Yeah, right, I feel much healthier doing it on a regular

basis and it kind of relates generally to--in general I try

to work that into my daily life exercise so that, as I also

told you, I walk to work, I bicycle in the summer, I generally

tend to do some shopping and running errands on the way to and

from work so I walk an extra mile or two, bicycle extra here

and there rather than exercising.

The interview didn't quite meander, although it was more like old

friends having a conversation as the two researchers raised questions

which played off of current impressions and recollections from fifteen

years before:

LMS: You don't jog or you don't play racket ball or you don't

--a little cross country skiing?

AT: No, no, yeay, cross crountry skiing, yeah, we do that, I

like that and I would like to be at a place where I could sort

of step out of my door and ski, we can't do that but I like

to cross crountry ski but I find--yeah, I need co build in

exercise as part of my routine. I don't enjoy things like

racket ball, if I have time for relaxing I would much rather

read or listen to music or that kind of thing and it's just

something, I really feel good building in exercise and cutting

wood is good exercise so that...

LMS: But you don't do carpentry work or much of that kind of

thing?

AT: Not too much, no, not very much, minimal kinds of things

around the house.

LMS: I'm still surprised that you don't blend hunting and

fishing and stuff in with that. It would seem that would be

congruent with that kind of...

AT: I think--it may be a big--I don't know--my dad never did

either one. My grandfather and I went fishing sometimes and

I liked that My grandfather never went hunting, he did have

a gun. My dad didn't even have a gun and that's kind of un-

usual on a farm in the 1940s and '50s.

LMS: Religious reasons or?

AT: No, I don't know, he never talked about it. You know, he

certainly wasn't opposed to killing animals 'cause we had all

sorts of live stock and we butchered all our own meat and it's

just going out to hunt something was something that he never
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did. My grandfather only used the gun for like predators,

you know. I remember he shot a hawk once, shot a fox, those
kinds of things but just no one in my family ever hunted game.
One of my cousins raised pheasants but it's never been part of

it and...

LMS: How about gardening? Do you garden?

AT: Yeah.

LMS: Here or out in the country or?

AT: Here, we have some fruit trees, dwarf fruit trees, that
we planted in the front yard and we have quite a rasberry bed

going and then we have two garden plots in the back yard and

grow tomatoes and squash and onions and carrots and then we

have a small garden plot in the front yard andwe're gone a
lot in the summers, but what we tend to do is try to plan our

gardening, things that we can garden, we like to garden but

we're not here all the time but we grow quite a bit, we just

used up our last tomatoes ...nd that kind of thing. We started

the gardening, we got into it when were were in Southwest State.

When we lived there we got very much involved with a number of

things, the anti-war kinds of activities, back to the earth

sorts of things, we spent a lot of time with a group who started

a school commune kind of thing. We talked with a group about

starting a situation like that but the natural foods thing was

one of these and we stayed with it. We've become--we--I suppose

we probably, on the average, actually eat meat two or three

times a week. Margie eats meat more often than I do, but like
having ribs today was the largest serving of meat I've had in

a long time. It's nothing, it's not religious or anything like
that, it's just I've really changed eating habits and all that.

Come to really like vegetables a lot more, growing them is part

of that, you know.

PK: Could you just stay on the kind of life style for a mo-
ment--it seems to me that your life style has changed dramati-

cally. For example, when I first saw you, I was startled. I

really...

AT: You mean now?

PK: Yes, when I saw you at noon, I had remembered and I had

visions and I was saying to Lou, gee, I'm sure I'll still

recognize Alec and yet you were dressed in a much more relaxed,

laid back, or whatever, style you would have--have you had a

slow steady shift in perspective or life style, was it rather

abrupt or am I misreading what seems to be a different Alec

Thurman from the Alec that I thought I saw back at Kensington?

AT: Yeah, during the period that we lived in Capital City, in

fact, at the time, yeah, I was when I shifted from the CAI job
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that--as I said, there was a funding difficulty, essentially

my--didn't have a job--I went on a fellowship--my wife was
completing her last year of college and we then--at that time
we were renting a house and we then moved into student housing

and student housing at the University were the army barracks...

LMS: Still?

AT: Yeah, they still had them--in fact it was right at that
time that they made a decision to no longer regard them as

temporary buildings--so they were thirty years old--

PK: Either a national landmark or...?

AT: Yeah, so and you know, we moved into a two bedroom apart-
ment for $37 a month and it was a great experience.

LMS: Was it a barracks with a family on one end and another

one on the other end or was it...?

AT: Yeah, it was..,

LMS: A quonset?

AT: No, it was a box, a wooden, rectangular building with

four apartments in each building usually.

LMS: Oh, with four in each building?

AT: Yeah, some of the buildings--they varied--there was some

one bedroom apartments that were only on the first floor and

then their neighbors would have three bedroom apartments and

lean over them a little bit but ours was a two bedroom with

two rooms downstairs and two rooms upstairs and the walls-

they were all fiber wallboard...

LMS: Yeah, we lived in one of these in Minnesota--between the

two campuses if you know the University on Como Avenue from- -

rode the trolley car into the University but that was in 1950-

1955.

AT: So that was--we made quite a change there in terms of

amount of money that we were expending. We sold a lot of

things at that time. In the student housing area that we
lived in, a group of families there formed a food cooperative.

Now it wasn't--this was not an organic food cooperative, it

was an economical kind of thing. We met together every Sat-

urday and one person would take their car and go somewhere

and bring back a bunch of milk, and somebody else would bring

bread and then we'd have kind of a party of sharing it and

all that and then we were involved in another food co-op that

was an organic food co-op and we had a lot of friends who were
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really involved in organic food and as I said, the whole

idea of communal living and free school kind of thing just

a lot of friends were involved in examining values and all

that sort of thing.

LMS: Were you older than the usual couple in that or kids

must have been older than a lot of other kids?

AT: Yeah, although that was the interesting thing. There

was quite a range but older than most, yeah, we were, yeah,

and our kids were older than most, they were upper elementary

age.

As we talked of their children, a son who had been a first grader

at Kensington and a younger daughter, now a college student at St.

Joseph's College where Margie teaches, further reflections on schooling

arose:

AT: Yeah, the--schools generally--there was just a very- -

there were an awful lot of military academies at that time,

people tend to think of them as best, consequently, you know,

that--whatever people regard as the best is what you're going

to see the schools imitating a little bit--and just a heavy,

heavy emphasis on, you know, obedience for obedience sake and

he just didn't have a good experience in school. He always

liked to read and he was always interested in science and so

it never bothered us any and when we came here he went to a

high school that was a very good experience for him. One of

the schools here in town, really has a commitment to seeing

kids as, you know, legitimate human beings, it's one of the

few that still uses modular scheduling where the kids have

about 60% of their time on schedule and that's rare, you

know.

PK: It is, our son just finished. Our high school has just

thrown it out much to my oposition and they were very embar-

rassed that they were one of the last to throw it out, the

rest of the world has smartened up some...

AT: This high school--what happened, Collegeville was grow-

ing and they needed a new high school and so the school was- -

it was something like Kensington in that only the faculty

wanted to teach that way went there. It wasn't a modular

scheduling that was pushed on them and my perception is that

the principal is the key ingredient in the school and when-

ever he retires it will revert. He's one of these rare people

who, he--his name--his picture's in the paper frequently
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because he's active on the Chamber of Commerce. He's one of

these people--and he slaps people on the back and all that

kind of thing but he also likes kids, you know, and really

is completely dedicated to providing a humane environment for

them and it's a good high school. After bad experiences in

the south and just really hating school, our son came up

here and by Thanksgiving he was publicly saying, "I kind of

like it", you know, and for a high school freshman to say

that, that'sand he had a very good experience there but he

wasn't interested in going on to school, that wasn't some-

thing he wanted to do. He had expressed some interest in

going to an electronics institute, broadcasting school, that

kind of thing, but it's one of these things that, you know,

nine months and $2700. He was working at Burger King and so

he knew how--and realistically, when I started looking at the

options opened to a high school graduate, I began to see,

well, you know, the Army didn't look too bad. He was, as I

say, working at Burger King at minimum wage and that's not

bad when you're going to high school and living at home but

as a living it doesn't work. And he--so he joined the Army,

he got training as a radio operator and got sent to Greece

immediately after he trained and liked every minute of it

there except the time he was spending with the Army.

(laughter)

PK: But he stayed with it?

AT: Oh, yeah.

The interview was tilted back to more immediate career issues:

PK: I was pursuing the change notion--if you would--when you

were at Kensington, did you have any thoughts of a career

pattern? Could you have predicted that you'd be where you

are today, either in terms of the kind of role or the kind of

life style? Do you look back upon Kensington era and this

era as surprising or predictable or...?

AT: I sure didn't have any--I really--I don't ever remember

thinking at that time seriously about a career. The decision

to leave Kensington was made fairly late in the year and it

was a case of--I don't--there were a number of factors--I

didn't leave Kensington seeking a real other career. I

wanted--we decided we wanted to leave--

PK: Was the feeling that the party was over?

AT: Yeah, that was--I think that was the clincher--I had- -

there was just a lot of uncertainty about what was going to

be happening. Some conversations I had with Steven Spanman
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and Jerl Cohen were just--I--and then essentially what I did
was I wrote to the placement office at the University and

notices started coming in. And, you know, I mean, moving at
that time was so easy that I didn't really have to think
seriously about it and part of it was, as I said, we came
here because we wanted to come to this part of the country,
part of it is our families. That's been a continuing thing
with us, both my wife and I, our families have always been "

upset when we move away and...

LMS: Your parents both living, hers both living?

AT: Hers are both living and my mother is still living. In

fact, my dad died right after we moved up here. Her mother

had broken her hip just before we moved up here and my grand-
father died just before that. There was a real feeling on

our part that we should be close. And part of that was when

we left Milford. Moving closer to home was a part of the

move there. The decision to go to Country Day School was
just because--I swear, there was a stack of notices that high

of openings and this was the only one that the person listed

said Head Master and I thought, that's interesting and we

went up there, I had a cousin living there and we went to see

them and I went for the interview and they offered me the job.

And--now--yeah, I think I certainly had very different--I felt

differently about a lot of things in Milford. I was very much

at that time--pretty much still buying into the thing of climb-
ing, and getting up there, making it kind of thing, and it was

a real struggle, constantly. And that was very much--that was

the thing--you know, upper class suburbia was really tempting

when we were there, as I said, and that was very consistent

with--for some reason--

LMS: Would have been a clincher on that?

AT:. Yeah, it would have been. Yeah, well, that would have

really--I don't think we'd have ever switched if we'd have

stayed.

LMS: Let me pick up on that--we've got about three themes that

we're--seem to be running through--one of them, we left you at

your first church school experience as an undergraduate and

we didn't quite finish or make that connection.

AT: Oh yeah, that's right.

LMS: And then we've got a life style change that we've been

talking about, and that making it kind of thing--if you'd flip

back and catch up--us up from that ministerial training, is...?

AT: Right, I completed that as an undergraduate and then be-

gan seminary...
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LMS: And you had an AB from there, then, at that point?

AT: Yeah, that's right, yeah, a B.A. in History with no edu-

cation at all and then I began seminary there and part of

that was a very difficult time because of the money business,

paying private school tuition, and, you know, supporting two

adults and two children was tough.

LMS: Margie wasn't working then, or was she?

AT: She did some babysitting but see, she took care of the

kids and spent most of the time in dingy apartments. In fact,

the first apartment we had there was above a garage by a col-

lege dormitory which is an awful place to live when you're

married and have kids because I was gone all the time and

there was nobody for her to visit with. Then when I began to

attend seminary, the seminary had apartments and we then would

live in the midst of seminary students. These were old houses

broken up into little bitty apartments and we even had some

good times with people then. Then after the first year of

seminary, then a small church in Central State needed a min-

ister and it was fairly common for students in the seminary

to serve a student church, in fact seminary didn't have

classes on either Monday or Friday, we had classes four days a

week and we then--then we lived both in town and at the church.

That was unusual, most of the families lived at the church and

the guys came to seminary but we traveled back and forth to-

gether and then that was a start of leaving. Because when we

went to that first church before we'd ever gone to the town,

one of the officials called and informed us over the phone

that the minister's wife always plays the organ and we didn't

even question that, you know, and for that whole year my wife

just knocked herselt out struggling to play the organ. She

played the piano as a kid. Well then, there was a thing in

that town that there was this little small church with about

80 members and a Methodist Church with about 100 members and

they decided to, what they call yoke those two parishes and

have a fulltime minister for them. In fact, I was--I worked

at doing that and then I went to another town that had a

larger Methodist Church and continued to attend seminary and

many of the pressures on the family were even greater there.

The kids were getting older and we just decided to leave and

really didn't know what to do because we never really con-

sidered going back to the farm. That was--I--

PK: Were you specifically unhappy with the conditions there

or was it a similar disenchantement with the ecclesiastical

life, the life of the minister...?

AT: Yeah, okay, yeah, we felt when we left that we would be

much more active and that we would do more good religiously

out of the ministry. We felt frustrated by the politics of
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the ministry. Ministerial groups were, you know, a frustrat-
ing experience, dealing with the politics of the church, all
the factions of people fighting with each other. Those were
the things that were most oppressing to us and as I said, we
felt we would he more active after we left but we weren't,
that didn't happen at all. Now, this had been coming up for
a long time. I don't even know how long because it took us a
long time for me to make that change. My wife really had to
push to--she was the primary push to get us out of the church.
Part of that was because my family was big on, you know, when
you start something, you finish it kind of thing. That was a
very powerful thing in my life and it relates--I think it ties
some of this together because after making that first change
it was a lot easier in the future to look at alternatives. We

left the church there. And I went to the University expecting
to go into the Graduate School of History and I was--I knew so
little about anything that I didn't even know that the State
University, you know, was one of the top history departments
in the country. And of course, my undergraduate college grades
were not all that high. I was working full time and whatever
reason anyway, but we left that town and we had all our stuff
in a U-Haul trailer and were at the University before I found
out I wasn't accepted.

LMS: You had just applied, or you hadn't even applied, or?

AT: Yeah, I had applied but...

PK: But you hadn't heard?

AT: Hadn't heard, no.

LMS: You assumed you would be?

AT: I just assumed that--hell, everything else had worked.

PK: You were a nice guy, right?

AT: Yeah, that's right, yeah, yeah, and you know, and...

LMS: You grew up in the state?

AT: If you wanted to go tr, college you go to college and no
one ever--that kind of thing--and I honestly don't remember- -

there's a real big blank in terms of the steps I went through
to then get into...

The tape ended. While we changed that Alec poked again at his

smoldering fire_ We went on:
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LMS: Well, I got us back on--we're back at the fireside try-
ing to get the green logs and the wet kindling to burn. Well,

did you go right on into the Ed School then, ii.tmediately?

AT: Yeah.

LMS: So it was a matter of a couple of days getting yourself

organized or trying to...

AT: Yeah, well, we went up there in the summer and I offi-

cially enrolled in the fall. Then there was a program that

had a Master in Arts teaching program up there. And it was

specifically for people who had undergraduate degrees in
something other than education and part of the group that
was there, was in for the summer session. They had a summer

school of some kind that they were working with and one of

the faculty that I talked to suggested teat if you have some

time why don't you drop around and you can see what's happen-

ing, you know, get used to the program. And so I did and the

first day I was there they said why don't you teach this- -

and I've forgotten--it was something about--I don't know- -

silk worms or something--tomorrow and I did and they video

taped me and all this sort of thing. And this was before I

was in the program, but it was a real kind of a thrilling- -

you win and all that--it was a very--experience based kind of

program and that was an excellent experience. We then--we

were fortunate also at the University in that we got into a

graduate student housing place and we met people there that

we had very good experiences with, and all that kind of thing.

And then of course, it was--that's later that year then that

Eugene Shelby came up and was interviewing for Kensington...

Through an arrangement of an instructor among the university fac-

ulty who had teen a.graduate school friend of Shelby's, the contact was

made:

AT: Right, in fact I was in a--I forget--I was --I had a

seminar one evening and another instructor was in there. He

wasn't the teacher but he was talking with us that evening-

I don't remember what--about what. And he said, by the way,

some of you might be interested--this friend of mine is in-

terviewing perspective teachers and he's looking for teachers

for a very kind of an exciting school down in Milford, if any

of you want to come, come over to this place and I made a

note of it and almost enrolled but I didn't and I then heard

Eugene talk about Kensington and then he said if there were

people interested he'd like to meet with them. And I met

with him and talked with him and ended up going to Milford,
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and I was--you know, his description of the school really
excited me--I'm still very committed to that kind of school- -
I really--you know, that part of--that aspect of my--I'm not
sure if you'd say values and so on has been very constant.

As Alec talked about his current teaching experience the thread of

ideology ran true:

PK: Alec, what are your specific teaching--typical teach-

ing assignments, courses?

AT: Human development, principles of learning, into that
area primarily--early childhood development, I taught that

course a couple of times...

PK: Are you involved in any practicum or clinical or you're

involved in the schools in any way, pursuing students or
working with students in the schools?

AT: I'm not right now. In the time that I've been here I've
probably close to half the time I have been involved in
teacher preparation to the extent that I've been in and out
of schools and during two years I was in schools quite a bit.
We had an experiemcmtal project in the College of Education- -

we had four faculty members and then this is for Elementary
Ed people and they would work with the same four oL five other
members for two years on their Elementary Ed and their psych
and their whole professional education. And they had field

experiences each quarter. We worked with four different
schools and the program for the undergraduate students was
one in which they set their own goals and consultation with

us as faculty. Very much like--there was a program at Florida
State--Coombs was involved in that--and I like that kind of
program very much, I had a very good experience in terms of

my personal benefit and in terms of feeling that I had an im-

pact on students because I find teaching undergraduate stu-

dents that it takes them also a quarter before they become

self-directing in any way. Now that--it's the same kind of

thing that I felt at Kensington, students who had attended
school for four years took longer to start moving in Kensing-
ton than kids who had never attended school, you know, that

kind of thing. But in this program students would come in
and sense they were going to be with us for five or six

quarters and it really didn't matter if they didn't do any-

thing first quarter so we had, for this- for the program we
said, well, to be an effective teacher here are ten very
broad goals; you should be able to plan lessons, you should

be able to state your philosophy of education, you know, very

broad kinds of things and you're responsible for accomplishing
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that. You have to set your own goals and for the first quar-
ter, people founder a lot and people get angry and they say

it's not fair, you know, what we should not do and if you
don't tell us that's not fair, you know, and that kind of

thing...

LMS: Could you make any parallels with Kensington on that?

A7: Oh yeah, yeah, it was very -a very similar situation
really, but then by the second quarter these college students
just take off and then they really make some progress.

Once again, the conclusion of a side of tape brought a shift in the

conversation, as the interviewers pushed back into life styles:

LMS: Again, we're kind of jumping around one of the thoughts
that hit me--we only half explored that kind of life style

transition. Somehow I got an image of sort of a short hair
cut, clean shaven, eager, young math teacher who is on his

way and somehow...

AT: Yeah, I...

LMS: The hair's a little longer and the beard's a little

greyer.

AT: That's right--that all--in a fairly short period of time
--well, you know, it was when hair styles were changing some-

what. And then I started letting my hair grow and I had a

beard and a mustache for awhile and I had the beard off for

awhile but all this was pretty much in Capital City. I think

I started the beard the first time in Southwest City and it

was that late 1960s then that pretty much went--for a period

of time there for two or three years or so I pretty much wore

work shirts and blue jeans all the time. And you know, I was

a graduate student at the University. We would sometimes go

for as long as a week and never even start our -ar. I bicycled

for a two year period. I averaged ten miles a nay of bicycling,

you know, for calendar days. I depended on it. But that was- -

we made quite a shift in life style there and seriously con-

sidered--in fact, you know, lived for two or three days at a

time out in the country with people and lived in a tent for a

little bit and seriously considered building a small cabin
out--with some people--but agaia that was closely tied to this

same educational interest because a group of people that we

knew started a free school.

PK: And this is still, where? In...?
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AT: Near Capital City and it still is existing. I think they

have about two hundred acres out in the country. It was a

case of the group of people who started that, some of them,

and the people that I talked to the most were primarily con-
cerned with starting a school very similar to what we talked
about at Kensington, that would be very supportive of chil-
dren, encourage them to explore but it would be more like a
boarding school--it was out in the country.

LMS: Twenty-four hours a day school?

AT: That's what the aim was yeah. Now there was another

group of people who were involved in starting it who.were
primarily concerned with forming a strong kind of political
--so they saw this as a--you know, a true counter-culture

revolutionary action. And then there was another sizeable

group who was just primarily interested in doing dope, you
know, and getting out there and just having a good time.
And the southwest is really good for that because the cli-
mate is great, you don't need much food, you don't need much.

shelter. And those three interests are not all compatible
though when it gets down to making decisions.

LMS: It's quite similar to the kind of two or three or four

groups in almost every alternative school that every was...

AT: Yeah, that's really--I think in that way it was--yeah,

very typical. Earlier I started to make some comment about

you kind of have to keep them there kind of thing and that

particular school I saw that illustrated so much. They did

have--some of the people lived on site. And, you know, it

was starting, the building was not real large and then

others came out in a bus for the school during the day. Well,

it was all, you know, if you take the attitude that well,

You don't force people to do things, you let them suffer the

consequences and learn what to do. That's fine except if

half the group leaves every day--you see--so you know, this

place was--they were essentially trying to follow the Sum-

merhill model of democratic meetings. And they, say people

leave the kitchen all messed up, the people who live here

have to clean it up and that was ®a constant struggle. I

think that is a very significant kind of variable.

LMS: Did you teach in that at all or did your kids go to

school there or...?

AT: No, they didn't and I never taught in it. Our kids be-

came very close to it and as far as--I'm pretty certain that

they decided not to, we kind of encouraged it although then

not a lot--we were--it wasn't--we never really went into it

wholeheartedly but we had several friends who were and so we

spent quite a bit of time on the periphery of it.
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Concomitantly, several other strands of values and activities

intermingled:

LMS: Did that kind of stuff, either by way of time commit-

ments or activity or more the ideology of it in a sense, get

in the way of your progress towards your degree? It sounds

as though you moved right along on courses and requirements

and...?

AT: Yeah, I did. No, I wouldn't say so, most of the people

that I was involved in this with were in my department,

either graduate students or faculty.

LMS: So there wasn't an opting out of the work ethic in one

sense, or at least in terms of moving on one's program?

AT: No, not that--no, that part was continuing on--now, I

don't think that I ever, in terms of sort of trying to get

away from doing work I think it's a different kind of work.

I'm, I guess, for awhile in Southwest State we thought pretty

seriously about moving out in the country and really trying

to become more self-sufficient. I think that's not going to

work at all but...

PK: You seem to be suggesting that a major chunk of that

change or shift occurred in the south and that since you've

come to the north that there hasn't been all that much shift,

or is that not a fair statement?

AT: I think that's accurate, yeah, that was the biggest

portion of change. I think now...I think there have been

since being here--this was the first experience I--now here

the problem is sort of different. We'd like very much to

move in a sense. But you know, it's really difficult to

move to a different college or university and if you do you

start without any kind of seniority and tenure and all that

sort of thing. What this enables us to do here is really do

a lot of traveling and that's something that we have done

much more of since we've been here.

LMS: How does this enable you to travel? Income level and

freedom from expense?

AT: Yeah, in other words, at the present time--since we've

been here both Margie and I have been employed. My salary at

the University is--if I worked just nine months and one sum-

mer session, then we can travel the rest of the summer pretty

easily.
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The traveling has been varied: teaching in a year abroad program

in Scandinavia and economy trips to Europe:

AT: The first time we went abroad we found a charter that
was less than $400 for each round trip to Frankfort. And

then we had a Eurail pass and we really traveled cheaply. We

both enjoy traveling in Europe with just one bag apiece. I

have a back pack and Margie has another kind of bag and liv-
ing just minimal kind of food and so on--we really--now- it's
easier to do in Europe because...

LMS: Live in hostels or did you hotels or...?

AT: Sometimes hostels, sometimes very modest priced hotels,

it would depend. We'd kind of vary it, second and third class
range and every now and then, you know, when we were dirty and
then we'd check in, and we had the American Express, and that's
what makes it nice about this is that if you really get pinched
you can always do it.

LMS: Fall back on the middle class trappings?

AT: That's right.

PK: That may well be the best definition of the good life if
there is one, to have the freedom to be able to enjoy the
simple life but never leave your American Express credit card
too far away...

LMS: Does that typify kind of a current life style pattern?

AT: Yeah.

LMS: Teach pretty hard during the year, one summer session
usually and then...?

AT: Yeah, with the thing that's coming up now is my wife has
begun a doctoral program in Western State. And, so like this
coming summer, she will be there most of the summer and I'm
going to be teaching first session then I'll go out there and
then we hope to--last summer we did that, she went out for a
workshop early in the summer and then she came home and then
we went out together for the latter part of the summer, and
she was doing some final getting program kinds of things done.
We spent only about three days in the schools and last summer
was a fantastic summer to travel in the mountains because

tours (everyone talking at once)

LMS: Gas shortage, everyone was worried about that...
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AT: Yeah, we were in Yellowstone Park on the Fourth of July,

and nobody was there and that is traditionally their biggest

day of the year, and we checked into Old Faithful Lodge on

the third of July with no reservations and that evening they

were still checking in.

PK: It seems, I imagine Margie would maybe have some comments,

but it seems like the two of you have really been able to

beautifully dovetail and develop from her own kind of early

farm experience where the wife supports the husband through

school to developing a tremendous professional--her own col-

lege experience, pursuing now a Ph. D., she's had a fantastic

opportunity, seems like the two of you have really, beauti-

fully...

AT: Yeah, we're quite pleased with it. The major regret is

that if only we had begun much quicker, she would have started

and I would have just worked a little more and we'd have been

a little bit closer parallel, that kind of thing. At the

same time, yeah, her undergraduate program at Southwest State

University was just fantastic. They really have a good pro-

gram in Latin American studies and anthropology and so on.

And that emphas.,..s has been really important for me. My em-

phasis in psychology is in human development and so on and the

influence of anthropology on me is really pretty great. That's

my current interest area more than cross cultural kind of

thing so when we've traveled we have spent a fair amount of

time, you know, doing observations of kids and adults and

families in public places and that kind of thing. And then

this last winter, just this past winter, her assignment for

January, Margie's assignment, was to be teaching in the

Bahamas.

LMS: I'm not knocking it, I'm just enjoying it.

AT: Her college has a program in the Bahamas.

LMS: Whereabouts?

AT: In Nassau. And when she was planning what she was going

to teach there and so on she said well, do you need somebody

else to teach some child psychology and they said, yeah, we

do, so she got me a job down there so I--we spent--I spent

two weeks there during Christmas and spent a solid twenty

hours teaching a class. That was a bit draining but that

meant I got paid a little bit plus I got my transportation

and everything paid and we got our room and board while we

were there--just a fascinating--have you ever seen there? I

don't recommend going there as a tourist at all--it's just- -

I wouldn't...

LgS: We spent a week at the Grand Bahama Hotel.
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AT: It's I guess because--of course, we were teaching
Bahamaian students and teaching something--like I was teach-
ing advanced child and adolescent psych. Now when you start
talking about children and adolescence and family it's just
amazing how--I swear, 90% of what we consider scientific data
is a description of our culture and that's as far as we go.

PK: All genetically determined!?!

AT: That's right, yeah, and now my wife was down there and
she was teaching early education and special education and
that was kind of like a foreign language, special education
is just something they don't--haven't done anything about.

LMS: We walked into a neighboring town, and it was the same
kind of busman's holiday. That looks like a school, we poked
our head in and there was a big room of forty or fifty kids
in second or third grade level stuff but very traditional,
very routine and I presume, there was no special ed program,
there was some kids who could do the work, others who couldn't
do the work and...

Without any physical break in the conversation, Alec turned the

conversation from the more factual and i.'ore travelogue entry issues

back to the meaning it had for him at the moment and also to one of

the most important aspects of his personal and professional beliefs,

what he referred to as no "one right way." As interviewers, we missed

it the first time around, but it was to return again, in several guises:

AT: I didn't happQm to see--I didn't get specific figures
but there is virtually or very little money put into public
education. The whole tradition there is private schools and
it's the first time I've been in a country that was recently
a colony and which that seems to be an overwhelming influence
and it affects education because see, if there are no colleges
in the country, anybody who went to college, and so now...

LMS: They go to Jamaica or did they go back to England?

AT: To England--see, it was a British colony.

LMS: But there's been a college in Jamaica at Kingston for a

long time?
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AT: Okay, but Jamaicans are bad people--that's another thing

that was fascinating--Haitians are poor, that's the poorest

country in the West Indies. Consequently they want to go

everywhere and they lower the standards for everybody else

and all this sort,of thing and Jamaicans are just dirty, and

sly, and devious, and all that kind of thing.

LMS: So the stereo-types are...?

AT: uh yeah, very strong. At the same time I found it was

very intriguing in the Bahamas in that their culture, that

it's not based on the one right way. They really are plural-

istic in contrast to Americans who tend--our whole training

is that there's a right anser for everything. You know,

just like one right way, aLd one Jesus, and all this sort of

thing. One right way to speak. When Margie talked in class

about the question, well, how about dialect and things, should

we use dialect, you know, that whole thing. In America that's

a big issue and the Bahamians, what do you mean, of course you
talk differently--everybody talks dialects in the Bahamas.

Everybody, that is, most people talk standard English plus,

and it's struck us as funny, the people who we were meeting

who had studied at Oxford and one of them had taught at Colum-

bia for a year and a half, well educated people, and generally

speak with rather British accent but a musical lilt and so on

but then when they were talking with each other, they go into

a dialect that sounds like, really, like this one woman who

was very well educated, we drove up to a house and there was

a pick-up there and said, "Dat junior truck now, yeah?" And

you know, this whole dialect which is very similar to Black

English in the United States. And the other thing about

Bahamian culture that I found fascinating, it is very much

female oriented. The core of the society is female, women
have--it's a female network--we would go to people's houses

and they would be--the woman with her sisters and her cousins

and her aunts and a few men around the edge. That's right-

men are very much peripheral. Women, you know, a woman with-

out a husband is very, very common. And children, and we

talked about that to contrast, but they all live in extended

families. And so that being, somehow, that kid is never

isolated from adults as in America. You know, a single parent

family means a kid has one adult to relate to but in the

Bahamas that--they have all sorts of adults. And, anyway,

that was a fascinating experience. I really, that's the kind

of thing I think that we both really are very excited about,

is spending time in other cultures. That started in Southwest

City with contact with Mexican-Americans and Margie really

just sort of immersed herself, she started studying Spanish

there. There was Spanish television. She would listen to

that. And so in terms of you know, life style, that traveling
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kind of thing is part of it, but our traveling is done on a
very, very low budget and we found in Europe that pretty con-
sistently--we only run into Americans in train stations and
the kind of congregating centers and so on. Really like to

travel.

LMS: She does too?

AT: Yeah, very much.

LMS: Did- the two of you all of a sudden sort of fall into
that and discover, "My God, this is great fun" or did...?

AT: No, it wasn't all of a sudden--it's--I remember when we
were in a church in Illinois, that was the first timiwe had
a vacation, we had two Sundays off and we left for/Kew York

City. Neither one of us had ever been--Milwaukee was the- -
Chicago- -we'd been to Chicago and we had a--we crossed the
ferry, crossed Lake Michigan, went up to Niagara Falls, spent
about a week in New York City and just loved it and then when
we were in Milford we started camping. We took our first

camping trip with Dan and Chris. We went out to a state park
and our daughter was sick that night and there was a thunder-
storm, lightning was cracking around us, it was a horrendous
experience kind of, but we goy started camping. And then for

the next several years we camped a whole lot and we took a

lot of trips within the United States, We went down through
Kentucky and out to South Carolina, back through Georgia and
then after we moved to Southwest City we traveled out into
the Rockies a few times and we went to Mexico several times.
Traveling has been part of our life for a long time. However

we had never thought seriously about going to Europe until

our son went there to Greece. Now, as soon as he joined the
Army he talking about getting--he thought he'd go somewhere
and we immediately said, well, you better go somewhere that's

fun because we want to visit you and all that kind of thing,
and that was sort of the assumption and so while he was there
then that's where we went. The second time we went over we

flew into Spain, we got a real cheapo flight through some
agency or other on an airlines which is a second rate Spanish

one, rattlety-bang across the Atlantic, but it was a good

flight, and then we went by boat from Spain to Italy and took
the train across Italy and then another boat to Greece but we

really like traveling by boat in those areas, down in the
Mediterranian and then we went out to the islands of Greece.

LMS: The four or eight day cruise?

AT: We didn't take a cruse. No, we just got ()lie of the

islands but we went to Ies one time, that was simply because

that was one that was available and we had about four days

and we went on to Ios camped on the beach then the next time
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we went to Crete and just got on a--we got--there are boats

that go between the islands and we took a night boat to

Crete, that's a real--really, the cheapest passage on those

is deck passage and that simply means you can lay your

blanket down and the whole deck is just covered with people

camping out on the deck, you buy food and take it on and

people have guitars and all that kind of thing so it's just

a big party all the way across the sea and Crete was really
beautiful--anyway, that's--we do like to travel a lot. We'll

be continuing it although the next few years will be kind of

traveling out west and back.

LMS: Does she have to do a year's residence out there at

some point?

AT: I don't think she'll have to do a full year. What she's

planning right now is that she will spend next spring out

there. She'll go out in January and I applied for a sabbat-

ical, I don't know if I'll get approval or not but then I

would go out for spring quarter.

LMS: Do you have a sabbatical policy or does the state col-

lege system and university system have that?

AT: Yeah, sort of, and I don't even know what it means, but

there isn't much support for it. But if a department will

let you go then the administration usually supports it, and

my department has recommended that I be approved.

LMS: A year at half pay or a half year at full pay or...?

AT: One quarter at full pay, two quarter at 7/9 pay and a

year at half pay is what they do.

LMS: So once every fifty years, if you're lucky, you might

make it.

AT: That's right.

/The travel talk intertwined with social values and ,Leafs r:1-

nisclent of Kensington's formal doctrine:

AT: Yeah, I also--I like very much the time I spent in Den-

mark last year. I--it was, you know, not one of those things,

it's just different in so many ways but it was an experience

--it's the most democratic group I've been with.

LMS: The country or the...?
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AT: The whole country, the country of Denmark. And it's
just--and we visited pre schools and so on and you kind of
see how, you know, culture is all over the place and differ-
ent beliefs. about young children and so on, just fascinating.
There's a very real commitment on the part of each person to
participating and making decisions. And, again, it's this
thing of there's a real lack of getting the right thing, but,
you know, the compromise is fairly good and they realize that
everybody's interests are important and so we need to strike
something here that everybody will be pleased with rather
than who's going to win, that kind of thing. They have nine

political parties, and we've always learned that that can't
work in our country. But it was really refreshing and we
also visited the Volk School and found out about this, see,
every little community has this--has a Volk School that's

for people eighteen years and up and it's a boarding school
and people go there and spend a year. Each one offers at

least, about a third of the curriculum is focusing on the
Danish spirit, culture, history, and then they tend, many of
them then have art, music, some have agriculture and various
other aspects of culture but Danish people just sort of think
that well, during their adult life they would probably go to
couple or three of these--if they happen to have money they
will pay but the government pretty much supports people who

go to Volk Schools.

PK: What percentage would you say of people would avail
themselves?

AT: I think--of the total population, probably during their
life, I would say probably 75% at some point in their life.
They were started for rural people in the late 1800's as a
move to sort of democratize the country but now they- -

everyone goes to them.

LMS: Are you fluent in Spanish or German or anythillg besides

English?

AT: No, I can--I remember enough German that I could do a
little bit in Germany--German was my undergraduate language
and I just got through it. And that was it, then I mastered
Spanish enough for the doctoral program but that was reading
and I rely on Margie primarily for Spanish, but I can get
along fairly well, and especially if I'm there awhile. Those

are the only two languages that I've had much--we didn't do

anything with Danish and that was something we regreted. We

were--everyone seemed to tell us that, you know, everybody in

Denmark speaks English, don't worry about the Danish, you
know, and it's true, every Dane knows some English but every

Dan also believes that a mono-lingual person is ignorant. I

found that when I was talking to a Dane. And something we

learned very quickly was the Dane's believe Spanish is a very
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hard to learn so I found that I kind of exaggerated my
Spanish (laughter)--Somebody would say, "Do you speak Danish?"
and I said, "I'm sorry I don't, but do you speak Spanish,
cause I..."--and that would stop them, (laughter).

As parts of the interview seemed to have exhausted their potential,

one or the other of us would tilt the conversational interview back to

some aspect of Kensington. And then it would flow into a three way

:ollegial discussion, as we explored Alec's views:

PK: Would it be possible to shift?

LMS: Sure.

PK: I guess I'd like to spend some time trying to dredge up

the Kensington experience. We traced how you got there and

to some extent the period past, but I'm really curious, in the

years that have passed there must be times when you've read
something, seen something that sort of floated that Kensington

year past your memory again. What kind of general images do

you have, the joys, the pleasures, what went, what didn't?

Could you talk about, reminisce of the Kensington year?

AT: It's something that I think both Margie and I identify as

a very positive year for us. I have talked about it since,

you k ow, rather frequently, I don't--I remember that, going

back to Eugene, I remember Eugene talked about Kensington a lot

too an I sometimes thought he was still living in it or some

thing.

LMS: This was when you were in Southwest State?

AT: Yeah, but I found that, you know, in when I talked with

my colleagues and so on about education, when we talked about

open education and so on, why, I still see Kdnsington as an

excellent example. I felt very positive about, I still feel

very positive about what I was doing, about most of my pro
fessional relationships during that year. Most of our social

life that year was spent with part of the faculty. And we

remember that, you know, very, very positively--long, long

times that we would be at Dan and Chris' or some place like

that and it's one of those times--one of the few times when,

you know, people that I was working with and people that I

was socializing with were some of the same people. And it

was really good. That's not true here. I don't socialize

with any of the people that I work with, occasionally, you

know, but it's just -I'm not working with anyone who is sort
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of, and maybe I, but anyway, who's that much kind of in-
volved, and all that sort of thing. I remember very favor-
ably a whole lot of the students at Kensington and, you know,
I still use some of them in my lectures.

The interview moved into a discussion of the concept of structure,

with Alec emphasizing different kinds of structures rather than a

simple quantitative conception of less to more structure. He then

raised issues in teaching child development to his undergraduate stu-

dents:

LMS: Where are you now with that kind of an idea? How does

it permeate your work over at the college and...?

AT: Well, I think I practice it pretty--have been working at
putting it into practice in college studies and my--I see my
role as a college teacher as a much--okay, the kind of thing
I do in it, I teach human growth and development, that kind of
a course. And I have--I make out a pretty complete set of
objectives. I worked in computer assisted instruction--I was
really big on instructional objectives for a long time and I've

gotten to the point dhere I think I can use fairly well--well,
anyway, what I try to communicate to Ftudents is that here are
some things that I think you should be good at doing and here
are some things you should know and then I ask that they write

some papers, they do some various activities, and my primary

role is then to react to their products and to give them feed-
back. I don't see myself as providing information. I don't

hardly ever lecture.

PK: What kind of class size and what kind of format...?

AT: About 35 people and what I encourage people to--early in
the quarter, to form groups of four or five people and do most
of their processing work on the course as a group. Now I gen-

erally--in this human growth and development class I have a
text for it and it's divided up into units and I have some
multiple choice tests on those units and I encourage them to
take those tests as a group and I treat that as a--you know,
has to make a certain percentage right to qualify for a grade
in the course. It's sort of a mastery of content and I en-
courage them to take the test as a group because they talk

more about it when they do that and essentially what I try

and build into the class are ways in which students will talk

about the material that they're reading and...
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PK: Are there times when you're actually not meeting as a
group of 35, like some of your class sections might be smaller?

AT: Yeah, almost never meet as a group of 35. The first- -

like the first week is kind of that way and then I get them
going and then I pretty much work in small groups and some of
them I don't see for long periods of time. I use the class
period as a time for them to meet together and work on pro-
jects, to take quizes, to talk with me about projects and so
on and then I set the class up as a contractual kind of thing
and I usually try to make quite a point in starting the class
that I start from the assumption that everybody is here be-
cause they've chosen to be here and people don't really hear
that right away but--in other words, and I say I simply--if
you feel that you're doing this because you have to I don't
want to work with you, that kind of thing and I encourage
students to develop an alternative kind of contract.

We continued to probe for stability and change, linkages and con-

npctions:

PK: I'm struck Alec, you know, we talked about it--the last
15 years in the life of Dr. Thurman--on the one hand we've
talked about life style changes which seem rather remarkable
and on the other side the kind of philosophical perspective
while you've elaborated and deepened and do a lot of modifi-
cation, you seem to be very committed ideologically at the
college or university level, to where you were then. Now,

what...?

AT: Yeah, I agree, yeah, I really think so, and I think at
the time I was at Kensington I couldn't have given much sup-
port for those beliefs. While I was at Southwest State I
worked on taat really, you know, that was--in fact, one of
my professors was a fellow who while he was from Brazil, and
he was a radical behaviorist, still is I'm sure, he had also
been a minister and in fact, one of the things he said that
made me start thinking the most, was--it was one of my second
classes at the University and it turned out that in the group
of 15 people there were five or six of us who had been in the
ministery and now we were L11 in psychology. And I said,

isn't it strange and he said no, we're all trying to control
people (laughter) and see, that was the point at which I
really didn't think I was committed that much to controling
people's behavior in detail but anyway, that started me
thinking about that and I spent a lot of time with him and
the question he--the question that he would always put to me,
he said, well, why do people act, why do people behave and so
I started thinking a whole lot about motivation and all that
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kind of thing and so as I said, think I have developed a

much sounder theoretical base for what I do but I think I

really am pretty consistent on that.

PK: That was my next question then, can you talk about the

kind of cause-effect on that ideological position? Did you

bring it with you to Kensington? Was it born there? Was

it--can you talk about how you think that ideological per-

spective came to be and particularly what role, if any,

Kensington played in it?

AT: I think I--somehow I must have had- I think I had some

feelings about that role of the teacher. I think probably

what was important at Kensington was that it--we did a lot

of talking about the role of the teacher, the purpose of the

school. One of the really significant events at Kensington

was when Sam Stone was there. I remember that very--do you

remember him at all?

LMS: I don't.

AT: He did the photographs fel: the magazine article, what-

ever, Look was it? Which magazine did that?

LMS: National Weekly.

AT: Yeah, he did the photography for that and he also has a

photographic essay book that he published on Summerhill. And

he was--operated a school in New York based on Summerhill and

the night that he was there we sat up most of the night, sev-

eral of us, talking with him about his school and Summerbill

and approaches to education, you know, that sort of thing. So

my year at Kensington, I think was quite important in shaping

some of those ideas. Now it certainly wasn't, when I was at --

that may--I haven't thought about that--that may be another

reason why I left Country Day because that was not part of

their philosophy.

PK: That it was there in kind of embryonic form at Kensington

and it was a bit more crystallized than perhaps you thought,

and Country Day contrasted?

AT: That's likely, I hadn't really thought about that but

probably, yeah. The part, you know, as I said, the aspects

of Country Day that I liked best were those which were con-

sistent with Kensington and that was the woodshop and the art

department. See, there were little things about Country Day

that was a nice balance. It was a heavy emphasis on academics

but every kid went to woodshop every week. And there was an

old guy who was in charge of that who was retired but his

approach to woodshop was during their first experience in that,

and that was in third grade, every kid had to make some certain

project out of wood. It simply required that they ha about to
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measure and cut and so on, you know, and from then on for the

next five years they could make anything they wanted to. And

his woodshop had plan books piled up all over and kids would

come in and look and whenever they really found something they

wanted to make he'd say, okay, what do you need, and then they

would have to tell him the materials they needed. And then by

the time they were in the eighth grade, which was the last

year for most of them, then the eighth grade boys and the

eighth grade girls each made a project for the school and they

just turned out some fantastic stuff. And the things I remem-

ber specifically were individual students then for family night

would have made special projects for their parents, you know,

lamps, and book stands, and oh, beautiful handwork furniture

that, well, you know, if a kid worked at woodshop for five years

and likes it...

LMS: They ought to be able to do something.

AT: Yeah, and so that was his approach which was very, you
know, what do you want to make, here's what you do and so on...

PK: Kind of like Kensington?

AT: Oh, very, oh yeah, yeah, and then the art person was the

same way. They came into art and he gave very little direction

and the part that I was always impressed with--impressed me --

was that the kids could make that shift, they could go to wood-

shop and Lhey could go to art, which was very non-teacher di-

rected and then they could come back to math class and they

could go to English class and they didn't seem to have any

trouble make that transition, you know, and--I hadn't thought

about that but I think--probably my--some of my philosophical

beliefs about the role of the teacher just simply didn't fit

at Country Day. It was much--I was very much, too much giving

direction...

LMS: So if you'd been an art teacher or a wood working teacher

you might have been able to live in that setting?

AT: Possibly, possibly, I--that--you know--that may be, I

don't know.

PK: So you're suggesting, and you came to Kensington with

sort of certain pre-disposition along that line? As you think

of the interview and Eugene, is there anything about the plan

or the idea for the school that seemed appealing? That kind

of built on that?

AT: Yeah, I'm pretty sure that when Eugene talked about the

school, now, I don't remember this specifically, but I'm

pretty sure that he presented the idea that the teacher was

suppose to be a facilitator, the idea of self-actualization,
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or fully functioning was the label--but anyway, that's the
saying that was moving toward that anyway, that the child
was--that kinds in school would be regarded as able to learn,
the teachers were to be guiders perhaps, but not running
everything, not the authority and everything. 1 think those
are the kinds of ideas that must have appealed to me, that
made it seem exciting. I'm--it is interesting, that--we
spent, I don't know, a period of time, really debating be-
cause I had another offer. That was a straight elementary
school and we went to Milford and it was a matter of kind of
that seemed exciting. Part of it was Milford. I'm not sure,
I think, if Eugene Shelby had come from, you know, this part
of the country, I'm not sure I'd have gone there, to that
school. Part of it was that, for us, and that point in our
life. The other thing, we've also been, the last few years,
Margie and I have done a whole lot of reflecting on child
rearing. Margie teaches courses in parenting, our kids are
now, you know, leaving, and we've had to think about that a
lot. Our kids were pretty young at that time, our son was
six and our daughter was four, but our child rearing practices
from that--from the beginning, were very much consistent I
think, with the Kensington kind of idea, that is, I know
that when our kids were two and four for instance, we set tr..;
the breakfast deal so that they got their own breakfast and
part of that was for our own ease, you know, that's what I
would have said then, well, I don't want to have to bother
with it, but I think part of it was also a commitment to the
ideas that, well, if a kid's hungry they should decide when
to eat and I remember thinking that when--or hearing about or
talking about it with Margie when she was pregnant with the
first baby, that newborn babies, if given the chance, will
choose a healthy diet.

LMS: That Aldrich business or whoever?

AT: Yeah, and I have a--and I remember believing then that
you know, kids are capable, those were kind of the beginnings
of some of that. And a lot of other things with our own kids
were very consistent with that, beginning--before we went to
Kensington and then when we, you know, we moved down to South-
west, another thing that was continuously most frustrating
about the schools there was just that kids were not regarded
as legitimate people, they had no rights, their feelings and
beliefs were just immaterial.

The interview, at this point, seemed more of a discussion of three

academics wrestling with a set of experiences and ideas and trying to

make sense of those experiences and ideas:
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LMS: Jumping a bit ahead or beyond or away from that, one
of the things I guess I'm hearing is this Llend of some changes
and some stability as it were and it's almost as though--we
left somebody...

Then, for a moment, ve got tangled in some logistics regarding meet-

in.; Margie for dinner. We went on, as we tried different interpr-!tations:

LMS: Let me make my bid generalization before--it may be gone
already--we were talking earlier about your life style shift
and I'm not quite sure whether you said it or whether you in-
terpreted it or whatever and so on and the generalization I
guess I'm reaching for is that it's almost as though your own
behavior and your own life style for want of a better term, in
a sense, is now coming totally congruent with that wore basic
perspective that was developing about both Kensington and how
you want to raise your kids and so on. It's almost as though,
my god, if that's good enough for my kids, it's good enough
for the children at Kensington, it might be good enough for me
too.

AT: I think, yeah, I think that would be accurate. That I

think the changes in our life that I talked about as having
happened in Capital City and so on were a matter of bringing
things together more, more congruency, I think that'd true.

LMS: Sort of untracking from the main chance or from--what
was your phrase for it before? Getting on in the world or
something like that?

AT: Yeah, getting, and it's, you know, the pat phrase is sort
of--I'm not sure--I think what it was was for a long time I
dohlt know what I was attracted to but it was sort of this
assumption that I would always keep earning a little more and
getting this and that and there was a point there where we
very clearly said, wain_ a minute, you know, we've already got
more stuff than we need and since that time I think we--I
think the things that we try to accomplish and do and so on
are things that we really thought about and really value
rather than, well, that's the way you do it. And up until
the move to Capital City, things like housing and clothes
and cars anu so on, I hadn't really thought about. It was

just sort of, you know, you want a better house, and...

LSM: And a newer car and so on?

AT: Yeah, and so when we were at Kensington, you know, we
rented one of those apartments near the school because that's
all we could afford. If we could have afforded a bigger house
we could have done that.
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PK: So the limits really were economic ones up to that

point rather than value decisions?

AT: Yeah, definitely, yeah.

LMS: It's like the breakfast items are there on the counter

and when you're hungry you go eat them and which ever ones

you want in whatever amounts?

AT: That's right--I think that's accurate and definitely when

we moved to Southwest City we--one of the things that we

rebretted about where we lived there was we took the advice

)f people who said, well, you have to live in this area be-

cause they have the best schools. And after being there

awhile I kept--I started asking why are these the best schools

and it turned out I knew the person who had been superintendent

there for several years and he said, well, he said that the

only basis for that is that 95% of our high school graduates go

to college. He Said, you know, that's got nothing to do with

the school. He said, they'd go to college no matter where they

went t:o school. And that's true, I mean, those are things that

you know, the best predictor of a college attendance is the
father's occupation, not those other kinds of things. But

there--we rented a house that was in a suburban neighborhood

and we liked it and all that kind of thing, but we were paying

a fair amount of rent, and we were feeling badly because we

couldn't rent a little nicer house and so on. Then we moved

to Capital City, you know, again we rented a cheap house because

we were on a low budget and all that kind of thing. But then,

when this other job thing came through, we just sort of said,

hey, it's--why don't we move into the student housing. We met

people who lived there, and we don't have to pay so much.

When we came up here then, we only pay $100.00 a month for this

place. We bought it, I mean, but it's--but we had trouble with

real eQtate agents because they would not show us housing that

we wanted to see, you know, and...

PK: 'Cause you could afford more?

AT: We could afford, yeah, that's the kind of thing, yeah,

and...

LMS: Do any university people live around here?

AT: Not that I--no--yeah, there's one other person who lives

over a couple of block.. over there, but this is not, no, and

see, that's--makes it uncomfortable because most of our

neighbors are not in tune with us and you know, that's a

frustration.

LMS: Talk a little bit about that more generally--I guess I

had two or three things that were coming together One was I

assume most of your colleagues in the psych department don't
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teach the way you do and then do you get any static from

them and if so, how does all that go and then is there some

kind of community that you're a part of? You say you don't

socialize much with your colleagues, obviously some of your
next door neighbor type things are, you're saying, you're a

bit off beat in that sense and somehow that isn't coming to-

gether for me...

AT: Okay, in terms of any kind of--I'm not sure how many of

the people in the psych department know how anybody else

teaches. It's something that's not talked about. That's

frustrating to me, see, I would like to talk about it more

with my colleagues.

LMS: They don't talk about teaching in effect?

AT: No,

PK: But you don't get any particular flack for the kind of

AT: No, there are--there's a lot of variation in our depart-

ment in teaching styles and there are some other people who

share my philosophy quite a bit. I don't mean to imply that

you know, I don't like the people, there are two or three

people in the department that I think I'm philosophically in

agreement with and we get along well. They're just not our

closest friends...There are a couple of other people but I

don't get any negative feedback. I'm not sure if people, you

know, if I were to--yeah, the first few years when I was teach-

ing here I was a little bit hesitant to talk about what I was

doing and part of now I do talk a lot more about it and for

various reasons, I do feel more secure.

PK: Can you name the difference?

AT: For one thing, I do have tenure.

LMS: When did you get that? Just the last year or so or?

AT: Yeah, the year before last.

LMS: You're an associate now?

AT: No, I'm a full--but part of it was--it really had less

to do with the tenure than becoming more confident myself,

because when I started here that was my first college teach-

ing experience where I was in charge of a class. I had

worked as an assistant in graduate school in stat classes. I

liked that pretty well but that was more--that was the one on

one kind of tutoring and helping people with specific problems.

I would say it probably took me the first couple of years here

before I had developed a teaching style that I--was pretty

shakey on it when I started but after about two years I was
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pretty confident about what I was doing and then I started
talking about it more. And I--had a number of faculty on
the campus, not in our department, but other people who had
asked me about it because they'd heard from students and so
on. There are some people who are very interested in it and
right now there's a proposal at the university that I've
helped work on to develop like a college within a college
for about 30 students a year. It would put the same prin-

ciples into practice. Rather than going into all the details
--I'm working on another thing so in that same area, okay, now,
one of the things that's been very beneficial with my wife's

present job is that her colleagues are--she's in a department
which is a very supportive department. She's having experi-
ence in that department similar -to what I think we experienced

at Kensington. The people she works with are supportive of

her as a person and they all they're not all alike. It's a

former home economics department and so it has early childhood,
family education, clothing design, cooking, social work. It's

all these sorts of things but all of the members are very,
very supportive of each other and very much--very in tune with

one another's feelings and attitudes and so on. So there are

a couple of those people that we see and we have some other
friends in the community that neither one of us work with that

we've kind of found. But one of the real difficulties here is
the lack of people that we can feel close to. Some of the

people in the Unitarian Fellowship are people that we see

frequently.

LMS: The people you socialize with and see and...

AT: Yeah, and as I said, that's something that we--in South-
west State there was a quite a number of people that we felt

close to. People who shared some ideological, philosophical
positions. There are less such people here. There have been
--oh, there have been--there's one couple who we knew them in

only a little bit and then he was at Cornell for awhile then
he came here and we were quite close with them and then they

moved down to Champaign-Urbana. People that we like tend to

leave.

PK: Is there a cause-effect relation with them?

AT: I don't think--I think it's just this--that's a frustra-

tion a,-; I said. In many ways we would like to leave State

College. There really isn't much about the town that we would

say we like a whole lot except it's--I like my job, I like

what I'm doing and I feel I'm pretty free to do what I want to

do and it's--provides us with a lot of other opportunities.

And I--and just recently I think we've kind of decided that

we're at least going to be here a few more years. We just now,

in fact, we just--we haven't completed the closing yet, but we
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bought some land on the river now. Kind of decided that if

we're going to live here we ought to maximize the benefits.

LMS: Where would you want to go or what would you want to

do?

AT: That's the problem, I don't--see, there isn't any place

that we want to go and stay that I know of. We'd like to

spend some time in the southwest, we like. New Mexico a lot

but I'm not sure that I'd really want to commit myself to

living there for--you know, we like the area a lot but there

are a lot of aspects of it that I don't care about and to

think of it as being permanent, I don't think--I'm not sure

I'd like that. A lot of things about politics there and so

on that I'm not comfortable with. That same thing goes for

other parts of the soutwest. New Mexico is really appealing
in terms of the cultural diversity and so on but as a place

to, you know, spend the rest of my life or maybe retire,

it's not too appealing, I don't think.

LMS: I don't see what the issue is in terms of why that

wouldn't be?

AT: Oh, okay, why it wouldn't be, okay--the little bit I

know about New Mexico and having been there, I think that it

--let's see, what--that's difficult--I'm not sure how to put

that because we always end up saying it's the water problem

and I don't really think that. No, I think it's part of the

spirit in states like Minnesota or Wisconsin of the commit-

ment to social services, commitment to education, that sense

of everybody should have a good life. I think there's more

commitment to that than places like New Mexico.

LMS: Sort of like Denmark?

AT: Yeah, in that respect, yeah. For instance, we liked

Southwest City but in terms of a long range time of living

there, I think there simply wasn't a good newspaper, there

isn't one here either but Metropolitan City has .a better

newspaper. Here the thing is, Metropolitan City is near by

and as a cultural, city with culture and so on, it is pretty

good and as a city with diversity and so on. It has a size-

able Black population, large Indian population, and a large

Chicano population. One of the surprising things about the

state is the large minority group of Mexican-Americans.

LMS: Came up for the railroads, in part?

AT: Yeah, that's right, yeah, that's part of it and then the

migrant workers who ended up settling here.
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PK: I sense that part of the attraction might be and I could
be way off base and this may be projecting my own--but that
the sort of midwest rural woodcutting, the kind of continuity
with a family tradition, a cultural tradition that seems like
it's better met here than in a somewhat more abrupt change of
in southwest. Is there any appeal to that at all or any pull

of that kind?

AT: I think that's possible, yeah, because when we've talked
about it in terms of geography and climate I think we would
really like to be, let's say, two or three hundred miles fur-
ther south and that puts us in another state and I'm not in-
terested in living there, you know. I mean here, it's almost
a little too extreme, like gardening here is limited. If we

don't get our garden planted by the first of June we don't get

anything. It's a very short gardening season. I'm sure part

of it is since both of us lived for 18 years in the northern
state and that may have some very powerful effects on what
feels right to us. Margie especially, though, really feels
some real, almost a spiritual feeling about parts of New Mex-
ico and I understand that, it's really a...

PK: You mean that she feels they are attractive or...?

AT: Yeah, yeah, that she feels at home there. She spent last

summer, two weeks in a workshop with somebody from there. And

they visited a number of places in New Mexico and some of them
were very different--very, very traditional groups you know,
where they don't have running water and all this--they're
really--and that area, she just continually feels like she

feels right there, you know. Sacred mountain is in the right

place and all that kind of thing, you know, whatever that
means--but I guess part of the thing is as I said, you know,
all the way through, from the time we left the church until we
got here, we never were in a place where we thought we would

stay. We were always thinking of leaving for somewhere else.
This is the first place we've been--we really might just stay
here and it's almost that idea of--I don't want to say I'm

going to be here forever but...

EMS: Maybe another ten years?

AT: Yeah, I don't know, I don't know what will come with

that, I don't know. One of the things I think would be for

me would be just a great thing is now that, you know, that

college teaching thing is tighter that some kind of exchange
program could be worked out. I'd just like Lo go and spend

a year somewhere else, or two years.

PK: I've had that same feeling. We feel locked in and yet

I'm sure there are two developmental psychologists in differ-

ent parts of the country that would like--somebody in New

Mexico would love to have a year here but sure wouldn't want

to live here, right?
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AT: I think, yeah, that's what I keep thinking, yeah, that
would--and in terms of overall healthiness of the profession

or whatever.

PK: One-way to beat the stagnant kind of burnout.

AT:' Yeah, this business now of over supply and so on is

tending -its can lead to a lot more people just staying, and

I don't think that's good, I don't know.

LMS: Couple of other thoughts that were going through my
head, one_of them was I'm struck I guess as Paul was comment-
ing earlier about the give and take that goes on between you

and Margie in terms of both careers but also that kind of

growing and commonality in life style that somehow you're not

either running out in front or behind each other nor running

in different directions or cross purposes and there may be

some other ways that one can get snarled but I'm not hearing

that kind of thing and part of that incredible both stability

and change, it seems to me that's an intriguing piece of it

I guess, is what I'm hearing.

AT: Yeah, and it's really--it's really a good experience, we

both really, really have liked it. I think, you know, we were

at the most conflict we ever experienced when we were in the

church and it was--we had some real conflict. I think at that

time and one of the things both of us have talked about is

that neither one of us ever have considered separation as a

viable alternative. Now, part of that is, you know, my family

kind of thing. It's something that I just never thought of.

I'm not sure, I think during those early years probably, you

know, we had a lot of frustration with each other but we never

considered the alternative of separating.

LMS: That just wasn't an alternative?

AT: Yeah, that's right. Margie has said that, you know, if

it had been, she'd have left but she didn't consider leaving

me when I was continuing to be a minister. All she could

consider then was how to get me out of it (laughter). You

know, whether that's--it's been very good for us, I'm sure

glad she did it.

PK: Had she been a better organist? (Laughter)

LMS: It's like that old Somerset Maugham story about this

guy and I'm going to tell the story badly or wrong, the

who was a millionaire and he couldn't read and write and some-

bod was commenting about what he could really be if he could

read and w-7ite and the story was that he was hired as a church

sexton and things were going along fine but he couldn't read
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and so they fired him and then he went on to this job and
that and struck it rich some place and as the guy said, you
know, what great things and still be a church sexton (laughter)

PK: I could respond to what you were saying that you know,
that wasn't a viable option, what it may mean is that some
couples with that kind of lid, it really causes them to work
hard at a relationship and consider one another and to build

and to make it. That same lid in other circumstances may
lead to violent reactions and or quietness or--some of us are

fortunate I guess and others...

AT: Yeah, it's worked out fairly well and I guess the other
thing was as soon as we got married we lived near our families

for just a year and then we moved to Illinois and it was sort
of from that time on there wasn't anybody else for us to talk

to. You know, it wasn't a matter of staying together and

separating like this...But after we left the church I would

say then that we--it's been very positive since that time

with, yeah, a pretty good meshing all the way around, of in-

terests and so on.

LMS: Again, I don't want to over generalize but the kind of

thing again, an item that struck me in the same way. For

whatever reason she gets excited about Hispanic cultu'e and

studies Spanish, begins to study multi cultural kinds of

things and all of a sudden that's illuminating child develop-

ment and human learning kinds of courses that...

AT: That's right, yeah.

LMS: And I guess part of what I'm asking, another instance

of the same phenomenon and I presume one could dig up a half

a dozen other kinds of instances of that sort, fair enough

as an interpretation?

AT: Yeah, right, yeah, that's -I think that goes on with us

quite a bit. I know that--well, she talks about Kensington
sometimes I know too, and well, in fact, it's interesting when

she applied or was getting some things approved at graduate

school she got a call from somebody who was reviewing her

things and she had listed on there that she had worked with

Leslie Roberts on it and she did some coding for him as an

assistant. He called her up and wondered about that because

he was doing some evaluation work and so on. One of the

things that is very frustrating for us in terms of her com-

pleting a doctorate at this point is that in every way she

went through a doctorate program...

PK: Somebody ought to give her one?
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AT: Yeah, 'cause our life was spent with graduate students
and she was a student for part of the time, but then for the
last year we were in Southwest State, she was working as a --
at a residential treatment center for emotionally disturbed
adolescents and was in the education section, teaching. And
several of our friends were working with this school as con-
sultants and all that sort of thing so we have never worked
together on much of anything until very recently. We've
done a couple of, you know, one session presentations or some-
thing where we have worked together and that's been very posi-
tive but up until now we haven't done that. It's been more
kind of adjacent to each other.

PK: I could see the struggle you were saying, now pursuing
the degree, it's almost like if any of the three of us now
had to go back for a second Ph. D.--it's pretty tough when
you've had a whole range of experiences and then go through
some of the formalities.

4.3 Margie Thurman Arrives

Our discussion with Alec Thurman took on further dimensions when

his wife Margie joined us, initially for dinner and then later, when

the taping began again:

LMS: It's now 9:15 in the evening, we've just come from a
lovely dinner at the Kluttered Kitchen which is a vegetarian
type place near State College. Our three-way conversation
has now been increased, and has been for the last couple of
hours, with Margie who has joined us and we're talking a
little bit about sort of where we're coming from, where we're
going to, the kind of issues that we might relate. We were
into some exciting discussions of, I suppose I would call it
educational philosophy, points of view around the nature of
schooling, the nature of education and particularly around
some issues in special ed and how that is related to a more
general problem. And then we've been sort of setting some
additional agenda type items, one of which is to give maybe
Margie a bigger chance to sort of say something she wants to
say about how that world is. We've been after Alec for quite
awhile.

The conversation continued over former Kensington and Milford staff,

the consultants who had been a part of the experience, and the national
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organizations that might provide linkages among the people. Margie

tilted the conversation back to Kensington and we (Paul) in turn tilted

it to the question of "Kensington as a success or failure." This pro-

voked several major issues in belief systems:

Margie Thurman: I guess I'm more involved in the Association
for the Education of Young Children and also the national
council for family educators. I guess going back to Kensing-
ton, I just remember as a really kind of exciting time in our

life. We had, you know, grown up, had the farm background,
that sort of thing. And then been in the church and that was
all a very controlled kind of, not deviating very much from
the past that we had grown up in. And then spent a year at
the State University which was kind of a reaching out or look-

ing at new things. And then Kensington just seemed to be kind
of an extension of that and I think that the school made a
profound impression on me. I can't help but continue to be
influenced by it when I, you know, work with student teachers,
etc...I guess the whole philosophy behind the school. It was

a very optimistic time in my life when you think of, you know,

wow, this is changing, that's changing, this is the hope of

the future and this is all going to be very exciting. And

that kind of feeling probably continued throughout our ex-
perience at Southwest State also. The whole, idea that the
government is changing, the school system is changing, the

system is changing too in a very positive way and now, as we
were talking earlier, I think about some of the negative
things happening in our society I can't really have that feel-
ing about the society in general that that progress is actu-
ally taking place.

PK: The question that I've asked a couple of times, it's sort
of blunt, but as you view that year, you know, you pick at
the school in lots of ways, an idea whose time had not come,
as a success, as a moderate r!;ccess, as a total failure, how

would you characterize the year? Did the school fail? Either

. . .

MT: Yeah, I guess I would say the school was a positive ex-
perience for those who saw it that way. Maybe, but maybe

that's avoiding the question. But they didn't fail for me,

it was a growing experience for me. And our son was in the

first grade there and it was a good experience for him. It

didn't fail as far as I was concerned. I'm really glad that

it happened.

PK: But it lasted one year and then went zap!
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MT: Not necessarily, I think some of the philosophy and the
idas kind of continue in various people that ware associated

PK: Sc you see its ir?act more on the teacher staff that
then ..rent on to other settings sort of carrying with them.

MT: Scue of them did and I'm sure some of them decided that
they really wanted to go back to that nice comfortable little
closed classroom maybe.

PK: Alec, how would you react to that?

AT: Yeah, I chink I would react very similarly. I think

probably shortly after we left I might have been less positive,
might have been more inclined to say it was a failure or some-

thing like that. I don't know because I'm--I don't know what
makes a failure or a success on something like that. And

that's one of those things that whenever you talk about that
kind of thing it's always, well, how long does it last and so

on. It was a success for me, a very good experience, a couple
of people that we still maintain contact with.

LMS: I'm struck as we've talked all evening that the--all day
really--that the ideas involved in the school keep rippling
through your life, all over the place. In that sense I guess

a related kind of notion if somebody, you know, if another
Eugene Shelby came along, would you join up again?

MT: Maybe not for the exact same thing.

AT: I don't think I would teach in a public elementary school
no matter what people say. I, the thing I said now, is that
in terms of teaching and so on, I like working with--in pre
school settings and I like college work, but I don't like pub-

lic schools very much. I would not be comfortablo as a teach-

er in a public school.

MT: I guess I can't--I really haven't thought about it enough
to separate the specific goals and ideals of Kensington from

the exciting idea of let's try something new, you know, let's

throw this out and try something new and just--to see what

might work. I suppose just the whole idea of, you know, not
being tied to conventions quite so tightly. I think that's

what was exciting to me.

PK: Alec, is your reaction more to the age span, more to the

what you would expect in the way of sort of a bureaucratic

structure?

AT: Yeah, I guess it's the aspect of the--that--because the

kids are required to be, and that whole aspect of the schools
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that I don't think I'd want to be part of that. I've--the

last few years I've been in public schools quite a bit, I've

been in schools that are pretty good I think, as far as pub-

lic schools go and I would not want to--no, I like the--a--I

like young people of that age, I don't care too much about

adolescents, for being with them and all that, so secondary

schools I would...

PK: But what if you had the group in a voluntary, private,

sort of a school of tomorrow notion, it's not really a public

school...?

AT: Yeah, that I might--that might be a, you know, a volun-

tary kind of thing, that I think I might be interested in. I

think, you know, the project I mentioned being involved in up

here at State College and so on is a very similar kind of

project with different students. So in terms of becoming in-

volved in that, I think I would, I think I am, you know, in a

sense, I have been. But in a certain sense, if it were an
elementary school and so on, I've kind of done that and I'm

not sure how exciting that would be.

LMS: It's more--is it more the having done the experience or
is it some distaste for the compulsory quality of the public

schools? Which seemed to be your earlier...

AT: Yeah, I think it's the latter one much more than...

LMS: Do you have quarrels with compulsory education generally,

in terms of the kind of more broad philosophical discussion we

were having at the restaurant?

AT: Yeah, although I think I would support the kind of thing

saying well, everybody for a certain age probably ought to be

in school, not that much though, but then there should be a

quite a variety of schools available to them to go to, but I

would be much more comfortable without requirements.

MT: Are you sure that you would be?

AT: I think so, I'd like to try it. I don't like this, I'd

like to be able to try...

PK: Orre of the usual arguments against that is that it would

work even better for the middle and upper class who would have

the guidance and the structure and the resources to choose

wisely and the poor would have even a shorter end of the stick

under that arrangement.

AT: That might bring about meaningful change more quickly.

This perpetuates some sort of myth that in fact it will get

better.
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PK: Foment the kind of reaction...

AT: It might, I don't know.

PK: The question I have, you know, kind of ducking the
question, whether it was a failure or not, I think it is
accurate to say that after one year it changed very dramat-
ically, took a different form, what would you think are the
reason or reasons that brought about that shift from the
Kensington of Year 1 to the point where you left...?

MT: As I remember it, and I don't know, you know, how well- -
I don't think I was operating on very much information at the
time. First of all, but as I remember it, it was kind of the
dissatisfaction in the district, kind of dissatisfaction with
parents, on the part of the parents, kids really weren't work-
ing in school, they were playing in school. There was some
jealously in terms of other teachers in the district. And I

think one of the reasons, as I remember it, okay, that moti-
vated us to decide we just wanted to move was that rumors that
it would change radically, this is not going to continue this
wry, there are going to be this and this and this change. And

we just decided rather than stay throughout the changes we
would look for something else. Is that how you remember it?

AT: I think so, yeah, I would agree with that, I--see I think
the reason that it switched back after that time, a major con-
tributor is this kind of ideology that a-school-is-a-school.
It's the school as the factory turning out uniform products.
I think most people who are teachers perceive education in
that way. Most other people also, but teachers--the other
teachers in the district, I think, especially became very
threatened by this school because it was getting some favor-
able things said about it. And I think essentially what the
teachers saw was, well, one or the other must be right, we
can't have two right kinds of schools, this one is getting
favorable publicity that means I might have to change, we
miglat all have to do that, I don't want to do that, that kind

of dAng. And I--at that time I was in--and part of the ex-
citement for me was that I think I really felt there was a
possibility of a school district having two or three actual
options in elementary schools and have the kids make some

choices. I, you know, think that would be a very healthy
kind of thing, I don't see much possibility of it happening.

LMS: It seems to be that's what the caagnet schools in some
school districts do, would you see that congruently or...?

AT: From what I've read, I think that's sort of the idea
that is suppose to happen, yeah.
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LMS: Where does that end up in terms of if you've got three
or five different kinds of elementary schools in a district,
what happens at the junior high and the senior high and so on?

At that point Alec raised one of his most fundamental beliefs:

AT: That's why it doesn't last because the only way the
schools can be that way is if the society is that way and our
society has--doesn't run that way...

LMS: Talk a little bit more about that.

AT: Our society, I think, has a strong commitment to right
answers and one right way of doing each thing. Diversity is

very threatening. One of the things I've taught here at State
College is'what they call here human relations. It came in
in the late sixties as a new requirement for teachers. In

that kind of thing, the way the class would start, have a
group of teachers who were coming back to get this for re-
certification and at the first session we would divide into
small groups and then we would present some kind of rather
controversial questions for them to talk about. In the early
ones it was primarily about racial groups and women's rights
and so on. They were clearly controversial questions and
watching the people in the groups you could tell there were
a lot of differences of opinion but when it came to reporting
back out of those groups invariably one of the first comments
from every group was well, basically we all agree, we have
some sematic differences. And this strong emphasis on agree-
ing, reaching the right answer, and part of, I think, the way
I've come to feel about that is that I have to--one experience
was in Italy and we were in a train compartment with Itali'ns

and Italians think it's very normal to argue. And Americans
really get uncomfortable when there are real differences and
that we don't--when we talked about, you know, a kid who per-
ceives something different has a disability, they're not
different, they're disabled. A blind kid is disabled and as
long as we all agree, I think that's true, I don't think that

has to be. I think there could be a lot more diversity and
plurality in the society, but there isn't, not in ours at

least. Does that clarify it?

PK: Yeah, so you're saying that it's that ultimate lack of
diversity which spells the end of most efforts at either ele-
mentary or junior high and secondary to provide...

AT: It's not a real goal of the society--it's not the real
goal of many societies.
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We pushed the discussion back to the concrete f:ase of Kensington.

Margie made a point on the degree of change:

PK: So, is it your feeling again, back to Kensington and the

one year and the dramatic change, as you think back, would

there be ways that you could prolong that alternative or even

keep it going permanently? Are there any things that you

think could have been done differently that would have allowed

it to remain a viable alternative for--like extend it two,

three, four Years or five or ten or forever?

MT: It was done too blatantly, I think it should have been

done more subversively. It was just too much of a radical

change. It was all of a sudden here's this new school with

all of these new idecs. And that was good in that that was

a motivation for the teachers on the staff concerned, I daink,

but I think if someone really is intent on making a change in

the s7stem they should be more subtle about it. I think like

things should be introduced a little bit at a time. People

just are not, many people are not willing to accept that radi-

cal change. Do you know what I mean? I think starting with

a regular school setting and then chanting a few things every

year.

Although we didn't push it, she seemed to be arguing point we had

made earlier in Anatomy, the contrast between the "alternative of

grandeur", the radical change gambit, and the "gradualist" alternative.

Alec's earlier point, while not incongruent, seemed a commentary, if not

attack, upon the value structure of American society.

Late in the evening, as the pro's and con's of the Kensington year

continued to flood through the conversation, Margie made a summary state-

ment and with our humorous and synoptic reaction provided a vehicle

for a more extended comment:

MT: I think in looking back on that whole period in our lives,

it was a time of a change for us and we were pretty optimistic

and we were enjoying being in a new setting. I was just hav-

ing a great time being out of the parsonage. (Laughter)

PK: No longer having to play the organ every Sunday?
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MT: That's right.

LMS: Alec was telling us a little bit about that.

MT: So I don't know.

LMS: Everything else, by comparison, was heaven, huh?

MT: It was--our life was really rosy and we were, I would
think, politically naive or naive in terms of the way that
systems function maybe. We didn't really realize all the
political kinds of things that were going on.

Shortly, she continued:

MT: Are you getting some kind of similar responses from vari-
ous people or is it like nobody was in the same place at the
same time?

LMS: Yeah, it's a little bit like the blind man and the ele-
phant--there's an elephant out there, I think that's clear,
but people are picking up on different kinds of things and
it's incredible how, you know, one thing stays in your memory,
somet'-ing else is in mine and not that they're necessarily
contradictory, but that often there will be a different piece
of it that somehow sticks with people in that sense.

PK: One of the c,Aamonalities seems to be the people respond
positively to it and judge it in terms of the impact on their
own growth and tend to resist the notion of failre--no, no,
no, it was a good experience, I gained a lot from it and so
on. It seems to me that was a fair commonality.

AT: ,14-211
'

that's kind of--th-A certainly fits cognitively to
this. °

PK: Sure, I wouldn't want to spend a year...

AT: I never spent a year doing anything that was a failure
in my ree except maybe a couple of years in the church.
(Laughter)

_'m glad yci added that.

LMS: Tha:. sounds like it was a real trauma for you particu-
lal-ly.

IT: It was horrible--if I had had myself defined a little bit
more as a person it wouldn't have been--would have been more
of a trauma for him oecause he'd have been left there alone.
But yeah, if I aad been more self-defined, but I was definin-,
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myself as, you know, whose wife I was and that was just a
horrible position to be in. It was awful, it really was,
especially when, I don't know how much of this Alec went into
but we were in a rather isolated spot and of course I had two
young children which is not the easiest situation to be in in
any kind of setting and I had a lot of the day to day opera-
tions of the church and...

AT: Yeah, because, see, the second church then, Margie and
the kids stayed there all the time. Remember, I mentioned
the first one we went back and forth together. The second
one, she stayed there and I commuted daily and that meant I
got home late at night. And that was a large church, that
was a membership of 250 or something. I mean for a student
church, it was large and there were calls frequently and that
meant 250 landlords.

MT: Well, I mean, it was a large number of people. I remem-
ber they would say--well, drove by the other day and noticed
the window was open that much and it was raining and...

LMS: Oh, so that kind of nonsense...

MT: Oh yeah, I remember, you know, just polishing that floor
-nd how hard I worked. And some one had her mother's piano
Al our back parlor and said, "Oh, I hope you play the piano
but don't let the children touch it." And I was going to
prayer group and leading prayer and all this sort of thing
and at the same time that Alec was coming home talking about
these interesting theological discussions that he had been in
--now this verse wasn't really true and this verse wasn't
really valid and when they went back to the original Sanskrit
that was completely non-existent. And so my faith was sort of
shattered and I had to put up with all this crap (laughter).
It was awful and of course, I was the minister's wife.

AT: And so many of, the minister's wife is expected to be ex-
tremely active in that and the children must be well behaved
at Sunday service. And everyone watches you and the kids and
the way you dress. If you dress casually you're sloppy. You
dress fairly well then how does sly= afford that on your salary
--you just--it is unreal--I know the small town church role

very, very well. Our small town minister's wife is kind of
cool and she comes drifting in with her kids and wears tennis
shoes and just drives people crazy. She wears tennis shoes

to church, I don't know why but she does and it just upsets
people very much.

MT: You're very much a one of a kind in a small town when
you are the only minister's wife there, or maybe one other one.
And people aren't really honest with you either, are not really

themselves. They don't think--I remember the first vacation
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we took after Alec was in the ministry--we heard all these

people cussing all over--we didn't know this language. We

hadn't heard it for, you know, a long time--it really made
an impact on us--to.get out of state and see people just

kind of as people were.

PK: That should have brought about in you a desire to open

more missions to cope with that problem!

MT: No (Laughter)

PK: More organs to play on Sunday,

LMS: Well, it's a little after 10:00--shall we quit? Can

we come back tomorrow morning for a little while and have a

go...?

AT: Sure.

4.4 The Morning After

LMS: The four of us are sitting having breakfast, It's now

almost 10:00. We've been talking about our common experi-

ences in various agriculture endeavors. We've been eating

fresh raspberries that came out of the garden and also talk-

ing about co-op experiences. Apparently, if I'm understand-

ing you right, you got into that in Southwest State at first

and then when you came up here there was a group going and

that somehow has been successful and that kind of thing in

terms of a regular place with a regular, I presume, guy em-

ployed who keeps the place open and so on...

MT: Yes, not only as a food source but we meet a lot of

people we like when we go shopping.

LMS: Part of the community in that sense--so we've been

having a fine conversation about those kinds of things, and

I guess in some ways, want to just continue that and maybe

pick up on a tack. You know, we've been, part of our general

thrust is where people have gone, who were at Kensington

fifteen years ago, and kind of where they're going. As Paul

and I were talking a bit, we thought it might be appropriate

again, to both push and pry a little bit but not more than

you want, in terms of professionally sort of where you're

headed--you're fortyish at this point and down the road

another decade or two, what sorts of images do you see in

that general arena? And we thought we might explore a little

bit of that just to kind of capture that whole potential life

span of people who come to--I guess you must have been what,

25-24, when you came to Kensington, plus or minus a year?
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AT: I'm 41 now--15 years ago--figures up to about 26. Well,

I think--right now the major thing that I think we're working
on--Margie will complete her doctorate and we'll probably
stay professionally in--I mean--I plan to--I see myself stay-

ing in college teaching. My hope would be that within--ten

years from now that I would be teaching about 2/3 time, maybe
teaching two quarters a year or something like that and maybe

not necessarily here. But that's what I would like to have as

a work load and then the rest of the time, I would like to

spend some time on, you know, raising food and traveling.

PK: Do you see that as a part of an increasing move toward

what, harmony with the environment? I sense in your conver-

sation that you like to, both of you, like to put together
your personal, your professional life a little more holistic-
ally, is--you know, part of it might be--I just don't want to
work that hard in the university setting, the other part of

it might be that you want to integrate a lot of things. Would

you talk about that a little?

MT: I guess I could talk a little bit. When we were first
married it was, you know, in the fifties, way back when, and

there wasn't a whole lot of focus on what the wife would do.

We were talking a little bit about that last night. It's

kind of like I defined myself as a minister's wife, etc. and

our children were born right after we were married and I spent

a certain number of years at home .th children. I was very

eager to go to school.

LMS: You hadn't done any college work up to that point?

MT: No, no, we'd got married at 18 so it was--no, I hadn't-

so I was very eager to go to school. And when I first started

college I had no idea what I was going to major in, I just

sort of went for the experience. And I was an art major for

awhile, I was a major in sociology, I was majoring in psycho-

logy, whatever, and it ended up with a degree in anthropology

and Spanish which is sort of--but then I started working with

emotionally disturbed children, and just really, really, loved

working with the kids and from there I moved into early child-

hood. And I just enjoyed that whole work experience and 7 ve

enjoyed college teaching a lot. But where I'm at right ,:ow is

I feel like for the last ten years of my life maybe, I've been

doing a lot of my self-expression through work and I'm not

sure that I want to continue in that same vein. I mean. T

want to express myself through what I do, but I need to do

something more just in terms of a private life, or some at

home kinds of things, relating to people outside of the pro-

fessional arena, I suppose. So I--just last year I started a

doctoral program at Western University in Family Life Educa-

tion with a focus on growth and development, but I haven't

really committed myself to finishing that program--no.
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PK: I was going to ask about that--the pursuit of a Ph. D.
would seem to be more of an intensification of the professional
role and now you seem to be feeling you're not sure you want to
invest that much of your life in only the professional side?

MT: Thetis right.

AT: Unless t.e prugre is really personally satisfying and
all tha.,:--it's not something to pursue for itself but--if it
works out well I think...

LMS: Did you have those kinds of feelings when you were at
Southwest State University with your program?

AT: No.

LMS: You were just kind of doing it and--much more instru-
mental is the image I get?

AT: Yeah, I, and of course, I don't know--I was half way or
more through the program before I was seriously thinking of

finishing the program. It was more a way to earn money and
that kind of thing, it was a way--school had always been a

a thing...

I guess what I'm sensin,' is kind of a funnyyou sort
ndered in, I don't mean that pejoratively at all, and

'-;3m ylow got on track and it kind of evolved and presumably,
understand the time ''ne, went 'Kind of along regularly

with. ut any big mishaps or big traumas or anything that way?

That's right.

LMS: And it's done so on. Here I'm detecting a little

more planning about I. you're going to do it and yet some
misgivings as to W.071..r you really want to commit to that
kind of a plan whi we then--Pu--,, was unplanned
but it got there v1. .s plar:,:d iJur. it might not-

that's what I'm trying E.o say.

AT: That's rvh1 yeah.

MT: I think thee's fair, yeah, and that was a different
point in our lif.

LMS: Yeah, which is another critical kind of thing.

MT: I gu,2ss I just feel that I am interested in this program,
I like tha course work, it's an individualized program, I set
up my cy,;n course work, I like the committee that I'm working

with, I 7,ke being in the west, that kind of thing.

PK: How much work have you done on it?
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hT: I've only done--I've written the program--this is the
1.-.,:1)e of program where you develop your entire program and

:'Nat's a rather time consuming thing and I've taken a couple
--I've taken probably 15 credit hours or something like that

--that's about it.

PK: Now, would that all be in residence there or do you do

some through correspondence.

MT: Some through our State University.

PK: How mucl:t time have you spent there?

MT: Oh about just part of one summer is all and then I've

been ou. there a couple of other times, meeting with the

commi:::e2. I plan to be out there all of this summer and
cher.. n,:xt year have a leave of absence, and I'll be gone

.anuary until the next August.

1)7Z Y'at seems to suggest a pretty strong commitment to
fi.lishing it?

MT: Well, I'm committed to going this summer and...

LMS: And probably next January?

MT: It probably will work out that way but I think i've been

more driven in the past--when I started my masters degree,

anyway, it was kind of like this is the time table and this

is when I'm going to complete it and it was painful. I didn't

particularly like the course work for that degree d I've

just c'ecided this time that I'm really going to only do it

as long as it feels good and maybe at the end I'll put up with

some sort of pain and there'll be a crunch but I just don't

want to drive myself, I just don't want to commit three years

of my life to something that I'm not going to enjoy. At this

point, I think I'm going to enjoy it.

LMS: You don't have any more residence requirement than

January to August--will that suffice for that?

MT: That's right.

PK: You mentioned that you weren't sure how much of your

life you wanted to commit to the professional and that you

wanted to--forgotten the exact terminology but that you wanted

to--had to manifest your own self through--partly through work

and partly through other interests, express--what form might

you see that taking? What things do you enjoy as now, as

example of manifesting--expressing yourself--outside of the

work thing? Alec is laughing...

AT: Well, you could list for days--she...
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PK: She's expressing all over the place?

AT: Yeah, right.

LMS: You list two or three of those and then we'll see if
she agrees with you, yeah...

AT: Yeah, painting, there have been three or four times that
she's devoted some time to painting and has some rather good
stuff--photography--interior decorating--clothing design--all
those kinds of things--cooking--food--you know, those kinds
of things.

MT: Well, not all those things in their finest sense. I

think the word harmony that you used is a word that I really,
really like, and if I have any kind of religion at all, it's
a kind of living in harmony with the world I suppose. I

like...

PK: Some examples of that--when do'you feel in harmony?

MT: When I'm out in nature I suppose--just spending some time
cross country skiing, canoeing, walking through the woods,
spending some time with friends, I like more nature foods.
Right now we're really thinking about the house that we're
going to build and I want that to be very harmonious with the
environment. It's certainly not that I want to retire and
give up work. I don't mean that. I think because I started
going to school so late, for the last ten years, I've been
doing sort of double time, I've been taking classes, working
full time, I've been involved in setting up new programs and
it's been more than- -it's been interesting but it certainly
has taken the larger portion of my time.

LMS: Did you do that at the State University, your M. A.?

MT: No, here at State College, and then I did some work in
early childhood at the State University, Institute of Child
Development.

LMS: Did--I guess one of the things that hit my mind as you
mentioned those last few years, did that intersect in some
way with the fact that your kids are about grown now or over-
lap with that in the sense that the time involvement with
your son's been gone, what, three, four year.: or is that
where the time came from or did the time come from some place
else that permitted the double load, or are you just running
hard in a sense?

MT: Running hard I think.

AT: I don't think that you have been more involved just the
last--in the masters but it was long before that because when
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she started her undergraduate college work, she put--she did
absolutely the maximum for just about every course she took.
I really--she was totally involved in the first--in Southwest
City Junior College she was really--as an undergraduate to-
tally involved and so that I--there hasn't been a big shift
in amount put into it. I don't think, do you think?

MT: That's probably true.

LMS: Just been running hard a long time?

AT: Yes, that's really true and I think it's only recently
that she's begun to think, wait a minute, maybe I don't have
to run that hard. I really think that--it was during your
masters program that you finally began to think that maybe
some of this running around, not all of it...

MT: It's hard to put together and be very precise about it.

PK: One thing it seems to me to be clear is that both of you
have--whatever the last time period has been--five years, ten
years--have consciously worked at being in control of your own
destiny. Many of us get swept along with the current and we
get our degrees and make full professor or whatever we do and
get swept along with it and it seems to me the two of you have
just sort of consciously tried to drag your feet and decide
is this what I want to do or is it not--to make a conscious
rather than unconscious choice. What do you think have been
some of the reasons for either of you? Why you...?

LMS: If that's really true...

PR: If that's true--and if that's true, why did the two of

you do that? What led, encouraged, pushed, you to resist, in
a way, being swept along with the current?

MT: I don't know. Possibly...

PK: Do you think ft's true, first of all, that you are dif-
ferent in the way in which you're approaching the forties
let's say from most of your colleagues either at St. Joe's or
State College?

MT: I think to a certain extent it's true. I think our

approach to life is a little bit different than a lot of
people that I meet. I think part of it goes back to our

childhood. We had very similar, maybe you wouldn't agree,
but we had very similar childhood experiences. I was an

only child growing up on a farm, rather isolated farm. I

was--I attended a small country grade school and I was the
only girl in the whole grade school--like six of th6 eight
years and so I was sort of a loner in a way, and Alec was
the oldest child by five years and so he was almost an only

child in...
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AT: I have two brothers. One is five years and the other is
12 years younger so my son is nearer to my brother's age than
I am to my brother.

MT: And we never quite got into running with the pack maybe,
or something like that. I don't know, I think we were always
kind of reflective, maybe, and I think that was one of the
reasons that got us into the ministry in the first place, a
kind of a lot-king at the meaning of life, what is this all
about, and I think we kind of continue to do that.

PK: Kind of an introspective quality throughout--do you re-
call that from childhood, either of you, thinking a little bit
more than the rest of the kids or being somewhat different?

LMS: You're the one and only one girl, how many boys were in

the school?

MT: Oh, about between 17 and 20.

LMS: Kindergarten through the eighth or first through the

eighth or sixth?

MT: It was first through the eighth.

PK: What accounted for that distribution? They didn't kill

the girls?

AT: I don't know.

LMS: Just an unusual six or eight years in that sense in the

community?

PK: Most farm communities would view that as a good distri-
bution--lots of good boys to do farm work.

MT: That's right.

AT: I think then that there was another--I would think that
we'd also made kind of a real shift in Capital City on that.
But it was very consistant--in that I think I mentioned when

I was talking to you that after being in Capital City a time
then we--my job with the lab was--in some difficulty with
funds and we moved from a rented house to student housing and

so on. And we did some kind of deliberate thinking at that
point, but it was very consistent with the other points of
time, when it had gone that way. But from the time we left
the church, we began to reflect more seriously, and say, well,

can we do this, I think, but it all does kind of tie together.

LMS: In a sense, that church experience really sounds like

the focal or the key turning point. You know. not that other
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experiences, the eight years in the grade school as a girl
and so on, but I keep hearing you coming back to both the
pluses in that in some senses and then the array of minuses
connected with that. That at that point life really tilted
in some major way and the later experiences, whether it's
Kensington or Southwest City or Capital City or here in that
sense are increments on that or more elaboration but that's

where the real fork in the road came--and maybe those meta-
phors don't fit?

MT: I guess for myself, I'm sure the church experience had
some pluses but it was the most negative experience I have

gone through but it was a growing experience in that it was
a lot of throwing out of old beliefs and establishing...

AT: In a sense, it was as you said, you know, when you de-
fined yourself as a minister's wife and finally got so bad
that you pushed your way out of it--that's a big step.

LMS: But apparently you didn't have to be dragged off,
kicking and screaming that my god, my whole world is down
the tubes--no, I'm not hearing that either?

AT: No, not quite, but I mean, I was--I resisted--and I
think a whole lot of it was just this business of I was-
when I started something I thought I had to finish it.

PK: You know, we talked a bit about the belief systems much
the last couple of days and I'd just like to probe a little

bit Alec, the notion of that same crossroads. You don't

usually describe it as when I left the ministry, yo: say when

we left the church. Now, most patterns that I know follow a,

whatever it is, a regression or whatever. They're active in

the ministry or the priesthood and then they have doubts

about that and they struggle and then they leave the priest-

hood or they leave the ministry. And then they are very
active as lay people in the church and that starts falling
apart so it's a five or ten year pros of where they leave

the ministry and then out of the churrh. You seem to have

done it all at once. Can you talk about the development of

that? Was, were the two of you parallel? Were both of you
having far more doubts than either of you were willing to
admit to each other? I'd love to hear you talk about that
process of when we left the church, how long was that? And

what precipitated--if you'd rather not deal with it?

'IT: I agree with you that when we left, this isn't really
starting at the beginning, well have to back track probably,
but when we left, we left. That was it. And we were together

at that point. We hadn't been I don't think, up until that
point but when we left the ministry and Alec went back to
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graduate school at the University, we fully Intended "o be
active in the church. And we uent to church one time after
that and that was it--we cannot, could not tolerate this.

PK: From the ministry to one time attending church--that's
really interesting.

LMS: That's understandable from what you were saying, not
so much from what you're saying.

AT: I'm not sure it was really just one time.

MT: Yes, it was--at the University. It was one time but
then later on...

AT: I know what it was--we met--there was a student group
with that church that we met with a couple of other times so

MT: That's right, but we never--we never did really get
into it.

AT: No, we didn't and then when we went to Milford--let's
see, we went to one or two other churches.

MT: Maybe it always has been--the particular situation that
we were in, we were just so, well, being in the ministry
you're so close to all the political kinds of goings on and
we thought that once we were removed from that kind of know-
ledge that we could attend church. And things, would feel
fine and it didn't.

PK: It seems that you really had more cleanly made the
decision to leave the church when you took off from the
pastorate or whatever than you perhaps realized 'cause you
didn't really pursue the church actively enough to find that

it wa': redly still political. And I'm wondering about that
Year or two, late year or two in the seminary and starting
the church, were you really upset with being a minister's
wife or the minister or was it the nagging doubts relating
to religious :(:)nvictions and beliefs? Did you talk much to
each other during those years saying, you know, I really am
having more and more doubts about the church, about the
existence of God, about ....eligious doctrine?

AT: Do you think we did?

MT: I think we talked quite a bit.

AT: About doctrine? Because, see, remember, at that time I
was tal,.ing, about maybe :;coming a chaplain in prison and

that kind of thing.
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MT: I think some of our religious beliefs changed relatively
early as I remember it. And the, it was a kind of, but this
is a vehicle for working with people and helping people. And

Alec was considering that the prison chaplain--that kind of
thing, and so we saw that almost as a social work kind of
thing. So I think our religious beliefs faded relatively
early and then what we saw of the institution itself--it just
didn't have many merits.

PK: What would have contributed to that because again, the
small, isolated, rural areas were the hotbed, 'cause I know
that area--that is my life--the strong, religious convictions
grow out of that--clearly work in the ministry would associate
you only with other firm believers--whence the doubts?

AT: Well, that was kind of, I think, maybe the thing I liked
about the seminary, was that it wasn't -:here weren't very
many firm believers. And seminary is a graduate school. It's

much more theoretical of...

PK: So it was the seminary experience that...?

AT: Well, at least, yeah, somehow that was...

MT: I think seeing some of the behavior of the other seminary
students maybe, I don't know.

AT: Well, this was a church in wlich most of the professors
in the seminary, I would say, were sort of believers OW-. they

were existentialists. This kind of thing. Some of the stu-
dents were real fundamentalists and so we had a lot of dis-
cussions about belief and doctrine and I think we were pretty
clear in agreeing that fundamentalists belief--I don't under-
stand it, it doesn't make any sense and we were at--and so in

that sense...

LMS: The two of you?

AT: The two of us were in agreement on that--we had next door
neighbors who--we'd have lots of discussions with them about

that.

PK: So perhaps seeing more clearly etched the fundamentalists
beliefs--some of the students would cause you--give you a
better opportunity to question your own?

AT: Yeah, and then the -Fame of the--well, one of the ministers
in the church there that was--was highly respected by all the
church people and was, you know, gave many lectures--seminary
students met with the seminary wives to tell them how they

should behave and so on.

MT: I had actual classes in how to be a minister's wife.
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AT: We had some situations with him where he was just a com-

plete, unethi_:al bastard. And you know, seeing--the church
belief in doctrine and so on had absolutely nothing to do with

the things, I think, that we thought were important. How, you
know, the way one deals with other human beings.

LMS: So the ideals and realities were miles apart?

AT: Yeah.

PK: Did your parents or familL r :alto this at all? Was

this somewhat of a shock to your family? Has that not been

an issue?

MT: Okay, one thing is that we grew up in different churches,
and so I think that was a beginning of our questioning also,
because we came to this situation with slightly different be-
14.efs. I was raised Lutheran and Alec, you being Methodist.
His family was much more religious and close than mine. Mine

sort of went to church to see other people, it was kind of

social--still is kind of a social thing. I think Alec's

parents were rather upset when we left.

AT: Yeah, I think they were, but I think I expected them to

be more upset. I think part of my hesitancy had to do with

my family. I think, my grandfather had always been very ac-
tive in church work but one of the things that I remember

being surprised is I really thought he was almost relieved.
I remember he wasn't critical, he wasn't as critical as I

thought he might have been, and, but I think, yeah, my con-

cern for my family was, T think, what kept us in the church

longer and...

MT: But that's interesting to look back on that.

LMS: Does that have any play in the future--where we were
starting a conversation where you want to go professionally
and so--it sounds as though beyond the Unitarian fellowship

that apparently is a part of your lives now, that that isn't

a big dimension.

MT: The Unitarian fellowship is--we enjoy the people that

we meet there. It doesn't have, I don't think we've had a --

we really don't even have religious discussions--it's a

gourmet dinner club and a wine tasting party and cross

country skiing and things like that and I think we are--our

religious connection is that we aren't Catholic or we aren't

Luthern and we don't really--there's a great variety of be-

liefs, I think, within the fellowship.

AT: We've been at--we were at one or two meetings that the

focus was on spirituality and so on, and there's a great
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diversity in the group and so on, but it's much more of a
kind of--yeah--we're not Roman Catholic, were not these
Minds of things an-; we kind of need some support and I
think...

LMS: Just a lonesome band of--somehow are not in those big
groups?

PK: Our Chancellor was a Unitarian--he used to joke that
the Unitarian Church was a group of atheists without the
courage of their convictions. One other, just kind of over
generalization, vou know, when y, hear the raw data and it
gets at you through tL like, excitir, and interesting to
hear--a thought I had Allc, and would like your reaction to
it, is that it appears that two really Si: lificant events in
your life at least, on is that going to the seminary
seemed to loosen most of your religious beliefs and going
to a very rigorous doctoral program, seemed to loosen and
jar most of y...)ur educational beliefs, that the usual--this
isn't a good advertised, ad for seminaries and doctoral
programs--would you react to that?

(Laughter)

LMS: I think he just did.

AT: I hadn't thought about that but it really does fit.

MT: I had thought about that. We sort (-f believed in the

church as an institution or a vehicle or whatever and when
we got really involved we became disillusiuned. And I think

when we--we were sort of enamored with the University and
etc. and education and we became a little bit disillusioned
with that--that's just something--I would say you're right- -

so...

LMS: Was it the kind of doctoral program that you were in
in the sense of--if I understand what you're saying the other
day--it was a heavily quantitative, statistical, empirical,
if not experimental kind of a program, or at least that's
what I associate with the University and your advisor and
the kind of stuff that you were talking about. And that seems

alien to the kind of way you want to live? Or am I misrepre-

senting either that or...?

AT: No, I think that's true, yeah--it was sort of as it--in

a sense, I left the ministry and then from there on was into

education. And the time, at the University, involved in ed-
ucational research was sort of taking that to the same extent
the seminary had taken religion and getting involved in--that,
for me, was not the answer.
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LMS: Are there people in the department that you can talk
about educational issues with in ways that would--not be the

answer obviously, I don't mean that, but are--I guess what
I'm responding to is that I hear some hope yet that that
Western Ph. D. experience might have a quality to it that
you're going to find, able to express yourself within that,
whatever the tradition there is, in a way that I don't see
you finding the kind of earlier Ph. D. experience, being

a vehicle to express yourself. And I'm wondering if there's
any kind of part of the State College scene you--there were
people coming at the world educationally differently than
the way they did in Southwest State--that somehow can incor-
porate the kind of life you want to lead more generally?

AT: I don't know, yeah, there are a couple of people on our
campus that share some of my beliefs and so on.

LMS: Are they in education?

AT: Yeah, one or two in education and one or two outside,
but some similar views.

PK: Do you meet with them often or regularly or just by

chance? You don't have a formal kind of a steady group that
you run into every day or every couple of days?

AT: No.

LMS: So there's not a group that talks ideas--in the sense-

one of the exciting things about Kensington for me is--been
partially or peripherally related to--was that there was a lot

of educational talk going on. You know, it went off this way

or went off that way, and so on. But there was a vitality
there and I'm not hearing that vitality in the ed department
or the psych department at--you keep shaking your head...

AT: No, it's not .there--there are a couple of people that I

have occasional conversations with of that sort but it's not

a regular kind of thing.

LMS: Is that the institution or is it the partic.H.ar people

or is it you, at this point in your life or...?

AT: I don't know--that was part of the--this project that I

mentioned yesterday--I worked on for elementary education.

That, I think probably, being positive features of that was
that the faculty who worked on that. We did meet on a regular
basis and part of that was book work or busy wc-k b'.it it was
always--a lot of it was good discussion. What is important

and how do we do it, and I think that the one thing T really

missed that Margie has in her department is the: do that more,

and they have a department that is, they're kind of into that.
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LMS: Collegial in some sense?

AT: Yeah, wouldn't you say?

MT: I would say that, yeah, I would say that the institution
itself is quite--I won't even say that--I was going to say
quite restricted but I'm not really sure.

LMS: St. Joe's now you mean?

MT: Yeah, but our department is just amazing. It is just

wonderful. We have sort of an isolated place on campus.
We're on the third floor of the administrative building and
we don't--I don't know--we don't see a lot of other faculty

members, I suppose, but we have a--it's a home economics de-
partment. It's very diverse--we have everything from--we have
child development major--we have a family studies major--we
have textiles--we have foods--etc. And so we're doing a
variety of things but social work. But I have never been in
a work situation that was so supportive--this is just so
entirely supportive--it just really is amazing, and our de-
partment is constantly changing and we're doing this, doing
that--it's a pretty--everybody is pretty innovative, is in-
terested in trying new things--gets bored with doing the same
old thing twice and so it's really a fun, interesting, teach-

ing situation.

LMS: So the Western State Ph. D. experience ought to play
into that, is what I'm hearing?

MT: I think it should.

LMS: And the test will come this summer and maybe next spring
whether it really does or not?

MT: At this point I guess--I suppose deep down I intend on
finishing the program-I just don't want to say, "I'm going
out and finish that program in three years." I'm not going

to say that.

PK: Because you don't want that kind of pressure?

MT: I don't, yeah.

AT: Well, just this morning, before you came, we were talking
about the house were thinking about and said, well now, that's

going to take a lot of effort and will that work with going to

Western. And we're saying, well, it may--yeah, there may be
some conflicts, and it may be that that means the degree might

take a little longer, you know, if it's important to devote a

couple or three months to the house or something. We might do

that, I don't know--at least we're--that's the difference
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think--earlier in our life the completing the degree or
so on would have automatically been the thing--wouldn't you

say?

MT: Yeah--I was going to say--I really enjoyed my course
work at Southwest State University in anthropology and
Spanish and I hae some excellent instructors--most of my
instructors ia Spanish were from either Spain or Cuba at
that point, Argentina, all the...

AT: Political exiles--that tradition of-- getti:g involved

in that whole cultural aspect which was...

MT: So it was not only the language but was very much a
cultural expos..re to a maybe a Spanish way of--Latin Ameri-
can--a more relaxed view of life maybe and with the anthro-

pology i took a lot of courses on Indian groups of the
soutl Jest, and so I think this has been a strong influence

in my life. I think if I would call myself anything it would

be an anthropologist. That's the discipline that I agree

with or that I feel most comfortable with and that's, of

course, work that I took last summer on cultures of the south-

est, the Hopi Indian--that kind of thing. And that very much

I think, expresses my philosophy of life more so than any

other influence in my life--a kind of a striving for harmony

--a balance in your life.

LMS: I'm not hearing any of that kind of intellectual
quality as much in your life here at State College at this

point in time. Am I misinterpreting that? You've got a

couple of courses that you're interested in--you teach

regularly, and the kids seem to get excited about it and

you enjoy doing it but...?

AT: Yeah, and kind of consistently since I've been here--I

do--I talk to--spend a little time each week talking to
somebody kind of seriously about something that's important
to me--having to do with the purpose of education that, you

know, meaning of life or something like that. There's--I

always spend a little time at that and maybe that's about

--I don't know, because for one thing, I talk to Margie about

this, I guess I see work, my job, as not a primary source for

tha--

At this point, we diverted on to the issue of writing, as a mode of

expression and as an academic activity, issues of some importance in the

college and the university. And, issues that, Alec and Margie found

tied, intimately to other beliefs:
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LMS: 'iverting off here for just a second on another point

.,'111 hearing is the kind of intellectual inquiry and

thinkir hat you're doing is tied up in the kinds of things

that we peen talking abou,: in the last 15-20 minutes. I

don't he.-2r -.ny kind of push or getting hooked on more formal

educations_ ::search in a sense. As you ware talking a

little bit :'our dissertation the other day, it sounded

as though that °: :ver, on that particular piece. And I

don't hear any Th; :,rojects" or that kind of thing underway.

in any formal s 7. .

that somehow the experience at South-

west State did: :ou more dramatically into that line

of professionaL

AT: No.

Any speculations :)1! because obviously you're curious

:±nd you're wol.dering a6.Jat a lot of things and ...?

AT: Yeah, I think I woad:::r about a lot of things--1 investi-

gate a lot of things--I discuss with Margie a lot of things

w-l_th some ocher--a few other people. I think the thing

that I don't do is try to publicize my conclusions very much

now. I'm fairly satisfied with them and more concerned with

moving on than convincing other people of them necessarily.

PK: part of that tied to another theme I've heard in the

last couple of days that's characterized I guess as the "more

than one way'? We talked about it in the religious signifi-

cance and the educational. Is it, if y.:.0 were to consolidate

that thinking, pubLsh it, draw a str-Hg around it, that it

would force you to ..And -)f persuade ;they people that you're

right and -ou're not comfortable wit' that?

AT: I hadn't thought about that-that's at least consistent,

hut, I guess, I feel that it's importlnt :(1~ me to make some

decisions, and for Margie and I together Lo make other de-

cisions. And I--with ocher people I work wit, we reach de-

cisions as to ghat wc, do but in terms of, you know,
philosophical questiops and a lot of things I investigate on

my own, it's--yeah, 1 ;ues almost kind of figured, well,

other people ought to do that too rather than my telling them.

LMS: Writn isn't an expresive medium fL,r you in a sense?

AT: Right.

LMS: Is it for you--yc': mentioned painting or cooking or

building a house and so ou--all of those modalities it seems

are vehicles to express the things you have on your mind or

ways you want to live or whatever, but either writing fiction

or poetry or e.3s:.)s--it doesn't come out that way?
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MT: Unfortunately no, it would be very nice I think, that
yeah, I think both of us tend--can write well enough to
survive in the academic community--that kind of thingput
things together, but I feel as if I express myself in other
ways a lot - -I'm happier expressing myself in other ways.

I really identify with something you said earlier -the idea
that Alec responded to--when I--I like to expose people to a
lot of ideas--I don't like to tell people the right way.
really feel strongly that there are very few just: one right
ways in anything. And I toink one of the reasons I love
teaching human development that it's a life span course,
and you can just put all kinds of things into it. And you
know, there's so many different theories, and you don't have
to come up with one right answer, and I can just expose the
kids to a lot. But when I start to teach method courses
it's a kind of, well, tell me what to do, well, tell me the
best way, and they want some more specific answers I think
and its just a little bit more one right way, n little bit
more, not that good methods courses are just one_ right way,
bu,. I feel much more comfortable .1st exposing people to

ideas.

AT: ``rah, I--in terms of writing I guess I do most of my

writing terms of comments and questions on student papers.
Am:: students read a. lot in these classes, and I write quite a
bit back and I have--I found--it was interesting that when I
encountered some o. ':.he books by--on values clarification, I

fo,Id that I agreed with much of that. And. I kind of used

that as a guide for some responses, but in terms of almost,
yeah, it's self - expression I think, that is, a form of it.
In essence pushing people to take a stand, to examine what
they just said, you know, to afic them, did you mean this when

ti wrote that--well then, if 'ou mean that, what are you
Ping to do about it-- that's -in terms of self-expression, I

think that's important to me--to try to get people to do that
kind of thing -to see that there's another point of view.
Hu an development is such a great course for that because,
you know, all kinds of per=mectivesyou bring people in and

tc sec, people really, you ow, teally realizing, my gosh, I

revey thought abo-,L that.

LMS: What arc ur hopes a; outcomes of a course like that

on either the k.ds as State College or at St. Joe's? I can

see this of alternatives you're presenting to them..,

MT: Well, most of the kids that I teach are just extremely

provincial. I mean, they have had very limited exposure to

the world--unbelievable!

LMS: So it's just a real eye-opener?
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MT: So it's an eye-opener, I think, just--most of them, I

think, come into the course believe there is one right way,
and not only in religion but in, you know, many things.

PK: Child rearing is an example, I would imagine, what is
the correct way to raise a child? That question still is
asked over and over in my classes and I imagine in yours,
too?

MT: Yeah, that's really true. And just to get them to just
to think about alternatives and to question the idea that
there is just one right answer to everything.

AT: I guess another--if I were to have a single focus more
specific than that the thing I find most prevalent in stu-
dents and future teachers is sort of this kind of thing, that
young kids are out to get you. And I would like to counter-
act that somehow. I do deal with a lot of people who are
going to be teachers, and if I could--if in the classes. I can
get them to realize or to take the perspective, that these
kids are legitimate human beings whose behavior makes a great
deal of sense, and they're not basically evil, trying to get

teachers. And I guess that's what I keep finding them coming
in with, those assumptions, and that kind of thing--as a

single...

MT: Just helping them develop empathy for people in general
I think would certainly be one of my objectives.

LMS: Do they come away confused with that welter of alter-

natives? Are they anxious because, my God, what I once

thought was the right way, may not be?

MT: Okay, maybe some of them do. Generally I get very good

feedback from the kids. They've been just very--they just
think its a very interesting course, and, my God, they hadn't

thought about a lot of that stuff before. And so I, you know,

I don't think they--I don't think most of them come away con-

fused.

LMS: They're not getting traumatized, Liat somehow you've
destroyed anything that they can stand on firmly in a way?

MT: I don't think so because I don't make a point of des-
troying the beliefs that they come into the class with. I

mean, that's definitely part of the curriculum too. Just an

eye-opener. I hadn't even thought of that possibility though,

that I was just confusing them.

LMS: Some instructors, and particularly with undergraduates,

and T. guess particularly maybe in an earlier period of time,
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or, particularly, with the kind of clientele that you get,
ycs. know, got images of the atheistic philosophy professor

who's just cutting to ribbons what he or she might perceive
as the quaint fundamentalist beliefs of a group of kids out

of the country.

PK: Thirteen years of parochial school.

LMS: Yeah, and...?

MT: Okay, yeah,

LMS: I don't detect any of that hostility, obviously, in

what you're saying. But sometimes, just opening up, you know,
William James or John Dewey, or something, can, my God, you
know, if that is so, then all of this other can't be so, and
how am I going to live with that--similarly with the cross
cultural thing. If you find 9

MT: I think I make a real effort to bring a variety and that
variety includes the more traditional kinds of things.

LMS: Points of view and stuff?

AT: I think that this is quite consistent with what Margie
was saying last night in terms of how does one effect change.

And it--Margie's beliefs are certainly very clear but in a
class she would never stand up and essentially say this, you
know, this obviously anybody who believes in the virgin birth
is ridiculous, because this couldn't have happened, and here
and so on--she would use the same amount of time to have, you
know, four speakers, one advocating the validity of the virgin
bizi-h and three other alternatives. And then kind of require

the students to discuss them or (laughter) well, you know, you

got sprung full blown from a flowing sprirg that's another- -

see-- that's a view from Iraq, in fact, which was...

MT: In human development, I--this isn't a psych course by the

way, this is taught in the home economics department, and I

think home ec tends to be a little bit the traditional home

economics. It is more an applied kind of field, and so we
relate a lot of this to real life, and I bring in a lot of

speakers, etc. And just to give you, like an idea of the
variety, like I always--when we're talking about adolescence
and some of the problems connected with that, and talk about

teenage pregnancies, that kind of thing, or bring in a speaker

from Birthright. I don't know if you're familiar with that,
but very, very pro-life, and it's right in tune exactly with

these kids' belief system. And I have a few in the class that

may question this but most of them go along with this set of

beliefs. When we talk about sexuality, and the development of

one's sexuality, I always bring in someone from the gay
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community and that's a real eye-opener. I guess what I'm
trying to say is, I just bring in all kinds of points of
view, and some of them probably directly support what the
kids already-believe and some are really different.

AT: The other thing I think is that some of the--I know in
talking about the speakers and hearing you talk about them,
you've found some people who, for instance the one person I
remember who talked about natur -whatever the--natural
family planning--in which the .,peaker was, you know,

very positive in terms of human sexuality and sexual ex-
pression and so on. And that, in essence, was proposing
natural planning as a way to enhance one's sexual life and
pointed out how this really was a plus and all that. Now,

whether that's true or not, I don't know, but that's the kind
of speaker that Margie would bring in who would, yeah, she's
--this speaker is consistent with the kids in terms of birth
control, but very inconsistent with their concept of sexual-
ity, because most of them have also, along with this, essen-
tially seen sexuality as something to be hidden and suppressed.
And here's a person who's advocating being sexual but not using
artificial means which would stop them cold. See, so that kind

of thing...

LMS: So there's a bit of a jar in it--fine along the way and
all of a sudden--pow!

AT: Yeah, it's kind of subversive. Yeah, so you start out
with a speaker that everybody knows they're going to agree
with. It's a little bit like a speaker that I've seen and
used in human relations classes on homosexuality. The stu-
dent always knew that this person was going to be talking
about sexuality, and pretty well assumed he was going to be
gay and this fellow would come in, and he's a foreign minister,

and he's spent the first part of the session talking about
human sexuality, he never mentions gay people. He talks about
elderly people and sex research and so on, and then takes a
break and inevitably the people are talking to him. They

pretty well conclude--no, I don't think he is, this is really
good, he really makes a lot of sense, and then during the
second half, all of a sudden, and he does this with a story in
which only after it's over do you realize he's just told you
that he is gay. And it really puts people in a--you know,
that kind of dissonant sort of thing. But I think, as I said,
it's consistent with Margie talking about Effecting change and

so on.

MT: We spent some time on that...

LMS: Well, again, it seems to me it captures--it took off
partly from that question I raised on writing as an expres-
sive mode, and as I hear you talk, the expressiveness of an
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intellectual sort comes out both in your teaching and the
kinds of people you meet in the teaching, the kinds of kids
who come into the situation, and, you know, it has a verve
and excitement to it ar, you talk about it, even though the
particular instance we wandered off on was the family life
or--that kind of thing.

PK: Do you project in the future a change in that? Could

you see in ten years that perhaps either of you would go on

the island and write the great American something, great
American philosophical piece? In other words, do you feel
that you are at the point where you wish to be and that your
continued quest would be along a similar line? Or are you,

do you feel that you're incubating and you're still thinking
and pulling together of something like your own personal
philosophy, and that at some time you might want to tie this
together into some more visible product? Do you have any
feeling at all as to which of those two tracks you might be

on?

MT: Yeah,-

AT: Yeah, I see myself on--I guess the first one--I--the
thing that I would most like to do is to experience more

things. And I guess, in essence, describing my experiences
to other people detracts from experiencing and...

PK: Just to take a devil's advocate role for a moment.
Could some argue, I wouldn't, but could one argue that
that's being unfair, that if others pursued that same point
of view, you would have nothing to read and far less to ex-

perience, is that self-centered?

AT: No, and I, yeah, I think that would be fine. I wouldn't

mind not reading because what that would mean, if that would
happen, that there's be much less emphasis on the rat race,
that I could simply spend more time talking to people, and I

think I would prefer to do that than to read.

PK: So you wouldn't see that as an irreparable loss if

others were to pursue your...?

AT: No, I wouldn't. No, I think, then, it would be more
like situations, some villages that we spent some time in

in Crete, people weren't writing.

LMS: I get the feeling,, though you'd have to--you'd want the

travel to still be there, because the talk around State

College might get a little thin with that German Catholic

majority out there.
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AT: Well, of course, I don't think any of those things
would continue if in fact, most people were spending most
of their time experiencing other people and places--then
you wouldn't have a State College.

PK: But, then, do you have in fact, a fair corner on the

one right way?

AT: Sure, as long as some people want to spend their time
and do spend their time being absolute fundamentalists I
can spend my time experiencing other things.

MT: I guess how I feel is, I don't see myself as writing
in the future, I don't see that as a vehicle. I see myself

as, again, I'm very interested in the house that we're going
to construct, I want the house to be harmonious with the
environment, I want to do some--I want to express myself
through photography, I want to do some weaving, oh, I could
go on and on--I've done a little bit of ceramics in the past,

I would like to do maybe some pottery, I'd like to--I really
feel the need to express myself and I really feel that
strongly to express myself in some of the visual arts and
just the setting up of an environment, the house, and I feel

that need but not writing.

AT: And we have some friends around State College who I

think a lot of their self-expression is in music, and we
both like music. And I think if I would think of the ideal
community it would be people who devoted a lot of time to
doing what they felt was most significant for them, and
then others of us could sort of share in part of that.

PK: Assuming that there would be a diversity of ways in
which people would wish to express themselves?

AT: Yeah, and see--that's exactly what I'm convinced- -

given any kind of freedom and encouragement, that's what

happens to people. I believe there are some genetic or
whatever, kinds of differences, which are--I don't know
what all they are, but I think given encouragement and
opportunity some people will do more musically, some

people...

LMS: Sing songs, some will read.

AT: Some will dance, some will build and so on...

PK: And some will tape record those who do?

AT: That's right and some will sort of reflect on what's

happening, and comment and point out things that are absurd,

you know, that--all of those things are things that I think

make...
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MT: And I think in terms of like the environment and things
that we enjoy in this environment, State College is limiting
in many ways, but we just really like sunrises and sunsets
and watching carrots grow, and, you know, things like that- -
just- -there are so many things to enjoy anywhere probably.

LMS: By way of one last comment before thanking you and
everything, is there anything that we ought to know if we're
to understand Kensington and the experience of the Thurmans,
or the Thurmans and the Kensington experience that somehow
we haven't touched upon? We've, you know, covered an awful
lot of kinds of things, it seems to me to weave interesting
patterns and stuff but nothing came to mind last night that,
my God, we should have talked about X or we should have talked
about Y?

MT: No, I don't think so--I just think again, just saying
again it was just a very, very positive experience, a growing
experience.

AT: Yeah, as we think in our past, there are certain points
in times that we generally think of as negative, some as
neutral, and positive, buihMilford was a very positive ex-
perience and I would say Che metropolitan community, as the
broader because it wasn't just Kensington, we really did get
into ragtime music there, and, I mean, that was a thing that
I still have a real appreciation for. That, and I--very
frequently in conversations or occasionally in a discussion
in a class--some bit of information having to do with ragtime
music and ragtime composers I include that and bring that up.

4.5 Conclusion

One of the first reactions to our extended case might well be its

unusualness and its rarity in the world more generally. In part, our

response is simple. One of the fundamental purposes of field study

research is to create and present images, models, and metaphors grounded

in the realities of a single life, dyad, small group, or organization.

It is not to argue that the patterns are prevalent everywhere (although

some patterns are), nor that they should be (although some contain strong

value components which we accept).

0
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Our work here began as an effort to look at careers of educational

innovators. The striking gender differences, which resemble American

society in general, also had some striking differences and unusual as-

pects, which we stumbled into. Our brief and tentative exploration of

the feminist literature left us chastened by the dramatic accounts cf

difficulties from the Tillie Olsen's and the Virginia Woolf's. We were

struck also by the second stage view of Betty Friedan and the degree to

which the woman's problem was a "person problem." Before we were

mersed in that literature, one of our life histories, Alec Thurman'

had broadened out and intertwined with that of his wife Margie, who had

had involvement at Kensington "only as a parent" and "only as a part

time research assistant" to Leslie Roberts. Their story had seemed so

important at the time we did the interview; now a year or two later we

feel we have a perspective on it.

Perhaps our most significant generalization is the fulfillment of

our hunch on life histories. If one doesn't know when and where an

innovation fits in the life history of the individuals who are partici-

pating in the innovation, one has limited understanding of the dynamics

of the process of schooling. The individual's perspective, that is hl

or her definition of the situation, depends on a complicated belief

structure or system, which, in turn, arises from their accumulated life

experiences. Much of the remainder of this monograph will explore these

issues.
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,More particularly, our conversation with Alec and Margie left us

with a number of'impressivis. One of'the most significant of these

reactions is caught in a story Theodor Reik attributes to Freud:

"I can only tell you of my personal experience," he said.
"When making a decision of minor, imp9rtance, I have always
found it advantageous to C.onsiderall the 'pro's and cons. In
`vital matters, however, such as tie choice of a mate or a
profession,. the decision shoulda0kfroM the unaonscioust
from somewhere within'ourselves. In the important decisions
of our personal life, We shoulcUbe governed, I think, by the
deep inner needs of opf'natu're." (1948, p: vii)

In some sense Alea's career decisions, and.more generally his'decisions

with his wife Margie, while rational at:the moment and in terms of

surface Criteria, had a relationship with:his/their,More fundamenVal

personality needs.and structure.. Figute25 broadensthi; vieW*and also

ties the long interview back into our career analysis, earlier in this

report. Further, as it began, the case present, an importantimage,of

careers, fakilies, and second stage resolutions. It enhances the

variety available for those digcussions.

Insert Figure 25 about here '

'qt seems fitting to note and emphasize that it is only one joint

life .style, not the "one rightuay".as thep might say. Further, our

perspective on it is only one. Hopefully we have presented enough de.

tail that other, readers might view it, think about it, and reconstrue

it, on the way ta-thinking(about their own-careers and lives: Much of

what we will haVe to say appears in the next section, so. we. make one

brief but general concluding point or two.
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Interpretation in case" study-research,the development of mean

ings; is not a well settled issue. At One level our perspective rico4

is quite straight forward. We believe'the participants should have,:
1

their say. Our long account of Aled and Margie Thurman, mostly pre-
- ,

sented In their words, is our attempt to do that. In another'of the

Interviews: one of the participants, Dan:Hun, who had been Pursuing

0

case study research stYles.raised,a comment which captures the same
.

-point. It illustrates also the shift\in Our own perspectiVd: He's

talking about the original Office of Education. report on tensington:

Dan Hun:' I've used the study in my d*:4ii work in. the field
of curriculum_ where there was a sizeable chunk' of very
good material about how a curriculum can become actualized
in a Setting. -That is, that you'haVe conceptions of:cur-.
riculum,as,the intentions of the teacher6 and then the
actual curflculum_or the enactive curriculum, some of .the .

term hit maybe.John.Goodlad Useeto differentiate between
the intended and the perceived and,then the enacted, or
some other terms that people use. used that just in
writing papers, you know, and,',In fact,. still have the
study 'somewhere. I useit as'& kind Of areference7-not
only as some good°examples, but IeelNe it as some lied ex-'
ample's of case studies, not as that, but as having short-

.
comings and in terms of how the Ubjettives of partici
pants_doet7always come-clearly through and tliatmay.be-
something that we could look at.

LMS:: Talk a little bit more.about"that. -You mean the
individual participants in the...'? I

DH: "That one of the shortcomings that I feltPI'the way in
tallith individuals were 'allowed tomayteapeak intlieir own 1
voice - -in that theirownyoice.maf-haVe'beeu fdlter4d.
felt, for example, Ifelt that my voice was not as present,'._
but that was not - -I am not saying anything negativehere--I
am saying that in tase-at,Ildies'and in the1anthro0616gical

, sense, that the actors sometimes gekmOre-ottheir voice
into the account. And I think:the 'Observers Ilke"Paul and',
.Pat tended to be more dpscr tive Of an episode; and them
withthe descriptIon,t4re at was, not a driticalcr'oSs
reference, when you were'doing this did you mean this?, kind
of going batk,

/
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-
. .

the participants, -amide by de? '

.

LMS:t Ygu saw the observers'- view of it. but not *)

' -s :'
. .

DH: Right.
T

....\
. 4. .

In the sense of his cotent:', throughout this monograph, we have
1

., . :,
.

tried to let the participants speak for themselves. The.interview-with

1

Alec and Margie'Thurmen is the most,extended instance of Olis.

Secondly, in our viewHof case study research, the readers should

have enough `data to -have "their say" aboutYthemeaning of the case,

theirinterpretation.aa it were Once agein:webelievethat the flow

of our inteTwiew, from an. e ly on open ended, stance to ,a conversation(1

,

give and-take, and fina ly.t an involved,discusiion as we.tried to pull!

, 3
out'Alec and Margie's perspective'ahould be helpful. Our grappling, at',

thenhoment, with the ideas and:the affect is perhaps an'objact lesson

in how that might b done.,

as-Tesearcherp, want to have our say as well And

this is a more reflected upon, distant, and integrative perspective as

other individuals in the'grdup come on ,the stage, and enter, or re-

enter the scene and hence into the-interpretation. Our attempt to come

to grips with all that, fdrus,i.falls under the rubric ."The Natural

p.
,

History-of.Belief Systems," the next long section of our' report. In
3 .. ,

effectthis exemplifies our concern fo the importance. of dialogue
. .....

,

within education, a dialogue which never really ends, but Which occa-

sionally pauses and becomes formalize4' a bit more into a repore.t,. .
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5. THE NATURAL HIVORY OF BELIEF SYSTEMS
i

5.1 QverView

5.11 The Conception

Our account of the careers-of/the inn91aive educators seems, in

retrospect, to have a simple straight forward quality. Even though we' 41'

rely heavily on ,the words of the partiCipaiii the perspective tends to

.

be a more behavioral, Outside view ofwhere they have gone and what they-
.

have done. The organization of /this sectiv,.,,,Phe.natural history ,pf
4

belief systems, has been more troubled. _Early:on, we were lmpre4 ssedpby

themes and patterns which we 1 beled variOusly: old reformers never

die, educational ref 'as cular religion, origins, of educational

ideOlogy. Finally, as we struggled, reading and, rereading the inter-

yiews, reviewing our interpretive asides and summary observations and

intarpretations, and meeting, talking, and debating with ourselves over

several years-now, we came to the realization that one way to phrase

what we were grappling with was "the natural history of belief.systems,"
A

In a'slightly more restricted sense it is the life history of systems of

belief' regarding educational innovation and,reform, among a,special

groupJOf educational' innovators, those Who staffed the Kensington

Schoo1,: and the leadership positions in the Milford Schools in 1964-65.

Our conception of blief:draws-heaVilY-on Rokeach (1960, 1964,

'-'1965), Trueblood (1942), and Myrdal (1944). As Rokeach (1960, p,

notespthe mclt general and yet most particular set ofillustrations is

Trueblood's:
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-We have beliefs abouthiktory, beliefs about the structure of
material jggregates, beliefa'abotitthe future, beliefs'abdtt
God, beliefs about what is beautiful or What We ought' o do.
Most of theae,beliefswe state.categotically.

is
say,

"Colombo's landed,tn,the West Indies," "Water.is coMposed of -k

hydrogen ancloXygen,'"Rain is falling today," "There Will be
a snowstorm tomOrrow,"."Godknowseach individuali" "Greek
temples are more beautiful than EgyOtfan.femples," "I ought to
work rather than play tennis.tbday.",Each of these'statements,,'
similar to thooSandswe make every day, is elliptical in that

-the pFeliminary-statement is omitted:, might reasonably_
..:prefAe each of these proposition by\.:the words,' "I believe,".'

or "There seems to be good eviatnce that." .Eveiy proposition
becomes in fact a judgment, and it\a creature'greafly. con -
cerned with'his own judgments..Wetakeour judgments seriously
and,, foolish as we are,we are deeply interested in. the
correctness of our judgments. : -(1942,-P. 24)

In a later vokome, Rakeach,(f968) defines belief this way:

."..A belief is' any simple proposition, conscious or-tineon-
scibuseinferred from what a person saya or does, cauble Of
being preceded by the phrase "I believe that... .t." The content
of"a.belief may describe theobjedt of belief ds true or
false; correct or incorTedt; evaluate it-as good or bad; or
advocate a.,gertain course of.action or a certain,itate of
existence as desirable or undesirable. The firtt kind of
belief maybe called dascriptive'ar existential belief (I «i
believe that the sun rises':in the east); the.siNend kind of
belief may be called an evaluative,belief (I believe this ice
cream is gqod); the third king' maybe called a prescriptive or
exhortatory belief (Itobelieve it is desirable that children
should obey their parents)..' (1968, P. 113)

en the totality,Of 'one's beliefs are considered in,kiAir content

and.strucpse ote has a b'elitf SysteM;
. -

r.
4 w

Thp belier.system is cqnceived to represent all the beliefs,
sets, expectancies,,or hypotheses, conscious and unccSnscibus,
that a person at -a given time accepts as true of he .world he

. lives 1.0. (Rokeach, 1960, p. 30

1

1

4 '

Along the way, toward- the end of our construing we'began to use the
A

phiase "the natural history beb stems." Thavcaught very well

some of the early antecedent that seemed influential in theAhvelopment
..

2,, 7 5
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of'the belief systems: of the inUividuals long before they Seemed to be

making conscious decisions about th4lr lives. Further it conno tes how

"basic" soiie of the processes.seems to be; But, the root metaphor, to

use PepPer's (1942)labal tends to set an organic or organismic image as

context, and that takes us in directions alien to our more contextualist

aradAgm The naturalrlistory-of-b ief-syaiems,in life histories _

cloteemOre centrally, "the person-ness involved in any belief,sys-
:.

tem. We:ido not want the abstractions and conceptualizations to move too

free of the people and-their lives. The attachtent'of "h1,4pory" to the

conception is deliberate. It suggests a time, process, longitudinal or

dynamic Ahlensiotto theAspalysis. This has "become fundamental to our

'
vieW.of educational and social science.theory and practice in ge ral

A

and. to th Kenslngton Revisited Project in particular 12.

11k

other ildportant linkage in:our mode toward afiUal outline was

our igdnal perceTtioh of the Kensington faculty, as "true believers."

In retrospect it seems,a simple step in the unpacking of that term to

get to "belief systems in general" and a special'form Of, belief system

It might be. called "true belief" and the nature of, other'personality'

dispositionsinvolved with individuals who are true believers. Along
it
the way, for us, as non philosophers, that was adifficulijourney..

The selection of, ,,!,belief systems" as the central label vied with,

foimal doctrine, schema ideology, perspectives* norms, point of view,
4

-

cognitions, ideas, and'conC ions. Beliefs seems a more generiC term -

12See for example the other Volumes in the final report and several

published pieces e:g. longitudinal nested systems (Smith, Prunty, and
Dwyer,(.1981) and ethnography and history (Smith, 1982).
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regarding an,inTidual's view,of the world. Forus it encompasses,

straddles a number of dichotomies made popular by the positivi't

paradigm. For instance, we do not want,to split so dramatically a

conceptual and an observational language, nor,jdowe want value statements

separated sharply from 'scientific" discourse. Finally beliefs seem, at

first-teucible to-behavioral and biological terma. They

belong more to human beings who. have grown up in asocial cultural

context and who continue to act 'In that context.

5.12 Current Beliefs

The "new elementary education" ofq(ensington was a set of beliefs.

regarding the development of children's potential, "fully functioning

Freddie," of children'schoice and self determination, of demperatic

relationships, of intellectual proceses, of individualization team

teach, of open education; and of innovation. In Figure 26 we present

the complex nature of that:set of beliefs. For an earlier account see

Smith-and Keith's discussion of formal doctrine (1971, pp. 21-53)

--. Insert Figure 26 About Here

As we, nalyzed the long interview protocols several- clusters of

beliefs-seemed to capture- most of the individuals. The purists remain

committed to both ends and means 'of the new elementary education. 'Many

'are trying to actualize Kensingtdn in settings distant in time, place,

program, and kind of student. The pragmatists remain committed to, the

goals but see the.means in_need of alteration..-Finally, a few might be

labeled critical appraisers. They cited specific problems, cutting'
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active learning

creative

experimental

freedom

independent learners

individualized instruction

innovative

learning how to learb.

liberai`atitude toward,discipline

open

participative

project methods '

teaming,cooperative"teaching

unit method

unstructured

Figure 26: Varied Labels for Kensington's

"New Elementary Education"

'et
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a s.meatis and ends which clouded an otherwise positive personal

experience. They were generally friendly critics.,, One or two turned

out tote_quite critical/of the experience per se but usually on grounds

of interpersonal staff relationships-.,'said one thing to your face and

something else behind your back." The belief in the ideology remained.

4 .The Purists remained committed to t eideais of the'earlier,period
.

and in fact,'were working in various ways and at varying levels to

achieve those very same goals which captured their attention 15 years

Ago. .Several commented on the conservative trend in American edudation

and feared the return of undue structure and dimecessaty restraints on'

the lives of learners. The amazing continuity of educational beliefs

held by the dispersed faculty seemed all the more striking since'few

contacts remained 'between and among them nor did the individuals main-

tain professional contacts with educational movements 'which may have

nurtured their. belief structures. Their original beliefs as we will

argue in more detail shortly, seemed to emerge from early home and.

community influences without benefit of formal training and these

beliefs were therefore immune from - the moientary fads and shifts in'
(

thinking of educational leaders or professionel journals. We examine

now some of the interview data which support this conclusion:'
.

*

Alec ...I then heard Eugene talk about Kensington and
then he 'said if here were people interested' he'd like to meet
With-Them-and I met with him and talked with him andended up
going.to Milford and I,waeyou know- -his descriptions of)the
schOol.really excited me--I'm etill very committed. to that
'kind ofschopi--I really--3;ou'know that part of,'-that aspect
of my, I'm not sure if you'd say, values andeo'on have been
very constant.,
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- Not only was he verbally committed to his original convictions 13-dt '
"

his present behavior in a university teac,4er education program reflected

_,this strong commitment to the earlier beliefs:

t_

AT l I like that ki40 prpgram very much, I had a very soodu.
expesience. in tents of my personal benefit and in terms of
feeli4gthat'I had an imPat on students because I find
teaching undergraduate students that it taket,them almost,a
quarter before they'become,self-direciing in'any way., Now
that"ies the same kind of thing that I felt atiCensingtOn,
students who had attended dchool for four years took longer to
staremoving in ,Kensington than Xids,who had never attended
school, you know, that kind of "tAing. But in this program the
cdllege.students would come in and sense.they were going to be
with us for five or six quarter ands it mall, didn't matter
if they didn't do 'anything 'first quarter so we had forthisl--
for the program--we said well, to be an effdaiieeacher'here
are ten very broad goals you,should be able to plan lessons,
you should be able to state ye= philosophy of education, you
know, you have to set your own goals'and fpr the first

41,x..'" quarter. People flounder ajot and people,get angry and they
say it's not fair, you knOw, what .we should not do and if you
don't tell us that's not fair,,you know, land that kind of
thing. .

Obs: Could you make any parallels with Keniington on that?
t.k

3

AT: Oh yea , yeah, it was very--a very similar siguation
really--bdt hen by the second quarter thes4icollege students,
just fake of and'then, they really make same progress.

Me ensuing yeart.apparentlyided experiential support and
,

-

docuthentationbut the ideOlogiCalperspective was well established. at

Kentington:

.. ,

.0bs: I'm struck.AleC, yoU knoW,., we talked about t he last 15
years 'in the life of Dr:" Thurman: On th.0 one hand:we've
talked about life stylechiEges which rather' remarkableAs
and on the -other- side the kind of philo ihiCai perspective
'which, while you've elaborated and,deepe d, you seem to. :se
every committed ideologically at the College leVel to where you
were then.'

s.,"

.AT: Yeah, I agree, yeah, rreally think so and'I think at''.the
time I was atiCensington I couldn't have given much,Opport.
for those beliefs. While .I was at-Southwest University I



worked on the really; you know,that was-,-in fact, one,of my
:professors was a fellow whomas.a rad191 behaviorist, still
is I'm sure-, he had alio been a. minister and if fact; one Of
thethings'he'said that.made me start thiiking the most,
was ; -it was one of my'ieCOnd,lasses at Southwest University,
and it turned out that, in the group of L5 people therao4ere
five or.six of 'tit -who had been 1n they mAnistry and now we were

411 in psychology and, said, isn't strange andjleSaid,
all-trying to cOntrol,p4Ople.. That was '.the' point ,at

which .I really didn't fhinkjwgia committed that much to con
.

,trolling Paople'sbdhavior:inedetail but anyway, that Started'
metyldking about that. Aliaj spenta.lot of time with 114.1P
_an the question he - -the qUestian-that'he Would always put to
-me he std, "Well, why do, people act?". "Why dopeOPle
'behaver.andso I startedthinking.a whole lot about motiva-
tion andall that kina,of thing And so as I said, I thinkj
have developed a muchspunderAtheoretical base for what I-do
but I.think I'really am pretty consistent on that.''

s

The foregOingillUstration:representa that sub7group of:AtafieeM-

bers most IdeologicailycOnataniover the 15 year span. Several. threads.

.

s eemed,to.characteriza these. group members whom we haVe'dubbed'Purists.
1,

First, there was a strong experiential flavor' to this sub-g toup as they

apoke'about their.origins: Highly analytical, but also highl30.fiaivid-

ualistic, these individuals held strong but not dogmatic views regarding

the way chi dren learn. The views were shaped far more by observation

of life experience than by the readings and teachings of others.. Their

own. significant life events or dignifiCant people seemed to flow rather

randomly. over''the landsCape and had not developed in the, orderly,

systematic manner presCribed by somelCurricultmreXperts and teacher

educators. -They:seemed to have stumbled on to"profound.truths rather

than to ha e been led up to them and often acquired their most useful
f

insights in spite of rather than because-of their mentors.. It is

striking,. for example?.that Alec strengthened hiscalready firm belief in

education which was low'in9control and coercion.by reacting to a radical

behaviorist in a college classroom. Clearly, the professor wished to
j
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impress upon the group that control is both unaVoidable and necessary.

N fog' (earning but just as clearly Alec drew the opposite onclusion:

Control may be exceedingly common but it is not necessary and hd was ,

going to work to avoid it-wherever possible. It is not surprising that

educators who have been most influenced by random influencesor even

counter:influences would also place little emphasis upon sharing content-

and values in didactic, systematiC, organized patterns in their own

teaching.

The small group of Purists appeared to have more closely internal-,

ized the norms of the original Kensington than did their peers. These

fiercely independent spirits were determined that the experience of 15

years ago should not be judged as a failure. The attempt to implement
r.

the.values of Kensington jiad been extremely important to them personally

and they derived much satisfaction from having made the effort. The

following passage captures the flavor and fire of one member, Eugene

Shelby, as he recalled the excitement of Kensington:

Eugene S.: Yesterday.I was telling some ahout my upssand
downs and periods of depression, about mountain top experience
and whatever, and myMotivation and the times that I wasn't
motivated and times when I was more motivated than other
times. And I just wanted to comment that very clearly that
Kensington was a mountain top peak t'pe of .experience for me.
And I suspect maybe for others. As I look back I still view'
it as the highlight of my life, as well as my professional
career. I don't think there is much doubt about that. I,.do

not talk about it much now, I rarely do. First, people, you
know, don't want to hear about it. I have to, you know, just
contain myself, but you know, I think that needs to be very
clear and freely stated to you that I did view.it that way..
But I guess the thing that .I wanted to bring up here is that' I
'think that had an effect on me, you know, once you have been
on a mountain top, you know, how in the world do you ever want
to go there again. Well, I don't know how to say this, but.:.

Obs: Whaf do you do for an encore?
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ES: Yeah

Obs: When you see Paree,.,how do you go back to.the farm.

ES: Like some of my colleagues' here think, boy I must really
be chomping at the bit to see.if-I can-be the elementary
director here, beCause That would be a promotion for me. I

guesdwhat I am saying is that I'm not interested_ in promo-
tions* you know. I tasted success, so I know I'm not going to
have to prove myself to myself, and I think that is good in a
respect, but in another way it has taken away a part of the
drive that I think'professionals generally have, and'I think
that's maybe unfortunate. I did not go into Kensington to
prove Myself, that I was aware of. As I mentioned yesterday I.
did not view it asa.personal Stepping stone or as, you know,

II did itbecause believed in it,. but at the same time I was
sure that there was the drive that cones when you are wanting\
to achieve, and I still want to achieve in a sense, but I have
'lost the ambitio5 that I may. have had more so than you know,
and I just wanted to comment on that.

Obs: Okay. Do you want t6 talk,a,little,bit about the.nature
of the'mountain top experience? You know, what it feels like,
what it means as you look back on it?

.ES: Well, i don't know too much how to describe...I was
working with a guy.here that I had helped recruit, who was the
top person in his field, and you know, really a wonderful
person, and capable professional and he commented to be one
time, and aaid, you know, my work is my.hobby. You know that
there has been a complete coming together bf what it is that I
am really motivated to do, and what my job expects me to do.
And you know, that,is really a wonderful thing. That is a
luxury that probably few\people ever experience. Yet I guess
that is part of what I'm saying in terms of a mountain top
experience, is that you like what -you are doing, and then
there is the feeling of accomplishment, the feeling of
excitement, and there are certainly a lot of problems and
frustrations, you are well aware of that, so you know, as hard
as that was and as trying as it was in so'many ways, how can.
you fook back on it asa mountain top experience. I guess is
had to be the excitement, involvement, you know, doing what it
is you believe in.

The Pragmatists were a sizeable group of perhaps one third of the

staff shared a less pronounced commitment to the original Kensington

ideals, at least as originally implemented. While adamantly insisting

on the excitement and quality of the experience and arguing the
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continued importance of the goals of Kensington, this group felt the

1

means to achieve those ends had been hastily conceived br even naive.

i
The "too much--too fast" syndrome seemedeemed to summarize how this group

felt about the effort. Some ref red to "not bringing the parents,
. ,

along" or being "too far ahead of the times" but clearly the commitment

to the original goals seemed strong. We cite one concrete example, Tom

Mack:

Tom M.: A case of too much all atonce. I will give you a \i

good example. If you are trying to change.a classroom teacher
for instance from a!boOk teacher to one who uses a unit method
and individualizes instruction and so on and so forth, and
they have no.Opr,had that experience In this, there are a lot
of those teachers,- and moat of them haven't had a Kensington,
alright go ahead and let them teach from the textbook method,
okay, until they have trained in maybe eight of the kids in
how to do a research paper or howto do whatever it is they
are wanting them to do, and then to take those eight kids and
you make maybe foUr more groups, and,you trairi'those, and. yoU
keep doing that, but you have to train the children in the
process that you are going to follow first. .And then if you
do that :they become a pretty'good teacher of, you know, of a
unit type of method. I think,there was too much of relying on
program materials in Kensington. Some children can't take
program material without a great deal of training, at least
not the unsophisticated kind of material we used there.

The same staff member made explicit reference to the Community aware

ness:

Obs: You mentioned that it (Kensington) was put down
wrong place. .

TM: Yeah, wrong place .and I, I don't think there
preparation work done with the communityf that is
opinion. Most of those people as I saw it when I
Kensington, were mobile upward,'moSt of'them were
people or upper lower class people. Is that kind

you...

in the

as enough
own

was at
middle class
of the way

Obs: Fits right to a T, yeah.

TM: And being from that background their view of education
wassomething much more traditional than Kensington was. You
know, a little kid has a teachar,'and if he does wrong you
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paddle his behind, and you give.him assignments; and what
traditionally to'people 15 to 20 years ago thought about
education, and I do think'there Was, I understand there was
some attempts at communicating to have some parent meetings
and so on and so forth, but not verymany.

While questioning the strategy and-the means,this staff member

seemed reticient to admit a changed perspective and restated a

commitment to the indiyidualizatiOn of instruction which was so central

to the early Kensington:

Obs: I think'we are close to running out of time. I have one
quick question, if I could, and I may know the answer, but 'I'
would like to hear you comment on it, Tom. .I, have a feeling,

that in terms of your own philosophy and views on education, .

you probably were there bdfore Kensington and many of those
ideas are still very much there, as you have probably had a
pretty steady view throughout. But is that in fact true or
have you shifted a lot?

TM: The Kensington experience made me see the need for
-structure to a much higher degree that I had at Kensington.
Structure not so much as to telling teachers. what to do, but
of the process of how they do it that is to be followed in
doing it, and then seeing that they do it.

Obs: SO it was more a plan to bring it about, bdt you haven't ,

really changed your views. basically on how children were and
how they ought to be taught?

TM: I don't think so; I don't'think so. You know, kids don't

all learn the same way. And that is the reason I was inter
ested in going, one reason I was interested in going to Ken-

.

sington.

While the basic commitment to outcomes may haveremained reasonably

stable the following passage indicated rather clearly.;that.the.

strategies for achieving those goals would have to be sharply different

the second time around:

a Obs: Do you ever have a feeling that you'would like to have
that go again from the start, or are you feeling that you can
accomplish this more on the run, sort of as the school was in

, piocess? Have you.ever wanted to start one frim ground floor?
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TM: Ihave often said tilia,about Kensington; -Before I went
there I,e1Ways wanted to be a part of. that thing, where you
hand pick the people that cake in:and.so on and so for*h. 'I

don't want to do that again. You know,i I think peoplehave to
grow into that kind of thing, and have to be reactiv to the
itudents have to-be reactive to the community and so, I .guess'
what I am saying is that eduCation is part and parcel of
everyone of these peoples lives,out here,and damn it,tliey
are .going to haVeia hand in it one way or- the you
are not going.to come in and impose something on them.

The PraKmlists reflect. the stress of change and continuity which

marksthe imp ct of time and life experience on edUcational.ideologyand

ileliefs. Most members of'this sub-set were willing to acknowledg&a

certain naivete regarding strategies or'Means for implementing the goals

of Kensington but were quite reluctant to budge from their basic beliefs

regarding educational outcomea.;;

Not all participants, the bCritical Appraisers," viewed the Ken-.

sington eXperience as, either a total success or even that the conception

was totally sound. It should be stressed that even though this final

group raised criticisms they were quick to remind us that the overall

experience had been an extremely positive one and one they-would always

cheriSh. They wanted us to know their role was one of "friendly critic"

and they-certainly did not Went to leave the impression that they were

critical of the experience.

Several partiCipants commented regarding the lack of a set curricu-

lum and the attendant:probfems of scope and sequince raised by the

necessity of creating, denovo, a:Curriculum from scratch and ditto

paper:

Obs: Lou'had asked the question before about things you'd do
again,or not do again. What aboUt other pieces--the way in
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which'the school was split into three segments or the
.-leaderless groups.or--aa far as curriculum issues, sort of
turning that over tc0faculty to resolve:7 Are there any of
those pieces that you want to react to? ,

.Dan H.:- bh,,I think there were many, many errors in conCep7*
tion abOut--you, know,-,you are the curriculum; that.you
invented, that things Such:as what should be taught, studied,
and learned are all inventable or immediate inventions that
'these have not been somehoW addressed. I think that was a
grave mistake.

Obs: How would you work at that?

DH: I think that, prior.to, the opening'of the school, you as.-
Curriculum Director and Administrator and Principal know that
there are givens within the system: God damn it! Anyone Uho
goes to school has to learn those facts, you knOt472andthe
same with spelling, reading, something about our written
language, that there are givens that you just don't mess
with--they're too imbedded in the culture; to beto'be messed.
with--to be challenged as though you reinvent them.

A similar concern about the lack,of structure and lack.of a gradual

deVelopment of curriculum contenwas expreSsed by Chrig11. , a primary

teacher:

Chris H.: I think it is cruel to kids not to have some sense
,of,what, you know, of a "building up" process in someof the
Basic. Skill areas--Math, The.Language Skills, and Reading.
That would have bothered me, I don't know if that would have
bothered me at that point in Kensington, but certainly with
the experience that I've had since then and seeing my own
children grow.

Obs: That was the question that I was going to ask--were
those insights there or have they been tempered by the 15
years since?

CH: For me, I think tempered by the 15 years since. In fact,
I've been thinking here that I don't remember us ever sitting
down and really-7-of course now, I wasn't the full-fledged team
member, so I didn't always meet with them in that kind of
thing, but I don't remember ever saying, "Okay, are we we
are teaching beginning consonants and ending consonants and
vowels and blends, you know, have you checked this with Joey
Smooey over here?" I mean, I don't really remember that kind
of, you know, easing through the-curriculum. I do remember us
being concerned that they were reading and that they were
writing and different, you know...
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In addition to those whose. views have Changed' since. the original
)

Kensington there. was a voice or two who felt the experience had been a

mixed blessing; benefitting some children and perhaps harming others.

t

The view mayshave been held originally and not voiCed.or th4 ensuing

yeats may have caused a rebirth'of traditional ideology brought-about

through fifteen years of retrospective thOUght. Another primary

teacher, Wanda E. recalled:

Wanda E.: Every morning we went to the mimeograph and we ram
,off the day's work which we prepared, of course, the evening',
before.-, And we stayed at, the building until six o'clock
often, and we had to have meetings of the team in 'orders to
coordinate our work and to sort of plintogether time wise and
material wise. I never worked So' hard in my life/ and I,felt
that I didn't accomplish as much with the children as the
amount of work indicated.

. Obs: It's you're working hard and getting less done in one
sense.

WE: Right. 'Exactly-. Thelater comment that I heard from
students who-actually attended the school was that it was the
best,year of their lives.

Obs: The first year?

WE: Yes, surprisingly. These werehtight students given to
dramatic and extra art talent who appreciated the opportunity
to explote and the freedom from the acadeMic'daily regimen and
they loved it. From that extreme.to other'parents who were
also teachers at" other schools whosaid it was a wasted year
in the time of their children's lives.

Obs: Yeah. Do.you'have anyfeeling yourself as tp,where
you'd be on that continuum from the best to the worst?

WE: I thought there was some good in it but I thought, it
didn't,work with7the type of children, I don't mean that the
children were not as smart, but I think the children had to be
extremely bright to profit by a situation like that. Extreme-
ly bright and motivated at home to seek to improve and these
children were not.

Obs: The majority in that sense.
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WE: Yes. And they had quite a large turnover. Vet,/ students

coming in air the time dumped,intO this confused situation:
that they had never seen before in their lives and some, of
cousse,..took'advantage of the apparent freedom.

.

Obs: .YoUkesitate, is Eherp another image that's going
through.your mind there or...?

thInk the fact thatthe parents were so, disgruntled
after we were in the. new building it became a task to present
an image 0 the parents of being efficient and assuring the
parents that the children were learning. This, disturbed me.

Obs:

WE: Because that was my main concern because, golly, if these
don't 'learn to read this yeah,, it'll be my fault.

Obs: Well, did you have real doubts about children that you
were directly responsible for and working with?

WE: I certainly did. Some of them were not capable and would
have done badly anywhere. And some were bright and would have
learned anywhere. We kept rearranging our schedule, our team.
It seemed it didn't go two weeks in a row with the same
pattern and I don't believe that that0.8 conducive to good
learning either for children or for teachers. This continual
change. We were instructed to be, above all else, to be
innovative. That was the goal of Mr. Shelby--to try out new
things and that is not conducive to good learning. I guess I
had been brought up in a, traditional school andd knew the
value of drills and the'value of grammar and learning' in an
orderly process and I was upset time and again by not seeing
this orderly process. I tried to be innovative in that I used
many ideas that Loould latch on to no matter what to get them
and .I believe I warilftnnovative, but I wasn't happy with
that...

Another teacher, Irma Hall, felt that success and failure were divided

chronologically, first year versus later:

Irma H.: Well, the first year was quite traumatic to'me.YAe,
you noted I think in the volume .that you did that one :, I'was
very humbled I think when Eugene had askecime to go and he was
at Marquette- -was my Principal there.

Obs: So you had taught with him for that one year I guess?

IH: Yes, and, uh,.so I felt like I could handle it. But I

didn't realize how traditional I was at first. And the
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faculty itself was quite unusual to say the

know the
. -And, uh,

well, of course yOuvere there,all the time. Y
terrible time,we had getting Started.' So I think the first
year was rather bat,'It's the first time I ever thought I .

didn't like teaching;\and if I could have turned to.any hing
else, I would have. 4-

Obs: (laughs) Sometime along the way there.

IH: However, the second year I think'I really enjoyed it. I

got my feet on the ground a little more' and the. way became a
little less experimental, I guess it was. But I enjoyed it so
much The openness of the building. I really enjoyed that.
And being able to plan and work with other teachers. 'So I-
likedthat.

This same staff member commented later in the interview:

IH: I will say this, Lou, that was the most rewarding of all
my teaching..,..I had to be jolted a great deal...So I think I
changed more than everyone else.

1.

The.Critical Appraisers, while reasonably positive, had their

reservations. The experience had been betterofOr some children than

others, or better later than earlier, or had some components which were.
o

stronger than others.

-7

The belief systems of the staff, while undergoing some-degree of

Change,:remainea remarkably intact. A Change here, a modification

there, more preparation time, more parent involvement, a few options for

students with a greater need for structure and'the basic model 'was

deemed to fly again. The origin of belief structures will be examined

in a later section as we look at several life histories with an eye

toward unravelling the thieads which wove the fabric of the Kensington

cloth.
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5.13 The Thread of True Belief
ra+,

The strong commitment,and zeal of the staff has been well docutented

in the original study. 'The true beliOsin the."new elementary education.

(SMith and. Keith, 1971; p.105), was strong and manifested itself in extra-
-

,

ordinary work loads: In this sense, at Kensington there was initially

little of the "alienation" or meaninglessness frequently attributed to

many kinds of settings of Work. Work "beyond the call of duty" was. the

norm.

In our earlier analysis Of "true believers" we argued with the

Jioffer position that "discontent" fueled the reform movements. We

thought then:

In the judgment of our case, his account under emphasizes the
positive attraction of healthy people trying to make a better
world. (Smith and Keith, 1971, p. 115)

In response .to the probe "WhatIdoes the.experience mean to you as you

reflect back.;. ? ", Meg Adrian commented:

Ithink it was definitely more than those two,years of my
.dareer'ormy life. I think itvas,the-kind of experience that
a person wouldn't have very often in which thegroupthat
worked together-were.dommittid. to- certaingOals and ideals.
And when working together there's a feeling that's very imr-
portant.and thatdeVelops, at that time and it's something very
spedial and I think it affected me in many ways.

This kind of idealism mixed with a more traditional point of view about

social roles:

I. think really, I think I was a little inhibited. I think I
felt that I was more traditionally inclined than most of the
people et Kensington.
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And it mixed with an image how rural, southern girls should act. In her:

team of three:

I lives's each of us was waitingfor the other to take charge.

4 I was waiting for Dan'becaueelle was the man, I guess, and .

this is more or less my background--that the-men assumes the
predominaiit role...

And, also, the new experience seemed imPortant. Meg talked of her com-

ing to the Milford School District with Jean Emerson':

Obs: Were the two of you specifically hired to go into
Kensington when it opened?

Meg A.:' Not.specifically, but we both had that in mind when
we went there...we had heard about it and it seemed
interesting to us...So we both.went theie with it in the back'
of ourminds.

In his introduction, the general conceptiOn wehave.beeh using is

itbelief sy tem, an interrelated set of ideas. The specific cont nt of

the belie has had to do with innovative education--openness, crea-
-

tiVity, experiential, cooperative teaching, democratic relationships, a

concern for the whole child and his potential, "Freely Functioning'

Freddie." Tie way in. which the beliefs were held,, with strong commit
ti ,

ment and zeal, suggested'the label of true believers,-menand women of

fanatical faith. Even then (Smith and Keith, 1971) we had tempered that

a bit from the\extreme of Hoffer's conceptualization. Our current data

suggests that a continuum exists from the purists, wh9 still fit

Hoffer's portrayal to thepragmatists.: and the critical appraisers. Th

variability, while important, stuck us as less significant than thd

continuity of the belief systems. True belief is not easily altered.

That, to us, is a signif4ant genetalization fifteen years later:,
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5.2 Educational Reform as Secular Religion:
The Complex Nature of Belief Systems

5 .\21 The 'issue

Throughout our methodological essays we have commented on the

strange path of creativity as one does qualitative field work. We.ac-

cented that again.iA our accounts of our attempts to do historical re-.

search on the Milford School District as context for the Kensington

School. Now in our life history materials the strange career of crea-

tivity recurrs. Nowhere has that been more clet than our coming 'tothe

hunch, hypothesis, or-theme "educational-reform as secular religion."

In a sense it should have been obViout from our original. work) Anatomy

of Educational Innovation. One of our key explanatory concepts was'

"true believer," froth EricToffer's (1951) work. Similarly we resonated

to Klapp's (1969)<concept of "crusaders." And we dragged in a few of

our own, e.g.. "pursuit of the holy grail" and "tettamonials."

In a sense, we took those as "givens," itemstrought to the organi7

zation by this unusual staff. In an ahistorical way we treated the

items as assumptions.; In a sense, this seemed to be the,stance.taken-by

the organization, the Kensington School and the Milford District, also

at that time and place, that is; as it started on,its way fo Create

school. We did not make true belief problematic and we did not ask'our-
/
selves, Why did people like this come to Kensington? Nor did we ask,

What makes people this.way?

Further, we were. still working heavily from a more behaVioristic,.

Iunctionalist, outsid,. non interfering, pOrspectiVe. We' tended to ob-

serve more,than:to'intervieli. We were not consciously, and intensively
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'pursuing the "inner perspective the world of interrelated beliefs and

feelings, except for those that erupted into overt behavior and Inter-

action. An interpretive metatheory or paradigm was, at best, implicit.

4

In our follow-up study of the faculty, 1111.6i4ab mostly an inten, ;,

sive interview oriented attempt to obtain life histories froM an inn

perspective, we found 'religion. Religion seemed everywhere'. Beyond'all'.

the particulprs of several faculty studying for,theministry, one beini

.

born again, another finding "all the truth yOu need tO7know iri 'this one

book,' the. Bible," and others with 20 Year histories of teaching Sunday

School and adult Bible classes[, the hypOthesis;-thatiMergedinvolved tke

,

conversion of religious motivation, idials; and aCtions,,:for a better

world into the world of educational refom In. effeCt, eneral

claim is that "educational reform is secularized religion." :In this(
4 ,. .

#
section, we try to look-into the nooks and crannies of this hunchanh

try to capture its meaning. In a sense this is a kind of interpretive
... / \.

anthropology' or psychology, a thick description as'ceertz(19.231 might

use the term.

5.22 Change Churches But'Keep The Faith

...Kensington-was an important but temporary:traininf, ground,
a step for many of the staff as they searched to create
careers as, professional innovators.' Commitment was'to issues
and ideas as well as to anything as place-bound as the
generation of social structure of a beginning, fledgling
organization. The ideas were portable,, applicable elsewhere,
and the educational world was waiting...

(Smith and Keith, 1971, p. 117)

.,So wrote the researchers two decades AO as:they analyzed the

motive structure ofthe KensingtOn faculty, a'faculty:choSenforits



commitment and beliefthat.a ne* educational day. was dawning. This was

a young, bright"faCulty enger-andiMpnttient to get on with the runrise.

Heavy work schedules, late meeIngn,,,bOule preparation, interpersonal,

-conflict, pressure It= parents and peers had all been borne, if not

gladly at least willingly, all f r the cause. Smitp and Keith

described In, detail the.phenomenon of true belief.as ielwns displayed in

the original Kensington drawing on Eric Hoffer:and. 0414 such. terms. as
,... .

"framework of faith" (p. 106), cultish (p.'108), the unassailable belief-
,,

(p. 109), and other religious tern to help describe the depth, of

commitment'held by the faculty and'administration.,,Smith:and Keith

offered a rather sweeping, statement by concluding, "He Whocvould.engage

4-,
.

in.lArge-s cale innovative programs must be cognizant of the role of true.

belief that is endemic to the procesa.";e (p. 116)

There can be little doubt that the original staff shared a strong

idealOgical commitment.which grew bUt'of a rather intense religious
-

socialization. Consider the-following:

ku.

1) The Superintendent Of the District and the Principal he
sefected to,implement theschoolwere fellow Bible Class
students for several years earlier in their careers. The
close churCh contacts; led to family, social:exchanges and some
years Tater the working relationship in the Milford district.

2) A,staff member had been active as'a.youth lay minister and
maintained the ministerial function in addition.to his career ,

as an educator.

3) One staff member spent his youth in variousjewish youth,
and athletic groups and has maintained a position of leader
ship in his temple.

4).. One staffmeMbeti-in;Addition to an active
married to arkexseminarian with negeral Years
training.

.

church life is
of theOlOgiCal
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At"

,...

.
.., ...' .'.1

education in,:hcoherentsnd articglated maAer.;. ,ThAy had sustained
. .1,

ffi

their churCh connections ina'maintaiAed their fervent,,desite tb improve
.

;.

andenhance public education edther,thtough fulltime professional
4.

Or,

efforts 'or thro4h:partttime itvOlveMentlin voluntary association with

., '°. 4 4N . .4h .4. g lit, .,

_.-_:_local-sehoOls..._ Anothei subset ofthe, faculty milipt ire labeled as
0 ,

Intensifiets
,,. T oh

.
% ,.,

in that the'early eryoi'amo commipmen youth had
. .

.. .0

apparently.been'ailowed-to wane during the early plait of thmost-
.

*

Kensiditon,years and. then had gradually been re- kindles in the typical, : *
:..pattern includes Marriage,..chijdren. 444 an investment in. the Com-

munity.: Finally, a third groUp of the,faculty Manifested a more dram47

tiomodification which warrants thelabel Of Modifiers., This, group.

:'included those who had undergone rather sharp disillusionment with ,

i.

formal religion or,its institutional form,s-ys well as some who had. been
,

::converted in even more dramaticfashion., Regardless of whether one.-

leapt.into or out of religious Persuasion ,there remained-a fascination

with religious beliefs which petsuaded the observers that tie issue had

been only temporarily resolved. and that the final word shad retto be

spoken on the issue. At best, an. uneasy truce appeared to have been

struck with religious conviction.

.

, The three categories representnothing Uniele in and of themselves in
4

a

that nearly any groyp 'could be alloled to scatter for thirteen years, b

restudied and three points oil a religious'continuum could be located -for

each persOri in the original grpup. `"What appeared 'unique was the intensity

'with wiii`th'the staff continue to feel and believe afpr the passage Of

U -'-
fifteen years an evwidelvariety 8f Personaland professional. experiences.

d.

The true believer quality which had been noted and analyted In,thOt:oiiginal.

. . .

., *

,..,
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Kdhsington story appeared as strong or stronger after15 years of nearly

complete isolation from one another'and.after a dramatic societal ideo-

logical shift toward education which is.Close'to180 degreea. For

example, the Back to Basics movement is-lust one instance of a shift

which appeared to have had very little impact on the Weltanschaung of

the original faculty and staff of Kensington:

Oneof the most difficult tasks in theorizing in educational and

social.science research is finding the Iink .bridges, and mechanisms

within and between domains of,data, miniature theories, and key themes.

We believe that the process is aided by card-in definitions of key con-
.

cepta, by.careful thinking of part-whole, inclusion-exclusion relation-

ships among concepts, and by antecedent - consequence ("causal") relatiod-

ships. In addition, and,perhaos most critically, having, or finding, an
A

initial insight is most significant.,. In this instance, Bernbaum's

Knowledge and Ideology in the .Sociology of Education, in a brief, two

paragraph illustration.provided this service. We have excerpted several

key sentences as he makes a three step argument. First:

In general, therefore, ;I amyarguing that. there are certain
common features of the employment of philosophy, psychology,
and sociology within teacher education.. These features relate
to the ideological qUalities"which, historically, have under-
pinnedthe trainingofteachers, In essence, these ideologies
have served to emphasiae:the affective:and non- cognitive
aspects of the teacher's task. Well into;. this century the

'denominational influence upon the college'was overwhelming,
and Jean Floud's immageofthe,"Missionary spirit" which
characterised the .colleges is a powerful and accurate one.
More-recdhelY the secularisation of teacher education has only
served to transform the religious ethic of the-colleges into
an ideology which drat4s heavily upop_romantic concepts.of
innocence sand childhood. (pp. 32-33).
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In this part of his analysis, if we understand him,'he is arguing a

position which we have tried to capture in pictorial form, Figure 30.

Essentially, it is an institutional analysis, denominational influence ,

on the ideology of the teacher training institution, and this doctrine

infusing the teacher training program;

Second:

Insert Figure 30 About Here

'A further:consequence of these approaches is that discussions
in teacher education frequently incorporate an interest in
"the fundamental goals oPl.ife",' and, as'Taylor has remarked,
an,"element:of hottatory transcendentalism is a feature of a
good deal 6f the discussion ". In this way the mixture of in-
terpersonal, child-cent &concepts of education merge with
affective and expressive concern over the nature of education.
to give rise to a specfal view of the nature of social change
and of the wider society., (p. 33)

And third:

In a.similar fashion, d4cusaions on:the nature of society and
of social change are frequently characterised by arural nos;
talgia which can attribute ill to industrialisatiph and urbSn-
isation by cross refdtence to the widely held romantic. view of
childhoo&aa innocence and the child as victim. (p. 33):

The blend of "fundamental goals of life," the "special view of the

nature of social change and the wider society," 'rural nostalgiai" and

the romantic view of childhood into "hortatory transcendentalism"

broadens immensely the:conception with which we have struggled. The

conceptual and, empirical synthesis of these items remains; fragmentary.
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c -
The essential difference, if not quarrel, have wittOkia

theoretical analysis, is that he puts the onus on the reaCher dolle8e,,,

training programa.
13

We did not know the Bernbauth positiOn

interviewed; consequently, we did not. push hard in such dire4iona

- y
items which our people kept raising, before we had any imageofednpat

tional reform as secular religion" were the important experienceajd-
.

hope, school, church, and more informal but influential set400';*it

influenced them. For many of our group,,the teacher educatiOn!Orograth*

were either brief, non traditional, or irusome instancea,note

Also, late in our inquiry, we found CreMin tiLaccount:Of

Kingdom of God." Perhaps if we had knoWnmore:history, andA,erh4s

we had fOtneeii:Onthelabereort xitherthian.'"filmx40,0*,

perhaps if 'We'haebeen'thare cleVer,'We Wiiulli;halWaaaaytnOiA#04r*
<

understood more thoroughly the historlcatioOthi'310EitieS "educational.:

) t

reform as secular religion.' .In.his,hiaeOrY_Of.4theriOn.:.000itionh

comments-in this fashion .

The missionary efforts ofthaCongregational:churob.s4ete::.,
prompted not merely aa-saving-.Partionlar.#04i0iiasanch
safing civilization, n the OhioyalIey;,and. #1ie1114v00#ipv
common school systemS'ok'the SaVeralstateaete::Vred not

,

merely as impartingjiteracy,to-the,oncothingHgefieration:;but as
,

guaranteeing the health. and safety of tha.RaPnblicItNOis'-
surely a forth of what Daniel- J. BOOretinhaaO4100:"bOoster
talk," but it was .surelymora:aaweli.,JOrpd
millennial tone *6 the-thetotiC-ofAmeric*edneetiOnjthat
Trofotindly influent d itS:polit*Cef:rei.nfOte*O:reintionehip
between the, fortnn of educaiion.:And th4.tn,:teOfthe
Republic that would endure.,-fOr saveral[ienerariOns

12-13)'

13
Also important for later inciniry:atethe'pateritial:differences

between teacher education in AmericaanikthePilitea.Kingdcime have
not tried to even scratch the surfaneof.,that'isOlie...H.:



Later, Cremin both specified andgeneralized'the perspeCtive

further:

The Biblical metaphors were neither ornamentallbr even
prudently didactic, they were of the essence. It was in the
language and.substance of religion, that nineteenth-century
Americans pondered,the meaning of theit individual and public
experience. What in fact did it.mean to be an Ameiican?....
But American-preadhers-i: mindful of theiihistoriC responsibil-.
ity fOr articulating and celebritingthecomkon values of
their society,-were not-content to let the,limatter rest there. '

Rather, they took it as their fundamental Obligation 'to .

fashion a paideid appropriate to the special role.t.4at.:thenew
nation would play in human .and divine history0:41144*igas
to be the setting forthe building of Cod's kingdom on-earth,
the Values and aspirations that Americans needed to share
could not be left to chance: they would have to be barefully
defined and vigorously nurtured. (1980, p. 17)

And still later, Cremin's more cosmopolitan," New Yorkyorld may

have caused him to miss the fact that some prdaent day battles car

:Stronger vestiges of the sold wine.
14

He commented:

The language of this early discussion' of the philbsophy and
politics of edUCation can be deceptive to present-day
-Americans--the concerns seem narrowly theological to the con-
temporary ear. To nineteenth-centurTAmericansi however,' the
rhetbtioVas:not only appropriate but absOlutelYessential.
Foi,tWothOusandyears, the Public values ofthefWest had been
'thOUght about and articulated-Via the language,and:categories
of religion;, it shoUld scarcely be surprising that a people,
who saw themselves charged:W.God to create "anew bider of
the ages" would continue to use such rhetoric as they defined
*hothey were and hoped to beCome. (1980, p. 18).

min comments:

a tob,.-we may not be the most appropriate' individuals to
:thiashion. Smith spent four important adolescent years in

ryes ndiand Asa Mahan's "the special version. of Christian
sanctification known as Oberlin perfectionism." Kleine grew up in a

SJ-4*4. .0d Lutheran farm family in Southern Illinois.
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The .purpose of that education was to energize the child, to
set in motion a lifelong effort toward self-culture, or the
harManious growth and cultivation of all the,hutan facilities
In the direction of their divine manifestations. Insofar as
the teachet ha&responsibility for:assisting and encouraging.
such effort'anethe knowledge and .ability to do so, he was
entitled to the highest possible respect froM satietyhis
offite.being "the noblest on earth," more Oportint even than
the min'ister's or the*aiesman'S Further, insOfarfis growth
toward the divine wasthe end in life for eVgry 4#dividual,
all-associations and institutions were to be judged by the
extent to which they stimulated et*growth and refotmed so
that they could advance it. (1980,-p. 32)

The reference to Cflinningrraises dejavu feelings about "fully function.

ing Freddie" in the Kensington. jargon, and illustrates Cremin's

conception:WhiCh he labels "paideia."

We, have not raised as much as we should the rural and small to

origins of.Our faculty;.: Although important in its own right we vieN.7.

here, more simply and briefly ':.0.:;6 of the social interactional or

culturilmechanisma" linkirigtrie-kind-Of-religibUS%.traditions raisedilby
.

.a

CteMinfrOm the nineteenth=dientury to the belief systems of the

:tWentieth-century KensingtOnjaculty. The agrarian culture-Interlocked

.

with the aUlture of main street'- n the'middlvbordet. Atherton (1954)

phraaed it this, way:

119h God-centered, small-town code emphasized man's
ortality.1 School and home both paid obeisance to God's

aa:.and God's laws, for everything fell within His master
From'kcGuffeY's Readers the pupil learned that Jesus

was above Plato, Socrates, and all the philosophers, for He
as aj.God. Evidences of His power and wisdom existed on every

hand. MtGuffey proved this with simple stories. (1954G p. 67)

And:

CHURCH, SCHOOL, AND HOME thus furnished education for heart
and mind, aprocess which involved the teaching of an
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extensive code' of morality. Without doubt, this fi ted best
the needs and desires of a pious, church-going, mi le-class

society. For such people, the McGubfey.code wap th adequate
and right."-In'their estimation, it uhdetlax,

P
deceat society in'

this world and salvation in the next. (1954,;.p. 72)

The Milford/Kensington staff were the beneficiaries of these traditions

and 'values.

jn short, we haVe an unfinished,
n

open-ended essay on educational

refbrm, as secular religion." We believe' we have illustrated well our t
'

subpoint-or "thee complex nature of belief Systems." As educational

innovation shades into educational reform the'people who are attracted,

as were our Kensington adminiatiators and teachets, carry the .residuals

:PY

or present day manifestations of some historically important traditions

in' American. life.

,

*5.3 Origins, Development, and Tranaformation
of Belief Systems

As should be obvious by now, the phenomenon ofbelief'systemain

the life histories of Our Kensington and Milford'teachers and adminis-

trators is complicated, to say the least. 'So far we have tried to indi-

lti

cate that true belief, an interpretation from:our earlier study, was not

in error. Second, true belief has continued over the years in forms.we

have labeld-putist, pragmatic, and critical appraisal. Rather than

being a malleable eaSilychanged item in one's perionality our .20

innovators seemed to hunt for places to actualize the point of view and

to experientially broaden and deepen the'commitment.. Third we:tried to

show that educational reform was intimately religious beliefs.

This seemed an intricate seculatizatioa"Of religious beliefs over time



on the one hand-and a contemporaneous coordination and isomorphism on

the other hand. Perhaps more simply causation and-correlation seemed-

intimately mixed.

jTow we raise a further part of the tangle-sources, .originsirand-

development of belief systems as we focus upon other aspects of our
4.

interview data and our attempt to order'those data into sensible

Eventually we push toward zimodel we call :';the experientiilpatterns.:

'

5.31. Early Origins: Family and Community

We continue to introduce new members of the Kensington ficultY, and

extend our acquaintance with others., Elaine Ross and Tot Mack' are the

initial foci.

Elaine was a highly talented, creative primary teacherwho worked,

intensively and with sophistication with puppets, drama, story telling

and a variety of manipulatives. She drew the following comments from

Smith and Keith in the original study:

The rooms themselves are.currently%taking on the decorations
and structure of ,an exciting primarydeparttent. Elaine has
brouat along a puppet booth and literally dozens of puppets
that she works with very effectively. She esgive us a demon-
stration of the alligator'and a-petdog.,

(Smith and Keith, 1971, p.'77)_

._Pitring the Anterview.for the present study, Elaine shared theS,.

sounds and sights of literally hundreds of puppets which take up an

entire garage. Her talent and interest in " ;he story as teacher"
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k

rippl d.through.theintertilewtape. Her excitement with manipulatives ..:

! --
.

.has ed to .a liery'pfUll'.schedule,as atree':Iande'resourCe consultant for:

. ,,,i, !' "at., -0, f* ,..,.,: ,' -',:,;.:,,,' ..1.:".,

her workshops -in Language Artkilitee activities.
e.

I

elps explain her love for-children and'the origin

interest as she describes a classic family pattern--

lack of money and abundance of love which seems ''to foster a sparkling

creativity and'impaSsionate concern for the less',fortunate.

Elaine R. I was bo in Wyoming but, I 4ap only there until I
was three-- most,o my growing up took place in Wisconsin, in
the middle part of the state. I was a middle child witlOa
brother sik years older igho is now an Episcopal Bishop of
Nebraska and I have a sister who is six years youhger. It
always seemed that I was around youdger children on the farms
near us. and I can remember conducting circuses,- getting all
the kids lined up to do all their acts and making costumes and
I did that from the time I was knee high to a grasshopper.

I went toa-one-room school the entire eight. gradesi I.
remember I was very active in durChUrCh group--I was 'the
leader 'of Youth Groups -and we'd-pUt on,Fula:Fairs and came up
with all these gimtickythinge; Ifigh:School was a Scary:ex-

perience. big,high.achool and.I.cried every night
and wanted'to stay-home. I hatedit, hated every tinuteo
it7-froma:big frog in :a little pond to a little frog.in
Very.big.pond. They had basketball'and volley bilf and
tennis - -I had never held a tennisracqUet, I had never'', eyed
basketball. I was so-jumpy as if I were still p],aying op

scotch. There were 'the kinds.of games we played with e

little kids that were in'schoolan was 4111 play .g Ring-
Around-the-Rosey. We were. a poor-familyi and my skirts were
ahorter than the others. Hy Mother,mada:allOur Cl thes: I

never had. a store bought coat in my. life- -Teddy Be coats,

were in that year--I'll never forget--I wanted on= in the
worst way but it cost eight dollars and Ldidn't et one until
Spring of the next year. I' had:gold'rimmed gla esamd:When
the recent metal things were back in style, yo could notjtaVe
paid me to buy theM because:I' had such a terr le feeling .

:about thoSegold rimmed glasses'. SO there I as- -a funny

bumpkint.skirtswere too short, gold rimmed lasses; and home.-

made'clothea. My mother_did a beautiful lo of sewing', but

you know, it just.wast*the

After school was terrible.-'I carried a unch part of the
time, but then dad said.that he could w rk.ii out so that I



cOUld'bUy'my:lunch an fter that; I got in with some friends
andwe all went..downt:wn after school; and.nad cokes and 'malts
and things. t I. would not have any milk with my lunch so that I
could, go own after =school with them and I always bought a
coke -because I .cdUldn' t,!,affOrd a malt. I Claimed-not to like.
malts--of coUrse, I dearly loved them..-.

1 .

I, can remember those days so' plainly, that isa really kind of
vivid in my life, but I remember I.hava never known--I.
really '.,thank'God for this--I have never known a home withqut .4

love. I 11 tell you a funny story to show. you what my parents
1.7ere,like. When I was in first grade, theteacher read a
story about a bunny that fe14 "down the basement wIndot.7 and
crashed, into the coal ;chute ,amALUduldn't get out. I cried and
cried and my brother who 'was, in, the same-school in eighth
grade--(He was adlianced"a.grade when they kmoved to Wisconsin)
was embarrassed to teirs.t-- He'-asked. the _teacher If he could
take my reading book 'dme'sd I ,Cduldread my Stories ahead of
time so I wouldn' t cry. at achool: , An& when' dad 'came -home I'
was still crying 'andleObbing "and, Bob's:ashamed of mte." The
whole storycame,our,ind:dad picked me up and put me. on his
knees and isaid, "YeP,..'-now if T , had been you in this spot, I

wouldn't have cried about it, '1 ,Would 'have thought 7what can I
do' to help that baby rabbit?. NOW hog could I solve that
problei?" d he 'picked up a 'newspapermother hadn't read it
yet--and h r led up the newspaper and -he cut a hunk out--out
of the , midd e , o er half7way and cut a piece but and you can
extend each nd o it and Makea ladder. "NoW if I had been
thinking about h t, I would have done this, I would have made
this ladder and ut it out ..,the 'basement window so his mama

could rescue 'th t baby rabbit. Sp, the next time you' have a
problem that .: es you sad, stop and. thipik--if you were in
that situati hoW would you Solve it And how would yOu get
out iof , what mould you do abOut it?, if you can't do

' anything about it, then go on 'with -something, else."

I have never forgotten that, :piece of advice. I use it to this '

day, I don't know how many times I',ve told that story. And
mother sewed for us and we'd have our dresses ready for
whatever--a wedding--and when time cane for daddy to come home

?li

from work, we'd model. We'd meet him at the oor. Wroe'd go.

through all, this and we'd do a description a out our dresses
and I'll never forget one that she made was an aqua with brown
and white on it and daddy picked me up and put me on his knee,,
I loved to sit on his-knees. His knees Were just the best
things in the world and he taught me (name of song). To this
day I'cannot say the name of that tune without tears welling
up in my eyes. That'i my 'family. The whole family--we were
poor--we were a. beautiful family.

0



It is 'risky to attempt any adornment of the rich broceile of .this

interview. The reader may note, along others, the'following

. .1) The blend of economic relative deprivation and.intimats.:,
love, in the family, setting..

.2), The high value:placed onedu6atiori and creativity: within.
the home.

3) The .father's role in developing instrumental channels for
the high degree of effort.

4) The aevelopment of a ksen eye and ear as 'a result of being
the 'I...little frog' in a :Jeri big .pOnd."

Mack,, Kensington's, curriculum materials coordinatbro now an

elementary principal, has been in and ont ol.our account'at Several

_points. He, like most of the others, "talkea., in quotesl: 15

ftt.'granafather came here from,Germany=--he had been a p 0ail."
carrier;',:he was an officer, in the Prussian 'Army, and he left
ther6 before. the Kaiser came Int& power because he could see
what was incoming. He trained. far .the.mail service and Illinois
Seemed like a very good place to be for him and he liked it. ,

My dad left middle I1 innois, during WOrld War II; before he
finished: high school,0 and the reason, he did was that my family
at that 'title was German' sPealsing: They went to ,German
tutheran':.Chuich and,. the scapegoat .that. year was the Germans

'so he hopped.' a freight and-Went ,`to` the southwest. He was . .-
there as year ana a half with no eilicatfon and, he became

,general manager for the' nor*hweat-area of the South, Bell .-
Telephone cazOpany; I was raised in a small, town` in that kind
of' situatio*'where ,friends. and'Oe people that we ran
togetherwith were'; fhe ,banker,: the :president of thec011ege,
preeidentA'f; the,Xliember'Of coinnierde., and" so on andso forth.
That' s-Was j e class: moved in

:.went tq the .city'.and'he became one:of the three
i;res in the telephone cowpany: 'wee ,a highfalutin
1:1-,--take, the-big military Initallation outside: Of

In t1wlile history essay. in .our m ethp'doiogy *lime we analyze in
scit'lle°";.,detall the quality of interviewees who o shave 'reflectedrt upon and

'ordered :their experience in, ways whichbring vivid meaning into th6ir,
and our? .dccountS.



'the ffey--he planned and designed 'that telephone service for
wholeoplace. And there again, pie moved with that 'class. of

people: E'cept my dad had a kind'of funny philosophy. He"
figured that; damn it, 'It wean' t redponsibility", he didn't
deed give me anything, and that 'T ,sho'uld learn' to do '

everything? bof .yeave while I,wass growing up, we
lived out on an "unimproved farmt .He'..bbught i.t, loCk, stock,
and barrel, including the stock, 'sand we went out there, and' we
lived therw'fOr two yearth. We learried'how to

\ ,, . .

And then the next year though, he decided that we.ought to ,

know hoW-to run a ,,restaurint, so he4'started leasing the farm
and,bOught a restaurant. A, real big reistautiint, right across
the street from the 'biggedt high school in the,city. `I --
.managed that redtaurattr-until I went in the' ,derViice... Dad used
to say the birds have the,r7right kind Of.notion; when they get
old enough you kick them 'out of the hest. If they,fly, okay;
if they can't,' okay,

/ you asked how I got interetted and.multi-
racial schools? Totf-know, my dad.Would pickup with anYone.
We always had people working ktii us, you know, Black people,
German people, whatever, but he never treated anyone as
serviinta: They came in ate at the table, with *us 'and took
Part in, 'farnily activitie*.and s ,on and ,so -forth. There was

; never that _looking down' ori others.'

'I think my military service,. when you come right down. to it,
is. one that ,contributed a lot. , you- Wow, I always likea
peoitle; and maybe my military servile did more than anything
to meetdiferent Veople from different parts, ;of the world,
and like them as individuals. I met a lot of unusual
uals frOrri different paits of the, countiy., I remember for
awhile Ione of my best friends, when I was in Tioston, was :a
Chinese boy, came fr4m San Francisco, and there were four of
us \running.together; A, guy, named-Joe Powers, he was from
Nebraska, and then. thid Chinese -kid and a Black ,guy ffom
tostons and.you 192w,, we were pretty buddy-buddy all 'the way
through-, working orour. engineering degree. I donLt know
what, I, like people, and one .reason I like schools like this
is thatw ell, the ..kinds are beautiful. Like the one at '

Bradeaey, my&P.T.A4.,,presiaent was a White woman, who was
married to a Black man. oHer diughter married a Chinese
doctor, and; it was her daughter's children who went to our
school'. They werethe prettiest kids you ever .saw.:

Another\ reason. think, as I do- Sheet little ale. town I was
-raised-,4p in was a Blue Law'town We had our Slacks,. we had
our ;Indians , and -so on and so. fOrth: But they lived outside
the city'. liniits .between sundown 'and sunrise, and theyhad

communities out there. 'And.I.--at always did thiiik that
was kind of bad deal &or them.- one of my best' friends was a

. guy named, Silly McDavid; and. Billy- s daddy, was a



',,.' . ,....;.t ';'.

d1ierp4Oedian Chief an e'is 'a full blooded Indian. He
,worked fOr,the telephone-company while..1Hwas

4

s
oligng.for the

mReltga cocO: and so., got. towther and aster 0 to know him
awhile, tatned'hel:was raised A thtreservation. And damn .

it, the .guy,he was, a smat&mailt! %Thl...government4said he was'
no good for aRything but farming andTthat is what4hey Auld
have-dotke to him hadhenot gone into tpikservice. And-he

"learned a trade. while he was in the service,, metal work, and
so on andiso'forth, and he is.now4n chargekOrsome of the
vocational education programs in the city, buti.at the time I.,:,
knew him, he had a tremendous deficiency in tiathematics, and' +
he would not, 114Ve gotten through sChool'if I hadn't tutored
him almost every, night. '-J JUSt see what -teat kind of stuff

. ., ,

.

doe6 to people, and I saWwhat happened to my family and I
talked to my grandfather, and mywife's family is the same
way,,they calm from 'del-many toOt4and my.own experience. I
didn't speak any English until L:went po SchooloTand IWent
there from kindettarteR to., ourth grade and there were "three
of us' in the whole schOol antf_they Sent uspin little shcort'
.panisiand that sort of thing:We didn't know, any English and. ,

I had to statt learningxit, you know.4/low. the people, the?.
neighbors around us, spoke it, but-a_just didn't getout of
tht hoib that much. My mother, Spoke GermarPsnd my dad spoke
Getman and when't startedschoole to show yoUmmy dad's funny .4
Way of:,:thinking, said,,. I hearyou speakingeGerman ag i,.n
t'm goiA'to strap yoU,'".and etid, two to thtaeotimes, and I

-,*

stopped speaking German. .11.jr

And the, ligious experience?

Yeah, I think the'ithing that'.kot ma,nking6a out religion
.

more thaR anythin(else was not If dad who, ad not a very
religious man,'nor was my mother as far as that goea-shelwaS
a Baptist and he was a German Luthern,'avl oh? granddad told
me that ,during World,Waf I when,they:Closed-tA church,e, 1f444

soldiers actually came into:the Germant,utheran'Chuvglies,'and
this was in Illinois4-ien4i14d them that they COuldlibt
German literature and they could not:give th4r services iri
German ox -.any of those things,,,and grandpa said some of those
people, felt so badly aboUe:that, that they didn't- ei God'

Could hear them unless they talkedin'GerMan.'

So,IAhoUghr, you know,that was:a pitiful. thing,. and some oe
my experiences since then have been,tA same. I teMembei once .

.1 WasgiVing Communionin 'a Churdh camp, when I was doWn:in
Texas at the end of a weekend retreat, andthede were ail

seniors in dollege.and'sefilors in high school.anreshmen in

Coll_ege and I forgot to bting thedarn'kit, you know, with the
little cups and things in it, and so I. madly looked around and
found some liftIe'Pep4 Cola sample cupa,.:40 Iwentan and
got some Wine and I also got some Unsalted Aaokers, but you
know,..Out of 28 kida'there were 19 of them thatTrefused'to
take the sacrament because it was not in the proper kind of
container, as if that7made a damn bit of difference!,

k
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And so, I guids my whole. liTe as.I iehd in the Bible and I
studied, you know going to say something as an educator-
you

.

probably Oan't accept, hut I don't go in for a lot of this
psychological gobblede-gdop that comes out. Everything that
you need to know to'solve your problems, if you think about
it, is right there in'that Holy Bible. There are no new con-
cepts on .how you cure yourself or cure others. ,There are new
medications, but as far as the positiveness of the thought
process, soon and so forth, it is, it has been there all the
time.,,And so, knowing that that was true, or, feeling that

:that was true, just felt a compulsion to get it across tg
people whether in a secular sense or within the. framework of
the church.

, *
-

Other influences?

The illness that I had might have had something to-do with it
because I felt that I was very lucky and owed something. When
I was a junior,in high school, no senior, yeah, it was in

-February. I got, or I had always had rheuthatic fever off and
on, you know, during mFlife, and L got what my old doctor .

thought was the flu. But then I went into a coma, and when I
got sick--I was the same height I am now--I weighed about 180
pounds, and in good.physical shape because I was on the
swimming team and the water ,polo team, and things like that
but I got this and I went into acOla. ,I liked, my doctor so
well,- you 1CMDWP', he was an old Germafi doctor;that my dad
stayed with him until I beCaMe really serious. 'I had beenin
a Coma-for about three weeks, and so he finally just said, !,"I.

don't care4what DoO says, ram going to go get some different
,'opiMidns." I went from 180 to 106 pounds, was in a coma for a
little over a month- and a half., was:inlhe hospital for' three '
and Shelf months and was homejn bed,for another six months.

, 4z

When Ljoined the seryceI weighed 146 and I remember old Doc
Forest, who-was a heart specialist and had worked on me. I

called him Uvhnd I saidh'I'tHey, fhpassed the physical ", and he'
said), "Okay, I' won't squeal.ofi you,:but'something is going to
happen to you one of these dayeland then when I made the
paratroopers I called him again arid told him. He sald, "'Okay,
but you are going to,dibp dead one 'of these' days ", but I
didn't. Now. where this fits iiito the story:--I had a lot of
time to rear and you can't help but think when You_go through
an experience like that, that maybe somethin4 is lined up for'

"iou tcvdci, you know,' and you should not waste it God gave'it'
back to you. Like ;said, Luenlisted in the Airborne troops--
I paw 37 months in combat: Out of the 608 of us that went
ove4seip4 only 18 came back.

Yeah., when you come back, you .s tart thinking. I had an Uncle'
who 1;ecame an alcoholic. He went through the 'Wat'and he came'', .

back and he fiqured because of when he wentthrough,.the world
owed him a living. I was'so damn lucky, felt so lucky to'be
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back and alive and with all my health, that I figured I would
do something with it, and that is a kind of a quasi-religious
feeling. And feel it very strongly.

As for getting into teaching, I came around-about route. I

was taking a course in anaiYtid geometry at Boston University
in. the Armrand, you know, they would bring us a darn thing
that has 37 mm., of stuff in it, and say there are seven
elements in there, and:you hive to tell them whatthe elements
are and what quantities there are This is all right, it is a
good exercise, but I couldn't see it I was ditt, ' :.;there

running through this darn test and I couldn't seeseff doing
that the rest of my life. I told my wife-to be, "Thu know, I
don't want any part of this." .So when I got backI deciO4.
that I would go into history, but I started looking at people
with history degrees, and what the hell are you going to do
with it as far as making a living.? So I changed my mind and
went ahead with the history but picked up a business education
and decided also that I would become a teacher. The only
reason I wanted to work for the gas company is because my
father and my wife's father thought anyone that went into
education had rocks in his head and .could not make it-anywhere
else, so, damn it, I showed them in a year and alf that I
Made it to where I would have been in another year and a half
at the top echelon in that particular area. nd then aid,

"The hell with you guys, I'm going to do what I wa to now",
and so I started teaching.

No other interviews yielded the intricate twists and turns of early.

socialization in belief systems comparable to this rendition-bUt the

fragments were apparent throughout our study.

Although a:number of inference's and generalizations might be made

from these two life history narratives, we will settle for just one. 2 .1

Personalities of innovative educators are not stampepi outdpfsimple,

uniiorm:teChnidelly'CorrecefOrms a child rearing and schooling :011tothe

one hand that seems so obvious, but on the other hand the' contemporary
IA

cries for minimum standards, for back to basics training, for standard-

ization Of'schoolS and classrooms seem everywhere in the educational

"literature.
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5.32 Professional Roots of Educational Ideology

Each faculty member has their own important and idiosyncratic story

to tell. Within those narratives we have attempted to discusa:SUbthemes

-and 'patternt. Here as elsewhere we have tended'to let one or two long

accounts carry thread of the argument-and to supplement it with

nuances and counterpoints. from other life histories. Eugene Shelby,

Kensington's Principal, traced his ideological roots in the following

manner. -4,11ot only have we made every effort to let'each person tell his

Or her own story, but as we reconstruct those aspects of early nociali4.-

zation or.early professional careers, we accent what the participant,

feels is most salient. The specific answers vary "but the overall ques-

tion remains the same:

How did you acquire the kind of educational ideology or belief

system which Culminated in your:position.at Kensington?"

The patterns find their own mode of expression and identity:;

Obs: Well, I keep wanting to swing -back around Oit the earlier

part. Do you want to tell us a littler bit how you got
involved'with Kensington in the first place?

I
ES: Yeah, kind of a pre-Kensington perspective?

Obs: tither kind of starting at Kensington and working on

back or starting...'

ES: Let me start back and work up

Obs: Okay.

ES: Boy, itis hard to put 50 years in three. hoims.

. Obs: Half.a century.

ES: Yeah, half ,a century, that is right.' Well, my childhood;..

was, I'm going,to.start way back `there. I,was.a'.deprennion

Child and ye were verY,.very pobr\but we had social status in

that, you know, my family, my fathee's people,- -had been there a
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ES:, long time. His father was a county judge.so they were.
respected peoplep So in terms of self image we had that; but
we were very, very poor.

Obs: Where was this?

ES: In the hill country of Southwest State,. not too far from
Border City. You have heard of that. BeautIful country. It
is somewhat like some of the country around here--I hope' you
can see some of it tonight maybe--the hill country. ' Th4ye is
,a geological fault that extends from where I was reared, all
along to the edge of the State Capital. But, I think basi-
cally, I always had a lot of inferiority, feelings og inferi-
ority. I don't know where they came from or why I had them.,
who knows. Possibly one thing is that my birehday,,is in
August, and so I started to school which I was barely six,
and then when the State went from an eleven to a 'twelve year
school system, I was skipped a grade. Although that.didn' t
happen state-wide, it happened where I went, and then we
moved to the Big City. But the point I was going to.make is
that I was always the youngest in my class, always. I. grad-
uated from college when I was still 19, I .was almost 20;' but
I think that may have had something to do with it. I. doh't
know.16 Be that as it may, I went into teaching. I really
don't think that I saw it as a career, but I didn't knbT,,,f'what
else to do. I saw it as a stop-gap 'measure. It was not
going to be my permanent career.

Obs: You majored in elementary education?

ES: Yes.

bbs: What school ?.

ES: Well, I went to State University. I actually _started' 44 1
Pre-Med. But that was just at, the end of the Worid,WarTI
when 'the competition for getting into med school was 'very)
very keen, and when I graduated frci'Mhigh,sctiool;.Ihacl0alY
one general science course. But really- -I reall
say, culturally impoverAished. 'IZ had neveretrave e4y, we"

16Although We did not systematical]. 444.**Out4iiiii0ociftIle.:'.
Kensington .staff were accelerated in 4,14ipenetary orP;;Seciondapt :a0hao
gradUated a yearor more early. :- We are 'Iticlindir tO:.'e'fire with Shdiy s
anxiety, fear of failure,' need achie laft*, ypo 060014. 'th,',,,A.110er..\
Inference .Which is well stipportea'in , WIAtereAUre'is:.: *ion 1
between acceleration and general int4140nce. atm; rea will 're. .

youngest child in the clage. Whandev,e OOng-hi* :y J;Ii ,p4014'
that Terman, when:hunting' alyetellOo for the

test, Otis validated items on their '1604minei,it 'bet.Wedn, ccd:Terattd
children ;encrreteined' children,L.thori y Ung for,' eUrg#46Iiiptipand .'

.AthOad'oldfor their ,grade group: '



"3:

ES: were very poor, very parochial. Where I Was reared is
very poor. It is agriculturally--the land has almost no
value. They raise sheep and goats. This was the main
industry and that did not bring in much money.

Obs: But you were on a farm.

ES :0 No,, liVed-.itr.,-we lived on the outskirts of a _very
small t04711.*:' A :town with' population of about one - thousand'.
Very conSerV,atiVe:.

s: .B'u't ,your grPdfather h4d been a judge?

eah that .d t me.an ,tnitci; though..

d your - father worked on One1 of thede ranches or farms

ES:.: Sothetinies .did, Strangely.4-Aciugh. But he is German;
and there. Wete five:boys and four gitla...in higfathily and for some 4,,
reason; I Mean, 'his father wouldgivethe girls everadvantage:
The girls go `..3 college, acid tone of the ,stiris't'd0 --

famil
:;kidding You are talting itaboutFA,i yo f ether

NYC

n y . , . 4 ; o
-od ^veople, :goodi,Salt,':'Of. the. 'earth peOpie, but that is

t way, It was :ily ?ifather: Wia-',poetm4stet When I was little,
d that was e:.politiCs,1 efl:potment,':end -there was a change
adMihistiatiodd:,an.d-* was 01.1e:: ' Well, he Wa4','; or kehad-e

been,. CouiitOiurveyo-t 'even` tillei6:ne. was a- :niincir 4and his mother '
ad ,,tO gO FIoi.?fi,:,there :Saila sign the:.paperS:;.fot. him, blit he' '.' ,

didn't: Make', any money on that. ': He '- sold real: estate .+` But ,f,f?

later on during the sepond. world, wat, we mciVed to the Bi Cit4
and,,he Worked at' the Air Foit,,e ''ba$ft'..1,', You; mightNsay a defense
actoty;, bu,t that"' is not what it was,:' Then we moved back oto ,

.....
Sinai -',, .. iii .he went back 1.1#0 !he,,.,'Post office, and we''''.2
ed d ' Aa.4 6 1:'4` tiire :. ., :But an ay, whets".`; , t into teactt-

''.had been horrenclol.is -an* l'4ai'd . Z: would never ach again, I',

fig;0,my f , yeat Wes ..iti-.11i.g: cl..t. k-;: go' then I" ent back to
mall Town and taught -- went:; to Wot,k,,On..,my 'Mast s, and then

taught in Stall Town and where.. as -ily firit yeg of teaching,

got married : and the baby, was on tIle. Way',C4, .. yet -know, instead
of working .on Masters I just went. lie& ,to:'''teaching. This
schOol, was a very 'different kind;:do. scol3 and it is one where
It really felt a lot Of 'aUCCOsg4:4h4; reaily ;got into it. But I
remeMber that some of my: O otiorte'75I ,:gu;eg s" f ,y)i.s the only man
in the" s dhOOI--:-in 'fact ,'. -t,Waa,,.thd''fftrittitaana ho had, ever
taught 'at 'that; s chola]: . ; 71w :

ii,

1
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ES: , Yeah, there were not many men teachers at elementary schools.

There were some "ladies there who were teaching and I got along
very well with them, and they said, "Eugene, you ought to be a
principal," and in my honest reaction was one of really a com-

pliment. "Who, me?" I held principals way up here on .a ped-

estal, you know. I think that is fairly significant for me to

say this because it really was true and it was not for, several

years before I recognized that, you know, that that might be

the thing to do. And the thipg that did it for me was when I
realized some of the needs, and I felt that. I had some of the
ability that it might take. I guess I'm saying that I felt

that I had something to offer, and it was not until that point

that I thought, hey, I would like to be a principal. It would

have been a compliment, but I saw it as being way up here, high

status, aria I guess, the kind of person that I am, until Ifelt

that I really had something to offer, you know, I didn't see

about getting that role. So I went in and told the superin-
tendent that I was interested in a principalship' and I guess
in the spring or that summer he named me to a principalship of

a small school, sort of a training ground was what it was, a

teaching principalship. I was a full-time teacher, as well as

a full-time principal. Be, at the time he employed me, told

me about a training proem at the State University, called

FEA, he said that he thought I ought to go there. It was, or

it would be good for Me. Well, I was a principal in that
school for two years, and here again, my motivation weaoup.
As a teacher before tt9t, when the school bell rang or when

-3:30 came, boy, I 4asgone I might do some homework, but,

you know, I didn't havesa key to the building, or you know,

it was just a job. But I became a principal and boy, I was

up there on Saturda tryphg to find out what was going on,

and what was up, ,a akiii)r plans, and doing this and that, so"

here again, my motivation went way up. And T worked really

hard at it I also had had some great enlightening teaching

experiences. The Small Town schools fostered a pretty progressive

approach, and a lot ofIthe teachers would say, "Well, we have

learned how to play the game, you know, we can go and do our

thing and then we can put something on the bulletin board, and

when the supervisor comes around, which rarely happens with

supervisors, but anyway, we can act like we are doing all this

stuff, but thenwe can really go back and just teach the books.

But a lot of the focus was on group Work. I had never heard

the term group dynamics in my life. They called them commit-

tees . But I was so amazed a`some of the things these kids

could do, I could not believe it ,They knew a lot more than

I did about a number of things, and I would learn with the

kids and learn from thg kids, because the kids were sixth

grade kids, who were really turned on about learning.

Obs: This was your teaching principalship? ' '



ES: No, this Wasq)rioeto'it,.and one of the things I failed
to say' isthat:1 .Went to another school district for one year,
and.didn't have anything like that going on. Isaw the need'.
for making some changes there which were not allowed, and I.
guess. that 16 when I started seeing how important the princi-
pal is in terms of either allowing. rislime things thappen or
even causing some thingS to happen.

Obs: Let me get the time now You had a year in B4 City
teaching?

ES: Which was bad, that was junior high school._

Obs: Then?

ES: Then two years in 5mall Town, which were really great
years, and then a year of sojourn in East State, which was
because of a family situation. We thought we were going'to
move that way, but it didn't work out, so we came back to
Small Town.

Obs: At that time you became the teaching principal?

ES: The year away from Small Town made me realize that, good
principals were needed and I might have something to offer.
Coming back to Small Town and teaching another year and then
becoming a principal; And'this teaching principalship--my
predecessor--if he had to go to the principals' meeting he
would send his kids to--you know, divide them up in groups
and send one group to one teacher and give them busy work
to do. Well, at first t,Kould do that but I was gone so
much because I was expected,to go to all the meetings and
everything, so 'I started using some new ways. By the way,
this was a slum area school. P6 was one hundred percent
Mexican/American.

Obs: One hundred percent?

ES: Yes.

Obs: t, How many teachers?

(.

One,ineach4fa e leVel. And you had the sixth grade
and were the.

ES: Yes, but slso being principal, there waset'anyone who
could tell me what I could and could not do there, and-I found

-that theSe_kids"this was:the worst slum area in Small Town,-
It was a nice building, it was a fairlynew building, but
everything else about it- -that was the only thing that it had
going for it. But finally, there were kids that could.not
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ES: read at all and I thought to heck with teaching and

reading out of this book and I started involving:them in a

lot. Well, I came to several realizations. One realization

was that I had spent several years saying to*ids, "Keep
quiet, keep quiet, hush, shut up, so I can teach you how to

communicate." (Laughter)

Obs: Without realizing that you were.teachin&them that

ES: And I felt good. Gosh, the verbal language:ii bOarthe
most important, and one of theicardinal principles' Of school-,,

is thatihey are told that talking is bad. And by the.way, '-

if you think that kids, don't believejthat, they do. Talking.

Students--they want to talk, but they view clearly'the school
as, you know, I'm bad if I talk. So I realized,the fcllly of

that and started changing that The other thing is that I

had been'saying for yearS, don'thelp"each other. .I meant
don't cheat or don't help each other in:wrong' umys. And I

really changed that . I said our job is to help each oaler as

much as we, can Then we talked abodt getting helpful ways to
help or even proper ways to help, but'another thing,was'rec-
ognizing theI don't know too much about thisbut a lot of

teachers know it intuitively, some don't know it at 'all-but
that is utilizing the power structure of the classroom and

creating one that can be positive. You know,*prior to that,

on the first day of school I would ask severacl'questions. One

is what do we celebrate on July 4th?, or what'is the name of

that holiday? what event are, we commemorating., No one-ever

knew. And normally"I said, "Did you have class officers.last

year?" and they said, "Yes." "Who was the president," "So,

and So," "What were the duties of the president?''Yhat'was

the purpose of the president?" You know, what it always was?
.take names when the,teacher was out, of the room. .But any-

way, essentially I; without even knowing the words group
dynamics, moved into kind of a group process mode of instruc-

tion and used a lot of.involving activities and a lot of ver-

bal stuff, I remember-one kid who was a couple of years over

age--I guess he was about 14"he could not even do anything on

the achievement test. I had a lot of kids that were, at :rock-

bottom. He could not read or write. By the end of the year,

that particular kid was reading. And I would, have to say,

"Hey Rudy, put your book away, it is time to do something
else.". But a lot of it was also the positive reinforcement:

That particular kid-=when I would talk about-things he would

make some contributions and the other kids would say, "Hey

Rudy really knew!" Always before his self'. was low,

so I think that had a lot to do with it too. But" it kind of

sold me on some new approaches to educdtion and so after a

couple of years I thought well, I thinfcI am interested in

going into, that summer FEA program that the superintendent

told me about. So I dpplied; then had to be selected and .I

came to It Jim.Nott was the director of it, you know-him or

do you know of him?:'



Obs:' I don't knOw him personally, but I know of him.

ES: Well, .I came here because I felt like I wanted to get
something out of it, but I didn't come to impress anyone or
to get any better job or, anything elae. And it Was a,one of
the finest experiences that, I have ever had I really
learned a lot from it It.was exeiting,, again a group pro-
cess, again totally different.

Obs: FEA stands for...

\ES: Foundations in. Educational Administration.

Obs: I'm, not familiar with that Was that for this state?

ES: They have had it for aboUt 30 years. He started this
when he came here in 1953, '52, Or 'Maybe '51.

Obs: Connected h the University?'

ES: It is at the State University- They have it every sum-
mer, and they have-had it, every summer since 1951 or '53.

Obs: And designed.for practicing administrators?

ES: No, it is reallynot necessarily--although sometimes.
You know, I was a beginning principalaometimes they get
beginning principals in it, but it is-really kind of 'a
recruitment for a handful of people who want to pursue their

- administrative certification. Or in a lot of-cases,. it has
been kind of-getting people into a doctoral program. And people
who have gone through that, are just all over the place, college
professors ,-superintendents, you knqur: I don't, think Steven
Spannian was in Ehat , although he very'well could have been a good
example of someone who had been in it. But it was.,operated
on a completely different principle. You R.now, I guess it.
was the first, formal education course ,I ever had where the
purpose-was to--well, the student was professor, if you will
He wil:s -there-=in a responding mode, the professor there was
to help you was to please the% students instead of vice versa.
That is probably not a very good .description of it ut I' came
up with the idea that why--well, first of all . the erience
that I had had, as -a,princiPal in this particular . oI,
where, I found that 'yousreall,ly could get groups gcti
going to tell you, "therej were times when I would
principal meetings aild leave virtually the entire
ti;te room working for three liours--this Was sixth grade
NoW, I had ':kids who had been in ref orin schbol,'and there e
times when I would have to take maybe one or two individual and
send them to another teacher, but thep--I would try it again,
and if they would make it then I would leave them, but if they
didn'rt the next "time they-:ictiew that I would haN;e to do that
We used the paddle a lot. I don't think I would do that, if I



ES: had it to do al over again. But, you know, I used a lot
of authoritarian me ures, but at the same time, turned over a
heck of,a lot of r sponsibility to them. Anil their achieve-
ment test scores ere uP.,". People 'who had gone through FEA--
there is a FEA sociatibi, they still 'have an annual reunion
and annual Chri tmas newsletter.

Obs: 41 of he:people .who have been a part of ..that over the-
years?",.-

ES: Yea I think .all except one participant has rated it as
the' bes educational program that they have ever been

Obs: Wow. The summer program itself.

ES. It is just a summer Orogram. It is a nine week .block of
me. "You meet. froMoB:00 to 4:00 or 4:30, whatever it is,

don't' remember the times, but it is' an all day thing. There
is just a few--Jim Nott is in charge of the first few
daYs--but after -that, the class has to organize itself, has to
determine its own objectives,. and has to determine its.sown
activities, and what or how" it is going to ,proceed, with about
four or five mandated.requirements. I guess it was those two
experiences by and large.that gave me the commitment, to an
:alternative apProach. Another thing is that in 'TEA we had
some people from the social psychology dePartment. I don't

:`know anything about that, bUt they came over and Aid some
exercises with us. I had -never heard of National: Training
Laboratories, r had never- heard,Eof group dynamica- and -human
relations, was caught, up into that because that was to mean
race relations, so we clPid also study some of the ':content of
social osvcholoRv .that, .dealt with some of these, concepts:' And
I guess basically. I .was interested in creating a .model that
would rely on some of the findingS with the behavioral
sciences terms. of group dynamics, the Hawttne Effect.
I had never heard of the liawthorne Effect either . rThre was-
soinethingta.gic 'about that ,program, youknOw: What is it . and°
what:carii.`" 'find that can be applied in an e,lementery school ?;-

_There %!iaat'on 7. other, thing that may not be very important in
factual 1:nformation to" "o,u, but ;is meaningful to me. and that
has something to do with ..ttiy Own ,personal did
not come- to FEA when the superintendent:told me to It would'
haVe been. . voti know I. could have said, well, the superintend-i
ent instigated when I applied:,for ,a principalship he
said. I ought .to .foot into. the PEA and I could have said my
chance for getting a 'principalship would- be better if -I. go to
PEA, so I'm, going to apply for it But instead; I.went when
was ready for it _My best friend in Small Town had been very active
in TOastmastera. I could.no more get up and make a speech than anyt-
thing but he used to 'try to get, me interested. . would not
go. I was not ready for it. But' at .one point about three -years
later, I was ready for it and i joined Toastmasters for
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'ES: a year," and I keit that. a very meaningful experience
for me.- The point I'm making is that if I into something'
for personal gain it does not seem to have nearly the impact
for me as if I go.into it out of 41. more--of a--and I don't
mean altruistic either--because that is not it,. but just more
of a development, youknow, because it is the right thing to,
do, because 'ready for it. I. did not give many speeches at
all when I WasA.In Big'City, but when I -came back to Southwest
State I was in a positfpn where I had to give, a lot df
speeches. I became the main' speech maker so I really hid to
Work on my -speech ;kills.' I learned something. Whenever, I'm
making a speech or trying to impress someone, bomb :out .,;

When l have a message, a sincere message that I want to give
to sonieOne. because I think'that it Will, be, helpful, to them;
then -I'm not-thinking at all -about how .I'm doing, that is When
I tendo do mybest job. My career has kind of been that
way. People are Constantly saying, yeah, this is a good step-
ping stone. Heck, I was not interested in it:as a ,stepping °

have seen people who were very talented people and
' typically I saw a guy, no matter what job he was in, he Was.-..r.
capable of being tremendous, but he was always looking at the

Obs You mentioned something that .you were.not particularly'
interested when Spanman,first contacted you because you: were
planning to 'go into college Work;.: Wasn't that a rather sharp .

departure?. Because I-have not really heard you say anything
before-about that:" Was it the real excitement of -the two
years of graduate school, 'Sort of turned you on?

ES: Yes..

So you were -planning, thinking about being
off4 educational adMinistration?..

t 7

was really sold on the kind of stuff Nott was
doing:`

a Obs:: Yeah : talk a _bit, abotit'What you 'saw, what role you saw
for yourself. Was it the excitement of that time? I'm kind
of. identifying .with that because,my own graduate school was

*that kfnd of ,heady experience also.. When important"people
*were, gajoing,' "Hey, you can make it in, this league." It Was a
7..tery,,heady "kind of experience.

..sr.

ES '1;:That47as Certainly:' true for me, there i
'0, that.:

Obs: ou had spoken, earlier about this accelerating shot
eak experience Of' Kensiniton. Was this One of the big,
teling or igniting .phases of that?.

no doubt about



ES. oh very definitely. There is no -doubt abquP
You know; ..soniet-irnesAi.i called onf:to make speech my
immediate reaction td find. any excuse that 'find to

; ':Other Perioda in my life,: if have been aiked,. to
give''a speech, I thought, 'what.'an OPportnnity. ..VOW there 1,
have been. periods in .nrY life :that have'' been one':waS; and
period4' that have :been the'...othex:-Way?. You,..know, soinet imes
when. I!m kiyia:of ;reaching out; others 'when. I trn%411ing.
back. I don' r think this .thappenS.ito:everyone. '.
eralizing, certainly not to the 'same cteree -that, it 'has for

think. maybe it is kiridt]of. a, you knoW,i.lesS Statile p..r
sonalitY,.trait,:YOu..*14 mOte:.dePendent:Ori;eNternal forces...
I think: Di :a per Sbn who needs much more re inforCeinenp
someone else might,' although '.I. _have 'learned ..to, 651)e ,with i,t
i,ike::beiii.gptos444 of our administrators aSsOCiatipyr..k

. know; ' 14 g'Eit guff the-i'el was A .;inie tha hap.,
really would: lia!ve,:hotherad me. It -dtresn'?` anymore, _Ceice4rily
not .it. 'But knOw I fiih:'fO,;',Oompiiraenta;,,
I think I ;S

.

46; Aficr.:yOu
niore.airsceptible:. to that:-, so anyway; 7t11e.."ti:To years, When 1 'day
'that' I gOt nothing" but .positive reinforcement, think made.. A .

r,eaL difference with me:: Now -I'm probably affected *more,,than
dthers`, suspect everyone., .r...7el,10441,.:;knoW...eVerYbne is.

A .
y.t .

There is a Very:,significant thing; in my. life 'that I don't mean
to get into ...an awful lott, but .when 'I, was in ..c011ege, t was--I
was4,;a . small; gtry-7/ didn't igtoT,i good relatipri-
shiPs with my 'dad:. I did in later.4yearS,.'Which were every te.7o

warding to me; but .when .t went college, fell into 4:
..situation that was really good fer..*. I was7-I bedame--.4
worked.::fOr' the Chairman of: the English 'Pepartment, whO was
State University's most .renOwned..profeSsar, a realely4VienOme7:
nal persOn.. Ne was his 70's dt thdt. time but he&ibehcame. a
surrogate father to . And .even'after'.he was ',70 he embarked .

on a; project fabulous , building honor' of . Robert
15rowning-7.he was the. oridIS. for.emost.4autliOritl. OIL:the pOet
Ro'brt Browning ' And. Ste . Univer Si tY haa ihe . library, it' iS just

tremendouS,buildirig..,-4.the, ceiling in`one room' f.'s 23 carat. g9id.
The .fr-ont'dOOrs. bacik.. in: 1950 cost.. $:15.,;'0.06. They are ..Cast,

reallY.4it has the mot ontstanding',:oOtiec
tion of stained 'gl§s winddws Tinited States..

Ohs: It sounds ,.like a. cathedral.

ES.: . Yeah, that. is what it is rike, it is. But he was a per-:
Son' who .always-7always 'wdS espousing' Browning. All, but a,

41man's reach .Should exceed :'his' g sp; or what's a :heaveh.
when ..1 .say. re,/igioUS .OFMora Via talking abOut that kind

- of thing.' Yon know,: where pe ''supposed. to do 'Some:,
thing himself .

Obs: What about the early ,:aspects as far as religious social-'
ization Had you been active as 'a child?



yeah, I trevilip-in the
. ,

.-19bs: '41,So- you had a Very strong
from_your motherrperhapp? Was,

ferson?

church, Oh:Yeah.

religious background.cbming.
she a. very-iaeeply, ,,deVout

7

ES:: father was ;.i.iit,aP-`q14..aCtilie h#17,-
self; bUt hiS mother was the. pillar or:the. church; 'arid.,:when
You' say. devotit, 'to one that 'inner

Obs : Yeah,. I ,guess thatis what I, do me

ES: I, you know--I have come. to realize that a lot of it was
there. can be devout behaViors as Oell as devout- belie?s., My
mother was 'a very-devout Baptist; .sanci I'm 'note meaning-to: take
away from her -sfiritual devoutness",eithero but I would-say
that in gCsmall town like that I grewrUp- in tile' church, that
is a better way of saying it

Obs: You were active in youth groups, Sunday
Church .function?

ES : -:*.yed, oh xes.

abs1 But that sociafization was
to you u0:.to

very important, and ;-meaningful

ES -Then when T went to college: I wentto .a BaptiSt College,
swallowedlowed it hook, :line, and sinlier. bedame,.kut in a,

more meaningful, very. personal\ way,LinjAct, I.began even pken
to part- with some 94-athechurch traditions, but I mean, to te'l

, you that donlb mean a \fanatic:-...1-blit a ver3i-TI read, of
course,, We ,W5re encouraged, ayou-.aitays should read the-
every day;'go I started getting a 'meaning that -was very dif
ferent forme than, it,Was, foi. most other people.,: But lit. was
Very

ES,:.'

yoU had a 'vefy relierOus 'personal, life17.

Ob x Then it seems- that this exper,ence with.the Professor,-
sort .-of plinked" in -with; that; '°was - that" sort,sort, of. a gra.dual shift
to more of 'a' whatl humanistic, value structura or.am I over
i.eading , A

t
Ci

ES ,Oh,.°1 don't thin'k hd changed 'my religious views` any
addea a d4,,Mension'. -

Obs : Wh;at Pdid yoti do. with him?

ES: ° The thing about' sertving, striving



to

Obs: Oh, did you work for him or were you an, assistant of

somphskind?

'ES: Well, his affairs were all intertwined with the Univer-
sity affairs. .He would probably be sent to jail today; but
well, that is bind of a long story. But anyway, I was employed
as;a part'time,secretary for him, he had a whole pool of,
secretaries, except that that included - -I became more of ',a
vale4,toJiim. But he had one son, whose name was Max and he
frequently called me Max, which tells you something. And he
was in his 70s. He wap kind of a little bit lame, and I would
Nalk him,home every day, and I would drive him to the barber
shg.114 and I would - -he would invite A over to eat lunch with
hiL, anILI had never seen a maid before. Eating there with
silverw*e. He was a most unusual person. He used to wear
hand-me-dowclothes. The bank president gave him suits,
(laughter) 4 Wear, and he would ,give them to me and I wore
hiS hand-me-down clopes. Hetherewas a biography written
about him during the time I was there that--where he would
have holes in his shoes, and he would fill them with card-
board. He wasn't going to 'pay money for new shoes, but he
might pay $10,000 for a tabl%Cloth to put in the Library. The

t
house was filled with tre ures--he had been to Europe thirty
or forty times and he had. udiences, and his idea was that
greatness comes;Nith being associated with great people, so he
had audiences with Mahatmabandhi, or the Queen of England or
the King, or whatever.

Obs: How did you get on with him? ,How did mu get hired?
-3 '

ES: Wel1,4ecause I needed a job and had.applie8 at the
campus placement center. I was the only person I suppose that
ever worked for him that hadn't gotten it because they were
English majors trying to get in with him.

Obs: *I" was going to ask, xou did not major in English:, .You
did not particularly- -did you take much course worlOgith him?

ES: He kept nagging,me until I finally'did,takehis course,
so I finally took his Course;'bu; anyway, that'sH rt

'Obs: 'So he was a very critical figure in your achievement
orientation and...

ES: He was an influence figure.

Obs:- Towards some kind of general success, and'I ptesume
setting high standardsat-the'same time? ,

ES: Yeah:

Obs: What were yOurIyas thinkilg Of your own schooling.
Experiences with highly innovative school is not that great.'
You acquired a lot of this just on the joS.
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ES: You mean as a student? :J!

Obs: Yeah. SometimeS people have one room in a small School
in rural areas, and yet they:4reliighly'creativeand open and
innovating. Was there anythinOibOut any aspectOf your own
experience as a student?

ES: Absolutely not.

Obs: Very traditional, very texbookish,,

Obs: Did you go to a one-room, three-ro
a kid?

re:

ES: Well, up until; you khow, when I was i Welementary school
it was a one-room class fbr each grade level,' so it was like
when--well, they had taken what had been the old, old, old
school and made it the elementary school and built a new high
school. So I guess therer7I guess eleOentary school went up
to the-sixth grade. There were Six rooms in it, and that was
the first grade, second grade, and we had about 20 to 25 in
each grade. A lot of-teachers, an&of course, they were
friends of my parents, and you know, I always got aiong_vell
with them.

Obs: Were you a good student during those years.?

ES: I always thought so and I made goo grades and that kind
of stuff. I graduated from high school as a salutItOrian.
Well, that was not too much out of 25 people, but...

0bs: So your high-school had 150 kids, grade .seven through:
twelve or something like that? Had about a,room full for each )

grade?

ES:. Right. And I didn't know
Of course, I made all A!s0i4t,
that Europe was a continent,

Obs: You haye-the curri44um
limited..:one year of sci e

that I didn't know anything.
-I.Was so dumb--I didn't know
.thought Europe was a country

.again--if yoU say you were ye
couple years of math or...?

ES: Niah, 'I 'ad algebra.
years: I went to junior
and one year to high sch

Obs:

See, we lived in Big City for four
h school there, a large schOol,
then we moved back to Small Town.

So you had your last 8ouple or three years in..!

ES: Last two years...

Obs: Last two yearsin-Small:Town.
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a.

ES: But in terms of school influence, I want to say, you
know, I told you how bad my first year of teaching was. My
second year'was in a school in another Small Town where I had
done my student teaching and it. was an old, old school that
was in a--What Was becoming a slum area--bust had been kNown as
'the Silk Stocking school for many years, but when I was there
I was the first man who ever taught there. The prinipalhad
been there for 30 or 45 years and was aqphenomenal lady,.who
was a good friend' of the Professor and she thought that I had
hung the moon. And here again', I got a lot of reinforcement
there. But it was a school that was really different. It was one

that was for kids. My educational philosophy--I know, the
first ,ear I taught at Big City I bet I gave 500 paddlings,
The principal told me on the day out there that you need to
give some paddlings and they will know that you mean busiWess.
All through the day, whop, whop, whop.. All up and down .the
halls. It was a terrible school. When I went-there the next
year and had kids that knew so much, I don't know that it was
an innovative school as such--they didn't have tea* teaching
and they didn't have non gradedness, but thdre was a pervirive
atmosphere about that school. Oh, what I was going to say,
the first year, I remember reading in the newpaper 8ne day
some educator was saying that schools neepd tip be more 414

responsive to the students insteadlof having the students
always have to adjust suddenly to the-schools. Someehingeto
that effect, it has been 25-30 yearalagoolbut I was incensed
that anybody would write something like that, why of course
not. Schools should not change to fit the students. 9

Obs: That is what schools are fort

ES :4i Yeah, now I went from that kind of Phitosophy to do a,

you know, flip-flop. I'm not saying on thatpar4cularisaue
a total flip-flop but in terms of my philoppophy, I, dig a total

8
flip-flop. . 0

e

0

.

Obs: From when to when. 6
3

2
4,1

ES: Well, I.think the School in Small Town had a lot tOdo,
with that in learniug, hey, you can truststudentsiine'tead of
seeing students as the enemy. Okay, that is one that was a
flip-flop instead:ofSeeing an adversary relationship--between
the teacher and the student--to see a facilitating, helpful
relationship.

Obs: So that school was probably the only positive experience
that you actuallx saw and modeled after, rather than other,
schools where you created your own solutions. I'm thinking of,
your teaching.Orincipalship7-you did not really see such great
teaching as you came up with solutions of your ownfor partic-
ular problems., .

ES: But there was nothing intOvativa about that athoOl.
Yr:f
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Obs: No, but there was a quality about ''the respe'tt;for

students that somehow struck you and...

ES: And trusting students.,

.

Obs: They happened to perhaps-accommodate into a somewhat
more structured, traditional way to that. Tha other thing
that is hitting me I guess, and I'm trying to check, is, that
earlier'in Big City hundreds of paddlings And.whatnot down the,
hall, what - -I get the feelidiothat of a kind Of a. strong
Baptist moral. sort Ofstance.,"

4
:,1.1h huh, The principal was.aJlaptist deacon: The one who`

. . .

-told me to give some Spankings that day so that- they/woUld
knoW that I meant business:°

Obs: I guess that that didn't do any violence to your own.
Baptist background as it.were.

ES: No, no, as a matter of fact...

Obs: Well, what I'm really trying to get toward:is,:Wea. part.
of 'the shift that came in terms of educational philosophy, is
there a-corresponding-shift-in the religiousiShil,,Oaciihy or
orientation? Because it has. a kind of A heavy punitive old
testament kind of ring to what vni hearing, and thdAind of
things that culminated at Kensington has a much more...

ES: ;No, I think the religious change had already taken place.
several years before, when Itarted seeing, you know,'the

. Bible teachings more for what they were really. I think it i
just that I had not worked through the intellecpuaLthange

. accompany it.
'

lbs: 'Okay, so that'was underway.

ES: Probably.

it

Obs: And that heavy paddling business was kind of the
stand of that earlier religious sort of thing that was
evolving into...

ES: NoW, I have a lot of paddlings even when I--you knoW
told youWhen 1 was in teachingprincipalship thing. Where I.
was relying.so much, on the kids and.trusting and .all, but if
they got'beyond, I gave them.a lot of latitude;'but I said we
do have .fences,'and if you gooutside!of,theselences then,

Ohs: you just widened the fence.: ".

ES: Yeah.
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Obs: They still got walloped, when tthey got out.

,points apPear zignificant about this rendition. First,

there were aapebtae.of4arIy. ioadalfzation 'Which appeared to shape

Sonalfty strueture. and3leave'al firm imprint 'on a 'young, rural SoUth7

tPtO.t boy :i,SOgOnd 9 thejiurrainationfbf thia, socialization prepared

ree experience's,, 'one In college .and two in his early
, ,, !

aal .gargei, which seemed to giv form.: ancV.aubatande to his
3; : :3. ,..

3:i.deologii,:: 'Let ,ha.cOnsder.,'each of these points in turn.
, 4.

rt ' , :
f.

.cNrixty O'f. ear 04. $.783 CiOriti'Oted."!wittl .**1 incongruent ,

social at,at4a1;whiai was ;a:legacy fiom'..a. grandfathers judgeshiP.

lugs' inteiihrity; triggered hy Starting' school "earlY,_ and -remaining
3 ,

-`the.:ynungest child t o each class were.remembered,clearly. A sensitive

naturet,'1o7AN'self esteem as a child andand a strong kneed, for reinforce,inent
°

t',aocialization, Strong religitiUs orientation of

Pa r t 1.Yr was - .reinforced by a small ; ;highly conservative
.

*,- thoice egiching as appeared to be one of default
. .., , , .klirsts`Year'of t aching was 'seen as "horrendous", and only.: the

,--- o... ,-.
. , ,.

,

ity:iiikprovicling aupport%tfor. a wife and expected child seemed to

the,trlasaipom for a se:cOnd'year.

rience durinl his co4egi4elys provided Shelby with what he
. 1. ..

.-:3,:
term an

. - ".11/1Uence figure." He referred to his small statute and a

l tdequate
,,trequate relatiOnship with his father as s;i iificant factors

D i

ittf..loolidng to a low esteem: i While at college, he became c
1

,
ly related

1.4ith a highly respected professor in his 70's who became, 'to use
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Shelby's words,'"...arsuirOgatefist o mey

-iiporiantly, livedBrowning s.tathOUSk,144"'

his, grasp;%or what's a heaven' gor

with an 'increased sense of selfwOr

credits as beig f utmost importance

1

'Again thiStbaCkdropik

in Small. TOwn.,takeagnadde.
.

,
,r

r

4 .
. ,:

His mentor preaChedi. and.more,

,,a-mans reach should exceed:

* stying for quality left .Shelby

and ,a4ste fore excellence which he

it ping his world view..

. .

ositive professiOnal experience

The only male teacher in the

elementarY,school, h*,::11OilieliO4"4,40tF0f.success and really wit into it"'

ed'out4s administrator:Material by teaching

c,o1.1.eaikies.! After Si.veri4. 3r.,ea

%.3.134.1. -became ,avait!ible thirls

one;,Of.f the two piofeisf

to an altirnativ

beObse rom many ,CIsi

provided ii.makiaShft16Otia4 to
fi

teaching, the pOst.of teaching prin-

experiende was singled Out by Eugene as

er ences, 11 ...that gave me-the commitment

fUll time teaching principalship required

hours and, born out of necessity, it

test assumptions about freedom and

struOtiare-ind flexibility, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation

i. 4

which were come itpOrtant building blocks of his eventual ideological

. ,

:,,.adifitThroughtrial and error,

obserVed in'highitructured'settings was now being tested in a less-

virqpMent w!th poor Mexican/American kids rather thanthe

ren of th:."silk stocking" district` previously observed.

the trusting relationship which he had

Structure

ithsthe .±.-;.ditiOnal'paddlings, great gains in-achievement and'perhaps
ID

more importantly, real strides An self initiative and high

_ -

Were-nOted in, these students.

Coupled

self esteem

The student growth, coupled with the bolstered self-confidence.from'
t'

teaching colleagUes seemed to.add toward,a second.eperience whia'was
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named as the other significant event in shaping his ideology. Several

I

-years prior ta%this, his 'Superintendent .had. suggested he attend a summer

Foundationa'in Educational Administration (FEA).Program at the University

of Southwest State. It Appears significant that only after,Eagene.had

experienced success in the classroom did the idea of attending a work-

shop devoted to innovative experiences appear appealing. The strong.`,'

experiential contribution to the ideological development might be

elaborated or enumerated by reading or scholarship but rarely did Eagene

appear to acquire insights intellectually and apply them to

Usually the insights were gleaned.fiom practice and then 1 iti ted

through reading or study in the more formal sense. It appears only
o

fitting that this personal experience should shape his stress on

practical, self initlatea,' hands on experience.

. Ok-
The nine-week-intensive experience of FEAAsZtredited as having_

made an outstanding contribution to Eugene's growing belief in the need

for change in the learning experience of young children. The freedom,

. k

self direction and trust established in the workshop setting appeared to

be an ideal setting in whichto forge the essential ingredients ofAhe
!

0
ideas which!Were.to emerge in Kensington as the "institutional plan."

The two ingredients often cited as important contributors to reform
.

dO not appear prelAt in this case. There was neither a,powerful,-

positivetiokel in earlyichildhood which inspired a malleable youth nor

was there a i)ainful early educational experience which fueled a

necessary change. In this case. it appeared that early socialization

created a readiness for early professional. experiences to have their

shaping4tfect.
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5.33 Complex Transformation of Belief Systems:
Reaseliaing Follows Intuition

v.

The very phrasing of the topic, "complex transfOrmation of belief

systeMs", suggeSiS'the conceptual thicket into .which we have wandered,'

and the kind Ofattefidani difficulties that are proVoked. To this

point we have argued for the necessity of/ConceptS such aS beliefs and

.belief systems. Further, we have made/a strong argument of the need

for a distinction between. the' and the structure of belief sys-

tems. Third, it.has seemed necessary for a distinction betWeen belief

systems and other aspects of personality, eg. temperament, ability,

energy level.

The "complex transformation" part of ourSnbheading will lead us

to Rokeach' for another set of distinctions,, thenohro several additional.

.implications. But first we need to present Msry:ROdfOrd's views which

stimulated these ideas. In our dismission of true,belief we argued

that the faculty sought out experiences that were similar to-the Ken-

.?.
sington experience. This proaCtive self determining aspect of the

staff members' actions is 0. major finding regarding personality influ-

ences on innovation." After her year at Kensington Miry:moved to an

adjacent district, impart because of her hus and s Urging and the ex-
.

haustion from her year at ,Kensington. '-she said:

Mary Radford: Well, TI was up until 2:00 every morning doing,
you know, doing school work, getting packets ready--we had
about 13 skill groups for our two levels and we thought that
was individualizing and perhaps it vas and, you know, -we were
just really keeping up with every child every day, every hour
--like, my basic set up was a huge table with all the2VOrk
piled up.
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She commented this.way about

which she had moved:

the school in an adjacent district: to

MR: ;Okay, well, I just wanted to tell you that I
don't think I was hired at .RainS: Road because of being at

Kensington. It was a different. situation and all that','- but
''iev4-that While:I was there some.of jthe'things that I

d':;.:Probably were a reflection of Kensington. I think I.

was retpected for that mainly. being able to work with other
people, and,:yoU know, sharing idea§ and working-together

'Iwiththe classes and that type of, thing. Right before I':

left he had wanted to take a walloputhave a wall taken out
between two primary roomSand combine the first and second
and do a team teaching thing there. He had asked me if I

would dO that.

Obs: This is your new principal at Rains Road?

MR: At Rains Road, yon,,know, and be the team leader.. And

really had:to.give that a lot of thought arid, you know, I
'felt that was challenging and would be fun and I told him I'd

do it. And then we.were transferred so he, said no, you know,

I't riot 'going to do it.now because you're 'the 'only person

that I have right now.

Obs: So that was a direct spin off reallY:from your experi;--
ence in that:kind of arrangement at Kensington so...

Yes - -I'm a rather loW key person - -I didn't go in and say

I have all this experience.'

Mary Radford then moved across the country because of her husbgnd's

job change. After part of a year of golfing and Testing, she began sub-

''stituting,,then moved to full time, and then ended up helping begin And

teach in a school with remarkable similarities to Kensington.. The:Vista

School's brochure could have come from the same pod as,Kensington's

brochure:

.Vista is an open plan school, and is essentially what the word

,open implies. It's open to students, t'o'teachers, to the'com-
munity, open to new.ideasnew organizational patterns for

instruction. _It's .a controlled cpenne4S, delijerately designed
to support the instructional program. and its organization

.' through large and small open area spaces. ,This gives the
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design and the program a common feature, flexibility: tach:
area has a fleXible physical arrangement which supports the, :

teaching progiam-toineec'the individual,needs of children.
Theteaching.strategies maximize'the concept of team teach-
ing,which the staff interprets to meana Mutual sharing of
ideas, materials, studentaand-individual instructional.
patterns.,

,
.

Support the flexibility of-the building is the Organizational'
. pattern of students and teachers, enhanced by a variety of

staffing alternatives. Vista was seledted as apilot school
Under state legislation allowing the waiver of standard class:.
size without the loss of apportiOnment funds.. This offers.:
the staff the freedom to plan their program with maximum use
of paid )instructional aides, college student aids, volunteers,
parttim-e teachers, consultants; high schoOlaides and cross,'
age tutors. Sudh 'freedoM gives'teachers anopiortunity to
further. personalize the, learning experiences offered to each
child. " (Doc, 1981)

In'the interview, her phrasing was this:

Obs: 1'm intrigued by that notion--can you make some more
coomparisons',of Vista andACensington. You started- talkin'g

about the -Staffing7-you said in some ways you hid seen .a
aimilarliattern of closing down..,,

Okay, a similar- -back to the staffing77we had a staff
.much like Kensington-7people.who were just so committed' to
this idea of innovation and individualized instruction and
chIldren being,able to learn in a way of discovery and ob-
'servationand make choices, you know, wise choices within
the framework and that type of thing and we had team teach-
ing and we had some people who were excellent teachers. f We
didn't really departmentalize:but at that time we had
little more money, because, of the special funding. So we
did have money for some science equipment that normally we
don't have and a person in charge of the,progranh We ,had

people who were--I guess they were .students and instructors
-who had been just fired-up by her to this type of education
and wonderful peoplejust great, very close to children. .

Ironically, perhaps, some of the same issues of parental concern

which had occurred at Kensington, forced the.shifting of Vista School

policy and practices to a more conservative, back-to-basics stance.
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-One of Mary's long ter* colleagues;.and,forter team memberat

Vista, entered the discussion and made a comment regant5ng the faculty

at"Vista School:

glad you said "was" because it has certainly changed.
and it's.themeit was based on a lOt of things, it's.Very
difficUltto put.lt down into:one particular sentence but I
think I. could start by saying they wanted., -to call it "kid
country" and.I think the basic theme was that the.people who

4

wereohosen to bethere.werepeople who felt good about 4hem-
. vSelVispeople who respected the next person, were hot

.10Antal:and also in thatclse because they were. not
'ju4iMiita1'about other peoplethey aisowere not quick on
judgmdnts about kids and thatthe'ex..:, theyNere interested-1
in eXperiviceS'Ior,kids which is usually.a little bit differ-

;:ent than:the average school where yoWre thinking about sub-
jects ancVIOu're thinking'bout just plain

A similar quality and context of the belief systems is readily

apparent here at Vista.

Mary friend. eiaborated further..point on two of,their.experienceS

together.and.itS implicatiOns,for,the'success of the program:

1.4!

:! :V
MR 'Yeah,.we were in kindergarten. Six:yearg-a0d:thew.the
enrollMentwent'downand I went tnfirst.gradeandthenl rst

and.SeCOnd grade77a combination- -for twoyearSand-b4t for

to tha.t.We were in kindergarten for,six years ':together..

Friend:-1:,Originally when the,ShoOlOpened we had,w4anito:
team tpipther but the enrollmen,E,Was:such becanselOiefidw

schoolareas thenewjloMes weren't builitnp*Pshe'tanght
first 'gde, 'I think it was the OnlYfirat grAge-,inthe:

school

I .

MR: '114

r.

f.,

.FriendAnd I taughtkindergarten sand we d4dn'tteam. but we

:did 4 lOt.of talking together and a:lohleainSewe'hd Met
each.'other:before:and philOdbp,hiclarly thoeWere the:begin- V-1.;

flings I.ellAt:ik of 'really thinking abot-Aildren and..aCtivities.'"

and how to,extendlearningthroUgh-actI4tilet.rather_than-juat
:,ghe pure learning or thelnsithepure;,xaskon our-colncrqd:

lekrel'Or an.abstra6t'or:a.-paper.riencil:iepre4ntatiVeiey4,so
we even, befOreWe.taUght'together.WAld a lot.

,
Of talkini.anb,

..

I l' 0

3.5.9,' '
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6 mutualsharig7of ideaS, And Ithink', philosophic-c

Ally. I think.thaCS the key in team teaching,thae'it's been
my eXperience now watching other people team that if youre.
.not philosophically togethet.therareally is very.little-that
can bind yoU:togetheran terms of getting agoOd solid pro-

. gram together.

:

By wayAif conclusion, we note this comment of Mary%s:

Obs: Was'gettina two sentence, two'wordanswerand.we:got
cut off--I asked you whether your. belief Sytiemaboutthet;
importance. of certain things in education are .very similar

now to What it was then.

MR: It really is similar now, and now I. am able to understan0:,
it better and able.to,verbalize it'better because-aftheeX7
Perinces that I've had -I think I Mentioned,toYowbefOrei
that a Iot of_uS he4'thiS:feeling or. philosophy' it t..T,as

intuittire because of our love of children, arltnowing
dren around you and most Ofthem,da,. I think and
you want but.you, yaw knowh we Werenit'being trained that-Way

at that time.: I don't even know that we are

OurAhypotheses on the meaning for transformation of belief systems

is several fold.. Our teachers pick experiences and are picked for ex-

periences which amplify and deepen the point of view. In'effect, the

experience and rationale-folloW'the intuitions. If that is more gener7,

ally true, the epistemologicalconseqUences are far-reaching.

Broadening and deepihg deeMs. o,meati ability to articulate the

position verbally. In Maryrs case it also seemed to mean being 'able to

practice, to make it work in additional kinds of Settings, that is, with

ether staff. as team ikembers, and with different grade levels of young-

`. sters.! thiS is a variant Of our discussion of the nature of
. .

. ,

Whiting an eXperienced teachers- (Smith and. Keith, 1971).
. .

experience
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,Einally, the collegial qualilY e]thibleciriy.the comments offlary's''

, .friend is. the i es:of.social. realitTdisdussed by,SOdial
.

, .

Psychologists such 4Sj'eitinger (1950):.and:Bergerand,Luckman (1967)..

As'teacherS come together; talk, commonalities;

c'philosophies'; they begin "tO cOnstine d social iealitY' that permits,

supports, and extends their init4a1 perspectives, and, in turn, ,also

changes-the educatIonal. World of -wh they' are

AR
.

In short, the most str'iking: Mar's Commet#sand the

item that led -us to the label, "xeg4diiirig,:followsk Intilition'! is that
. AA;

muCh of the complex transformation,' ag a priaheas of sha.rpe &gin-

and, espeCially,-integrating,thebelieefs, The integration in-
-1.

Volved marShalling furgilete.iridenCedexPerience to 'ioiidifythe--.

'interdependence Of the W.ements in't system. Epigrammatically one

might say, "make the system more.; sy

These ideas seem to..Support,questi and raise implications of

several.. pSrts of RokeacillspOSition, In -several places but perhaps
-

, .

P
Most vividly,.in.The Three ChiiSts liolseach:makes a.

,-sprOng argument for the:diStributiOn Oh e:EentrsIil

As *.read.him he makes .a.fourHlevel argumentperiphersldimenSiOn.
,k,,,, ,

.

which we.P4Sent as.Figui'e, 31;

:

Insert.Yigure aboti here

: .

If eiok at- our KenOngton date, and the themes eg., reform as,

secular religion and you do: go home again in terms of these distinctions,



=

-central,- core, basic,taken.
for: granted items.

deeply cherished, tolerate .

.lifferendes'of:opinion,tied:,co\
--refereace it and groups;

darivd, legsjmportant
AI ynamcally;

.-- ,

matters
..

4.. 1:gonsequential- 7 of taste and peference
. ,
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a most imliortal generalization appears.. For this group of educators,

innovative beliefs - team teaching, individualized instruction, are not

small inconsequential beliefs., tbey are much more central. Studies.of.

educational innovation that have a "tinkering:', "mechanistic", "simple"

quality are missing the point. Schools won't change this way or if

forced autocratically won't stay the new way, because the.tea
4
ers hold

behefs that are too central and won't change so. readily.

Second, we believe we have,built an argument for the Continui

analysis Of,"mutualtadaptationh;,that is, user alterations of,innova

tions. These alterations would seem to be partly for a fit With.ople

social situation and, from our analyses, with thishierarchy or

centrality of 'belief systems.

A third. implication of the analysis concerns the reference groups

%d

and reference (charismatic ?) ividual< As beliefs move toward the

central region - authoritative a primitive -'the importance of the

school as a community arises. Faculties become stable social'systems

,
with values, norm's, and goias which grow out of long periods of days,w*

by day interaction, and activities. Individual beliefs, sentiments,
/

.

- .

.
.., .

shape and are. shaped by these influences. Principals may have chl
I.

matic.roles in this. 'Schools come to have identities.,1
7

17Vol me IV, Kensington Today (Dwyer, Smith and Prunty, 1983) vividly
makes these points as the Kensington School faculty has moved toward a
more traditional, conservative identity and position.
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A fourth point concerns the selection of individuals,for the proc=

ess of educatiOnal changeAnnovation, orreform. At one level the
o

originators of Kensington saw that-clearly and selected well. But edti-

cational practice - bet innovative or traditional is not ust beliefs,
ti

t is also correlated actions and skillS.. The individuals need to b

abler, to do things which exemplify their beliefs in action. Much of

Anatomy 'was about, the Multiple k levels, and areas where this inte-
,

.t>

gratinid not happen. a

This thread of "reasoning follows intuition" can be-illuminated'

andsupmarized by rereading our long account in Section 4 of Alec and

Margie Thurman. Item by item they seemed to intuitively make choices,

that began on farms i 'the upper midwest that:led them in and out of the

ministerial life, to Kensington, to a well-to-do private day school, to

the southwest, the antiwar communal movement, Ph.D. programs and event-

uallyto State.College and St. Joseph's College. In the course of that

they developed a comprehensive, reasoned per

Our illustration from Mary Radford's co

specifically drawn illuAtration.

pective or belief system.

nt, is a similar but more

5.34 The Experiential Funnel: A Model of Developmental Task
and Belief Systems ,

Among some, educational social scientists these ys considerable

discussion occurs regarding the nature, importance, and interrelation-

ships of micro analysis of interactional processes'in small groups,,

families, 'and classrooms and the macro analysis of lar sociOtal

forces involved in social change and cultural reproduction. Jules

Henry's, Cultureliga3Ins6 Man aid C. Wright Mills' Sociological' Imagination
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were early attempts tO raise such agendas. Much of the literature in

the new sociolOgy and crftical theory have'extended those early efforts.

Rfther"thantease our way through that literature, as important and

necessary as: that i ,,we must content ourselves with a simple obsarva,-

-
.

tion. A middle level of analysis of-the environment, the cuiqpre, the

,

social, world, seems important as we view our data. A, set of'events,

.

broader than the _moment to moment micro analytical level but narrower

than the broad and large social class,', ecopomic'system , or institu-
'!,

tional analysis seems, to fit the topography of our data. "Middling": is

the label we give it. As we read, reflected and analyze our protocols

we were struck by the importance of "life's problem, the middling to

large events which deemed to be shdping the belief systems .of our group

of innovative educators. It wasn't until we read Sue Norton's comments

that the concept of developmental tasks re-entered our consciousness.

It arose in the context of comments regarding her career and the death

of her father:

Sue N: My professor had recommended that,I get. into that
program 'cause it would be fast--just -a year of the kind of

thing--kind of program. He tiought Iea be interested.fn
without a lot of tedium'that Noes into some teacher ed-pro-
grams that go,on.and-on and on. Then as :I paid, I came here

and taught 'cause my Mother washere alone so I came back to .

live with Mother for three years. Met my husband at. that

,time,,,decided we would never get fogether, soI left teach-
ing, left Rocksville, left him, we were not married at the

time, and,Went back to City University again to work on a
Ph.D. in teacher traihing, which is probably the'worst

possible program, degree.. for me that I could have.

been in. It just in no way fit where I really belonged. My

goal was to haVe something so that I could.come home, be with

.

Mother for awhile becauSe it was-not easy for her, being
alone, she was young and was employed but she was totally

alone here. We have-no' family here at all so.she was com-

pletelyisolated in the 'Midwest.
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WhenreaSons 'are) , an 'almost, infinite regress'', a

variety of social strUc, ents'appearo and shortly one i

critiquing aspects of 'Amer' ciety:

LMS: But no faMilyin that sense?
, ;

/ ,

SN: I o fsmily/inist sense and' 1 ddn't know hOw familiar
you at with 52 yi.1,4fkiold widOwsWhosefriends are all couples.

'PK: ,Tough.

r
SN: Yeah, and yOu don't havefriedds'whe ou a widow in
.that'case unless youxhave individual- -she wa e first'one
widowed in the group and she had,acquaintandes,at*the office
where she worked but they're not the same As the people that
you'd done everything socially with your-husband. Very much
talone and it was- -that was clearly a reason..,

Once again, we are dealing neither with absolutes nor With, hard de -;

terminism, rather'with the complexities, the various Cofitengencies'and

the difficulties of choices and decisions.

N,

What we are saying seems both 'obvious and profound at the same

time First, just in the course-of being a human being life presents

'series of problems, tasks, expe iences which an individual. must cope.

At its simplest one is born and one dies. Along the way one grows up

in a family," with.parents and frequently siblings; one goes tOele-
.

cv,

.thentary and high sChOol, and sometimes. college. Later, oldie must find

a

,

way to support oneself, to decide about friends,: spouses, children,

a

' aging parents, And so forth. In part; these tasks are set biplogi4cally

:hand,, in part, bythe culture. These ipfluences also frame

for the resolutibdof the tasks.
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Some years ago-Havfghurst (1948, 1953) Aalyzed and presented

- clusters-oAhese "developmental tasks" f earlyadulthood middle

')
age, and later maturity:' ,Figure 2 presents t ese.

e :,11

-
.

Insert Figure 32 about here
4

gore recently Eriksoi0950), Gould ('1978)., Valliant(1977),

LevirisOn (1978) and.andthers have brought the-complex issues of adult

development to center stage. Psychologists had 'cognized earlier the

.

andeffect of child development and adolescent stages buthave4'

failed to see the p wetof adult developmental tasks On'life careers

and life 'decisions. Clearly; for Sue, marriage, parenting-, and the

.,death of her Father were significant events which can not be omitted

in the equations describing career pattetns and belief systems,

13.eyond one's biology a'nd .one's' culture setting the taskswhich
.

are, at the.-saie time, both.diScrete and interrelated items, we want

to argue that for cur.population of individuals there oc urs a cum

mulative self selection as well. People position themselves in

differeht ways for the later biological and cultural prOblems and

ptions--the develumental tasks. Overall, this'positioning or

coping we have labeled the experiential funnel in that it constrains,

cumulatively, the dik-ection of one's life. The aspects of

tory we have focused upon are belief systems and careers. Figure 33

a'
indicates our view.

4

Insert-Figure 33 about here
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a

A.' Tasks of early adulthood (18-30)
. 1. selecting a mate
2. learning to live withamarrige partner
3: stating a family .

4, rearing, childretr -

'5. managinkahame
6.. getting 'started in an occupation
7. taking ion civic rfsponsIbilit:
8. finding-A congenial sciaial .grdup '

B. TaAkp Of middle age (30-55)
1.
4 achieving adult civic and social respbnsibility

1 2.,establishing and-me.intainingan economic :

standard of living
3. assisting teen -age children to become responsible

,

and happy adults
4. devetoping adult leisure-time activities
5. relating one's self to one's spouse as a person
6- aocuting'and,adjusting to physical changes-cif

middle age
7. adjuttinw to dging_parents

. Tasks of later maturity ,(65- )

1. adjU"sting to decreasing physical strength and
health,

2. adjusting to retirement anereduced income
3, adjusting to death of spouse
4. establishing an explicit affiliationg with one's

age group .'

'5. meeting social and civic obligations
6. establishing satisfactory physical living

arrangements

Figure 32: Developmental Tasks of Adulthood ,

(after Havighurst, 1953)
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The conception of experiential funnel allowed us to synthesize

and to inte&.4 other aspects of the origins, development,and trans-

.

formation of belief systems in the-lives an4 careers of educational

...innovators.. One of our arguments about belief systems is that belief

systems; perhaps as with all "systems" are a set of interrelated items.
,

Second, the easy, and important, Ochotomies such as the split be-

tween the structure of beliefs.and the content of beliefseventually

twist and turn into more complicated Telationships. MetaphoricIlly,

"there's a double helix in there some where." One might say we don't

believe (sic) that it's been foundyet. Third, the beliefs that have

to do with educational innovation, educational reform, andeducational

:change are not simply "tacked on" nor are they easily malleablekthat

any Tom, Dick: or Harry administrator or.curriculum developer can

juggle or jiggle whimsically for his or her new fad. Some pieces come

very early, as some of our group knew from early elementary school

days that they wanted to be a teacher or as aspects of nurturance and

reform were built into their personality. A chunk of their self con-

cept got differentiated out early.

Fourth, once defined, the individuals, even as youngsters, seem

to select and move toward experiences that developed further images and

correlated skills, and sustaining attitudes--the experiential funneling

of experience. At'one level, we are entertaining arguments about the

most fundamental conqtrual of human nature: B. F. Skinner notwith-

standing, we are a lOng way from John Watson's early behavioristic

rallying cry:
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Give me a dozen:healthy infants, well formed, and my wn
specified worid-,t0.bring them up in and I'll guarantee o

take any one at random and train him to become any type of
specialist I,might select -- doctor, lawyer, artists, mer-
chant, chief, and, yes, even beggar-man and thief.

(Watson, 1930, p. 104).

We sketch out the complications ithis aspect.of ours model of

experiential funneling by references.to several of the teachers--Kay

'.Abbot, Sue Norton, Claire Nelson, and Bill Kirkham. All of them spoke

'concretely to items which facilitated our thinking about, the model.

Where this funneling is chance4and where it is purpose and where

it is conscious'or unconscious is not clear. The complexities of those

determinants seems apparent in Kay Abbots return to the community in

which she grew up, manifestly to get married. Shq returned, also to

the school where she had interned as a student teacher:

PK: You mentioned going into a team arrangement in Hogafistown,
and then following that with a self contained class. Do you

recall that, any adjustments,Orming'off of the Kensington ex-

perience? Did you feel that'that was a morertraditional set-
ting? Did it, do you have any feelings as you. think back on.

Hoganstown?

KA: Oh certainly, it was a very much more conservative type

of situation. I missed it. There are a lot of things that

were happening. at Kensington that certainly affected my teacbak-

ing, very positive in telas of what happened. But, it was,

yes, far more conservative situation. Butit was.still a team

situation. Although the first thing, I was teaming with the
conservative member of the duo that'I had originally been in-

volved with. The person whose place I took becamv. principal,
of a school in'Hoganstown, and has done just dynamic work 3n

innovation in his school. No doubt the most innovative school

2.t. the city is the one that he,now operates. And periodically
we have grade school rehashings of educational theor4i and I

guess we were always the two that loved to,bait one another,

and have go-rounds about education. The school in'whicti I be-

came involved had the more conservative member of that team.

It has an extremely conservative principal:
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Elsewhere we commented that she was "moving toward conservatiSm."..

Also, somewhere`along the line an individual needs to learn, so it

seems, to evaluate one's basic experiences, isolate them from the less

relevant or less intrinsic,to the occupation, and build that into plans'

and decision making. Sue Norton's story continued:
_5

LMS: YOusaid You had ups and downs as you'lwere teaching
here in the self contained classroom, what does that mean?
And mostly downs, if I heard you correctly.

SN: Right, you did hear me torrectly. I think the reasor0
:enjoyed Kensington was because it was supportive of team'
'teaching situations, I realll,do. Here' in, aiself,contained

classroom the things.I did very well as a teacher were not
six hours a day, five days a week kinds of things. I--my

classrooi management never was very good. Well, it didn't
matterlithat much at Kensington 'cause someone else was.manag-
ing at the 'same time The things that I,didn't do well,kas,,I,a

teacher were masked there and when all of a sudden. NI gotn
on my own I realized I had 22 kids, 28 kids 'one year and s29

the third year, that I was responsible for all day:

4

LMS: And that was much more the kind of creative language
arts, as I recall?

SN: Right, exactly.

LMS: One of the things you had a real high 'on?

SN: Yeah, right, creative writing, language arts, I enjoyed
beginning math but I enjoyed-- okay, I-enjoyed teaching math
at Kens/hgton.because we made it up as we went along. Here

I was plugged into a series, I was plugged into .a reading
series that I didn't like, I was plUgged into a math series
that I didn't like. The curriculum 'was determined by a text-

book publisher or a group of them cause tae didn't. have every-

thing from the same publisher but its waskery much directed.

LMS: Was it the' direcetd part or was it the multiple kind of
responsibillities like classrooi management ?..

Combination, trudly acombination--the rewards were so
much fewer'in the three years, I was teaching in a classroom..
Oh sure, there were still rewards, I mean individual kids a

moments of--that first glipmet whdn you. cnow. their first

.ing"really makes the difference,or when he writes his rst
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story all,,by:himsel0 you kdow, there were highs of that
nature but they weren't oftan enough to make it worthwhile.

The more we talked with our, collegial subjects the' more our-

patterns res6mbled'jigsaw puzzles than orderly linear mechanical draw-

ing diagrams. Claire Nelson.Picks up on a move to "more conservatism

os

but then her.comtenta.detail-a.more jigsaw puzzle type change!'
. I fip

A
PK: to. just ask you, 'as' I ,saw the school today,
I waa'struckImmany ways by,thesimilarity.of Kensington::
Not physically 'the building but the,same type af program,
cauld well-have just,been.bath.- HoW do 'you thinkyou're
different as'ateacher:from.1547earSago at Kensington? I

cnowyour .teaching. is somewhat special to that, But let's.,
assume you were a transition age,.howare,you different, if

.atall, from Claire-Nelson? .

CN: I.think I've become more,conservatIve., I'm looking at
,

Pupil, achievement in a different way. I'think I started at,
Kensington - -I was more Interested andMore concernedabout
the praess and I'm looking more,at the p'raduct now Process
$.s.impbftani but.I want a concrete butcome I want to see
they have progressed in acquiringthese skills or in acquiring'
skills, I think I'm looking more concreteness and maybe
that'S the parent inme too, that wants to,be.\ sure my child
is achieving and is progressing and Ineed some sort of

a.

4

The'tape ran out. We began again:

PK: A general: question. What difference, if any, in you
teaching'style, teaching philosophy? Yo had commented t at
ypiA were a bit product oriented than at Oat time You w re
interested in seeingwhere the process led and suggested hat
maybe part.of it is Parenting. Are there otherthings that
contribute to one's change of perspective in teaching?' Other;
factors that may have helped in that shift? Is it.the number
of years of .working with children .

CN: I think some of it is-that. Some of it's experignc and
I'm sure I've 'picked up on the attitude.of our teachers nd
I've picked up on the attitude of parents and what they!ire_
expecting-of, their school. At the time of Kensidgton, * was
,totally.imMersed in educators and living with educators. Now
my world\is'inote predominantly "parents who have a variety of
occupations and I guegs,you pick up on these kinds.af bits of
information that they are constantly either' questioning or
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1111'commenting-on what they see happening in the school that they
like or that they don't like*and most of it boils down to the
teacher. They really like what a certain teacher is doing or
the way their child's/grade' works together Or very much hoping
that their child has not gotten into a class with a certain
teacher and

PK.:. That would argue that parents probably ought to be in-
volvedla bit More in.the shaping of the school, tbe,d'urriculum:
the teaching of skills, if nqt making a professional comment,
at least adding a perspective to it because itseemsto have
had a lot of influenceCn,you.. .

CN: And we're getting a lot of parehtinto the sehoOl: We
see a lot of -them just sitting and visiting to get a better
perspective of what is happening. They're talking with the,
teachers more gener4lly and more frequently. It is.a very big-
thing. pgrents are in there, in a lot-of cases, serving as
volunteers, helping corwct papers, helping listen to children
-read and asthey.become more faMiliar with the school, they're
a-lot more supportive and a lot less critical in a negative,
tear-dOwnabrt of way. They're critical because they see the
good andithey want,to know why it all isn't good and why all
of the children are not having. expOsure to the teachers they
see are really outstanding.

PK: Are there other differences which you have more emphasis
on reading or math or science or less or changed or shifted..
any in the amount of importance that you attached to subject
matter or are there differences that were observed if we were
watching you work with a group of 25--would we see differences?

CN: I've shifted downward in my interest in 'working with
children. I-originally preferred the older children and I'm
not sure if it. is a factor of'being a parent or that I am
working more exclusively with the primary, age children but
I've become a.lot more comfortable with them and a lot more
interested in their development and I think I'm seeing that
if you get a firm foundation and a really good base for attack-
ing reading and you really start an interest in readibt, a,
good base of math skills, that this WII1 take you along into
your.learning how to learn, into your study .of anything you
might choose to study. So I think my interest has shifted
downward age-wise and I somewhat lost sight of what's going
on in the upper'elementary grades although I've gotten in-
volved in a couple of,District-Committees working on program
development at the Middle School. So I'Mtpickihg.-up on this
again.' I guess.. I'm going to be up about the fourth or fifth
grade in my eXperiences at this Point but-'I'm se"Ig a strong
need for basic skills and after that, you can learn most any-
thing because you've got the tools to learn with.
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PK: What about subject matter .emphases? Have they changed?
Are they any different in the importance, you would attach to
any of the usual Subjects?:

CN: I don't think so. -I don't see a real need for a lot of
factual, information to be tested:: This is what you're
to learn and you must know these various facts. I think you
learn.it'oryou remember it because it's of interest and it's
of that' importance to you and I think if the children are
interested in learning and they have, again, the tools or the
skills to go'ahead and read with, to try out experirdentslthe'
facts will just kind of stick with them because they've ha4
their hands on experience.- I think1'd still like to watch '
them-pursue the depths toward any subject that they would be

4 most interested in. And a.lot of it goes back to the.teacher. ,
The teacher can turn them on to get excited about their study-

I think they factual content will'take care -ofitself.
I've,no research or anything other than!just a gut reaction
to that but I really, truly think that when yOu have enough
internal motivation, you'll take care Of the subject matter.

The interplay of parenting, the community of teachers and the

community of parents, and the diversification of professional experience
.

,

with young children, all see to be pushing the transformation of her

)

,professional beliefs. ' 47..

At.4the more macro level, in our conception of the experiential

funnel, the concepts of environmental variety and exposure are key ele-

N

ments. Environmental variety, as the common meaning implies, refers,to

the degree of variation from social uniformity to social variation which

an individual encounters in his or her early professional life. Many'

critics of 20th Century American life see an increasing uniformity and

standardization of American culture, including schools, as one of the

tragic trends of today. In our view, the extreme case does not exist.

The innovators in Our sample seem to talk about the chinks, cracks, and

crevices in that uniformity and their comingto grips with that. Bill

Kirkham, is not unusual in this regard, for the group of innovators:
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BK: I graduated from State TeaChers College in 1952, which
is a state school. That wasn't an innovative school at all,
it was just a Straight'Bathelors of Science and EducatiOn,
and I had--my basic training was inSCience, science eduda-
tion and in social studies. So I ended up with enough hours.''
for a double major in essence and I started teaching in a
little town over at Thdthasville, which is.over.by Liberty,
just a little bitty of town of about 3,000 and'I fraught,

there for three years. And-from there I moved here. ,'

LMS: to to Lafayette?

BK: To LafaYette, the superintendent-at the time was a'formor
teacher of mine and I was ready«for a change.. I picked up the
phone and called him and he said sure, come on, and I taught
history herp, what I'm doing now, more or less, not the same,
you know, courses, but I taught history here in.oh, let's see,
I came over in I guess the fall of--oh, thattucould be 1960. I

taught three years at Thomasville. I taught here for two years
and I left. I was teaching here and returned to State Univer-
sity and began tq work on my masters degree. Returned and be-

; gan working on my masters degree in curriculum development and
administrationat State UnivOrsity." I'd already begun to de-.

velop an interest in administration and curriculum development
and when I was in a class with a chap who was the elementary
supervisor at Millersville he suggested to the superintendent
at Millersville that I be employed and they employed the as an

elementary, principal at Millersville. I must have...went over
to Millersville about, oh, 1962, a couple of years before I

went to Milford. I went to Millersville then as an elementary
principal and without any'elementary experierice, which was kind
of interesting. The superintendent like me a lot, put me in
the best elementary school in the sense that.the'socio-economic
section of town'and the clientele and that kind of thing that
was really good.

I becade very interested in curriculUm and began to work in
curriculum reform in several areas there at the elementary
school for.my own knowledge more than anything else. At the

time and in conjunction with what I was doing at the University,
but mostly for my own knowledge, so that I would knOw what the
elementary curriculum would look like. And I began working in
revising the science program, revising the music program, re-
vising the P.E. program. And the basis for these revisions,
in essence was to take a real close look at the scope and
sequence of what was going on within the nature and structure
of the discipline. In the process of dding.this, I began, in
an ajoining teachers' lounge to the office, and I turned the
teachers' lounge into a curriculum room at Millersville. We
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putA x 8' panels on the 'wall. As Spanman was...walking-around

with his open school model, I began walking around, with cur-

riculum models, in a different part of the.state,:drawing

lines and .interrelationships and interdisciplinary approaches

that became obvious to me. I began talking, with teachers

about what could, be done, as they progressed through their

Sequential curriculum. This cathe'about in conjunction

with the non-lraded schools, -014' it all'came about in_con-
junction with, well, Goodlad's book on the non- graded school
andeverybody's.interpretation of Goodlad's book, if you

member, there were many interptetations. .

LMS: 'So you Are reading that stuff at the time?

BK: Un huh.

LMS: You didn't -know Goodlad for instance, at that time?

BK: No.

PR': Did any of that come out of your graduate work?

BK: State University was still pretty traditional at this,

particular point in'that some of the professors hadn't

progressed to Goodlad and.even.Tyler, they were still

following ptofessors who were there on campus. But at any

rate I was developing these charts and doing my own studies

--interdisciplinary studies--And talking\with teachers about

ways of cooperating and ways, of working t6gether and ways of

doing this and I'd worked with several Of my'staff members

and kind of got them turned on. And one.day a salesMan

came by--a lot of salesmen came by in those days--but one
in particular came by and, he was a representative for the

Book Company. And he saw the charts and he-saw the work and

he said, "Say, you really need to talk to the Director of

Curriculum at the State Department.of Education." 'That was

in the days when, -he was curriculum director, I don't knoW

if you remember him or not...

LMS: No, I don't know him.

BK: As State Curriculum Director he put out the curriculum
-

N guides for.the teachers. and they served as resources for.

) discussion and guieds. The salesman put me in contact with

him and he came. over and they both liked what I was doing

'so much that he suggested that I go to Chicago where the

Book Company was located. I went to Chicago a time or two.



They weren't chomping at the it but interested enough to say,

you knoW, keep us informed and they brOught'us back a time or

two. Even before I left the,State,CUrriculum Director said,
"Bill, I'm going to want you to come to the State Department
and we're going to be getting some Federal money, ESEAis
going to be pabsed-and we're going. to' be getting Title I,
Title III, Title IV, and Title V." And he explained all the
Titles to me that were on the drawing bOard and he-said,
"Bill, I'm gdini, to want,you to come to Capital:City'to work
with me, I'd really likeyou to work with me. in curriculum
but if we can",t swing- that, I'm gonna want. to` get you in one
of the.Titles so that you can work with innovation and what
have you." ,

Bill's experiences carried overtones of the experiences we recounted.

in the careers of Kensington's'administration and male teachers. At this

point we focused a bit differently, although not incongruently with our

earlier analyses. TigUrel 34-captures what we have labeled "exposure" a

very impOrtant concept in the cOnceptiorA)f experiential funneling and
.

the ultimate shaping of belief systems.".

Insert Figure 34 about here

Military service is another one of those large experiences which

carries a major kind of impact. Bill KirkhaM had been detailing-his

extensive professional experience Nith the Civil Rights movement. We

broke in and raised a question which pulled the following response

regarding the military:

PK:' If I could digress for a moment - -I'm fascinat d firdt

of all, with small town-origins and the kind of or ins of

bigotry, racial attitudes, and so on. You've acqui ed,

somewhere along the line, a great deal of sensitivit to
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cultural and racial issues evidenced" by the examples of the
comments to students as you were walking out or developing
a bi-Cultural pr gram in Appalac4 or dealing with
Appalachians or dealing with. this. Is there'anything back
theiesothe"where in childhood, adolesdence. because Rural
State is,not the best place to grow up .free ,from racism?

.

BK: I went to the. high schopl heie: It was'a segregated
school, I didn't know the Black kids were getting on the
bus here and going to Millersville to school, ''SE never

.- -thought about it..

'--:-, LM§: The Black. kids from Lafayette?

BK: Yes, I didet know that in'high"sChool.

PK: Just assumed they.weren't going to school or....? .

BK: I didn't even think about it, you didn't either,
probably before dedegregaiion. My ,best friend An the
service was Black. The service was .recently desegregated
and I met a fellow froMChicago and I liked him and we
became friends and he taught me that.just because he was
Black was no sign he was right or wrong. I kind of look
at it. this way. too, though; and I have'over the years, as,
you know, I came from nowhere too--I mean-,-Icathe'from the -.

lower socio- economic level, my father was a custodian .and.
he worked for the Railway bpress andwe lived near.poverty
all the time.

J

LMS: Common working man intkthat sense?

BK: Yeah, when I was growing up I could go to where good
parties or bad parties were going on and I could always
relate to the kids so I've never had many-Problems with
racial or cultural relations.

LMS: 'But no big event in your life as it were', in the
contact min the service was the first major contact across
races and that kind Of t ng?

BK:

The richness and variety.of the kinds of experiences which

occurred in the making of the group of innov)tors seemed to run

through most of the interview protocols. Bill Kirkham had been

telling of his experience in the. service in the Korean War:
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BK: _I was at State Teachers College the year beforegoing
into the service just months before the. Korean War was over.

LMS: Did you go,overseas?.

BK: No, didn't gb overseas--I completed basic training and
completed leadership training for. hOn-coms7-leadership
course. And the War ended befOre I got out of. school so
I was luckyin that respeCt, for the remainder of my en-.
listment rank was frozen so I never moved up or anything
and,I didn't re- enlist or didn't tryLto go to O.C.S.,
4as just:Tutting in My'time. But I enjoyed it in the sense
that I taught .in,the service, --they sent me to leadership
school'and I got - -I had platoons. Then they sent me to

schoOl which is Chemical/Biological and Radiological
Warfare and I taught that, so I had some teaching experience
that goes clear bacicto my. 19 or 20 year old period and I
'guess that helped to formulate what I wanted.to do.

.

LMS: So that was congruent with what,your interest was
science at that time too?,

BK: Oh, I guess--welL when I went baatxto State Teachers
College and I was working a; my 'undergraduate degree in
social studies I asked myself along the way, well, what
good is it going to do? And it wad the age when science
was beginning to open up, Sputnik and those kinds of
changes. .I went ahead and took science courses and ended
up in a gOod teaching combination.

LMS: Had you gone to State Teachers originally to be a
:teacher or did you have any notion what you wanted to do
as a kid in high school?

BK: Oh yes, I went to college on a music scholarship - -I
played in a,band here and went on a music schol rship but
in my first year I decided not to pursue music and pursued

.another interest.

PK: Got interested in teaching music initially?

BK: Yes, I thought I would become a music teacher. in the
fail of 1952.

LMS: Where did that music business come from? Had you

played in school bands?,.
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-BK:, ,Yes, I'got a coronet when I was in junior high and
played and 'Worked my way up, to'the first chair in the
local band here.

LMS: Lessons,at.school or private lessons or a mix or...?

BK:. Mostly at school, we. went through three band directors
when I was here., so there wasn't all that much continuity..
And I didn't really learn all that much music but I could
blow fair and at the time I was recruited togo to'Stata
Teachers College, and that's what- I was really--the lady
just came around with a little bag like. we all. carry and
she had scholarships, one or.two hundred dollars. It was..

ate'incentive to go.. I mean you get the prestige of going
to a state school and you get a. scholarship and they:get a
recruit. It was a fair trad6at the time:

PK: Still playing?

BK: Oh, I don't pick it up much any more--the dogs. howl
(laughter)--it,'s sitting. n there on a shelf--I like to do
it. ,It's not something that I do much any more.

School band,(1 music scholarship, Military ervice, and the

personal contacts, the chance factors in the timing of the wars end,

and an opportunity to teach while in the Ariiy all got built into his

experience, antecedent to his teaciling and curriculum deVelopment

efforts.

Finally, when we try to pull the experiences of several of the

'faculty, and especially with a focus on Bill Kirkham, we find a more

elaborated conception of the experiential funnel and the development

4
and transformation of belief systems.

Insert Figure 35 about here
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In conclusion, we haVebeen arguing the importance of belief sys-

tems in the analyses of. the individuals involved in educational innova-

.

tilon. Second, we tidA focused here On the origins, development-ana

trandformation of those belief systems. Third, under the 'abel, "the

experiential funnel" we haVe argued a return to the_idea of develop-

mental tasks, term popularized early by Havighurst (1948) and Tryon

and Lilienthal (1950). It. is a "middling" conception'between micro and

macro analyses of, social and personal events. It seems very helpful in

ordering our data.

5.4 You Do Go Home Again

5.41 The Anomaly

f the most surprising and unanticipated anomalies in our re-

search is caught'in the phrase, "You do go home again." In the initial

staffing of the Kensington School, part of the innovation was searching

the country, mostly the middle west region, for the.best faculty avail-
,

able, a rare and unusual elementary school-staffing pattern. *The: .

majority of teachers came from places other than Milford and its metro-
.

politer' area.' After Kensington, many of the administrators and faculty

)
wandered widely geographically on odysseys or crusades, as we indicatel -

earlier
)

in this monograph. But many, and several in striking fashion,

returned home, that is, ended uggeographically close where they had

begun. Unraveling this, anomaly is at the heart of the discussion in

this section...
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A related, second puzzlement lies.i 'the; mixture Of a return' to

earlier values, attitudes, and beliefs some and the,centrality of

early life experiences for other-S. The linage we-had was one. of child -

hood influences which would,not'gq away o7T'.'which.kept.playing them-

selves out in the.currentor,conteMporary struggles regarding their

belief .,systems, anoiher_kind2of going 'home. ,

A third ingredient-to thd..anomaly is ,that most, but not all, '1:e..7

,

turned to. positions and%careers*ConSiderablyhigher in:status-Deans,.

N...professors, administtators--than their parents, who tended to be "poor,

but hard working and proud." It is almost as hough, in 'their return,

they had something to prove to themselves, their famiiies,,br,their

communities.

Finally, one of the most interesting aspects of 'the anomaly in

the natural history of belief systems arises in the contrast between

two of the off hand labels each of which seemed to capture, so much

meaning: "old reformers neither die-nor fade away" and "you do go

home again." The former captures the basic meaning that the perSon-

ality systems and,the belief systems within the personality system

are central, pervasive, and long-standing within the individuals.

Belief systems are not given up,easily.
, 1

el '

In short, our concerns began in our initial experiences from

fifteen years ago, for in the original study of e Kensington School

we were interested in the problem of the genesi of a faculty peer

group (Smith and Keith, 1971, p. 6). One dimension of that,was the

fact that she faculty had .come from all over the country, mostly from
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the Midwest, '. After the first year most had left the-sdhool and the,

local metropOlitanarea. TheY:had'ecattered.. Ai few we had'.. kept up..

With had "wandered" abouta gocid dealt,.-For,instance, we had knOwn'

.thatjerl Cohep,ithdAssistantSuperinten4ent, had. spent time in

.Washington, DX:, Califdrnia, New.York,' and Oktehoma Then we found

that he was now aD ip the'StateUniVersity frbm which he had done

tindergraduate'teadher training the town he.ha&gown up in As

'We:fould other-instanc&S, almost as dramatic, the inference arose, in

.donttastThOmas Wolfe, that You Do Go Home Again, that educational

innovators and reformers eventually return to their places of origin.

If more -generally. true, this, seems an issue of immense proportion.

Why would a group of people move to Milford, a place a-long way from

home for most, to t ach" in the innovativeKensington School? Why, too,

twould they wander, n some . instances back-and forth across the country?

What would call them home? What has all this to do with the phenomenon

.
_ ,

Of educational innovation? And for,those who are prone to theorizing,

what does thlreturn twine have to say to. or for. a. theory, of educational
=:; Y .1

innovation?

% .
,

In Figure 36 we have labeled thecurrent.geograpkical residence o
. .

.

.

each of'the group. Those who'remalined in Milford are in Category one
. .

.

The next three categories: return tohOme town, to hoine state, and

neighboring state, are the one's critidal for this analysis. Cate-

gory 5 are the outlyers,'individuals who have moved elsewhere, or, per-

haps, who are still wandering.



Current
Geographical Staff Manifest

Residence- Member Reasons

'1. NeVer Left
Metropolitan
'Milford Area

0')

2. Returned to
Sathe Town

Same Stae

4. Neighboring
State

1. Irma fiall Older, married, prior
resident of Milford

2. Wanda Ellison

3. Carla Young

4. David Nichols Married, wife had local
teacher position
Multiple local positions

1. jeV. Cohen Deanship

2. Bill Kirkham Teaching position

3. Dan Hun Graduate School

4. Chris Hun Prior position, HuSband's
career

5. Sue Norton Ill. parents, marriage

6. Elaine Ross Marriage

1. Steven Spanman

2. Eugene Shelby

3. Meg Adrian

A. Alec Thurman

2. Margie Thurman

Large City Superintendency,
University Professorship

Innovative Project, Gradu-
ate School, Family

Aging Parents'

College teaching, near to
family

5. Outlyers, 1. Tom Mack Principal position

2. John Taylor University position

3. Mary Radford Husband transferred

4. Liz Etiell Job opportunities

Figure 36: GeogOphical Residence
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5.42 The Complexities of Going Home

Meanings are communicated in various ways. In this report we have

tended to let a single prototypical individual or two carry much of the

weight of illustration and explication. In this'way.the nuances and

the idiosyncratic flavor permit the reader to reach a fully developed.

image or two from which a myriad of interpretations and hypotheses can

be generated. As individuals, appear and reappear the description' be-

comea thicker and the argument stronger.

Bill Kirkham is one of those "who came home", to the town

Lafayette Where he had grown up. He was teaching secondary school in

the same classroom he had studied social studies as ashigh school stu-

dent twenty years before. At the time of the interview we did not

appreciate the importance of the theme. Bits and pieces of his story

occurred at different points in the interview and indicate the com-

plexity of the phenomenon. Early on, the interview went this way:

LMS: But you had grown up here in Lafayette?

BK: 01(yes, this is my home town.

EMS: Born and raised?

BK: Born and raised...

LMS: Your parents born and raised here also?

BK: Close, mother from a little town near here and dad

also. And, okay, so I have e strong emotional attachment

to the high school-. Dad was a custodian here. .I graduated

froM here. I taught .here in the early 1960'spnd:so:I feel
like the youngsters who go here should, have0C9puld,',
have and wiii have the same opportunities that you-and I,

and all of us have. That's One of the big reasons' Why I

like it here.
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LMS: Let me--again, this is where our oral history breaks
down, we're both more curious. You said your father was a

custodian at the school?

BK: He worked with the Railway. Express for 40 years and
after he retired from the. Railway Exp*ass he took on several
jobs--the effort of which was to gain Soc al Security.

LMS: Railway Express didn't have tjhat at that time?

BK: NO, he wanted to get Social Security in addition to
his railroad retirement when he retired and one of the jobs

that he took for several years was custodian. It was a job

that he enjoyed vary much at the high school.

To clarify the one'Iorm of the importance of "going.home"-, it is

necessary to sketch the kind of oddeasey individuals, such as. Bill

Kirkham, have been on. After his year in Milford he spent two years
/(4.;4,A,1.1..

in Midwest's State Department of Education as a Title I stiperisor,

then two years as a Title III Directors in a small town in rural Mid-
:

West State. A key part of the program there was developing Bi-cultural .

Programs for the indigenous population and a growing urban population.

This put him in contact with O.E.O. personnel and programs for racial

integration. Ultimately he went to Washington, D. C. with National

Foundation doing community integration work with task forces sent to

communities through the nation. Later he lived several years in

Eastern State, also working on desegregation issues for a national

organization.

BK: With National Organization, all of this was programming

--I was the program personwhat program means was the

utilization of private, funds and utilization of .public

money through 'Titles to get the National Organization
actively involved, and the teachers actively involved, and
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the minority kids actively involved. And if it was
desegration money through E.S.A.P., Emergency SchOol
Assistance,Program, or if it waS through ethnic studies
or if it was through whatever--whatever federal title or
private monies that ,I could seek out to work with local
teachers' associations or schools that were particularly
--for example, in the deep. South we worked with S.C.L.C.
to get a predominately Black leadership in keyksouthern
school districts and when that happened we worked with
the Office of Education and even the President's office,
that was Nixon's office, in develop experimental

in the deep South, with a su erintendent who
could show and pilot the way for wino ity control, in
school districts. And, that was only one example of a
tremendous job.

LMS: You really likedihose years?

BK: I liked them all--I like, them all but this was a
creative type of job. I was learning and naturally you
learn about process and you learn about applications and
you learn about titles and you spend a lot of time on the
Hill and you learn--you visit Congressmen and you visit
aides and you begin to develop your connections and then
you begin to bring a lot of those things to fruition. In

the process of that kind of an agenda, you begin to
develop the Congressional and also education relation-
ships that can bring your programs to fruition that you
need to ham . Programs throughout the nation,

)
they;re

fun. There were a lot I could talk with you about
throughout the country and that's good.

Our several "themes" are our.abstractions from the interview

'protocols. These "conversations" had a way of meandering and raising

two or.three issues in interlocked fashion. Bill Kirkham had been

telling us about his military experience, his early schooling, and

his early work opportunities'. The'going home theme became a part of

this:

LMS: Your folks pleased when you were thinking of going
off to State Teachers College, or had they been.pushing

that.



BK: Oh, not at all--I think Dad has a fourth grade, MOther
has a sixth grade edudation and they worked. I probably
went beyond their thinking, you know, when I finished high
school.

PK: .Brothers or sisters?

BK: No, only child.

PK: Did you always have a vision that you would go on to

school? '

BK: I don't recall dwelling on.it all that much - -I had a
couple of pretty good job offers when I wasdn'high school,
locally--one to stay and work--one'toplumb,. one to work in
the local five and ten, and one at the green holise. 'Ana I .

reflect back and say, why diarit I --do something sensible,
but you know, I--,and I see those places and reminisce
occasionally--that's what part.of'coming back here is alt.i

about.

PK: School was pleasant--you were a good student in high

school?

BK: Average--I wasn't a'good student because I didn't'
know anything about study habits. I knew nothing of
libraries or books or any of that. rhea to learn all that,

when I went to college. I graduated from high school
cause I think it mus the day when social promotions were

okay and I went to college when they were recruiting people

who had unique:talents and they needed college students.
My first year at college I think I made five hours of F
and seven hours of D. I learned abodt that in myfirst year

at college.

LMS: When did you find out you had a good mind?

BK: A good mind? I'm not sure that I do.

LMS: 'When did you find out you didn't have an F and a D

mind?.

BK:' In the service I madeup my mind what I would do is
to go back to school and to pursue a career that would

_peak in my mid-fortieS. Well, I mean, and when I say peek,
is--I made a decision as early as when I was in the serVice''

e that when somewhere between 40, 45, 50 years old tfit I

would bring some sanity or bring some tranquility to my
life and,that's a part of the decision of why I left
Washington to'come back.
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PK: You'd thought about that back then at age 20? What
you wanted by age 45 or 50?

BK: And Milford and Appalachia Bi- cultural Center and all
the rest of it' was in search_of something. 'And so there
was a,lot of motivation there. And a lot of the motivation
went into that meeting with Eugene Shelby that day--a lot
of-the motivation. Not necessarily to getahead but to
try to be in the right place at the right time..* Motivated
or whatever. But at any rate, I wanted to progress and I
don't think that my folks have had much.to do with. it,
seven hours of D and five hours of F had something to do
with it, a combination perhaps.

LMS: So the Army was after that first year of college?

BK: ,Yes, during the Korean War I volunteered for induction
--take the two year draft during the.war--things actually
went kind of nice in the Army. I was accepted for:leader-.
ship school and I'was accepted for school beyond leadeiship
school and got some nice recommends in the teaching area.
-0f.course, not that things didn't go.well.in high school.
I was an average student and excelled in music.

LMS: Played in the band?

BK: Played in the band and I had the position of Vice
President in the band.

LMS: What'did these characters around town, the three
different spots you mentioned from the greenhouse to the
five and.ten--what did they see that prompted them to...?

BK: Want me to N\

LMS: Yeah.

BK: Oh, I think probably a clean cut, nice young man that
could be an asset to their busidess.

LMS: Worked hard--that kind of an image of...?

BK: Yeah, right.

PK: You mentioned that you had some visions of 45 or 507-.
what did that mean at Ihat time- -since I'm 45 (laughter).and
'I'm ust curious --what crossed yd.= mind back then?

BK: Oh, there was no specific...

PK: That you were thinking'of having...?
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BK: Okay--researr atleast.the research that I read at'
the,time--articles read at the time, said that you peak out
professionally 'at about 45 or 50--not that everybody does.

Reagan may be elected President. I said to myself, okay,
that means you'APC going to'retire at 65 or 70 And so wouldn't

it be nice to spend some time when your kids are in high

school or whatever, to have a home and family and not always

be doing whatever else.

PK: So you wanted to have your highly active period and
then move toward more stability?

Not to say. I'm not going to come out of retirement next

year, and this:is:retirement right now, -for me. I'm retired

from Washington. I made the decision to leave.

LMS: That was in 1974?

BK:,No, that was in 1976--there was another phase beyond

National Organization.

LMS: Oh, after that, okay.

BK: There was more beyond National Organization but we're

at a plateau.

PK: Is this a good time to break Lou? Or whaes your...?

BK: Maybe he's curious?

LMS: Well, flm.obviiouslTcurious as all hell, but rather

than start in on that next two years and then.'yourretire-

.
ment period .here in Lafayette--you want to quit and kind of

get organized and-lave soMe.dinner some place? It's about

5:30 -- Looks like your daughter's mobilized to do the dishes

and...

BK: Let's go aheadand go:through the next phase then-go

to dinner.

LMS: So you-finished up in National Organization in 1974?

BK: Well, actually when in 1974 one of the things we did at

National.was to cooperatewitlia number of civil rights kinds

of groups, Urban League, N.A.A.C.P., S.C.L.C., Bnai Brith

Anti-defamation League, Indian groups, and what have you. And

we had what we referred to as an external council and I was

very active in this council in that we were trying to, among

the civilsrights organizations and the organizations within

larger organizations like the Y.W.C.A. or the Council of

Churches. We-tried to work with the educational components
of these organizations to determine a civil rights strategy
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that would. bring'equity to minorities and quality programming.
The nation was having a lot of problems with desegregation, as
you know. Desegregation was moving north to the cities. Not

that desegregation in the south had worked all that well and
particularly in the cities. In 1972, about the time when I
became special assistant in the reorganization in National
Organization,. we had a National Conferenceon Quality Inte-
grated Education, held in Eastern State. It was hosted by
the Eastern State group and there were probably 30 groupsL
cooperating with their educational representatives.- The con-:.
ference maybe had 500 people from around the country to look
at an agenda of what quality integrated education was in the
early 1970's. The result of that conference was working
13pers developed at the conference, we developed a ,proposal

to the Olds Foundation--and submitted them to the Olds
Foundation. And they funded a program for quality integrated
education to begin in 1974.

*-Bill elaborated further on the nature of the, program and his in-
,. .
kZ

volvemene in directing projects across the country. Then the story

moved back to our theme:
r

LMS:

or...?

the Foundation money run out, are they fund-

ing, or...?

BK: No, it ran out

LMS: And they didn't renew?

BK: They renewed once. They funded us for two and a,half

years and they renewed to three years and then they told us
they were phasing it out because they felt like the catalytic

r function oftour center had done its thing. And we had--we

had developed within the institutional structures the capa-
bility of responding to the program goals.

LMS: Did anybody try to solicit money from elsewhere to keep
it going or was it an idea that, as you say, played out its
time? --

BK: Well, that's something you put into every grant that

we're going to do but it's something also thatif we'd have
done that we'd have Spent the rest of our lives doing instead
of our job.

LMS: You mean the fund raisin
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BK: Yeah, well, you know, it's a relative question--we got
a lot ofin-kind--our records are documented with the in -kind
of the people, of the places, you knoxi, all the rest, but
basically, it was to develop the response strategy.

c PK: That seems to be one of the many rich activities you've
had that'you have kind of a beginning_and a middle and an
end that really sort of accomplished and youwere able to
see it through to completion.

BK: Yes, that one was. I, was highly honored toward the end
of the ProjeCt, several of the organizations recommended to
Vice President Mondale's office.that I join his staff for
that funCtion--for similar kinds of functions but that did
not materialize.

LMS: Soyou retired from it?

BK: I found that'it was a good. breaking point.

LMS: And was that when you came back to Lafayette?

BK: Yes, .I plcked up the phone and called the superintendent
and said, "Hey, I'm ready to do something else. ".

PK:' That abru tly to go from the kind of world of D.C.
N

BK: Yes, basically, there were other kinds of jobs that were
available in D.C. but I didn't want to do that any more.

PK: You just sort of felt run out as far as the large

urban...

BK: Well, when that other option came up - -the opportunity of
going on the White House staff--I told my family that if that

came to fruition then I would go, bUt if it didn't'l was

going to--it was time to leave.

PK: Again, feeling th.itension of the pity and the metro-

politan life?

BK: Oh, the family thing was really getting quite out of
hand--the demands on time, the perspective...

LMS: Sounds like you'd run your tail all over the country

all the time.

BK: Yes, really, and--it was day and night and in that sense.

Like I said, I might come out of retirement tomorrow, but I

also feel like a part of.why I'm here is to give these kids

their chance to,do some of the things that I did.
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LMS: Let me possibly intrude...

BK: We walked out of that building at 3:15

LMS: Intrude in the sense and if you.want to declare-off
bounds--was it during'this period that you were divorded or
was that earlier or does that play into the story somehow?

You talked of family in 1975.

'BK: In 1975 I was divorced.

LMS: And were you remarried after you came here?

BK: Yes, after I came here.

We returned again, briefly, to job rand caregr'issues':

LMS: So yotkivelpeen teaching mostly social studies?

BK:. Oh no, when I picked up the phone and called he says,
"Hey, -there's no social studies/Upetling. Would you mind

teaching math ?" I' said,, "Na, not at just ready, .

to come back." So I taught two years of math.,

PK: Where,'d you pick up the math background, was that
earlier math science?

BK: Science and what have you--I was certified inmany
areas - -I told him I'd teach math if I could.

LMS: What, algebra, geometry?

,BK: Oh no, just basic--I taught over at the junior high,

basic math.

LMS: Oh, you dame back to the.junior high initially?.

BK: I suggested that getting over to the.high school. and

social studies was what I wanted to do and Vve been there

for two years,.

PK:k You mentioned earlier that your parents fed into this.

somewhat too,'returning7-was...?

BK: Dad died in 1976--my Mother lives over on the hill

and she's getting Up in years so she's 78 now.
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We had been o dinner, and the discussion had continued. Bill

ised a number Of items, about his return to the town of Lafayette and

his teaching at Lafayette High. At the time, we felt it was important

to h and it was intriguing to us. Nowive phrase it as part of our

theme, 'You do go home." The discussion picked up this way:

S: One of the questions growing out of dinner that ry
wa fecrto raise-with you--or hear you talk a little bit
abo t--early on you talked about'"retiring" from the broad
arra of rather bUsy,challenging, hectic times in Washing-
ton,. D,C: and Eastern City - -and you came back to Lafayette,
and taught:junior high math for a coup e.of years, if I
understood correctly and had been teac ng secondary social,:
studies. And you. talked a little bit out the trauma or
Culture shock in coming back-would-you talk,a little bit
about teaching and how you perceive thatand'wherethat,fits
the-gener* pattern? And you've raised an issue or two about
the kind, ol' excitement that comes with :helping a few to some
of the kids, I guess in clichtteriS, ta.see alittle bit of
the.world.

BK: I just think thekids,neea:totearn how to pace them-
SelveS in an educational efivironment. I think they need,
youOcnow, to learn humanism from theirteacher and in the
ClaSsroom. 'I think that you create an educational.environ7-,
ment so that they can do that. Now, when the kids, when 'I'
came,:back.the kids:,maybe were not different. fI?veAu4t
been away for 16 years ap"vebeen in.pbAiiion4 where I

.was thYowt boss a lot,:of thetlieand soyeah;it was diffi-
'cult,to readjust MySelf to that and I was tempted ,:guess to
maybe, youknOW, maybe not to continue teachifigbutI
that,I111 stay with. t.

You've got routines down now that are reasonably
satisfying to you and the kids and that kind oLthipig?

BK:Yes,:but,youCa4velop:those over a few yeai'4;
_

Z:.143.10_ail&:4aY±.I''th)Uretirergent but teaching is teaching;.. ,

you khow,andthWsa-routine and a-VUOrous kind of
aCti4tythat you-haVe°to do:too, Ana:Ienjoy doing that
because ,I really enjoy working witiv:;he;140and my daughter
and the youngsters that I have at sChOolTeaching is life
in thesense of SOcrates I suppose butit,'S what it's about,
and as far as I knoW, I".11' not come out':Ofretirement, in
the sense that I'minretirement. I'llit,*ven really in-
terested in writing:any of my perceptiong:abOUt any of the



things that I've done. You mentioned at dinner, why didn't
I write something down about change and the various institu-
tions--Paul did and I think it would be interesting but it
isn't something I want to do. -'

Is that a more,generaI phenomenonOi'the doers versus
the,.I don't want to put the writers as non-doers but it
struck me thatdifferent people we've .talked with that were
associated with Kensingtqg,' extremely interested in the
ideas and applyi gtheir0hUtreally very little interest in
necessarily shag ng thOSe'with a broader CoMmunity.

BK: Well, I've had some experience in writing with these
booklets that we have here. It's a Process guide on cora,
munity use and T enjoyed doing it, but I personally am much
ulore'interested in the doing aspect of it. Althouakk.,
really do enjoy curriculum work I see the piece
have in your hand there--the guide for desitgregatinta',Com-
munity without turmoilis a curriculum work at the societal
*level. I see that as 4,contribution at that level.

LMS: So in effect, you,''re teaching and doing curriculum
development work at multiple!develb?

BK: Right, I think all--ever Slinde I started in education
in 1957, you know, teaching. Once I learned at Kensingtpn
and at Milford, where I was at whatever level, 'I knovitwhere

I am. I know the ,contribution that I'm making and I'm
44tisfied with that when Iim.-dding it. I would maybe like

to again on some thingsi' but not right now, if that

makes' any: sense. I enjoyed doing the book--and one of

the quite some detailor0,;what various communities
d one of them was an oveView but it isn't--I

oni.t'enjoy sitting and writing that much.

Ars a daily activity kind of thing?

BK:
0,11

Yes, however, I do a:great it in my owns

preparation for my classes at scho

CLMS: Talk about the teaching a bit from both.kind Of.how

.
'yOur day goes, what class to class sort of thing, interms
of different subjects or whatever, and .also how that, as

..you say, the writing produces kind of a curriculum develop.;-

V-ment point.ofkview.

Okay, first of all I've got all.grades, I've got
'hmen, I've three--this year I' threeections-of



World Geography, got section of American History .

and one section', of, WOrld.:Hidtory, . so I've got all required

social studies'.

LMS: Are you the only social studies teacher?

BK: No, no, there--the 'department is rather full. I mean,

there are probably three. or.,four others. But, okay, I
combine the' text as an, aid bc4nse I feel like that the
text'; is something th#t the hi4sCan_take home, review,
read., -answer questions on, outline, etc. and that'-s their
extension out of the Classroom. ;:.That's what they have,

.

that's all 'they have pale; .than vzhat. I would .give them in
addition like notes and what have.; you?-"Cd. course I can
assign things, like out of the paper, ancr,;oth'er current

. eventsM on the election and' what have :you, = but basically
the text book it 'Arid then' I' enrich that, you know,

with kind pf mini lectures and then we discuss and then
of course we ,Utilize the audio7visUal-staf and what have
you But it is a discipline and they: know,the expectation:-
and I found that in my going through college and hi4-
school and the kids that are going through are undisciplined
In that regard.

LMS: TheyrYe never really been students in that larger"
sense that You're talking about?,.:

:SK: That's s right , and t:ftel like the greatest thing that
- ,

I can give 0'141 regardless of what, I'm teaching is. those

skills, to e able tcCCopei with the institution; to be

able. to ,cop ,wtth 4:6Stipline; the social studies dis-
cipfine ath discipline, and to --and in the other

:sense be able discipline themselves so that they can
master that. l w, and as far as 'behavior and activity

the classrooid; here's quite a bit in my clasSrooi&-bedauSe-:
I still have)leerning cdWra in my classroom. And there

are days that;We pull the.:Cairs apart and do that, but I
believe, that fist of aIC as an instructor, sets the
Climate for thet.'

perhaps, more than enyOne in' the group, talked in away

uent with individuals who had been through a .644. life crisis,

was moving toward the kind of integratiVe resolution many of is



yoUr intuitions are _still fairly ClosetO
W4ere-.you'are now? .

, ,

;':14,e11; if I were to gq*babk'into in:the
198,9!SwoUld still wantto know,I-*ndlcrWant.'to knoW
where; my milestones were.'. I'd want to' know My,

aaYgets' were. SUre, as an-administratOrandve:ad=
ministered several kinds of projectsanC4tpntsa)oi*;:
classrobma and schOols,'I always tried to lay:b1A.::gRT
or a pyStet by which --and if I gOt. there good, and it:I
didn't get there I'd want to (17.0W why.

WI In the sense of a PERT chart?

BK: ..Bight, but that's: me, I've always been way
the sense that ..ivetri'edto. organize myseif in that
my-classeSAnWaY' and as' a little about
astrology:fhats-mpt:Uncommon-fot yOr.sign or tine,

PK: How about Aquar us.
,

4.
BK: (1h :well,' they'd' like it I think--(lidgter)--lovely

,-

,41St Is there any,.(laughter)..yell,-I won't say what that
,..says for your' science-His there any yen to -.pick Up.on'some:W.
those early partially formUlated dotiQns 'girt elementaryrcurric

.. lum and try to implement them as--I slonit'knowwhether Lafayette

...for instance has an'aesistant 'superintendent for eletentAv ed-,h,.
Ucation. ,

,

...0-
,

.

1

( t.
, ..

K:.011I. feel' like that I cOuld.2.We've,gotv4.e director
Of'elSment4rOferem've got a federal project coordinator
iere.::,:theY.4kekme:two-Years ago if:Iwanted tO,apply for
elementarY%,:prii*ii.alship o-1d I said no, really don't, .A

C1100§-0.. '

_

PK: ':CtiuldjOIaborate why?
---7

_
..:.

BK: m,hapPy,where I am - -I haVe no aspiration=-right',now
..

am-- !might want to 'do"eomething-a-little later.
.

. _.
.PK: Is it the.level,kaecondary.Versus eleMenfarY,,or is 'it-,the7

.:teaching.asopposed to the adMinistering?

$K: . No, no, It's--I am happy--I!m happ,in educationi-I
was happy as a principal--I learned happiness for myself
even though it was.a traumatic year Kensidgton and
Milford., I've beet happy with every one of my educational
positiong that I'Ve had

.PK: So you.wonldn't be.happy'es -a principal?
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BK: I'm personally happy and not only happyll;:mi.job7

I'm happy in my yard, in my garden... I Ito.
nappy'outiof my briefcase Or dutOg'my classroom Or(::OUt

of my job. And I've:reached that state, and now I'M not say-
ing ,that'my job is secondary because my job is very important

-butJ canAeave my job at the high school now, if.I,want to
:and if I need'to. And I was almost. getting so'thatI could
leave my job in Washington but the job wOuldn't lealle me, you
know, they could get to me.and.they.wOuld get to me and so 7

-that's in the sense.:

.LMS:' 'When you say get to yoU7-aleeping or the phone or ph

weekends

BK: The phone - -well, yeah, T,mean'peciple:could, yeah, ,peOPIe

could get to me and they would want you to be somewhere to

something, you know, and I think it's nice to love cocker,
spaniels that eat cake you know Ilaughter). .

LMS: 1hat's4priceless.

.

BK: You knoli I mean,. so I really wouldn't .wants..

to Southeast State or I/really wouldn't want tei4ii:0
Southwest State and Eugene or play.bridge'every*gnt.

.w4nt to sit home-, and enjoy the solitude of

4

being' here.

PK: And the major reason then would be the' drawing too much

of you into one specific area, that you've achieved an inte-

gration now,' personglly,ond professionally?

BK: Oh, I guessithat*roiild be a niceprOkessiOnal way of

saying it, 3.T.4 4,,Ipaye:ficil;.bgically, or, sociological way of

saying ii:Z:y4t434p; I am very well satisfied with .
whO Tam and where I am andj think that I can look back

on the Kensingtons, of the experience regardless ofwhere

they have been along the way-'-that includesgOivorce
and it includes-kids and, the fluidity of.this kind of

an environment and yet to say that, I'm happy where am

right' now. J4on't know if that is going,,to be true in

two years or, three or whatever, but I look forward to

going in ane'diacussing the two tests tthat I gave today,

with the youngsters that4 gave them and to talk about

it with them tomorrow.

LMS; About.the Problems they had and what you were

looking .for

BK: Sure, and I try to look forward'to,going in and to

being with the,youngsters in every class, and I. feel like

that When I can't do that then it's time for me to.begin

`iooking,for sotething else to do.



.

LMS: Arid unre4re as4t:werelt

BK: Well, or siim thingelse tbYdoand gosh, who knows, I
mean, we're not:w cl:-Wany:inatitutiorihope, or wed to
any particular whatever.-- Idon't-441Or,.4, I might even decide''''
to get out of education entiiely,1?4 doubt if because

love it But one day they'll fOr6e:ua_out--all of us

LMS: They being who?

The institutions, of course. They have retirement

ages.

LMS: 1)h, I 'understand now--well, in fifteen years'...?

Later he returned once more to the interrelationship of his values

sand%beliefs, his career, and his current setting. It captures another

pieceefoming home:

BK: That was intuitive '1. think, you know, as I reflect upon

those days. I--well, my Daddy commented, and he said to me,
"If you want to make money," he said, this to me, "You've got

to go where it is." So I did that.

LMS: He was telling you this when you were a youngster?

BK: As a youngster. And he also said to me another kind of

thing. He said, well, he said, "I never care what you do
-ibut just be honest in doing it." A lot of little things, I

, mean, but at any rate, you put it together and you look at

' things. I had a perk, you know...

LMS: But you had one at that point in time? And the lines
and the activities would merge in the mid forties at some

point?

-BK1 It'wasn't-all that hard and fast but every--I just
not want to be a bureaucrate with a briefcase in a

'corporation Or a job and let your life pass you by 'cause

you only got a ticket, okay? Now I didn't have sense
enough to know that when I was 20 years old but...

LMS: But you had some feel about it?

BK: I had some feel that if you're only going to live to

65 or 70 or 80 then you can't use all of your life being

somebody else's person. or getting' there. Now,I haven't
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made all that much peace with who I am necessarily tight
now, but I'm happy now. I mean, I think that mankind needs
to deal with himself_as to where he'is in his environment.
I don't want to be in Waahington'right now or Southeast'
State or Southwest State. I don't want to be principal
over here in this elementary school either. But I'think
that where I am right now is to be workingith the kids
that are at the same place that I was in 1948, 1950, and to
sax to those kids, but not verbally, but to demonstrate to
those kids that yoU can walk out of this town and you can
do whatever you want to. :You can go all the way to the
White House if you want to, and you can come back here if
you want. You and St. Louis, Oklahoma, or whereever--I
think that's a big part of what this country's about and
a big part of what public education's about. And I don't
feel like that I made "my contribution," it's not that.
It's just that I worked on a societal level, I worked at
the institutional level, and right now I'm working on the
instructional level.

5.43 Variations on the Theme

Without going into great detail,'nor adding every i stance in our

records, a few brief illustrations extend the meaning of the theme.

The dynamics of "g ing home again" as we have indicated, vary.

considerably. In One ins arrce ^it seemed quite simple--Meg Adrian is

single, her parents have retired, and she has a brother and sister-in-

law within driving distance in a. nearby state. As she commented:

My brother is here and going to be teaching after June./ So
we have a unique situation here. SO, he's living here, has
an apartment here, but he's also keeping his home in Nearby.

. &tate. So when my sister-inlaw comes over here to be with
him, my mother and dad come to stay with me. So it's kind

of a half and half thing.

Family resolutions seem important.

But others, as we have indicated, returned earlier for other, per-

haps simpler reasons. Kay Abbot was one of these:
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_Subsequent to my leaving Kensington, I really intended to be
there only one year, because at the time that I went down
there the gentleman and I had an understanding that we would
be married in June, 1965. Sc I intended at the time only to
be there for one year. But I thought.it was a valuable ex-
perience that, despite certain personal complications that it .

would be worthwhile to go down there. But in June of '65 I
came back home and was married. My husband, being involved
with a family business in Hoganstown has pretty much dictated
the fact that we have stayed here subsequent to that. I did

go back to the school in which I did my intern teaching, and
became a staff member there in a team teaching situation.

Her situation captures'a pait of the motivation of several of-the'younger

women.

"Going home" has .multiple forms and each form haS multiple ante-

cedents. Sue Norton's return was to the small town in which she had

grown up. Her father died the year she was at Kensington. She went to

City University for an MAT degree, completing certification requirements

then she went home:

SN: I really didn't feel I had that choice - -I really felt I

had to come home.

LMS: To your mother?

SN: To my mother, yeah, I really did. I don't know that she
ever said, you must come home, I think this was just ingrained.

As my-father was gone, mother needed someone strong L.b. take
care of her and that's gonna' be me which is absolutely,

patently absurd. My mother is one of the strongest people
around but I really perceived that she needed me to come home,
and in a way she did. I think, you know, she would have been

fine, if I had gone off somewhere else. But, and it was also

the safe choice. I was going back, I was teaching in .the same

building I started elementary schbol in. One of the teachers

I had had, my favorite teacher in elementary school, was still
in that.building, still teaching, we were going to .be col

leagues.,

LMS: But you did go the first year to City University fbr

your MST?

In between Kensington, yeah--that was a year...
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LMS: Your father died?

SN: Right, 14cayv:I couldn't come back-here and teach so
mother lived'along for a year.

1,MS: Okay, so that was the stop gap part?

SN: Right, while I was,atCit7 University.

0

PK: In retrospect, do you think it was more.her need or
your need that-brought you here for the three years?

SN: I think it was both--I'think it was my perCeption.of
her need plus my lack of willingness to really try something

different..

Otheraspects of Sue's career and life history, raised:',..SlOnWhere:-

in the report, clarifies the depth and significance of her.:hriefcom-
-.

ments here.

Aswe,have repotted on '

jons were the vivid geograph

In other'interviews, 600,rn_we

and pursued it in more detail,

Do Go Home:Again* he-MadOrqllustra-
',.

retUrnsOf:',,sevetalthe"!*Olty.

realized the generality -thsithemes

small, but in retrospect, important

comments were made and passed over by the, interviewers. After a .

lengthy set of comments on his estrangement from his father and the

alternative kind of relationship he is developing with his own-children,

David commented to a question:

LMS: Do your parents play a role in your children's lives

now, are they dead or passed on?

DN: My mother's dead.. We just had a reunion with my father

and my sister at this Thanksgiving so at this point, we're

going to be spending more and more time with my family.

LMS: First time in years Or...?
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DN: First time in about eight years, so there's been some
healing there which has really been good and--BUtI had.; as
a child, I had a just a real strong desire to spend time
with my father and to have him influence my life, but see,
he wasn't available. Today he's available and I'm going. ;to
be spending more-time with him and getting to know my Dad,
he's 76.

LMS: Retired?

DN: And I'm:41, yeah, and he married one of my aunts whOse
huSband died'and they're'veAy happy .together.' And we,had
tremendous reunion with .them two weeks:ago so I'm looking
forward to it.

*

A variety of thoughts arose from Nichol's brief comment. First,

there is one more manisfestation of "you do go home again." In David's

case there's a long term estrangement and an attempt to build a vela

tionship frustrated earlier by their problems.

Immediately afterwards in the interview he made the following

comments intertwining an almost fatherly view of God:

I would say that the, my early childhood plus the experience
at the University.of totally turning away from anything
spiritual and being totally on a mind trip were the two
major causes of my immaturity. And both of those have been
overcome since that time, by. Grace, it's incredible, I'm so
glad that God is gracious, yoU know, reading the-Old Testa-
ment and you look at the history of the 'Jewish people and
you know, the coming out of Egypt and forty years in the
wilderness and then the Promised Land and how many times
they rebelled, against God's 'plan for. their.nation and were
punished, judged, thousands of them were killed in the
wilderness, just wiped out. You probably. know the'history
of the Old Testament and yet God was still merciful and still
loved His chosen.people and still has a plan for them even
today, even though they've scattered all over the world, but
I'm glad that He is-a merciful God because He would have
given up on a guy like me a long time ago.. {laughter)

So, He always told the Jews, even though you rebel against
Me and disobey, if you come back and ask for forgiveness, I'll
have mercy on you and I still love you and se I know what
that...
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In a sense, he's. gone home;eligiously-aS well,-

Our penchant fordordering our interpretations led us,` one More

time, to develop Figure 37, the multiple "antecedents of going. home.

All of the eight items, individually and in varied combinations, seemed

important with the Kensington/Milford staff. Item 8, latent psycholog

ical needs, seems to be critical for the.integration of the multiple

themesinAiur natural history of belief systems.

''.Insert .Figure 37 sboutihere

4.55 The Gouldiah, Hypothesis

One of the strangest se
, -

esults, as we have inidated, is the

"You do g°4" again" pattern in our data We were surprised that

these higkihr4nOvative,e change-the7world true belieVeit seemed to re-

tt'.'1'

``turn homg, -4611e after years'Of: purposeful Wandering, engaged in social-
,

ly important Oilyities all over the country. Although Jeri Cohen

BidIttikhkam Vrg'the prototypes, the phenomenon was consideS.K

neral zation such as this one keeps nagging away with a

(

,14t. in the day, long after the interviews had bee

e Pattern noted we were "reading around" in thg rgoent

evepiikeh4g.. literature -- Levinson (1978), Sheehy (1974), Valliant

(1917 (1980), Neugarten (1968), 'et, al. We kept

coMi4-1104.Ithe',f#aMeo Roger
.

Gould, his 1972 paper, and later his 1978
-

L',A,-.,i':e..c.'"';'-'-e-7,,'
*.

book*TAUSfbrinntiOhs
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Marriage

,Caring for Parents

I. Family in General

. ROgionalism

Network of Friends

and Professional Colleagues

Graduate School

Going Home: Geographically

and Psychologically

Specific Professional

Positions: Teacher,

Superintendent, Deanship

8. Latent Psychological Needs

Figure 37: The Multiple Antecedents o rOoing Home



In his book Transformation, .Gould (1978) does,not use the concept

"belief" or "belief systems." His synonyms are consciousness, assump-

tions, rules, illusions. In his introduction he tells a story of the

initial disillusionment and depression he and his wife felt in buying

their dream house and the relation of 'that event to childhood illusions.

He concludep: I

This forgotten childhood assumption, that I would live my
adult life in my hometown near my family and friends, is.not
the same kind of assumption one thinks of in a debate or an
exploratory conversation. It is more like a wish.and there-
fOre leads to unrealistic expectation--and'disappointmenti
which in this instance was expressed byjeelings of sadness.
As.I later discovered, my disappointment at having to give
up this rather minor falS assumption of my childhood is part
of a process of sheddingi whole network of assumptiOns,,
gules, fantasies,, irrationalities and.regidities that. tie, us
to our childhoodconsciousness. This network of assuthppions
allows us to believe, on.a nonrational, emotional level,
,,that we've never really. left the safe world prOyided by
omnipotent parents; The act of taking'antep into an'adult
,life--our moving into our newhouse,--exposed thiS second,
unsuspeCted emotional reality: a childhood consciousness
coexisted alongside our rational, adult viewoUrality. .

(1978, p. 11)

The specific item, "I would live my life in my home town" and the

reference to synonyms of beliefs, "assumptions ", ''prDtective'illusions"

triggered what we have Come ,to call the Gould hypothesis. If a signif-

icant number of innovators do xeturmihome and lUall of us, but espe-

cially them, are trying Progressi'Yely to live with, escape from, Dope

with, grow out of our childhood consciousness then the phenomenon of

educational innovation takes on significance well beyond the discussions

most educationists and social scientists have made about innovation and

change. Perhaps, too, we seem to be hUdging into the rOots,of true

belief and'crusades as Hoffer (1951) and Klapp (1969) have used the
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terms. Briefly, here,, we would like to explore such notions in the
!;.

context of.a fuller presentatiOn of Gould's ideas and the.data from

our interviews.

He phrases the unfinished business o

this way:

childhood consciousness

bilew up an adult, it seems that some leftdver childhood
niust be mixed in; a little unfinished business from the
past periodically intrudes on our adult life, confusing our
relationships and disturbing our sense-ofself.. (p. 17)

4.4

The leftover unfinished business he-speaks of as childhood demons.

Without raising all the details of the interlocking childhood

beliefs andassumptions and the age related periods when one copes with

them, our hypothesizing goes something like this.

1) Our innovative reform oriented group, internalize early and

strongly, that is, much more than the populaticin:at large, such child-

hood demons.

2) In their 20's they are influenced by the major false assump-

tion "Doing things my parents way, with will power and perseveranc

will bring results." (p. 71) The true'belieVer,almost seems defined

by Gould's four component assumptions within that overall one:'

1.' Rewards will come automatically if we 'dO'What iae are
supposed to do.

2. There is only one right way. to do things.

3. ,Those in a special relationship with us Can do for us
what we haven't been able to do for ourself.

-4. Rationality,' commitment and effott will always prevail
over all other forces. (p. 76)
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Tho'se items might well have come out of our first. study of Kensington,

whei,i'MoSt of the faculty were,.111. their 2O'Sor 30's when they were

'U4ding their utopian educational world. True believers, so we argue,,'.

.se4' the reformation in theroutside world rather thae in themselves.

offer makes this pi:4.tt very strongly as rid4ihg

wanted self or being -.intensely dikbntentpd.°

3) The issue that seethed ,io he taking., the largest amount of

..,

cpsyhiCtime and effort since their deParture from KensingtOh and
4-.
:1..:

Milford, WaeirtdUld'e:major false.aasumptiOn:
..,,-

. .

Life is:simple and'hontrolihieY There are-no significant
.coexisting contradict y ford-es within )64 (p.:153)

The component assumptions, also all false,, describe some of the more

particular internal battles:

1. What I knew intellectually, I know emotionally..

2. I am not like my parents in wayg I don't want to be

34 I can see the reality of those close to me quite clearly.

4. Threats ,to my security aren't real. (p. 164)"

4
The accumulation of self perceptions some, of which acre highly,cOntra-

dictory, is not incongruent with our data.

4) Equally important for true believers is the false assumptton

of the midlife decade:

There'is no eviLPr death in the world.
been destroyed:.

e 'Sinister has
(p. 217*



We would argue 'that the gtowing realization thbt..:thIS:ISI:faiSethat':

evil remains in 'the world.4n spite of their crusaddS'4ncLapt

'.:lestroY it becomes the ultiMSteiydiffibAtqiliidhoodYdeMOnth
- .

they must deal.

Although, Gould does'not use nor indexthe concept.of,i'egreSsiorl,

conehis conce ption of adulthood as an active, dynamic period, hiS.:.Coticep-

tion of directionality in growth, f77 childhood. to adUlthood, and

ezplUit.conception pf the unconsCOUsSuggest .a derivabl idea..
,

7'

,

I concluded that mT.reptort on. the "pziSturing':P.f:,:thel.ielft!
.

over the aduIt''yearswas useful to alIbeCAUseit'brought
home the obVious fact that adulthood i$' ribild'PlateaU;
rather, .it is a dynamic and changing time for all of
As we grow and change, we take steps away frOm'childhoo4;
and top/gretadulthoodStePs such as marriage, workon-
sciously.:de'velopinga:talent or buying a home.WitneaCh"
step, the unfinished.business of childhood intrudes, diS
turbing our emotions and requiting psyChological work.
With this in mind, adultm4Y-:.7,0*view their:disturbed

.

feelings at particular 130#1:idsas a possible sign .of ,prpg7,
ress,; as part of theiratteMpted movement toward a fuller
adult. life.

One might Argue, that "going home" is a form of regression. Or

_
'haps, one might argue it is directly confronting and coping with the

"unfinished business of childhood." Either of:these,interpretationS,

insofar as they have any validity, irvour data.and more generally,

suggests the_ complications underlying educational innovation.

7.
In an overly simplified form, from our point-of view, .Gould sug-7

geSts a seven item "inner dialogue" which each individual must g

through to be free of the "demoniC past."
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f7.

AleCognize our tension and confusion.

JPUderbtand that we respond to two contradictory'reallties

Give ,full intensity to the childhood realitY;-that id, let
:it.be real. ,

Realize that both contra4ctory'realities'still exist:
:welte not sure which one Confusion again, bUeltiore,

:.,intense and betterAefined...

5.: .:Test reality. .Take a-risiCthat discriminates one view
from another:

6; Fight off the Ito retreat just on the edge of

'discoverY.y:

/. Reach an integrated,, trustworthy view of a section of

(p 74)reality unencumberedhy.thedetOnic padt.

Our discussion of the e2weriential.:funnel'.in the prior suggests

Ccomplementing ifnotalternative, 4)OintOf:vie14 It is`, the, bigger

.:IdeeloOMental tasks.-and !life experiences that are important in the

ta "
develOpmentand.:iraftsformStion of lieliefjE6rstems.

argued precidely such tasks and experiences thatare pOtent

It could.w11 be
4

.enough.tolbegin and to maintain'thekindof inner dialogue sUggested-b

Gould.

Altob t ad:Anaside, thethrep ret d teachers, ,IrmaAlall,Illandar

Ellfdon, and Carla Young, All in 0.14: and 10'4,nOw, 'were imp- ,

sive individuals,: If we had read Gould earlier, we WoUld:havefelt

biased and seeing theme through his :lend: reading hiMlate,Te find.

our'data validating his, interpretation:

The life of inner directedness'lin4Ily prevaqs;j,
self. (p;_309)

-
But even n ere,. assuming that the reader. agrees

pretation, we t'knovwbetlier%thiS is the potential ,outcome for most



cut from other

another day..

esis.

nnovators and reformers, or whether these. thiee were

than :true belief cloth. That tine Will: "have to Await

As we said in the- beginning,: the.Gauldian hypothesis, is -an 4ygothr-

The anomaly was the ?you do go home again" 4em., For us,Y this

was a startling end to _some quite dramatic odysessy's and pilgrimages.

Nowhere in our' report does the tired: cliche "need. for future research"
.eb

fit better than here. te interim, we.believe we, have presented

cenough of the partiCipanW viewpoints that the Careful reader can.

read
. .

both

vdeen the

the manifeSt, things;-the people .are saying and:can read be-
.

. - .
,

lines for additional meaning and begin, the assessment of the

.

hypothesis. Vg

Belief Systems':

5.51 Another Perspective,
>

Tyyipgto summarize, conclude; ordraw' implidatians fre4a long ,

and, detailedvinterpretation such as "The NaturaL History of Bclief .

Systems" runs the .risk of presenting 'homilies and platitudes. T

circumvent !such-problems-We cast comments in the context o
.

House.", s (1979), provocative "ten -year, perspective on inno vation." He

argues that three". broad perspectiVes have dominated thOught about; educe

,
. .

cational innovation. They-are the:

o
.

1), technological,'
z y -
3) cultural.



_ -
n House'aview,- the technological modelwas developed in agriculture

and industry:and formalized' in education as the R,,D, & 6modeL:-R-

-search, Deelopment.,and Diffusion.,,It pipvided the basic. set

assumptiOna.for'much of the work in educational innovation in the,*

19601s. ,The political perspective ail5se as' a. competinglkodel;tnd c'ast
.*,

the problems a;nd difficulties asoissues of value pluralism involving

multiple interest iroupa,and processes of conflict, negotiation and

cotpepmise in the. making of decisions, the securing of-resoarces, and

the distiibution in incentives and rewards The cultural perspective

.took a more holistic, and contextualist, perSpective,'UsuaIly with
.

a
Concerns for the meaning of the 'actors in thasetting. It.was an

0,

anthropological PerpeCtive,-frequently carried out by non'anchro-

pologists. Its basic,aim was to provide mirrors for individuals,

groups, larger educational communities:

'In this context, our study.of Educational Innovators;: Then-and,

N6w, and especially our accent on the natural history of belief sys-

tems is an attempt to redress the under emphasis, and in some instances*

-the omission of the-individual person in-the innovative process. It
,7

aCcents-the biography the life history of individuals involved.

In a sense it reflects a position among the multiple theories Of per--

sonalilty currently in debate in social science. FUither, as a
*
p9int of

.0

view about human personality, it alSo can be seen as a kind of psycho-,*
$o,

.
. .

.

0 :
.

.

logical perspettive. Asa.paychologIcal, perspectiv4 it is considerably
, .

.

. :

different both methodologically and substantively' from most of the
T.

*
psychological perspectives ?d'Htt-affortsthat have occurred within

at



eotUCational innovation. From our point of view such a difference is

important and the main contribution of our effort Im effect, we are
SA

j3,ropil,sing a fourth Perspective to the three raised by House

co%

5.5i- 141iLtiOns,
lk

If educational innovators differ from educational reformers only

id> the.Size.of the planned change they contemplate, and if both are

(1979).
18

link -with being "true believers", and if educational reform has a

qualit'y,tf secularized religion, as we have argued, then the phenomenon

of educational innovation has roots well beyond a simple technological,

cost-benefit, or surface change in schoolAg practiCes. Tracing out

4

our instances of "going tibme'l also sugglested this is so.

Another implication arirses in the multiple analyses of change ,

proce'sses. ror instance, "resistance to change" as a social psycho-

logical problem, or failures of implementation of innovations due to

inaHequate leadership, or incompatibilities and inconsistencies within

innovations, Or lack of training in new methqds, and so forth seem by

the_;mark, or lessthan theN.Thole story from the data an& the inter-

pretations we ar*Inaking.here.in our account of.the ra tural history

belief syst'ems'.

In some important way, when the - specific 'planned change for the

abetter becomes larger and moves toward.educational reform, and, per -
y

haps.a new school such as Kensidtton is large enough, and particular
* r

418Act ally, Volumes I,' II, and III, raise alifth-perspective, an

historical*yiew. In our view'an overall model must have technologicaL
*

political,*cuIturar, biographical, and historical dimensions if the
phenomenon oreducational 'change, innovation, anerefOrm are to be

understood..

416
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when it's the prototype for a District such as Milford, and when it has

ties to "the new elementary education", then one is asking ofjpartici--

pants major questions on how they want to live. Perhaps we are ob-

sessedsessed with the question, and'that is true, we are. But our relatively

non directive probing, at least initially, stirred up ideas, emotions,

and reactions which Overwhelm4 us. the Kensington/Milford experience

was no small item in the lives of these people. Its roots were long

standing and tangled. It's later offshoots were major items in their

,i.

careers and personal histories. It related to funst'amental choices,
. .1

decisions of principle, in how the various individuals lived.

In some very fundamental sense we blXieve that the debate on

"innovation and change in American education" needs to be recoastrued'

andIecentered. Much of that to deal with the,belief,7..systems,

the personalities, and the life histories of the critical participants.

Our attempt has focused on a small group of teachers and administrators.

Pupils, parents,-and patrons need the same kind of attention.

Another side of this coin exists. In our study of the historical

and contemporaneous cbntext of the Kensington School we met a large

number of conservative board members, administrators, teachers, and

. patrons. In telling their stories we came away seeing them as three

. ,

dimensional actors deserving t1 same kind of concern and respect that

we feel for our innovative colleagues who originated the Kensington

School. Now, we believe, similar depth interviews would have provided

similarly complicated but differently construed life histories. Stereo-

typic labels would do them an injustice as yell.

417
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.Now, images of human nature; the good life, and the good com-1

mUnity seem not to be sensationalized labels for the,kind of problem

with which we are dealing. When we turn to our intellectual betters,

social science theorists and educational theorists, we find -less help

than we might have expected from traditions such 'as the near century

of the scientific movement in education.
19

19InIn a different but related contektArthur Wirth! and Louis Smith,
have had recently a seminar exploring tii4topic Sea4ch for a Paradigm:

Education, Human Natures and the Human g4.ences. The agerida purSued a

number of items related tO4Rensington Revisited. That seminar has cul7

minated in an AERA SymposfUm (Smith, et 6.12 1984).-;-

.
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Section III

Summary, Conclusions, and Implications
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RESEARCH AS AN INNOVATIVE EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY

1.1 A Point of View

One of the most amazing aspects of the Kensington Revisited re-

search project has been the open ended quality of the effort,. what "it

gotusA.nto",by;way of multiple unanticipated activities. In our.very

interview Irma Hall began recounting aspects of the early his-_

torYjWihei'bidtrldr, about which we were relatively ignorant, and we

.found':4**Ves40Shedto extend the knowledWwe had of the Milford

School, District. -Epip4Maiggi0.14y life history became e subinstance

of historical method and substance, about which we knew very little, as,

well as a subinstance of personality theory, about which we thought we

did know 21ittle. Our interview data furthered our concern for "inner

perspectives" which, in turn, made us res 'ore positiVistic

paradigms and heightened contrasts within the interpretive point of

view. Continuing perplexities over Kensi gton' "success" or "failure"

puthed us toward an examination of Grit cal perspectives.',And that

thrust still leaves us with the problem of critical theory as a large

paradigmatic category or "just"

of normative theories--conservative, demodratic, liberal, or radical.

a smaller instance among several kinds

Some of this process is captured in Figure 1.

Insert Figure 1 about here.
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. A
The impact of these events makes a simple summary or conclusion

impractical if not impossible. Consequently we will raise an issue or

two regarding modes of theory and researah.- 'Then we suggest several

continuing enigmas of educational innovation and change. Finally, we

will concern ourselves more directly with a concluding issue--Was

Kensington a success?

1.2 Research, Theory, and the Creation of Alternatives

In our:view.::o eisOf the larger aidebatecurrently underway in edu7
.

cation concerns the nature of the paradigm or Weltanschauung under-

girding educational thought. If we are .t ,believe Bernstein (1978),

Fay.(1975). andA3redo and Feinberg (1982), the concerns run throughout'

1 social scienCe In an, earlier essay, wetad phrased the issues this

way:

In summary, educational reSearch*irkets differ:d'a-a.nUMbet'
of often implicit dimensionand configurations,
be called metatheoretical Issues. .A half dozen of these.
seem particularly important:

1 The root metaphor within which one- works - mechanical,

organic, fOrmal, ot'anniexual.

2. The'inner or outer pdrspective one chooses,. that is a,..

stance.fOm:the:Subjecti.sipoint:ofieW:or the,Outside;bb
server's point of view:

3. A theory .which is more limited in scope and time to
local context versus one that is more general.

4'. A level of abstraction that IS more descriptive and con-
crete or more abstract and interpretive.

5. A model of explanation that is-more covering law-versus
one that is configurational or contextual.

6. A theory that is more action oriented ar0 more ethical
versus one that is more descriptiveeand analytical.
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It is my contention that a reader of participant observer
reports, as he positions himself at one or another of the
poles in these metatheoretical dilemmas and as he treats
these positions as value laden-good, appropriate, desirable
--will make varying judgments on ,the quality of any particu-

lar piece,ofteseareh, It is my. contention also that while

these issues separate various ethnographic researchers. from
each other, they alSorepteseptajOr. differences between the
ethnographer and the largevcommunityAeducaticinarre-
Searchers. Assuch they are problems*eding more general .
attention in.theggdational researCh:Community.

(Smith, 1979, p. 30);

Although we are not critical theorists in the hard sense of that

term and though we areLha. ue'r,belieyers in, the hard Sense of that

,c-

terd'i',our in,#61vementa tJz our Ygrdup of educational innovators has

,--

raised vividly?the. need for a't action,', an innovative theory

of educational research. Consider the item from aiintervieW protocol:
.,,.. ,

Kay At-: e'ASIlsiness world

OBS: :Yoh acquired some nego ing skills?

J4e1-1*0:0W, I:.thihoU need to think about'these
things, taihe:administrative people here

about:this:pOSSih4ity. Of.Coiirse they are certainly ftL no
position:td-Say::.yeayoU do that,'and we will guarantee, you
AnOw, theyeretea4Tnot in that kind of positiOn to do that
nor haVe Vaskedtham,but that is a possibility. I think

thatthe;more I analyze myself in what I perceive as my
.Strengths and weaknesses, I think that I have an awful lot to

. give in terms of the education field. I think that I work

the very best with'bettetlearnera. And so it seems'a rea-
sonable type of situation for me, but I don't want it to in-&
terfere withMv.family life, or my husband's situation. Those
:two, tight now, are my priorities. So. I guess I'm in a real

state of, letts,say I want but maybe I can't have. Maybe my

.
timing is wrong. I think there are some things I find very
wrong in'education;.forexaMple, that I think they would be
far better off using more part time People, and not speaking
specifically from my own desires, but I think just in general.

Now that is a fascinatingly complex statement. In summary fashion,

we would like to analyze it and indicate where it fits into the context
4

of our report.



For instance, in this passage she seems to be blending:

q) an understanding of how.administrator's think and behave,

2Ya progressive focusingon her own interests and abilities
working.with "better learners" or gifted youngpters as she
elaborated later,

3).a clarity in priOrities, at this time, "right now" "re-
garding husband and fatilY,

4): a°, of living with conflict and, dilemmas,
WaniThut maybe I can't have ",

5) an institutional resolution such as "more-part tiMe
people

These ideas area.,-long way towards 4:MO4i-containing multiple stat-

ments of the probleM and.of the multiple:altitnatives for resolVing the'

problems for individual women such as those in our sample teachers wbe_

are gifted, reform oriented, and proactive.

Perhaps first we need to recall that Kay Abbot is one of the

younger,,. teachers. After her year at. Kensington she returned home, .

mafried a local businessman and taught in the school' where she had

-done her internship. After her children were born she taught part

time and then did extensive' volunteer work in the school her children

attended. One of the theoretical issues we have tackled is an expli-

cation of Betty Friedan'aTht Second Stage (1981). We believe that

teachers, such as Kay Abbot, .have interesting stories,tO'tell about-

how.their lives have worked out, and implicitly solved some of the

problems, of personhood.

An additional. function of theory we are sayingls not only to ex-
-

plain, but to suggest possibilities.to teachers as individuals, to



policy makers, and to society more generally.- TeaChl.ng,_,.,so we;shave.

argued, a traditional "female Occupation" eilS'rethi4king fo4 it

many possibilities in task differentiation g p,Srr tithe, p

cialties such ds,Title,r'and gifted)',

schedules, an&Vacations>,-and such characteriaticaAaffiliatiOn,

and in synthesis and integkation witk.faMikY:

1

.!.

4ties.(time of day,
. .

.

writers (Gilligan; 1971) are arguing za--.

.. ::.:t',-...'

t'7t;
..-..

that some

rs

pcially characteristic of women.

In our prior experience the area that brought, all this to foons;.

,

has been;a' concern over the years` or the importance of the.arts and'
.

s.estheti4 education in the development of the ipdiVidual. Then we

Or
asked: 'what do:the artists, movelists, and playwrights know? And,,

o.

how do they'know what they lnow? fhe best of them seem to be keen'

obServersof the human condition, interpreters of its meaning, and

creators of alternative visions, myths,- images of what it might be.

This seems not far from what we foUnd.outselves doing with our edu-

cational

:

theory. And ,it seems but a stepbr to beyond 'the role: of

,research in the discovery of grounded theory and the development of

,

heuristics, metaphors, and problem redefinitions as, argued by social

scientists such as Glaser and Strauss (1967) and Rein and Schon

(1977). In a more general and manifesto form, Bernstein (1976)

argues,:

Ari adequate; comprehensive political and'. social theory must

be at Once'empiricalinterpretive, and critical.' XIV)
)

And, so, too, for Education we- Believe.
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1.3 On Being.. Teacher Educators: Audience. Issues

.Recently our colleague Rob: Walker of the University of East Anglia

1311blished:aPaper with the engaging title, ,"Three good reasons for not

dding case studies in curriculum research ". His arguments are these:

;
1).

.

Giveri,theasplrationvof the kind of case -study research I
have outlined, a common profilem is how.to get beyond routine
data to the stories, that make the casevcote to life. This is
an especially common problem in interviewing, where people
often find.it hard.to brealcOut of the constraint of telling
you what they think you want .(or ought) to know in order:to
tell you.What you want to hear. Most of us more or lesS con7 '

sciously adopt tactics fortr ng to close down one lind of

u;'

discussion in order to open other, quite different lines.

Barry MatDonald,lorexample has a favourite,questiOn." When
the interviewee is in full f ightin what to the:Interviewer
A a wrong direction,N,Bapry wilipause, look hen:rat:the in-
terviewee, and'ask; "But, what keeps you,gwdke at night ?"
This sharp break in formal disdourse allows peopleto:recol-
lett their thoughts and'toeet out in the, direction of a more
personaland intimate discussion. -It'is an-effective:ques-
tion. So effective I ftna myself asking the same question, in
relation to research." Like many of those,who.Wrie in.what
loosely. is,callefie "naturalistic tradition" I tend to talk
and write a lot.afitut methods of research; but what keeps me
awake-at:night? The truthis, very little, but over the
yearS there have been,a number of occasions when:things have
gone wrong in the course of carryingtut case studiesand
this paper.started out simply as a list of the events that
have troubled me to the.point where I lay awake worrying
about them. As I thought about theM and talkedabout them
the list narrowed to'three headings: three gobd reasons for

not doing Case-study'research. Theyare.tfiat:

(a) Case-Study research is,an intervention, and often
an uncontrolled intervention, in the lives of. ..

others.

6

(b) 'Case7study,iesearcfi provides a biased View. , a dis7

torted picture of the way thing's are:.

:(c),Case7study research ieeesehtl.ally Conservative...
4 (1983, p.'16)
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Our current' sffotts seem .a counter argument -tO-each.of.hiS r6AsOns, or

perhaps a differSnde in emphasis for pUradoking forAlternAtiveS,.

n the prior section, contrasts with,the conservative thvist of some'

case studies.

a.

His analysiSsi.iggested a broader problem we had reflected on when.

trying to clarify ourStance in discussions with individuals who teach:

.mostlyIn academic depaitments., George Spindler had once commented

tkat:he liked whAtWe were doing but it. wasn't anthropology Several

AsjstppOse `true ;in All symposia,'my comments in this
paper are both constrained by An1Lenlightened by',.the.pSr-
ticular topic,-the particular setting we are in here, and: '
:my,pAtticUlar background and occupational niche'. kword-pr
tWn'About::thede issues will help set the stage.- FirSt, I'M
not:an.antdropOlogist. IWas trained at the University of
Minnesota as Ageneral,psycholOgist with a clinical'interest
in learning problems .of children. Second,' I wOrkH in an edu-'-

cation:departMent;-My students are'teacherS"-preservicein
serVice., or teachers of teachers,- Third,I.n an attempto,
liftdetstand more clearl)i.the issues of teaching and learning
I:.gOnVolyed, a decaolk ago, in the direct observation of
educational events;', LaterI waStoJearn.thAt this_wAs:,
called:PArticipant:ObserVatiOnfieldiSSeAtd:perhaps;
eVen !'thetiOi"OethnogiaPhYsof:the 0,ASSOOM"; 4445f Which
are..better dollectIn ords"

' .(SMith.
P

Similarly we bad had debateskAth StaffitemberS of NIFi on thejong,

versus. Short term, use of*eid' itudies. UsUallY we Argued for

the long term iMpOrtance rather han.*he more,'"hot,biOnded"hOPktOr'

immediate utilization (Smith ,'and.

. -
21mplicitly.if not alWayb eXplicitly°,:,the,cASe'2W444z0,-.been.kirk

that our podition In:An'gducAtion.Depar.tment,Ins-
,

.

ColIegewith teaching deMandsat'the-WeServiCe

e.. ''



1,
,

M.S. level, and research crienbed level has gives us a particular

cluster of audiences. As we haye.integrated the-,yarious aspects Of'onr
.,. . : A- f,, .

. . ,
leprofestfonal liYe& this,has'given our,researd tticularthrUst:And.

.

perspectiye, andAntreasingly, off the!'main line , models.oaels.

..-
i , ,,

, ,,., 4 . ,..s ,, ., ,
. ,

v . ,a.

,

But our point here is that, our' life.histories of Edudational.Inno-

.

vatOrs: Then and Now hasadded'further dimensionsimages,,,storied,

sow
theoriesand petaphorsit6 the way we thinkaliPtit :teacher education and

,
what we teach in those programs6

,

;Bias and ::distortion 'seem a strorger

. .

set of label& than multiple and, different perapectiyes.

3

Ina:'fundamentai sense all social science. invades the. ivacy

'-thdiyidUals. AmOng a,;YarietyofteChniquet,.-anonymitY is the major

method for proteCting the men. and wpmen'WitihoM one wors. Incur
.... . ._ . .

,

research'proposal we'phras1 our concerns this way:

One of .the major methodological ,issues facing' all
scientists is the rightSOfhmansubjects:. Little empirical

::data:exiSts regardingsuch issues.: In.an:importInt-senseret
touting to thealiVes ak,the.Kensington_staff.danbe:construed:

I

,-eitherasa:Major'inyation of heit_prlYacy,or as a.Positiye.
opportUnity::tb reCapbureAMAjor earlier period in their:prc7:
fessional 'lives.. ' By keeping,an.eye open and aiCeardleibed
We h4e.to purtue Some of the issues in the ethica.bfte-.
Seardh; TWinstance,:, anonymity:5:S stajor prOximalgpal
toward priyady. %In'talking withrthecurrentcsUperintendent.

'the District, regarding the feasibif#Y of.the
project as a whole, mention was of'the original teaching

-
staff. HeComMentOd that;. one of.vthe original teachers had
stayed on at. Kensigton fpr a numbers 4 yeart. .0noneocca-.
jion.befhadbalked Wid(her aboutt,WorigiO:Of.the'tChoOli
HeHreportedpuknow, she never talked mOchsboUb:the early
.yeais of thOchoOl, Traske0er.whothe teacherayere:(using:.
the:list-of:pseUdd.tyms,frOMtheCrigina.lrePOrt), She wouldn't`

Such a:piece'Ofdata strongly suggests the import7::
. anceof the deVeloPment and maintenanCe:Cf'andnym4yLcf the

. ,



individuals in a field study. Here was a superintendent who

1Iew thenames of the original faculty from originaecords,4
who had}read our final report with the'coded names, and who

did not know theindividUal ccinnections., Granted t1t he

could :find Out;,with,a bit of effort, he wastonteni tot leth*

them and their experiences to their ofkvptivacy.'
(Resarch PrOposal, 1977),,

We raised these issues with most of the interviewees. Almost to a

4k1
perSonthey'indicated.that*the coding for anonymity had really worked.

The dnly real` xceptiOn seemed to be Superintendent Spauman-whose con,
, ,

f

tactS in the' world of innovation and professtbnaleducation-overlapped
: 4

_/ ' , ,1
Wth ours in, many instantls. Some of these individuals from gpvernmenti

foun4tiona, and universities came through Kensington/Milford while we

Were;:there and knew of him and of Furtherf-and marethan anyone

elSe, Spanman has been.;a cOntrovereiaiindividual'both in whatever local

setting he has been in as well as nationally. Supporters and opponents':

have on occasion followed him in his cdreer journey across the country.
c

Others in the sample told stories" of being in University classes

on occasion when an instructor had lectured on the Kensington materials

reported in Anatomy. The instructor hadn't realized that one of hi$

students knew far more about the setting and experience than did the

instructor. The former faculty members used their own judgment in

communicating this 101nowledge.to Colleagues an&teachers.

w
Severel.individuals commented on the reading of the originil Office

33-, it
of Eduottion repore'or the book that they were unhappy with how they had

been presented.in the materials. .. While this is always an issue in
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11'

partinfpari bservation research, we did not, in the original report,
. ,

ve the participants a chance to react to the report and raise after-
Os'

"native views Now .*e

final wort.

4

Most of the issues of researchInethod, epist6mology, and meta -

theory appear in Volume VI ef this xeport, Case Study Research Method-
* 4

OlOgy: The Intersect of Participant 'Observation,'Historical Methods

4- 4
GS

and Life. History Research. Our purpose here ismerely'to reemphasize
t'o * :

that substantive findings are always entangled with .a broaderYeltan-
.,

try to build these interpretations into the

.5 Conclusion

schauungi,or paradigm. g'uch woerld,N4ews legitimate certain ways of

thinking Ad ,doing and ciimnate others. And that seems much more

jihportant than we sometimes realize.

1Thrs alternatiVe arises out of strong arguments b'5r our-collekgues
, .

at the University of East Anglia and the sevevf Cambcidge*Evaluation
Conferences (MacDonald and Walker, 1974, 19777.'

I,

4303 4,
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2,, ENIGMAS :

UNRESOLVED ISSUES IN EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION

Belatedly,' enigma now joins career and belief'system as one of

out major concepts.' The Webster and Oxford dictionaries refer to

mysterious, perplexing, puzZling, obscure, and ambiguous events in

41,

an attempt,to define things enigmatic. In a sense, an enigma is an

awkward image, if not a contradiction-as a Scientific concept.

vA
Scientific conceptS are supposed.tobreak open puzzles rather than

create them. Yet when we turn our life history data back on to the

--problems of innovation, education, and educational organizations,

which is one ofz.the Mejor,puzzles,'wefind a structure of sub puzzles

Which seems a step forward evn though itipads us intO.questions

which remain, in themselves, mysterious, and perplexing.

2.1 .7114B Domain of Educational Innovation

In'recent years the concerns about educational innovation have

'received considerable attention. The literature has grown by the

proverbial leaps and bounds. Even a snap shot view as presented in

Figure 2 suggests the array of empirical, theoretical, and practical '

work.in this domain. Our ,earl!y. Intent in this section "was tp be" a

brief set' of stateMents,of what.we think we have learned about educa.:-

tional innovation and a brief dialogue between-us and the various °'

students ofinnovation. That is, do we have things to say not en-
,

0

comilsded in theirttheories and do thiy have comments critical of our

generalizations. The list of people on our agenda appear in Figure 2.
fw
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Roughly we categorized them as sociologists, psychologists, and eduea-

tiOnists, but most of them transcend any of these easyhoundaries.-
o

Here, as elsewhere our ambitions and aspirations outran our time,

energy, and material resources, consequently we have tried just to
, .

set the issue.

Insert Figure 2 -about here

In the forward to this report we commented:

In summary, our research is a unique blend of approaches to
the problems and issues of Innovation and Change in American
Education. It is grounded in the multiple aspects of a
single school ins single school district. As in all case
studies the particular events have major meanings for the
actors in the setting, but, also, we believe that these
events often capture images and ideas that have relevance
for other people in other times and places. Recently, Geertz
has spoken of these as "experiencenear" and "experience-
distant" conceptions.

In a sense, we have broadened these ideas. of experience -near and

experience-distant in our overall six volume report with the concep-

tion of perspective or, point of view. As Indicated in Figure 3, we

suggest the half dozen different perspectives which have oriented,each
4

of the volumes in our overall report. Who cupled with the major

.methodological focus and the substantive themes they give another kind
0 4 , a'

of overview of the total pr

e

Insere)Figure 3 about here



Sociologists

Gross, et al (1977)
Rogers (1962, 1971)

Psychologists

Lewin (1948, 191)
Miles (1964)
Sarason'(1972, f982)

Educationists

Bentzen, et al (1974)
Berman and'McLaughlin (975)
Fullan (1972, 1982)
House (1974, 1979)
Lieberman and Griffin (1976)
Whiteside (1978)
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Volume Problem /Content /,Theme
;,9

Major Research Met'h;d

Document Perspective/

Point of View

I Gen4sis andivolution.

of a SchoollistrItt

II Innovation andfts

ContemporaryiCantext

B04!d of Edligition

ednqk Adminlitration'

III Community al0

Neighborhood Change

1

IV Kensington Today /

Policy Implications

Faculty Careers/

Life History

True Believers

4Liberal',Reforme

'
4

VI Theory of Methddology

,1,

Analyt4 Re

ft

. An OverView of Kensingt

InterSectio2 of,Piobems Mepods, an
v , 7



n. each instance we hope to be prdV 4iTis'uitirors .for educationists
t ,1,q;(11

o be.:conacious of re-.

tions,and'alterntives.

AS'bioaa and as deep as We.cut i

theoretically, and methodologicailY wt

that:we have' barely_entered.into the

standing theMilfordiKeriaington p

-0,65ot More broadlYamOng PrOfessi

otit'problem metatheoretically,

',114tintedyetby.he feeling

glm pX;idea esaary for

- '
ri. .

under-

henSion seems a-

ouse '.(1979) in his

discussed more fully

The APic,of this articl A.,s ndf:broad:educational
change'as,Such but:ratbe l gpa*rowersubj,ept of educational
innovation- -the del ber ,si. Matic;ateempt,toHdhatige
schgola:ihroUgh intro= dwN easand',..techniques. "Inno-

,viewed R ely isolated or programmatic al.-;.'

terations Or as'.t, .0.',change, whe*eas..refOrm involved a
r

nOirliasavelationg road structural change. Of_coUrse,
&fige.ana'innovatig, annot be distitiguishea neatly from one
afiother....

, ,. . .. .

(1979, p. 1)

We
r?, ,

-., are leh
A

With kasiona atratt concepts:ana-l.arge domains of
. .

,... :4, .

,
litetaiure:Virtually untap 'b-The'next directiOn.,.wpuld include

: -
Use !.'upopi.amommUnititg, and "i.efotm"''in.their general sense

"4410' 4d
Vethic* ionaliaealismi:utOPian. educational.

,:rafOrm flihe*Viewed:bistOrically!and when

more restri

nities and edueatio

A.7triewed cross nationally and cross culturally: agenda becomes over-
.

L ' .

Yrruly enough

ggest the topology. of change, imiovaticin, :rafOrm

simply demarcated:

- ,

to "haunedne...? ljurdata:And.interpretations

Agora being

and idealism is far



But to return to our data and interpretations, even at a very

general level of abstraction; our study,ollifej4StOrles argUes that

theories of educational innovation must include concepts and proposi-

tions about the personality of the innovators. More specifically We

have found "belief system" tobe a fundamental concept for such

theorizing. Our results suggest that beliefs about innovation are

not simple, peripheral, fly-by-night add-ons to the personalities of.

educational innovators. "Proactive" is a term which runs through

multiple levels of abstraction regarding innovation. Paradigmatically

it takes a stance on-root metaphors--contextualist versus mechanical.

Theoretically it argues for a theory of action alternative to more

reactive,

our people

who looked

positions.

behavioristic positions. At concrete situatjeOnal leVela

tended'td be planning; choosing, self determining -people
)

for, found, and got into situations supportive of their'

In short, the domain of edudational innovation' requires

a place for life histOry as a special pergpective on personality.

theory.,

-Major life events7-schoole, peermetworks, jobs, marriages, and

deaths in one's family-7..are the class ofveriables influencing-belief

systems, and, parenthetically alsOlpeing influenced by belief systems:

. .

'Our interests,have been rekindled in similar concepts such as -develop-

mental tasks and .have been moved toward ideas such as experiential

funnel which captures the long term channeling of experiences and



These issues of.biOgraphyi life history,.anapersonality, While

important in theirown right seem especially,important.as one moves

along the'contInuum of across the domains from educational change to

educational innovation to educational refOrwro educational utopia ,

to educational

2.2 Life Hi:stOry,,Biography, and the

Individual Personality

Critiquing, rewriting, or extending, Matson' (1976) Idea of Man,

is not on our agenda, although that is what is called for as we look

at life history implications for educational innovation. As we have

detailed elsewhere, our data have pushed us a long way on the road

away from mechanistiC or biological images of. human nature. His

"creator image", the person as a free agent, creative actor on the

world. atage,.whose ekiarence is-open.ended and characterited "by

choice, contingency, and chance", is the direction we find ourselveth

going. .Such a perspective raises questions with many, of. the, assump-,

tions underlying much of academic psychology, and, in our view, repre-

sents a part.of a basic paradigmatic shift in social science. (Bern-
.

stein, 1978; 7lay, 19754. Bredo and Feinberg, 1982).

Our intent in this brief summary and concluding section is not to

recapitulate; each of the interlocked sets of interpretatiOns and gen-

eralizations that run through this lengthy Volume. Rather,' we will

present very brief images from our inteviewfrwith Chris and Dan Hun.

who have appeared only indirectly to this point, in; the report. Dan

had been hired to teach in'the 'Iansition Division, third grade; Chris



camera,longas wife.and mother of their less than year old child. When

the PiInnlipel, Eugene Shelby, realized she h d taught primary level and

had experience in art; music and creative drama, she joined the Staff.

'4ifter:KenSington,.DantaUght elementary, SChoolfdiseveral*years.

gradually;'eased back intoteaching at the.011ege;Leb SC*

paragraph*?two-She speaks

tissue scatteredthroUgh our

Chris

4

summarizes, if.yoU'will, the 14uman's
.

Chris H: In the Lab School, yeah. And I didnitWorkthere
long becausekbecame pregnant:with.Shirley tand time
they had!_a rule:that you had to, quit if you were pregnant
Antiquated. Can'he seen if you.dre pregnant or something.
Anyway, i was that way at that point..: ,

Was it the Lab School that had that rule,

CH: Yeah, and it was sad. I was a reason why they don't
have'that rule any more because they said that's ridiculous
and they did hang on tome as long as they could. But .I

wanted to leave after a point anyway. So,I did

leave. I think I was there maybe two and a half years or
somethin&like that; at that time So I knew the Lab SchOol
when we came back when our, kids were in first and--Mic 1

was in kindergarten, Shirley was in first grade, and I egan

teaching at the nursery school. So that gave me agnice
feeling for what happens at those:earlier stages of gduca-
tion, and kind of filled in a peg. there and then. I bad the
first grade and second grade and then at Kensington I had
touch with other grades, was never in control of them or
anything, kind of got a feel for what those different grades
were and could do. Then after a year of being an assistant
over Ithere.Dan and I were nothappySwith the education the
children were getting in the public school and one, way that
we could afford to send ourchildren to:Lab Sdhool was if I
was teaching,there. And'I frankly was ready to go back to
teaching anyway. I had--I had--well, when T vasteaching
nursery school, what I did, was I added four-hours of nurs-
ery School to everything else that I was doing in my ,life
without deleting somethiAg else ,I'm ,not too quick and
really, looking back .I 'think I cam pretty :neap, to having a

'nervous breakdown or something.. I just, like, got-Very don-.

fused and Dan, and I'm trying to do everything like Wonder-
woman, you know, and finally,'havct someone tell me that my
life was just a-three-ring circus and that I had " -I touldn't
db everything all that well, you know. I had to slow down
in one aspect of it and so I decided my house would be it,
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and so,,=you kno, yOu have a nice informal cluttered house

-But, that,.that-was nice. But then the next year.I decide&:

to apply for full. time. teaching at'the 'Lab Sthool,'and I did;

and. they asked me, they said ..they had alindergarten. opening

:,and a first grade opening and which one-would'I like to have,]

.'khich one did I feel I could teach the best. Well, it was

kind of a jOke becausehad had,SoMe first gtade experience,

bnCketty.far:back,:ang had taught second, :I felt gdod

about second grade, and,I bad taught the nursery school

recently so I felt good about nursery school, so I sort:of

grinned at the principal and said, "Oh, either one, I can do

;either one, " not knowing for sure whether I could, you know.

.
But figuring the experience frOm-either end'Woad helP So

they gaVe.methe first grade and that'Spretti much-, Vve

been doing that'..-

Chris gun's recollections.of the people involvement, and the

excitement of.Kensington went this way:

LMS: What -are some thoughts thatyou!ve'had-since then:-of

kensingtotOHI was just asking-befote what that ekperience,

or'the notion of Kensington:meant when you first were

'attracted td:since*theh, after :your experience with the

Program:, and the fifteen,YeaYs,,:What floats-,to-your Mind, .i.

when you think:of KensIngton'L

CH: Yeah.

1,14S: -And what-,kindb of things'.

CH: ,.:I 'mean, if yoUwant.sort:ofitmed'Ate,Hyou
of 44:1:think the:pedpleoUknow,. ama,to:my mind

thinkyoAlknow, the,gtoUp,the'grdups'of individuals haVe:

intense relationships withoneanother,: both'healthY and bad

Ones, but there was,definitely.afldt involved in.the'human

a6peCt of:thatschool. -.I.Meah, a lcit was PaPostly,mean,
the T.gtoUpS'and-team teachingand-all. that, --1'.meani YoU had'

to cOma-,tdgether But there were a lot of'dther:things'.,, And

1..was-inan interesting positioninth4t I worked with every -.

ne:and how-1:4det..knOw if you remember but

4th:the readingTtOgram-and sothat::I,7,-Oere Was:somapeople,

Welcomed me and they made me:really:fbela.:Patt:r.f-the

p: and othersthat--used my.turH.,dont get too deep in

g7-4nd some peopid-eeljike:on't know at all.

cat rethember. tbeit names,: what they. looked: soteOfH.,

thelkeople in ,the uppei division.'



An hour or so later in the ill etview, after discussions of their

mutual involvements; Chris came with a'lurther aoMment:

CH: In a certain way I think my--that.I'm scprred, whether
in a bad way or a good way. It has stayed'with me. .I mean
it still is a vital thing in my mind Where I've taught ,in
other schools and it doesn't hit my being the way that that
particular experience did and think that being in, that
situation, you were involved In more than just teaching, I"
meant there wag a lot more involvement to yoU, as a teacher
in'that:school. You had'an investment in the total ihstiu
tion,to a certain degree. I mean, you wanted every part of
it to succeed and.even if you weren't working. in independent
skillp--independent studies or whatever--you hated to hear
when there was friction because somehow it had.something to
do with the total unit of value in the school which,_you
know, was in the eyeballs of certain people, but beyond that
we just all were working for that,you know, there was that
investment. you'know, planning'of the curriculum and if
something went right for-Slie and her Mars Man hopping on
rocks or whatever she did there, we all felt great aboUt it

-If something flopped it was a bad clay for everyone. There
4,,as a 1pt more than just you being there teaching, kind of
aut, yeah, I think it has made`,' more'lastifig effect on me
as a person than any other school experienCe that have had

One -of the most '.personally fasdinafitig part CfAheseries.,Of'.

I . S
interviews'` arose with Dan 'Hun who was. pursuing qa.'dissert ation ,..in. cur-

,

referencesi.and ideas on theNNew5Ociolbay,riculum. 'traded names;

in Brita and Bernstein, on curriculum devilsop4ent--Stephousei

Elliott and Adelman and evaluation, MacDona'ld and Walic'er, the

broader interpretive and, philosophical paradigms--Schutz a

Interspersed with this was a story,pf nearly
A

t

decade of work toward

Once again we Were'into-the. complicationeofghwor

advisors who came:andWent,. facultymemberswith Changinvinterests:.

Personally intereSting:piohle0Sand areas ink With'Minimal or nO de-

partment

ttc.

partment OD faculty interest. And, on the-other hand, ppouse, famil

part time jobs, and needs for income. Dan commented this way regard

pieces of that:
440
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Are .you actively working on :a. dissertatiOn?..

Dan H: I haven t work[erd On it since. August.

OBS: Since you started..

DH: I started this new job the week beforeLabor Day at,
Community Hospital. I had been working at the .disaertaticin
for the past three years.' That seems awfully slong-7I don't,
know--it sounds ,like a lot of nbthing,',really when I start
to, talk about it--it may have something.Worthwhile--

OBS: When is it--an analytic, philosophical piece or
empirical piece or..:? *

DH: No, it is more analtie. It-is more conceptua
analytic rather than empirical.

OBS: Just listening to you- trace the Intellectual history..
seems to me, it has 'been a good few' years..

DH: Oh--it has.been exciting, you know; for me because I,
if you've -ever, and I'm sure you have, if you've ever felt
that you are on your own,' you've fo,und something and then
all of a sudden it has been found that' a. whole lot of other
people `find, it and you were there before, them. -p,YOu know,
like your intellectual journey, you kind of fee that you
were kind of a pioneer, you know,.,and you never blew your
horn ands my, you qc.now, I never went to the
public phis because I didn't think it was that new,
becaus7,31/4. eople--I.'m just reading in a library and it'
all tii,,ke the library but :around here; gee well, that
really i.*e:

The account raises another iniggeiof the conundrum o

at the Ph.D. level, the continuing' tension of individual versus

zational responsibility, of intellectual eX0te.ment and open ended

programs. Finally it illustrates the entanglements into_ the whole web

one's life-I.-spouse, family, home, and career--and one ',s lifetime.

:decade is'nomearCunit of time in one's .bhre0 'store and-ten.

The religious theme appeared,, before we knew it was a thenie; and

we pursued it only minimally with Dan and. Chris:



. ..
LMS.: What :brought you to the neighborhood? ProkimityOr., .

IPo. .. ..
.

4" PI
DA: .No., the,..fact that UniVdslItyy s' Divinity School 'had 'a
eputation. of being .d'plaCe' where one could pursue studies

,

religiOn:withoUt the attached sense of beins:religiousOly com-.
Itilitfedthat:'youcoUld study religion as a field of inquiry
rather -'than as a commitment of I.4had-bten accepted at
Eastern Univer4ty Snd''et Ivy :Divinity Schools' when I:grduated:,

' ,

.

.

LMS Ara' yoti ordained now, ap a Minister or.
"", . -

-

. :DR: Nso.;f .11P170t, was orci itiacl, I. have my ,BaChelorof Divinity
cia-g$a 'britndSt,-::enpared the Illinibiry as a fulls.riMe 'religious

40,0,aqOp -, ._ ,:, . , ,.. . . - . ,.

..,!. :. .,, ,,-- ... - - . .

71 : `' :Ie,i704d to .likes studying 'education 'without going 'through
H.a, 7ectaiar ttaining Certification progratta

'till: No, it would be like studying education "going through e; .

a'eacher', Certification program'but. never doing a year and being
certified., could be Certified as a minister. ' I-have all the

,

educational '.credentials but ;I' don't! have the professional's :.

. it ordinatiOn, whiph .1n- illy denomination means that; you must Accept
. . -

a call fromHa.specific congregation to serve as theirppabrOr-.: e:
. r

' '

LMS: Well, .'did you do the intetpShip, with a vicarage or what4
eirer, it, i called? '

DR: Yeah, yeah,

pviSi-,v91;4,1 see, you-have to ,do that? ..

DH: "Yeah, yeah.._ We did a year
State.

, o
bf 'intenship up in Northern.

. -

CH: We. really liked i

YeS we A-whOle, year,
- _ .

J'

LMS: When you wer,Oon your .Vicarage:pr-vitogit

Ana' w spent a
Year in a presbyteiian toiigregationat7:41i0asof'OdarAteci
Church: : The mihistar was a, Won .graduate. 4ricithe'",i3Ocureh, hacti:

.ago, joined tOgethertwd: different- clOictlinatiOn5, 7the/.'i
.

ConeegationaL and the Presbyterian: It was called .rhe Fader-
,

A

ated. Church,. We till ar from the We still, receive their
,

."
weekly notices--thete's'-a neW,min .o .



41 '1

The nature of belief,systems apd true belief received a personal

interpretation:

LMS: Paul's question about like - -what you think of now about

Kensington...' 4):

DH:. State it again, rephrase it.

PFK: Well, we talk a lot about the'people, those are always
the powerful, dominant. elements, I think, when you think
back over the years, but Kensington was lots_of things.

Y.

iz
DH: Sure, sure.

t".

PFK:. Lou build school fromSdratch and then create a cur-

.

xicn*um'and then create leaderless teams and a whtl.e set, of

tohingar: Have any of ttose ideasior thoughts continued, y4th-

you? As 'either the worst ideas you ever heard or some pro
vocative ones or is there anything left over sliTaddition to=v
exciting people and lots of hard work and sweat?

DH:. Several things have persisted. One, I thAik, that_has
stood attt was that here, therewas a group, of people who, I
think, achieved ahemarkable, a'remarkable,amount of what
they believedyould be possible in terms pf making a differ-
ence in the teaching and in.the quality of learning with a

bunch of kids that a lot of studies have said is not, at

1,r;

least as `much of a possibility as I think had been achieved.

Now, gi . n the constraints of .i4elligence, of I.Q., given ,

all de the,traditional restraints and constraints ofwhat
teachers and schools are supposedto be able to deal with, I

thought there was a, belief about w at one could do and the.

kind of sincerity--and this y be the true belief. NoW, I

think 'there is something and I think-you guys may have
phrased it, you know, .about rue belieyership. Hoffer-may

not be the right reference f -this-. Ithink Maybe Josiah,

Royce or William James may better here, and that is, that

a belief about the possibility of improving who we are and

what v are about and the dept --the suffering through, that
kind-of.belief.

LMS: More a general perfectabi4ity of mankind in a sense--

I don't mean that as a cliche...7,

DH:' Not necessarily perfectability, but the fact that, you
know, tigere's a--if you don't try, you don't make--you really

can't sal
u

whether it's there o.not. ,But you suffer through

it, and that in suffering through or undergoing the experience
of trying to improve, of living with,the %des that it maybe,

that there may be a possibility. And I think this may have

been due .to age,., a kind of an optimism, a bias of optimism.
f.
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There was a tremendOus bias toward.optimisM. .There was a
tremendous willingness to forego a skeptical kind of attitude,
a cynicihm. I think a guy like Bill Kirki4i may have been too
cynical:and because of his oyniCism may have been rejected.
Now that's just a...

PFK: It's an interesting insight. There was a shared
.buoyancy-T-that the norm was very clear--you've got to believe,
you've.got to have An optim!stic outlook and.tynicism was
perhaps punished, is that what you're suggesting ?.

DH: It wasn't punished, in the--I don't think we would have
- -I don't think there was it shared acceptance of the way in
which the Bill Kirkham incident was handled.

PFK: As an example, it would' not be well received, you would
not go that far.

DH: Exactly, exactly--I.think thatopeople wanted to be more
positive, wanted to be...

CH: They wanted the thing to 'ducceed--and that was a required
quality.

DH: To succeed and thAt required a*bias--that's what I say,
it's a bias toward optimism, a bias toward making a difference,
given the odds, given the, you know,' the certain kind of con-
straints of schools and schooling and I don't think that
stuff had come out in the literature, but I think that here
was a group of individual teachers who, you know, were pulled
tdtether from all sorts of different places and different
backgrounds.

Theinterview raised items about almost every aspect of the school

--the organizational structure of the school, thi personality and admin-
.

istrative style of the principal, the nature of the consultants, the

potency ofthe Tigroup socialization, the team teaching aspect and the

large curriculum agenda. Most of their remarks were congruent with the

description and analydis which appeared in Anatomy of Educational Inno-

vation. ,We raise one more illustration that captures the flavor of the

interview:..,
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1.

PFK: What abOut--one other aspect of it--let's say the
leaderless teams as a notion; tell us a couple of things, as
to what you would or 'would not do again?

CH: I think I learned something about teams. It seems to

me that teams really are so greatly dependent upon the

individuals involved. I mean, not every two people in the
world can make a good team. I mean, I think really well
-functioning, teams must be rare and it seems to me that the
.best possible way of forming a team would be to take two
people:who know they have. some things in common and want to
work together and would like to try'that and to feel that
they can do.that. We happen to have a team in our school
now whO did start:the multi-age way and they have.been to-
.gether for years and get along famously and know what they're.
doing.' They knew whit they wanted when they formulated
multi-age teams. I would question how good I would be as a
team Amber because-I am somewhat of a spontaneous person and

I find it a little hard, like, if .someone is going to come to
my,room at a certain time and wants me to--I find it a'little

hard to--I mean, I really, have to grab myself by the lapels
and say, "Okay,:at 10:15 somebody's coifling and be ready."

Plan for that. If I were a team member, ,I could cut it be-

cause I try to'do things well and good, and, in fact, it

might improve me somehow. But I can think of one or two
people in my school that I think I could work with because

they would understand that quality about me and be willing
to=-well, in fact, the woman I work with and I jibe'quite
well that way because she is not.rigid herself,, so that if

I go ten minutes overor, suddenly turn around and do math

instead of social studies, she says, "Well, groovy", you

know, "She's doing that for a good reason." But someone

else Might not.

A

The vitality, the intellectual excitement, the multi-dimensional

aspects Of Dan and Chris, both as individuals and as a couple, vividly

illustrate the kind f conceptions of personality and life history

that we feel Are necessary if one wants to think clearly about educa-

tional innovation.
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2.3 SchoOling: The Microcosm of the Good Society

1, 't
provided uk,

this Aream was'pursued and implemented

a different time and place from the original site. The contepAon

One of our interviews pse of-another parof

Kensington dream and how

, 7
of 'Kensington meant many things,to its

, *

actors and designers but"it F.

contained a shared perspective of valuing t, e indkvidual,.helping

that individual to maximize growth 014., in 'a rather inarticulate

manner, it contained a hope for nurturing tAat life within *shared,

co-coperative democratic environment/ The-originar Rudy reported
-,f *

, t, ,

,

on desires,for developing "fully functioniie, "self-actualizIng"
,

0 0

41individuals. Hopes were expressed tOr a s'lf-governing emphasis

within the school which 1puld yield 'a rendiness for life in a demo-

0 *

critic dbciety which would be
41)supentor to the preparation received

a

in highly stru2tured, more authoritarian educational environments.

Apr all of the reasions delineated 'in Anatomy, and perhaps more

not identified,athe effort failedto be sustained as a viable schobl
a

.11$

environment for more than a few short years. (See especially Volume
-8

IV, Sailing Stormy Strallts.)The vision of the, school 'as a microcosm

of a democratic societyclearly survived in the mind of several edu-

cators from that Aiginal staff and this section is an attempt to

trace one manifestation,of that vision, The gOa:kand methods of

achieving those goals will be traced
NJ

of One individual, Tom Mack, will be

briefly and the current practices
rf -

describedto iirolka insights

into the furthering of an educational ideology.

e*:
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Presently Tom is serving as a principal o
,-,

a :tri-racial elementary.

arly equal, numhersschool in the Southeastern part of tNakycountry

of: Black, White,- and Latino children comprise.

faculty- is relati!Vely young, having been

he school was built., Due. to the

range of federal and state 1;rogr

English as a ,.Second Inguage,

remediaiOn programa.'

dent body.', the

Tom tame to this state after .,ttir

lowing the Kensington experience.

44; .,
. A pNr

he was apkedby the ,Superintendent'ff f

an Ilementaey principal. 'lie intent ,o

nistrative

Yafter leaving; Ke

Lang

rintende4 wa01:01

ably clear from Tomlq, reC04,1 Qf° the phoneepnVerptati(4n4

Tom Mack: 'Her,..Ca .me.ond telep
know, where SnyNtig,' bUt he4t,I've got a sch`9617 ovm, e tHgt:,-really needs

,would Code, e and c nge.,4t?"

yearsstgy as Principal,
, .

During t

were enacted ,Whi' appear.:.-tbhe;. a d lript sPin:J.Off:fi*M the previo

years at kensinaon:! The striking :01-51siNI an of Kepangton.'
A .

based on the explicit notion, that fOrm can iniluence

function and TOM seemed to De tontinUingOiCin that,

it. not
1.4gfe

TM: And what happened thve was simply this-=' 01.7alke4 in7and

looked at the building, and it was built in 1917, had 1 tfn eqq.,

many changes in it They added another wing fiat 106
like all the 'other parts of it A very' old, very suhgtandrd

.

building, but when I went oven there I set up ,s mod61s. r
spent about five weeks J guess looking at the ng, the
staff, and the student bodY, an gave them the plan of



the thingS2 that Lwanted to cha9ge'..i,,.We *446.:0111e-,three,

room pods and some tvio. room; pods. .-;::1,47fe cioseCup 'th.e'' atiditott
.

ium and made rooms obt''' f.,,it.--7 also got f110q tO:build 'dr..:
.

' tie a. section. together etweenthe ;buildings ':,fer...U6, .:
. , .

':,:,',,

egan skttchiAi the desigk an ,a' note ,pad from a twelve

memory and exPlaihed for us:. 1 '

TM

:this
:. And what we 44, .7?; ttl liqUding-yas1.like:ithiS,4L.41.

this completely here, r'oomStOth here, and rover' here waS::':
..

tOoms; and we. ,just,..f Wed: this are.T4n:herd-i4p on the second
'.:'flocir,' and:.Underneath.Was*.a6coveled.playgrOu*V:withNv oUtt
side entrance coming ,up herb,. and ..0tW.8. Opened',...4v an&-you,

lhad: restrooms here,; ppeded.,q .oAierniere; and thii,was -into

the library. ,:.t4e knOqtta!this jAll but Aso that: til'iy.' ;had' 'an ?.

1,-s h4 ed .tooi4;:.whiCh.: would handle a fultll'19lahsro9ni.tof ';1a4t.:,

*0,Oo 11theit
two little-scheduled; uther?: d,, dea.:-SCce0 to

the flibrarY., .iTheSe kids' did not illavete) .leave this 15149p.j.:

.:acePt tb g6 to R.,E--Olit .here oD$di wn .'here,, or to 4.e.44;fe.,..:.,,C

:teria doc.i thi;S. staiia'. iddt in. .t.'* dip 1 ht4hdre,:.:4 .U:.....,;

_ 44 , t! r

,

:Ichov,'.:;.to me it seethed 'Me thZ d .s.,. ty ood set 1.N.N,to.
.

p %

.

.. a

:The vivid reisalI of ' the plan, ill* heav& empOsis upon pH

-

1 , T

changes being reqUired to bring .bout Instrgc ching 6; and the
c

'rapid 'nature of the changes were" reMiniacegoe. thkipcensingtorPeff0t..
. . .

:

Following this three or four ,year Mint o espond`ed t*o

r % ur
Superintendent s request to assume the princip4ship 9f the high'

school in that district. A rather frUstratik 46i4enaleq: which in-

volved drastic Board changes, and culminated ri t wholesale ignft-

tion of fourteen district principala in addition

1971 found Tom as a high school principal inthe,Scitth'dw

his move from the previous positions. Since -he was, interested 111.1n
6 .0 ...

turning to an elementary principalship Tom requested a,trangfet.wheni
,

an opening occurred. After four years osition became available and

he Fall of

:follow-21'1g

0
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Tom accepted it;:anbther .four year stint at this school was followed by%,

a moVe.:to.h i present.pOsi4On:a6principal of the tri-racial elementary

school described

'Somewhete albng this complex trail, Tom altered his notions of

.innovation art change. At Kensington and at bis administrative post

described. above.,` Tpm-appears:to-haVe subscribed to thepmore rapid ap-

proachtp.bhange described in Anatomy as "The Alternative of Grandeur."

The strong press for student: self-direction at Kensington carried over-

to the staff as well and:the Kensington staff had spent hours

attempting to fitst identify-and shape the "Institutional plan!' and

then'to implement it. :In'the following exchange Tom argued the

` effiCiency of the approach:

PFK: I would be very interested in your perception of Kens-
ington. As you think about it now, what did it mean? What
are some reactions--was it a success, a failure or don't

you use those terms to think about the eXperience?

TM: Well, I think it was a success. Anytime you get a group
of people like 'that together, and you put a plan into opera-
tion, and it worked for the kids that were there and the
teachers that were there. Had I any say in the management
end of it, it would have been a little bit different.

LMS: How would you have approached it differently?

TM: I think the administration probably should have been a
little bit more directive in some of the things that they
did, in my opinion. The teachers were fighting among them-
selves, or hammering out what they thought should be done
and so on'and so forth. But', you can't deal with kids that

,,way. You can't deal with elementary kids that way anyway,
for a lot of those children there was not enough of what is,4,
Steadiness, if you will, or,reliability of,thIngs that are
going to happen from day to day.,,

PFK: A case Of too much all at once?

449
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TM: A case of too much all at . I will give you a good
example, if you are trying to Inge a laSsroom teacher for
instance from book teacher, to one wh sed a unit method
and individualizes instruction and so on and so forth; and
they have never had that experience in this,4there are a lot
bf those teachers,. and most bf them haven't had a Kensington,
alright, go ahead and let them teach from the textbook method,
okay, until they have trained maybe eight of the kids in how
to do a research paper or how to do whatever it is they are
wanting them to do. And then you take those eight kids and
you make maybe four more groups, and you Train those, and.

you keep, doing that But you have to train the children in
the process that you are going to follow first. And then if

you do that, they become a 'pretty good teacher of, you know,
of a unit type of method. I think there was too much of rely
ring on pro ram materials in Kensington. 'Some children can't

take pro am material without a great deal of training, at

leas not the unsophisticated kind of material we used there.

I h e seen terminals where you take a kid in and you teach
him 'how to operate the terminal, andoon a teletype kinds, of

thin d once you get him plugged into that you have him
hooked for`doing something like that. But most of the ma

terials that ere used, at Kensington was Software or stuff

That they crea d themselves, and they didn't train children

in the processe

In addition to a r ppraisal of the pace of development, Tom ques-

tioned the Appropriateness of the match between school plan and the

0 :
community needs:

PFK: You mentioned Chit, it (Kensi t nWas.put:dOw'n in the

wrong place.

TM: Yeah, wrong place, and I--I-den't think *ere was enough

preparation work done with the community, that my own
_ __-.

opinion.. But we do that constantly in education. They did'

it in this building. They come out bere and there, are prob- ,

`ably, then, buildings "just like thisone in this country,,and
you know, you so through America, and you go through a good,

community like Milford anc you can look at the buildings and
you can come. wiibin five years of when they were built, if

you know architectural style. And so they do this here. ' I

think this bu ing is probably more successful 'at this school

in operating .pen school than Kensington. They did it

different. TPy just build the plant, they took surplus
teachers from the Eyler schools, they took the children from,

and being surplusTeachers they were the ones that were the s.

young ones, and they, didn't have to, you knot, you don't find

many old peoph&o4this faculty.
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PFK:' We were struck with that.

-TM: uyeah, well; that is unusual for_this county becauPe of
the war our system works, if you-sr74*.mplua in'the school
the last one on bOard is the'firstOnetOjeave. Andtthen
yoLvareplaced in the order thaty0*±hairebeen:in the'diS-;
trict. Anyway, to come back to Ked044tOnthere didn't
seem ta,have been enough preparationand:there wasn't here,
and that is why'this'building-- the1form ofAheAmilding has
been prostituted because of 940 thinking of the old, old line
thinking that ,has. come in IdOn't.kdow if you.can'ever.d0
that. Perhaps the oldness has to develop Withina.certain
time. But I think you stand chance of doing that
with young people, who knolethattheir:jObs are on the line
.and so on and so forth, right across the board. :I worked
Out in the community here-quite:a:bit. ,

In addition to the method for achieving district changes, Tom

articulated a conception of the state's primary role in education and ,a

means for achieving these ends instructionally. In brief, Tom argued

several points. First, the state is totally in charge and any one

feeling local control has every really been the norm is mistaken.

Second, the rules and norms of a school needs to be codified explicitly

in the forms of hardbooks for students, teachers, and parents. This

codification does two things: first; it takes the heat off the-ad-
.

ministrator who simply points-to the code add says, "Whether you or I

like,it or not, these are rules we live by", and second, it encourages

individuals to work collectively to achieve changes. In his view, the

result of this process is the heart of the democratic process.' The
C.1

following comments elaborate his basic thesis:

LMS: I'm hearing more and more in your comments regarding
the realy potency of the state. Now you have make almost a
directComment that the state i responsible for the educa-

tion:of the citizens.
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TM: Yeah, well, I believe that-that:Is what the constitution
come backto ,something that education is a ttate:.

function...1 was at a meeting the other-day at thejJniversity,
it was an ASCD meeting.' And,..the,Den:of the school WasrmAking
this compassionate plea that we:haVelost control of education
ancrCurriculum and so on -- Poppycock, we have never had Itl.:

v;

In addition to the inevitability of state control as a result of

the Constitution, Tom appears to seize, this opportunity to achieve two

goals as a school administrator. First, it takes some of the account-

ability heat off him and his staff:

TM: For example, you cannot retain a child more than twice in
K2 or more than once in K3. If you do it twice you have to
get special permission and you have to justify why you are do-
ing it. You have to talk to the parents about it, why you are
doing it, you have to iqt the area superintendent'know when
you are talking to them.and what their reaction to it was.
You see, and to me, that is what educators should do anyway.

PFK: Forces some accountability?

TM: It forces accountability, and that accountability doesn't'
bother me. Because, I don't miss shouldering that, because it
means that I don't have to build all these systems myself.

,

In,other portions of 011-6 interview. Tom had' made several Terences
, .

the use of bureauctatic principles in achi ving personal goals. He

1
referred.to competency based :education and,the testing program which is

mandated by the state,as another example. If he could point to the

state requirement it enabled him to avoid use of a personal base for

aUthority

A.
TM: I like the way they do things in Southeast State for in-
stance. We have to send out each year toour public, a state
publication,-called the Principal's Report or the School Re-'

port: It.has to go out by November 1st, and it is a report
on-the progress of the 'school for the previous year.

LMS: To the parents?



,17M.: -To the parents; it goes to:every 'parent, They have a
. file at the area. office downtown, and it tells what the-
nidget,:iS; and it tells what we are spending on this, and
.what.our curriculum is, and then more and more tedcheri are
doing a:handbook..',Now the handbook is' also a requirement'.
The detail you put inis.kind of up tothe prinCipal, but I
think thisA.s. a good way of doing things. You know, getting':
it out.

Beyond the mere expediency or practicality'of building:on a Con

stitutional basis for administrative decision making, Tom appeared

genuinely convinced of the notion of theschool as a democratic work

place:

TM: And. then the fial thing that I wanted to mention on
thistOo, and I have. talked to the Staff'about this -- another

.,reason x like the state operateS-7I think it is
the best training ground for what a democraCy really is. ell'
about: In other words; we have a policy and we have law and
we haVe rules. you don'tteach4t,tO them by setting
the'parameters up'and then having a process of dealing With
it when.they gdgbeyond chose patametets.'

:PFK: They live in the system itselfr

- .

TM: They live in the system itserf,, and they are trained
into it. Then by that they also learn that teachers and
administrators and.kids also learn, that that policy or law
or whatever you want to call it isn't going to be the same
for everybody. You see'what I mean? If the policy is'
wrong, then the process that youhave for addressing your
grieVanes would make that quite apparent. But you don't
just change it on your own. You get the policy changetc:
You get the procedure 'changed.

PFK: The school, in effect, becomes a microcosm.

becomes .a microcosm, 'a democracy, and it is not a
nage counting democracy. We 'never lived in that kind of

democracy in this country. And I think it is one of the
most important things we teach at school. . We teach teachers

that, we teach children that, we teach ourselveg that.

PFK: In effect, operationalizing,what a democracy is? The

children themselves acquire that by living in it, and, also
realizing that thtirteachers and principals.are also subject
to the same set of rules that are open to change, but until
such time they goven...
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TM And that is why .I designed the kind ofohandbooks:thatI:
-clo.4 So that we areall working from theisame base. o infot4.,

1

oration.

PFK: You are governed by a common set of laws, a Set of
rules?

TM: You'know whyI believe strongly that way ?' When I look
,at the history ofmankind; and of thit.cOuntryparticularly,
we 'have: our freedom 'because ofHtliat.. We.didnithave,our

.4, freedom at first. We developed the law; and then:We got our
freedom.

V

. .

.'AMong the many things we. are not,'another is political scientists.

But what we are arguing is that students of educational innovation must

be And the kind of social and'political theory that is reiguired is

one that contains both scientific and normative elements as theorists

such as Bernstein (1976) have argued. Tom MaCk was offering ,us an
C.

portant first lesson in that kind of.theory.

if 2.4 ,Deviancy in an Innovative Organization

In, any organization, but Apecially in-organizations whose ideology
to

foouses;, on individuality, fre om, and de$ocracy, the issues of diver-

sity,- nonconformity and deViancyaraiajOr concerns. 'How:Much-dif-
.

4feience can any gip 3 tolerate, if notsdpportl'

, ':t; .:tr:-

bens spoke, tt ''aspects of this'''

Several faculty mem--

,

-

i(gs43ne\ofthetfactaymemberaindicatedindsighttends ta'.be

, .
.

much 'more acute than'forepight or vision: at the time, what: Con140e .0,:.

2 _
k . . .

.

-.:bet than.015 year .old hindsight?
At.

this pointlWe were expotl,ng the
, ' ,A4

. ; , ..A I 'L
ebb and flow of faculty divers ty in the KensingtOn School:.' D41.74.d

, i

i
'A.

Nich04 One aspect and.on iew of the problem:
. -.,

e.
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DaVid.Nichols; 3/ think he had problemSwith me becausd'I was,
so stubbOrn...CausatwAsjust obstinate, you kliow, And
think:Eugene had-infinite patience with me:

DN: pI say, "Bless him ,.for that, LOrd" 'cause I should have

been whomped.up the 'gide the head and said, 711037,:: get out of.

here or shape Alo7;And;hOneatly,that's.abOut:hoW I *tad
,handle-a guy 141e myself.today. Asa matter of fact, -.I
think "I- would have even hired him if I could have judged
where ts:was coming from,and wanted, you know; that much
freedom.andthat,mdch;liberalthinking,YoU know,Iould
have jilist,aAld"NoWaybabY, It's:time-for up to part:cOta,'..-
pauy'-an would' have it in.)mid-,streaMi hAlf way
'through the: seMeSter.,..-

Such .was one view.

But. the first *eks- of the first year Of Kensington's existence

the,mafor.4astanceof difference'Centered,on Bill KirkhaM. In our

earlier account we poSed.this as :The Kirkham Affair.'-' In the Omer"'
.

WorkshOp, before school. had formally began,: he was tranSferred to

another schOoL, as teacher, asSiatant.:principal, and member of.a

riculum task fOrCe. Except for Ball,'only a few'Of the faculty members

.recalled much. oaf the .episode. ';AS IS.explorsd it, we founctsSeral

items that enla4ed the earlier pikture and raised aspects of the '

'enigma.

I .

-The recollections:6f Kensington had a "spotty.quality"'withsAth:

Our participants as they recalled and accente&diffeterititems:%

LMS: We Wantedialso to come 'baCk:and pick up4a'llttle\bir
your perceptions or recollectiOna of events at; the school',

_ .

kindsof-things: that,:. stuck with you over he years and we

started to talk4ustaboUt'ohe instance o your reactio

the.whole Wginess with Bill Kirkham when w were. talk

dinner:last,,night and YOu said you ha-datje t some r

lections of yOUr emotional reactions to that.?
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Teacher: tk:Yeah, oh, I an remember sobbing., just 'sobbing about
it Just, T meatt you know, _there ito been so much tiype, on
what a gfoup we were,'. cohesiveness,. and before we. oven got
'started, it 'seemed that a pOwer structure conflict splintered
'us. And it just seemed totally, you know, my- 6od, hoW dap
they- -here. I'm .believing in thi r:-..it'was, you know, truth was
.being disseminated:at those etinge And they were getting .P'1

" rid of someone because e didn't get along with somebody else;

PFK: How.da you remember. the incident?

Teacher:, .'Ybutimean what happened? 'Just 'that he, an I assumed
it was he;:and ,Engene not even: positive-
that. any more,' that they were tWo,,cbc#h, of -them: wanted td.con-

the situation and-, they both couldn't and 'so he had _to go

I`because he was the-more:;eXpendahle: that re-
member his not, 'Bill, .not melding in with the group In
group aiscuesions bUt still, he was part of 'oUr fainily you.
know.

Liqs'.;:-,-1 Who 44id you talk, to,?

'Teacher.`:. Oh, it was several of '-the ste.ff . 'Cause I sobbed.

his shoulder in the car outside the apartment, there were five ,
or six of its in the car and we had 'been somewhere, Some-
body'rs house.

Bill Kirkham's view, he had been hired by

a working c011eagueSuperintendent, and he became

intendent, Jeri Cohen:

a* - '

1.
Steven Spanman-,

Of the AssiStant'5uPer-

13K: The State culum' Director said, ,"There' s, somebody I
want you 'to be in uch 'with, hie name's Steven Spanman:"

!kt And he told mewhat Steven was doing and they wefo'p'ietty,
'enthused, about it'o Although he was a' structure guy and so
he was- thinking down the line about-=he didn't know any 'of
,,the partitnia:rs about where Kensington [was goitig otonythinge
,but he said Steven impressed him. He said, really' need

be,in touch with him" and so:: I said, "Okay; I wti." And
I think he-maybe gave SteVen a call. 2 There:was same kind of
in entree I don't-know what it wais,. but at least maybe
Steven- knew .that I was going to cbme. '1 Ricked up ,the phone,
rcalled him,, and Isaid,ki"Di. Spanman, I'm I'd, like to
come to visit. with yon and Would like to, come talk, with you
about.tirour* schOol." And I strapped my 4 x 8' :hOaid,s0.on top
of my car -'-a couple of 'em or, one of 'em---took some 'pictures
of the stuff :from the walls...



ws

A7

. LMS: This lounge?

BK: Yes, and took off for Milford.

PFK: Would that have been the'spring or.summer before?'

BK: It was the,spring--it was the spring before I was em-
' ployed. I mean, like:early spring. because when my super-
intendent learned,what I was doing or at least found but
that I was interested in changing he said, "No, don't do
that Pill, you stay here in Millersville.:' And he said,
"We're goin' to be moving to a curriculumarector. One
more year where you are, and then we will make that change,"
which would haVe made three years as elemenrtary principal.
And he sureenOUgh didafter I left, .he went ahead with it
and so--but I made the choice at' that particular point in
time, very. early on in the spring, to gO to.Milford.

4-4
LMS: Let me back you up.one step right here--where did
your colleague hear about Steven?

BK: 'I don't know. I really don't know. Well, I guess I
do know too--bpcause Steven wrote or had written. when he j(

was down in the southeast, I believe,-a whole set of spectik.

fications which were-to be-employed in a non-graded school
and he put them-in a guide form. And later 'I carried 'them
aroun4 for ten years.-I!m sure that's where be heard about
him and when he came and--you see, Steven had been in Milford
I guess a year or two before. think Steven had been there
three years and so I caught in n the last-year, Pius,

Steven,laskwritten or was inv9lve -in writing curriculum
work and so that's how I'm sure he knew-about When
went down there and visited with Dr. Spanman and shoWed,him
what I was doing. As I recall, he employed me; if not one -:

the spot, it was at least without,talking with Shelby and
Cohen. Maybe I met 'em because they were around"because,

' 'as I'recall, Eugene had been employed i -year before so I'
met them but Steven was the one who employed,me.

PFK: What was the capacity? Was that7-You mentioAed
earlier as an.administrator--what was your understanding
with Spanman as.to...?

BK: Okay, when I went on with Steven it was--he hired me,1
and this is one reason why I never did feel like I was
either prbtAped or demoted or whatever, because.he just
hired me.

LMS: To work for Milford?
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BK: Yes, he had flexibility. It was like hiring a utilitY
infielder, and I was happy for the opportunity. He .8aid I

would have the opportunity to be in curriculum. He said
that he wanted me on the staff df Kensington. Now don't
misunderstand me, he'did hire me ,for that, but it wasn't all
that firm at.the point'that he hired me. I don't recall it
being because we still had to go'through Eugene, maybe that
was his things

the internal contacts and the extension of his, work in
'

curriculum was very sighiticant for him:

BK: AlSO:at Kensington-or at Milford I had the opportunity
-

to serve on a couple of the curriculum committees and to be
over there working with the heads of the,department. And

the way that we approacfied,that was with Jerl Cohen, he
trustede-me, I think, in a,- certain way, I don't, know, we ,were'
friends, personal friends, in a sense, professional/personal.
And we=7he let me learn a great deal, a d: worked wittt me in

my learning-a. great deal about the over 11 curriculum deSign
in the school system, and what going alo g with what was
happening,at Kensington. And that going along with what the
'broad piCture, rather than looking just specifically at.the
Instructional level. Andin,,that regard, I was tremendously
griatful.tfiat that opportunity came along, and I have really
been able to utilize that in my own years thereafter.

.

Third, d ng the,year he made contact with a number of eminent

educators in the team teaching, non-graded, individualized in-educators works

structidn movement in the United States. He saw this as a major out-

come of the year.

In his view it was the curriculum differences, theissye of struc7-

ture'versus no structure, that became significant in his pfficulties

Kensington:'

BK: I was coming in with a different set of anticipati
than Eugene was.

LMS: Yeah, I'm getting an imawof a real build up of a
major cohtribution'tdthe whole development of the building
and its program?
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BK: Yes,.well, in the light of where I was'coming from, in
looking at non-grndedness,I was looking not necessarily at
,the sequence of seructure; but 'at least there.being struc-

ture. Now'<when Steven took me.tothe Nerve Center of. the
scBpol, that was never developedt when ,I was there--but
one of the things that I could begin to envision is computer
°storage of learning activities, kids going and picking them,

out in a sequence, arid'a whole bunch of teachers being able

to catalog and analyze where they were and that sort of

thing.and so thOse anticipations were all built into where I.

was at the time when I was raising questions with Eugene along

'4 the way. And those kinds of anticipations were interpreted as
being, seeking a greater structure than what, where he was
willing to come from, '-and I think, you know, tha's...

''

PFK: Could yo4 talk a bit more about points of similari
and differences, as yolp recall them.from the curriculuin id as
that you were developing-and the Kensington; as much as e erged,
during the pre school?

LMS: Let me give a twist on that ne if f might--would it be
easier to talk about your percepti: n sf the evolution of your
relationship with Eugene? Would t at get into that kind of

thing or is that broader or narrower or...?

BK: Well...

LMS: Or doesiit--it seemed to me that they,obviously'inter-
sect at some,. point?

Well--let me talk about Cohen, the Assistant Superintend-,
ent, and the other part of it first, okay?

LMS: Okay, and then we'll swing back.

BK: Okay; Jerl and I developed4a very god relationship early
on, and in the sense that he was coming from a Ralph Tyler .

position or whenever Ralph Tyler did his syllabus at tie
University of Chicago, looking at societal, institutional, -
and instructional level of decisiOn making and setting up a

curriculum. design. And that was all Cohen liired by, not all,
but that was a bigyart of where Cohen was -and so I related
to that because that,was coming froma structure, kind of a

structural point of view. Now Jerl and I began' to relate;

and when Eugene, I thought atthntime whenhe came in, in,
thepre school wprkshop, either he didn't'want"6tructure,
any' structure at all, or a maximum degreqr-of freedom for the

teachers to do their own thing because t&y,were the best in
the country. Now they were the best in the country but we
differed in, I guess, in looking at the amount of structure
or the amount of freedom and I put freedom'in quotes. I felt
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like that for accoUnta
of the parent and the''
my experience had beep
going, where you've been, -v
are the kinds of structural,
Those were the kinds Of stru
avoided and those were the kinds
that led to my transfer over to

. ,

the teacher,acto ility,

ity of`the child, all of'.
tO,lchOingowhere you're._

t sor't of 'thing. Those .
ont.that wanted answered..

questions. ihat were .

uf structural questions
Marquette.

n short,

tion, that is;

erate unr eels

/

thecentrallissue of d o oh cy in an innovative organ4a-I

how much innovation can an innpyative organization tol-

into a systemic problem. Who originally does the hiring ?..

Who has the power to make formal personnel changes? 'What alternative.

positions, roles, and activities are available? Who are the replece-

ments? What are their strengths and weaknesses? How does one recon-

cile long and short term issues for the person and for the organizat
1

on?

2.5 Leadership, Charisma, and Participation

-4Or one more time we.waut to think abOut the concepts of.charisia;c

participatory decision Making and leadership as they help sort out the

enigma that Eugene Shelby, Principal. ,Any analysis of a. social

form moveMent or educational iinovatIon s ould benefit froM,a. look at

jeadership'. Throughout the earlier arialysi y Smith and Keith, (1971).

the interesting and rather confusing trail of the building principal

,

was described'andexamined. The-varied,perceptions bfShelny have not
-

dimmed.with the passage of time. In fact, the extreme variability of

the perceptiont Of the man, hWmission, and his style have sharpened

- .
with the passage of time and In some cases have taken on an added in-

ten ty. In this brief section we would wish to document the different

perce Lions held of Shelby, the man and the principal, and to continue

an analysis of this educational leader and the enigma he represents.
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2'.51 Staff Perceptic
°

4. . most_
' The ost_Comprehensive ariUanalytical view of Shelby was' Ooladed,

. .
,

. i

:
Superintendent in Milford. ,Perbaps as a result of retroapective anal-

: . ..
.

.

..
.

.

ysis,C en was feeling sbine degre of..guilt at nOt havIuvprovi-ded the--

by Jerl,Cohen who hadeserved as the 'Curridu um director and Assistant,

sgppott and help necessary to keep the school going': Afany rate,

Cohen had this lengthy comment about Shelby:

r

Spanmani'-the Superintendent, was using 411ford 1) strict and.

I was using Milford Digtrict I think'Shelby was ot., Now,

see,.:Shelby-waS a better man-'tha meoif. you use those terms

better: I think he is a better man, I think? Shelby is an
,

outstanding human being.. ffe'is one of the most moral ,persons

. I've ever met. In fact; I would think he is the most moral

perpOn I've. ever met: think he isa very. principled per-

son. He 4.snot the type of per'son to inspire. Shelby would,

not be fun to belnarrie&ta. pe is not,adventuresome; he's
. .

not Cardless'enough, he'stoo responsible, he's too predict-

able.

Shelby probably had more.vision abOut what an elementary
School could be than,Probablyanyone'fn he United States

including John Goodiad. 'He.,bada treme ous.vidion about

what an elementary-schOol'coUlA look 1 'e and should look

.like. Compared to gpanipan and myself, he was ten tO'fifteen.

years ahead of us. Eugene introduced to us the idea of
starting:off-with peopleyh6 Were fully functioning He

emphasized, more than we woulOiave, procesaidschool,al
science He introdUced-tO:uaMOre fully than we understood,,

the concept of independence Ofchildren in the learning

material's center. He had the vision of seeing the complete. '

elimination of textbooks, which we,would talk about but never

think of doing. He'had,the ide,a:of developing Materials.,

packets, curriculum packets,andeVerything. Shelby had a
.

great vision,. a sreat vision: ,See, he taught the:Same way

that proponentsOf open education taught. :See, that was an

open education achool and they didn't start toying with open
educatiod-until Featherstone wrote his first article in the

New Republic aftervisiting Britain. Shelby knew nothing

about the BribiShexperiment, heAmvented those notions, in

a senbe.-Idon't mean totally from nothing bUt .Eugene put

that thing together. His,:divisiOnof the school was not

that dramatic, but the total package was astonishingly com-

plex at that time.
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Whiled retrospection can\enhance'the view it is clear that this.
I . iitio .
1 Hthoughtful ands knovaedgeable scholar of education field Shelby in ex-°

I .

1 AreMel,-y high esteem. He felt.the mah may have lacked the capacity to
, 7.

translate idea's into practice but fully credited him with-theideas,'in
. -

_
.-

,fact, thei vision that no one else quite grasped. This might be,

,r .

characterized as the view
.,
from above. Cohen .as curritulum,, coordinator

. .

f'''.
,, . -, .

observed Shelby froth a'distandeI from the safety'of'acentral adminis-
,...

.
'

*1'<
tration office. He observed. what Sh lby had, attempted to do, and in his

, k

',retrospective view felt the man had a tremendous grasp'"of education,

far4ahead,of iherestof the
N._

The view from below was quite Varied' and equally interesting.
., , .

,

David NiChols was a former faculty member whoa had undergone a rather

:dramatic shift in his personal. life andlhad moved from an extremely.
.

open,'unstructured,-undisciplined the educative process toward

f

a much More carefully structured, disciplined and moral, .Christian

,,

perspective. The decade and.a-half had impact both-on his own "life

_ - :.

land PiL-his perceplSion of 'Shelby Nichols .indicated his views in the
r '4'

fdllpwing passaie: .
r.

If he (Shelby) was interviewing me for a job insa school 1
wouldn't take it. Now if he's changed and would: be more
assertive and lead and fulfill the role of a principal, you
know, rather than just kind'of being in the'background and
reacting. Shelby was reacting, he was more of a reactor to
all the pressures that were coming to bear. I would have
work fOr more of a leader.

I think where Shelby was personally concerned he had a great
effect on that system, on the whole school. I had tremendous
respect for.Shelby's intellect, his intelligence, and his
ability, tremendous ability, no question about thai. As a
matter of fact, I don't--I didn't have any question 'about his
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ability to be. a good principal but for,some reason he could
not. He couldn't,pull off the leadership part of"ft in such

a way to get the school really going the way it should have

been going by the end of that first year.

He' (Shelby) had a distant relationship. He kept.a distance,

we didn't have much contactwith him during the, year and we
ifiad very few meetings that year if I remember, very little
Contact and I think that was because of his problem, he had
to stay away from.the staff,.he couldn't get in there'and

relate, he couldn't lead,,he couldn't direct, he couldn't
make decisions and say this is the way it'sgoing to be.

'o

A

,

The similarities and differences in these. 'two accounts are. inter-
0

esting. In Cohen's view, Shelby's leadership style was intricately,

bound in with his educational philosophy. The brilliance as Coh,

might describe it, was that Shelby led by not leading. His vision of

what edUCation was about for children was of one piece with his view of

'how faCulty and administration worked within the school.' One does not

lead by leading. One leads 'through osmosis; through sharing experiences,..

and much as Shelby lad drawnton his earlier observationof colleagues as

a way of shaping,his administrative and educational views, similiailY
-a!

he hol5bd that a facultY would absorb views and his perspective on
47.

education or they would acquire their,pwn. Thp view contrasts rather

sharply with that of Nichols in the qtlote above. Nichols underwent a

.

born again religious experience and is perha.s contributed to his

view of Shelby as a weak man.' He felt his,ide.as and his intellect were

strong but hp lacked the power, the stamina, the resolution to lead.

And as he put It most bluntly, "I would have to work for more of a

leader.".
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A third "and slightly different perception of Shelby was shared

one of the female teachers. While she seemed to glimpse the same a

quality'Which others had spotted, she attributed this less to a com-

Petenc.e dimens)pn as in the previous example. She alsollid not'credit

,Shelby with a philosophical leadership stance which called for this

aloofness but quite
A
the contrary, seemed:to attribute this distance

qua ity as ppetentiousness:

olg

Teacher:'Aiad.Eugene was a difficult person to work with and
in some was that brought people closer, I think.

LMS:. Do you want to contrast him a. little bit with the other
principals that you have worked with or taught with?

Teather: Sure, F-think the thing that bothered people the
most, including thyself, about.Eugene, was that most of us
were low keyed, down to earth,.you know, we didn't ha ye many
pretensions'about - -I think I would.describe most of Vhe
pedple there, or at least the people that I remember, got
,alonewith, they related pretty honestly.' We had fun together,
we worked hard together,.but Eugene was pretentious.' He was..
sort of above it all and tried, I think he tried rsal hard,
but didn't have a natural quality of relating, beini able to
talk to the people there and maybe that's another reason why
we were closely bound becauSe we felt like a lot of-theeprob-.-

lems we had to work out ourselves instead of having a princi7
pal that would solve dr support us or whatever, you know, I

can think right now of my last principal, who is now in
Washington, D,C. He also had kind of a standoffiSh quality.
and yet-he was very down to earth and very open and you could
go in there and say; "I'm really worried. I have this parent
coming and, oh gosh, you know." And he would sit right there
and listen to you,'with his scruffy shoes, and, you know,
casual attire and something you knew that he was listening

-.to you and it was thing, something in the air. Eugene didn't
have that; he should not work with people., He does not have
the PR it takes to work with other pople. He may be a very
good administrator as far as the desk work and that.sort of
thing but that school, at that time, needed more-drive of a
'differen.taOrt from the principal.

Yet another perception of the same enigmatic quality of the princi-

pal was described in retrospect by still another faculty member. Again
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the same aspect of Shelby was,ident ied but a slightly motive attribu-

tion process is at work* The interviewer has been probing regarding the
C

teacher's recollection of Shelby's style and.asked Alec Thurman to con-

trast Shelby with other people that he had known in the public schools.

We pick up the interview at the following point:

ti

LMS: Can you contrast Shelby with the high school principal
where your son went to school; where you said they are doing
a lot of the same kind of ideas, in a sense, and that tbe
principal there has an intense interest in kids? Somehow
your son apparently responded to the school atmosphere if not
to him directly and it sounded as though you made a statement
something to the effect that the principal kind of holds
things together: Is he similai or different from a guy like
Shelby?

AT: Yeah, it's almost as if I think Shelby seemed to have a
very high intellectual commitment to participatory decision
making, almo,st to.the point of being unable to take that role

.of leader. Now this principal in the current, school, I think
has_that same commitment`but he sees himself as4kind of re-
sponsible for\seeing to it that, bYGod,:they will partici-,
pate. And then of,carrying things out,, that's the part he
does, has no trouble, this fellow has no trouble,.makidg
decisions.

LMS: Yeah, once things get settled they go.

AT: That's right. As an example of this, I can't imagine
Shelby ever doing this, you know, acting this quickly, but I
might really-be wrong, but when our son was a senior he went
with a Spanish clats. They took a month field trip to Mexico
and while there he bought a leather hat, brought it back,
wore it to school. Well, illy isn't very unusual at
this.school, they didn't have much -dress code but they
hired some college kids; they call them bouncers, they patrol
is what they'ze doing. In an open school like that, they
have to watch the doors, I guess, and they watch the lunch
room and they are in a very untenable position. They!..re the

disciplinariand and nobody respects them so one of them came
up to my son and*said, "You can't wear your tat in here like
that. You can't,Wear that hat to school." 4nd so-he took
it off and left.and-went to see the counselor, classical kind

4.of thing, and said, irThe bouncer said I cquldn't wear this
hat, is that true?r And.the counselor s1V.., "There isn't any
rule about that, it's not a Tule." and it isn't, and all that,
so he put the hat back on and the bouncer took him into the
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assistant principal, a disciplinarian of:the old school Who
got assigned over there and this fellpw said, "If you wear
that hat again, -you're suspended." And it was the end of the
day on a Friday, and soour son-came home and debated all
weekend what he was going to do, and we offered to call and
those kinds of things and he said, "No, I'll just have tOsee."
We:knew they couldn't send him homwithout due process, and"
so the assistant principal, when he wore iris hat, he took him
in and gave him a lecture and so on, eventually then we Ailed

.the Principal. And it was over, for he .just.said. simply, "Well,
of course he can wear the hat," with no discussion--nothing.
He just acts very,quickly. I can't see Shelby ever making a
decision like that.

Yet another slant into the personality of Eugene Shelby was offered

by a woman. Who had been teaching in a school system in North Central

State and was contemplating a change at the time the original school

began. A friend of hers had shared with her the information that some-
r.

one was going to be recruiting for a position ,in an innovative school

and she dedided to go for ,the interview. Her recollection of that in-
.

terview fifteen years later gives a unique glimpse of the power of.

Eugene Shelby to interest and to excite at least oneNgducator lbout the
1

commitment and importance of education for chj.ldren:

PFK: Obviously Kensington was a very special and a very
unique place. The people were, the building was--what do you
think made that, for you? Why was it the unique experience
that you remember?

Elaine R: It' like all of you embarking on a voyage. We
are forced together, first of all. We have to rely on each
other. We have common problems that link us. The answers
aren't all laid out for youg you have to search together.
You were chosen, so you felt like I've got to come across
and after alloothey did place their trust in me. I've got
to do my best for them, schooling these children.

PFK: What was your connection? I am interested in how
people learned about, became interested in, how did you land
at Kensington?
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Ifwas teaching in this school and one of the
teachers had been zontacted.-It Vat. her firtt'year of
teaching, I belieVe,and she had heard throtigh the University
about it.,and then' she was-quite an innovative person herself
and she said they had inquired if_she.wou]d like to come for
an interview. And she said-She didn't have it together--and
she wanted to stay where she-was at least another year before
she would 511:f something like that but she hadwhen she
learned of the kind program itwas, she had somewhat - -she

someone_on,the.st that she felfyould fit into fhat,5

trogram.c And she merkioried it.to me and she gaye be the
telephone number, and* so, I the-emplhyerrand talked
to Eugene Shelb5lin,the 'phone and set dp:an.interview on'a:
Fadoy'night--yOu know howFriday, nights areanywaY about
this time of year probably or earlier' and I went down to-the
University on a.Friday'night after a hard day .477hard,,week

and went'in-there and was in there for.I think. it was'abbut
three hours. I have--had, never. and ;pave never been through

anything*likethAf in my life. 'Wherilt was OVe'r;>'Welf:as

though, instead of walking out.;.fhat door,XWould like to
have slithered under it He asked. -such: deep questions and 15

-bared my soul,bn every - -not just on,teaching things.. I. have

neveiltad-.'an iikeryiew like that - -that was the most it depth

interview. I had ever had.

PFK: Such as?
,

.

1 : Oh,-just eve ything-- started with. philogophy and I

really bugged4lim. He asked me what my philosophy is about .

edudationly kids have 'tun while learning .4Nat every'

little ping. Well, how wouldyoir do that?-: You know, I'd

sayytOMething,and then--"How would you make thathapperi.1!
,Everything I taidleast there were two or threequetfiOns,

I had to prove lt. I said it.. Well; how he took it apart

and made m Trove eadh-segmet.,1

, BFK: Andebr ak claim very
behaviors and thingsl

.s

retely and asking classroom
_ _ _

=

ER: And every kind:of.s.,a be aVior situation', every kind of

learning situation*. just,-, would have loved-to have a'tape
recording:of that intervi W because I--and I felf like, that .

I had just been splitwide'Operi and. drained!out and I:lOid

but'my soul and I felt 1 ke I had-done a rotterrotten.job.
.

.

PFK: Were you attlracied td_theob--right when it was over,
,

were you Os excited as4before orless so?

. (
ER: No; I thought welIII've done .if.ond won't:get that--
Whaf I have seen.- :This has been awful'buf at the same time

`it'.A..an experience I'll-never forget And proba,bly an experienCe
'..:-..-
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that madepe grow, and I.erased it. DOthought that takes
cars of that.,, One thing 'to chalk up, and now get down
to tomorrow. Let's see, now tomorrow I'm going to go down
and pick out some. new bedspreads. That's what I,did.

PFK: You didn't think he would offer you the job be9ause
why? Why did you,feel you hadn't done well? -----

'ER: I felt, I don't 'know. He said' that - -you know*when you
. go for an interview youtkiad of have some idVas of what, you're
going, say. (I said things that I didn't even know that I
was going td say, I had been asked things that I had4never
'thought about before. Never loOked at before.

t
.11

PFK: Do \you think he was highly skilled or do you think
- that was' en invasion of yourprivacyi

p'.

ER: That was extrethelyltkillful. He knew what he wanted and
he knew ho to.get'it.

What- as your reading of Eugene when yOu'finished
three hour grueling? Did you have a clear idea:as'to.where.
102shead.was and What he wanted?

knew right then that I would love to work'for him.
. 3

PFK: l'ecthat right? What was your image of him at thi; time?
Why. id yoU think that you would love to work for him?

.

ER:-, Because I was--I knew exactly where I stood igithhim and
I WOT.4 know be ause of how. he talked toanswered me. and taIketo-me,,
I knew.that he ould b'aek me up on this and'this and this. I

could see that o r ideas about working with kids were 'down
the same channele--do things in different ways.. We,thought
alike, and yet me\raile'Methink of what things r.d never look
at, ydU knoW. He\knew:what every cell in my body was like
when I:1*ft

;PFK: T'hat's'amazing. I didn't 'have any idea. I'Ve never°
askecranYone about the interviews of Eugene,Shelby...-

ER:' Oh, that's--of the whole Kensington experience--..Shelby
jA as vivid as anything.

that right? Were some of the questionsI, fina it
cinating because'-you reacted very negatively to sensitivity

training- -you were askU to expose your innermost thoughts, and
feelings nand beliefs but in this:setting'you.were asked to do
Many of the same thingsand you found that extremely positive..

ER:' Well, I had to,, rdidn't have 'any choice. If he had-
been agrouP Of us there I woUldn't haVe answered.
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PFK: Was it a kind of personal trust that he-was able to -

develop that Maybe made the difference with you eventually?

ER: I.was compelled to and in the other situation it was an

equal switch-. And had a ,choice there and I had a choice

to--too.

PFK: And ygu just slithered out under the door?

ER: Well, I felt like it.' I just felt like "I had bared my

soul and had thine very poorly and prObably,-you know .L got .t.0

the'point where my mouth was dry. I remember my mouth --my

tongue felt like it was two inches thickand my mouth would

say several things and not enunciate clearly. I had images

of'that, coming back'io me and when I left, My gosh,.how

could'I--that was a terrible sentence, you knoW. I remember

just being that way and yet not tense, not tense 'from his

.presence, but tense,for fear of what I was going to-,how

goofed up I was throughout and how badly I was doing.

PFK: You were very much excited about the School and wor

ing for him? .

ER: I went home and told Mother--"Can you imagine what that

school's going to be like? This is what-the principal would.

like to see happen and I went on and she said, "Well, that's

where you belong," and I said, "NoI don't, I loused it all

up, I did a rotten job and that's that."

PFK: Then. what happened after that? After you got your

bedspreads- -what happened? When did Ou next hear from

Eugene?

,ER: It was only a couple of weeks later. or less,than that.

I remember that Lwas really shocked andthen the thought

went through, my mind-there must not be anybody else that

wants to go.

PFK: But you immediately said yes or did you have second,

thoughts?

ER: It was probably one of the best moves I ever made. I

loved fact--I loved to be with groups and I talked, to

people about it. When I talked to people about it,Nit was

always in a positive way.

Elaine's view after 15 years remained consistent with the ekcit6-7

ment of that first interview. In a later part of the interview she was

presented the following statement and shared her response:

4
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PFK: t the end of one year almost everybody in the school
was g e. The end df\two years, everyone was gone and the
school died, failed, it fell apart. What's your reaction to
that kind of statement? Agree -- disagree?

ER: No, nothing ever dies like that. I think that I was
very sad when I heard that they had even built walls.- Now,
I'm exposed to so many open classrooms that a few walls I
feel are really necessary, a few. But I was extremely sad
when I heard that this had happened to the schodl and I
think that it was when Eugene left, that's what I thought
was the key factor. There are not too many principals that
are innovative or as diversified as he was and if you are
not working for an administrator who feels that way, then
you aren't going to perform that way because it isn't going
to be accepted. So that kills it.

Another staff perception of an older, late career teacher was

characterized as follows:

Wanda E: Well, I think Euge e Shelby worked very hard to
make the whole thing go. I think that he was the one that
was made responsible for it and I think the SuperintenVent
was pushing too, for reasons o notoriety rather than for
the good of the children. Mfr.Shelby pat in countless hours
trying to evolve the institutional plan and hov to make it

work. In fact, we thought when we were in the planning stage
the month before the schooloopened that there was much too
much talk and not enough down to earth planning. In fact

the actual opening of the schodl's physical requirements
were simply ignored to the point that we were frustrated
before we began. We thought, when.are we going to learn
where we'll be, what we'll have to be, what we'll have to
work with, how many children will we have, how many teaches,
when do we find out these things, when will we get in there

,... and put up bulletin boards and that sort of thing. No,

really, you get nervous right before the beginning, you want
.to be ready for those kids. And we felt we weren't given
the nuts and bolts information. It was almost as if it were

an afterthought. I think Mr. Shelby was preoccupied with
psychological aspects of things that didn'treally concern
us as practical teachers.

LMS: Talk a little bit about him. Have you seen him much
since teen or what were things like the second year opposed
to the first year?

WE: Well, I think from being completely idealistic he
changed the second year to being openly frustrated, and a
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little let down that it hadn't worked out as .ideally as he
had.envisione& and we felt let down when he left, it was

completely demoralizing;

LMS: To the group that Was there?

WE: The teachers that were lat. There weren't many of us

left after a year.

LMS: Yeah, why did he leave? What'.s your kind'ofunder-

standing of that?

WE: I thought he left because he felt that it wasn't a

success. That the efforts were not appreciated and that
there was too much going against him. Personally I liked
him and found him very easy to work with. .He also was
appreciative of my efforts.

2.52 Shelby on Shelby '

Who was this man and What is the nature of this leadership style?

As seen in staff perceptions drawn from interviews, most recognized an

"aloofness" but differed sharply as to the delineations of the profile(

behind the mask. How did he see himself and how did he view the suc-

:

cess or failure of his mission? How did Shelby react to the assess-

ment of the Kensington effort by Smith and Keith in the earlier book?

The present interview followed by 15 years the life and struggle

of the original Kensington and yet a vividness of recall of some of the

earlier imageS was apparent. Shelby did remember the book aid it was

clear he had been diSappointed with the description:

Eugene S: Well, I guess that I see basically the_book por-
traying Kensington as .a failure. Not in so many words. Cer-

t.
tainly I know there were problems the first year that were

very different from. the second year. I felt like that was

really unfortunate. I think you do too. The epilogue I felt

was highly unfair. I.think that portrayed an image of the

school that I do not think was accurate at all. It implied

'--I don't know what you read into it as far as that tgoes--I

don't know--it has been so long since I ever thought about

the Kensington book it is hard for me td reconstruct this in
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my mind, but I -felt something was missed then in terms of
what wewere trying to do. That made me feel like, hey, Lou
never did really understand. I remember you said something
in the,book about the initial, conversation that°you and I had,
I think it was at a restaurant maybe, and from that I thought,
hey, you did undekstand, but then the rest of the book seemed
like that was kind of missing.

If the essence of Kensington had been missed and therefore the.

major portion-of Shelby's effort had been misunderstood, how did Shelby

characterize the school and his leadership role? The interview traced

a circuitous i/bute to seek answers to this question. Shelby responded

with rather abstract analyses, and at certain times raised amazingly

concrete and detailed examples to anchor his analysis. The results

provide some clUes as to the difficulty staff members may have had in

determining predisely where Shelby stood or what he intended. This

interview was-held in Shelby's home With a lovely view of a backyard

sloping off to a river. In the yard was a bird feeder which Shelby

had described as attracting a wide range of birds to feed and amuse.

. This setting is needed to help interpret a portion of the interview:

There were three specific instances in the interview with Shelby which

provided insights into Shelby's self assessment as a principal and as

an educational leader. The first illustration related back to Shelby's'

- concern that the original book had missed the real significance of,the

effort of his administration and staff, in attempting to build Kensing-

)ton. When pushed fo the real meaning of the Kensington philosophy

... Shelby responded with a story regarding an individual who had begun

working in the district at the very beginning of Kensington's develop-

ment. The, individual was an extremely shy, withdrawn person who could

not make eye contact even during a one hour interview. After serving
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as an assistant in the district for approximately a year this person's

entire demeanor had changed, as Shelby recalled, it, to one of being

much more outgoing, confident, and competent. WithoUt disputing .the
-

accuracy of this recounting it was clear to. Shelby that the school.sys-

tem and its program was responsible for this personality change. It

appeared ,to Shelby to by the consummate- example to clearly demonstrate'

what the school was attempting and what in fact it had accomplished.

A second illustration involved a point Shelby raised in the second
/ .

day's interview:

ES: There'are a couple of things'phat I wonder if I can talk
about, kind of related to our thiliks of yesterday?

LMS: Sure, let me just identify this ape. This is Tape 5,
Shelby, Pdia, and I are gatheredi it,is 8:39 in the morning
and we;are picking up on our cOnversatlOn from yestefday and
Shelby has a couple of points that he wanted to make, to
clarify things.

ES: Well, they weren't really to clarify thinga, but just'
some points of interest to me. One has to do with a question

that I've always had We spent a lot of time trying to select

a very special staff at Kensington, and never really knew to

what extent we were successful in securing a particular type,
a particular quality of faculty. One thing we all found after

we got into it, is that none of us knew how to do what we were

trying to do. I always had the feeling that, by and large, we
got sou- legree of commitment to ,a particular philosophy, may-

be, ut more than some common philosophy. Although that cer-

t inly, I think, was not universal by any means. I think we

g,t very different philosophies there. I suspect that as much

as anything else we had more commitment to a particular idea

or a proach, a commitment eo try and make something work. But,

be t :t as it may, I have tried to compare that particular ex-

perie.ce with others that I have had since then, and in par-

ticul,r the one I have now at my present school. I have in-

.
vited people to call me Eugene; they never have. Now at Ken-.

psingtoWthey did. I tried to.analyze why, what is the dif-

ference. Well, of course, 'one thing is the age difference.

When I was at Kensington I was younger so it might have been

eaqier to call me by my first name. But.it is just kind of a,'

puzzle to me.
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There were some things we would do at Kensington that just
seemed like they worked so easily. And well, I thought we
could try other things. The teachers just could tot make it
work at the school where I am now. I just could not sell the
idea of something like that. Such as the resource model that we
hadfor JohnTaylor (154E. teacher) where he worked with kids. It

was not just a matter of assigning classes to ship them off to the 4

gyrdwhere the objective was to spend 30 minutes away from the home-

room. '31 guess I call it mechanical decision making, that, you

know, f.You have a block'of time, and you have an hour and a
half and if yoU have three classes,you know, it is very clear .

thaf'yon divide the hour and a half into three half -hour blocks,
and you divide the kids into thirds and, you know, just
quantitatiVe decision-making, if,you will. But for years, the
teachers in the school where I am now could Fot make it work;
They never could make it work, and there are some other things,
probably simpler, that. I can't think of as an example right
now, but I haVe been surprised or I have been.Ufieble to an
why the very different reaction, of teachers'to a'particular
approach, or.idea, and it raises questions about, you know,
what created those differences? Was it really a difference in
the people, the type of people that we selected, or was, it the
way they were involved, or was it the way they were inducted?.
Or was it the fact that here I came in new, and there I was
already in the school district and thdy came in'new? How do

you account for that kind of stuff? I think it is an inter-.

esting question.

ze

The third,illustration is a response to questioning regarding

Shelby'S search for the Holy Grail. This was a reference in Anatomy,

the original book on Kensington, Which described in the authors' view,

Shelby's search for the Holy Grail. Several times in the interview.

Shelby had referred to this and had acknowedged that it wAtka reason-

*

able description of his, search and his attempt to follow the, shifting

trail throughout his personal and professional career. Again,.the

example is a very clear 'one and yet one is left with some confusidn as

to the point being made:

PFK: I guess I wanted to pick up what yo*had mentioned
several times before:. You mentioned the'Holy Grail, how it

shifted, and you said yonfinally gave up on it.
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ES: Maybe I found it (laughter).

PFK: Well, go ahead, has it shifted over time, oa is it as
simple as saying you finally gave up on it.

ES: Well, I read an article in a journal- -this is after
Kensington--I think it was .while I was working here 'and try-
ing to help principals find the Holy Grail too. But this
article was on change, it was talking about back, when by
were using oil lamps, that someone invented a better wick,

somebody improied the fuel, so it might improve this or that.
But it. was still.a v&.y different 'matter when theyinvented
the incandescent lamp, *which was 'a totally different kind of

amp. I guess what that illustrates really is I think there

Is a term, incremental change, as opposed, to quantum change

or the big leap or whatever. And I really believed, and I
still do, that there .is & need for-7-well, a revolution, as-
opposed to evolution another way you might say it--but some
basic changes in the whole fabric of the %A:ay schools operate.
Now I really believed that, and I still believe. that. Now

that is my Holy Grail.

PFK: So it is still there?

ES: But at the same time I recognize that there is such a
thing as creating better' wicks and better fuels, and that you

,can ,base some traditional schools that are good or some, you
know, that are better than others, and that. maybe the best we
can hope for is the incremental improvements.

PFK: But that you see is sott-bi a realistic appraisal rather.

than a change in basic values.

ES: I'm learning how to be satisfied with it I suppose.

PFK: A half loaf?

ES: Yeah, and just feel that, you know, you are accomplishing
something even when you just run a good school. But the crazy

thing is that I don't even run the school anymore, the assist-

ant principal does. Of 'course, I had a lot to do with getting

her. But when I come to work I'm usually late, I never get
here early.. - I stay hefe pretty late most of the time, but

after just really striving to get the school off the-ground,
it's really strange to see. It leaves me fteling almost uneasy

. you know, but...

LMS: 'It runs itself in effect?

ES: Yeah, and the paperwork that I don' t get done doesn't seem to

hurt anything, .so I will leave it long enough and--you see all these

papers stacked dp over there that I'm supposed to deal with? By this

summer, when I finally get to go through them, it 's amazing how many

of .them can go right in there without making any difference at all.
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LMS;:7- The tape should indicate that he is pointing .to the
wastebasket provided by public school funds. (Laughter)

Whi e Shelby may have changed his. work schedule and his degree 'of

%

time comm ment, at another level.the.vision of Kensington continues to

burn ghtly. When questioned regarding his current beliefs regarding

edu ational ldeologie8 Shelby responded as follows:

ES: 'Let me put it 'a different way. S hools are still doing
so many wrong things to young kids. I is unbelievable to
me the many wrong things that we.are doing to kids. And I
am trying to do right things for kids." I know I have teachers
who are doing some right things for kids, and I know ,I have
some teachers who are doing some wrong things for kids,, and I
guess I'm more satisfied that, hey, I'm doing what needsto be
done as much as I can, and I'm not worrying so much about
trying to change the world--to be responsible for making -

sure the system changeS for kids, and everyone else changes
for kids. But there is no doubt in my mind t14t we are
still doing so many wrong things to kids.

PFK: But it is more a. realization that regardless of what one
does, you probably can't bring about that necessary big change.
Itis not that your ideals have changed, it's just more of a
realization.that we-have all lost some of our youth and drive
and we're not really happy to settle for a half loa but we

have? That is the choice that we have to make?

ES! ,Lookout the window! There is the female Painted Bunt-
ing. I wish the male bird would come, he is so pretty.

The segment illustrates the intensity of feeling regarding educa-'

tional beliefs'and yet' the equally important attachment to a beautiful

bird sitting on a perch. It was this'quality which appears to contri-

bute to the enigmatic quality of Eugene Shelby, then and now.,

detached, aloof, somewhat dreamy quality remains as inscrutableSs

ever. Shelby candiey discussed with us his periods of drive.and his

periods of depression. He remained both ope Wand unimposing and at

the same time appeared determinedly to pur ue a line of thopght. Shelby
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appears to be as commited to holistic education as he had previously.

Add his disarming simplicity can be positiyely charming. At one point

in the interview he pointed to a plaque with.a bronze inscription which

had been given to him by the faculty when leaving Kensington many years

before. He used it to illostfate a point as follows:

ESL The thing that:really bothers me with all this MBO
Management By Objectives) kind of c9p, is that they forget
about,the.affective side ofan objective...At Kensington I
was given the-plaque you see over there with the beautiful
inscription. It reads, "To Eugene, without whose inspiration
and leadership our Kepsingtop program would not have been a
reality." Now I'll show that to people, or I used to, and
would say, "Now'what do you think in there is the most mean-.
ingful single word?" They would usually day "inspiration" :or
"leadership." "No," I would say,:"Ies the word 'ours'". It

is affective; the Kensington staff claimed ownership in the
'school. They bought into it.

The peak experience of his life, which he readily admitted had

been when.he was at the helm of the Kensington School, was often sum-
.

marized by She115y in short, earthy vignettes as the. one cited above.

He seemingly sought no material advantage from his.exposure in the

school nor did he wish to use it. as a stepping stone elsewhere.. His

aloofness had been described and attributed to various motives. The

compleXity-of the man seems to match tie myriad perceptions of his

4

co7workers..

.t

2.53 Charisma Lies. in the ;Eyes of the Charismatics

The perceptions of Shelby were nearly as varied as the faculty

members themselves. Each seemed to need a:different drummer in his/

her attempt to march inthe Kensington parade. Each needed to believe
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V
and to hope that so eone would emerge. to lead the isolated,individualsn

and to orchestrate the effort. Some individuals wanted the 'Possible; A

statement.of mission and purpose and a reasonable routeto get there.

Others wanted the'impossibl ; total' freedom to,live out an educational
,

dream and firm. guidance to lead each one. to the promised land. Still

others were pasSing through and wanted to grow from the experience

without any'real expectations for leadership or.non-leadership. Each

of these conflicting demands was imposed upon a man who was in a highly

transitional phase of his personal and professional life. At one and

the same time he sought nurturance and self-fulfillment. He had

caught a slimpse of what education could be and was struggling to make

it happen. At some points he grasped, more clearly than any, the sub-

stance of the dream, but lacked an understanding of the form. At other

times he had ideas about the process and was confused about the product.

V
He was a seeker, and yet gave appearances of having found it. To some,

the seeking quality was an asset and to others a liability. To some

the deceptively firm grasp of the dream was a great source of comfort,,

ancigts others it appeared to be a hidden agenda or "Institutional Plan"

which seemed to emerge anddissolve- on the Kensington screen. More than
1

perhaps anyone knew, Shelby was honest, naive, and innocent--he wanted

to build.a better school' foT boys and girls but didn't know how. At

one level, this admission and perception by some was an exciting pre-
.

mise upon which to foment ,an educational revolution. From another

pointsoirview, this was a hell of a way to build a school. Upon these

disparate perceptions rests the case of Eugene Shelby and the Enigma of

Leadership.' Perhaps the study of adership once again is missing the
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.point: Leadership makes no sense without followership.. It is exhila-

rating to_contemplate what might have been-, Suppose the fadulty had

been carefully screened to include only those whd sought to build an

oasis in the educational desert without regard for convention. Suppose

only those who had a glimpse of, Shelby's heaven would have been invited

to participea in the journey. Suppose:.

:Conclusion

Each df these, enigmas, as.outcomes of our research, represents a

set of problems, for the next round of inquiry. None is totally new.
)

None is totally "solvable" nor totally in the given or "must.be liveci witlis

category. Our, research, the conversations we had with the original

Milford/Kensington faculty, has caused us to think much more exten-

sively about the domain oeducationai 'innovation, the place of life

histories in that domain, the nature of the: good society and the school

as a microcosm of that society in relation,to innovation, the issues

and limits of deviancy and diversity in innovative echools, and finally

the puzzlements of charisma and leadership in innovation. Such issues
.

have been apragenda in western. society for a long.,,time.
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3. TOWARD A CONCLUSION: WAS KENSINGTON A SUCCESS?

After posing our series of enigmas it seems anticlimactic to raise

the issue of Kensington's success or failure.. It also seems-an overly

simple move toward A conclusion.. But, then parents, patrqns, teachers,

administrators, and other' educationists almost always pose the issues

this way at some point in any discussion we have ever had about the

school.

3.1 The Concept of Success

Intrying to think our way through the concept of success, one of

..the most helpful analyses was Goodwin Watson's (1964) account of the
4

New College 'experience, Columbia College's innovative teacher training

program from the. 1930'5.2 In his characteristic incisive style he

analyzes several conceptions of success which are only partially over-

lapping_and congruent'. They are:1) imitation 'ind spread of the.ideas;*

2) survial'or duration'of a project or program; 3) residues or re-
_

maining pieces or parts of the program; and 4) the qUality of the-A-
,

perience in the lives of the participants at,the time. Each-of those

conceptions, it seems to us, can be analyzed further into whiCh pieces,

parts or strands with different implications for different individuals,

subgroups or units with the totality. But, in his words, his comments,
a

first of all:

2
Once again we acknowledge our debt to our colleague Professor

William Connor, one of the New College participants, who reminded us
of Watson's work and put us on to other aspects of the experience, in-,
cluding his copy of We Asked the Mole.
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Secondly:

Founders of Utopias anticipate that t eir.demOnstration will
be imitated. Founders of experimental choolksee their pro-.

.i.

as the first of many. These.hopes e almost never ful-
filled. The experiment usually stands along. (p..113)

Three kinds of influenee from New College liveon. One is
the lives and,memoqesOf these who were part ofthe experi-
ment. The little bbok,':We Asked theloIe,'.designed.tp recall
in picture's and unusual captiOnS the exciting days spent at
New c011ege, may strikea critical -reader *v as "sentimental
mush,",but it haS:pOwerfulenntionalvalue for those who lived
in the experience. A second influence cothes.from articles and

N., pamphlets written by New College faculty members during the
experiment; something like a hundred of these have beers re --

ported. The third type of influence is most difficult to
measure - -it is the adoption 'here And there,.in bits and pieces,
of some'ofthe features of'the.mailk. These residuesare 'hard

to lotate and are seldomtledilytonnected with New
There are colleges today with individualized methods, guidance .

programs, travel opportunities, work experience, cloSe tutorial
association between faculty and studeniabut might they not .

'have grown up_in these'patterns even if New College had never

existed? (p. 114)

Finally, he raises a major criterion which seemed to be one to which

many of the Kensington faculty resonated:

In rei.rospect,:it seems to the write that New1College, like
other projections of the creative human spirit, should be
evaluated not so much by. its persistence over time as by 'the:
Vitality of the enterprise when it was under way: New College

was a grest educational experiment, nOtbecaUse of its'.dura-
tion or its residues, but because:in it, if only for a brief
time, students and, teachers becametruly,insgired and dedi-
cated. They experienced life,together at"16, spiritual ereva-
,tion rarely achieved in ordinary college studies. The Io'sing

battle to save New, College was probably, for many of those
engaged in it, the high point of their educational curriculum
--and quite possibly themost memorable event of their lives.

4

Hence, the appropriate sequel to New College will not be any

imitation of what was tried there in the 1930's; it will be
the launching of another and quite different innovation,: born

of the spirit of a new Age, .but able again to challenge the,

.participants to heights. of.adventurous experience far tran
Stending the ordinary curriculum and the cautious :little:,

reforms. 1147115).
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In our view each of these concepts of 'success must'be analyzed.

fui'ther'. -Survival and duration are both separate and interrelated.

Kensington,..a school survived andtontinnes until
9

todae Yet as we

noted' in Kensington Tbdayl in Volume IV of our, study, almost every

;,
dimension or fa&et of the. school 14 different, in one or. more ways --

'

tion; the faculty-,. the program, and the

pupils. 'Only in'soie historical.instances,

the building, the administ.

clientele,, both parents. and

as with New COAege,'isthe!'experiMerit totally gone., Thethree. kinds'
k._ .,

of "residues ".mentioned by Watson. have their. counterparts in. Kensington.".
. .

.

,In effect, this 'report is a tracing out of the first kind of'residue,

Pthe .,lives and memories ofthoSe who "were a part of the experiment."

'

The second kind of residue, "articles and pamphlets" has occurr.
probably most directly beca i we; the researchers, were there

wrote an OE final report ant a book which have been read by a variety

of practitioners and academics. Several of the-participants, especially.

Jerl Cohen, have written about ideas directly and indirectly related-to

4.
the e4erience. The third kind,Of,residue has found its parallels in,

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,`especially Title 'III, and

and networks of prominent educators with whom Milford -andthe° g

Kensington staff, e.gpanman and Cohen especially, were associated.
, .

'They.were Parts of natIonal,netumrks of educators involVed in multiple

ways, at multIpleT.ilevels in that effort. In the 1980's, the appearance

of Political change with the Reagan administraYt ion suggeet's an alter-

nativevaluing of such institutions as the Department of Education,

National institute of Education, ESEA, and other federal education

efforts. Our point seems simple--schools, programs, and ideas are
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linked to very basic. political beliefs and'Values.. These beliefs are

held'by different percentages of the citizenry at different points in

history. 'One. 'period's success is another period's mistake; if not

failure;

But the criterion raised by Watson which has fascinated us and

Which has appeared in 'our interview protocol without any speCial prov-

ocation on our part is the one caught in the phrase, "...New College,'

like other projections of the creative human spirit, should be,evaluated

not so much by its persistence overtime as by the vitality of the

enterprise when it was underway." Even this breaks down into,subgroups

--administrators, teachers, pupils parents, or into specific individ-

uals for whom "vitality" has different readings.

A further criterion of success, not mentioned by Watson seems im-

portant. Did New College meet its own central goals--educating creative

teacers,'howeverdefined? In,Kensington's instance,.did the schools

give the youngsters a .flgoOd elementary eduCation" again, however de-

-
fined? This brings us full circle for in Professor Connor's recollec-

..?

tion one of the similarities in Kensington's male teachers and the New

College gr.oup is that most went,on for higher degrees and moved out of

elementary and secondary teaching. In that more Structured sense, New

College was not successful, however a larger construal of "Education"

suggests that large numbers had, provocative careers in college and

university teaching alid administration. Ouifocus, bothin'the initial
s .

stu95, Anatomy of EducationT Innovation and in the current study has

been on the adult faculty life in the Kensington School and the Milford

Sdhool District. The careers and life histories of the faculty and
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administrators indicate a fascinating professional existence. The con-
,

cern for pupil learning and development. remained outside our agenda,

and we presented only tangential comments regarding such a criterion.

3.2 What Was Kensington After. All

3.21 The Kensington Experience: For Kay Abbot

As we have indicated, more than any other question we have been\

asked, Was Kensington a Success? tops the list., At a minimum, an answer

to that.question requires a statement to a prior question, "What was

Kensington after all?" Secondly it requires an analysis of that de-

ceptively simple and offhandedly used concept of "success." Attending

'these seems an appropriate continuation of a conclusion.

It is helpful to capture again, the nature of the experience. Kay

Abbot, who had returned home, married, had two children,,and found a

place in the community, commented in these ways. First, it Seemed to

involve a major decision:

PFK: We are back after a delicious and intellectually *stimu-

lating lunch with Kay. I think we covered corn beef and the

_political world. I would like to ask you if you would, to

reflect on.whatever has'emerged or.emerges right now, this

minute, regarding Kensington. How do you think about that

experience? Choose any terms you wish.

Kay A:. That is a real good question. Oh; I think it was

very stimulating. I think it was a tremendous learning ex-

perience. I guess if I had the opportunity to. live.that

portion of my life again, and.make a decision, I guess I

would make the same 'decision. I don't know really how to

take a tack and go beyond that in any one area. If ygulArd._

looking for an overview I guess that is it.

PFK: ,'So it was a pleasant experience, exciting, and one

that you said you would repeat.

);.
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Second, there was an accent on individualism, at the price of co-
,

operation. In her eyes, theinitial T group experiende fostered. that

and also interpersonal conflict:

KA: I think that the T groups as a starting point v re far
too extensive. I think that type of experience could have
been more project oriented rather than people or personal.
It seemed like it almost served a dysfunction because whereas
I think the idea was trying to get them to blend and to meld
together more, what in essence it did was ,to accentuate in-
dividual itnot only accentuated the individ-
ual differences, but'it seemed to give reinforcement to the
idea of doing your own thing. I think there was,' as a result,
not as much;emphasis on cooperation, as there could have. been
initially. Therewas and there wasn't. I don't think I'm
expressing that quite right. If you cap kind of interpolate
from what I am saying. But you got inIklved in this whole
personality. A situation that I think became a negative one.
As I recall there was this big blow up early in a situation,
and it seems to me, it was kind,of a reflection of.that:

Third, a commitment developed:

KA: And I think it' was an absolute incredible commitment, as
I-look back, a commitment of the number ofpeople. I-think
about the weekends that we spent, and the meetings at night.
Then I look at my experience after that, and.teachera 4lat I
have met, and I think I just marvel at how it was possible to
get that level of commitment. It was just.phenomenal. Part
of it, I think, was due to just the excitement of the whole
'affair. Thar was just tremendous: I don't knOw how you would
get people that were 'involved in a family. situation to become
as committed to a'situation like theft unless you had. as many
young people. They moved into that area, and they didn't have
families, they didn't have other community affairs that they
were involved in. ,So you had thia total commitment to the
school.

Fourth, a special dimension seemed a consequence, which had some

liabilities:

PFK: Plus it filled to some extent the social needs, almost
the entire life for almost half of the faculty?
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KA: That is right. I'm not so sure that that is real healthy
in retrospect. I think a more .balanced life style may make a
better teacher.

Fifth, idealism, an eye to possibilities, potentialities, hopes,

seemed to run afoul of a lack of realism, the near, the specific, the

concrete:

KA: I think, that if I
the outside organizing
in.the whole' situation
tion. Not just a kind
broke down as I recall
this idealistic notion
person finally came in
really was...

were just looking in as a person on
it, I think one of the weakest links
was that I think we needed more direc-
bf philosophy'but I think what really
things right, was, sort of, we had
but there was nobody there, save one
and started filling thiagap, who

(change of tape)

PFK: Kind of a directional need at the time, and some of the
laCk of people_who could traRslate ideas and implement them
into prttice,'I think is cicite to where you weft?

KA: Yes', I thinkwe were all idealistic and all philosophi-
cally-attuned, but nobody really came to grips with the idea
Of how do you take this idea and this group of kids and meld
them. I think there is far too much blag feeling, you know,
whatever you think will work seemed to be reinforced as being Al.

acceptable. I think that that wasn't really beneficial. It

would have be'eri, I think, more beneficial to me, even.if
meant moving somewhat more slowly, which may have helped too,
to make-the children more prepared. It was too much, too
soon, too non practical ways of thinking.,

These intertwining dilemma6 found their prototype in ISD, the

Independent Study Division:

PFK: Again, the devils advocate position on'that, is,that
would have taken away a lot.of the excitement and the thrill'
for it. It seems to me it is hard to...

KA: Sure, but if you can understand at all, I'm sure you
probably remember better than I can. I haven't thought about

it for a long time. It seems to me that particularly in the
upper unit, which I was involved, there were quite a series

of changes in the first several months, and the level of
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frustration of teachers trying to sort through and try to
make something work. I don't.think.this was beneficial. I

think it would have been helpful had we more of a--more
direction. Even if it meant compromising to some extent. I

think you would have had happier teachers. I thinkthat*upper
unit was the one that worked least well. Probably was closer.
to the philosophy of the school, but you know, I think it
could have worked a lot better had there been...

PFK: That is an ,interesting point. You are talking about
theIndevendent StudyRivision may have more closely epitomized
the philosophy, yet it-ailou were suggesting that it worked
least well. By least well, what is your reference to that?
Feeling that your group never solidified as.well? Why do you
have that impression?

KA: We went through, it seems to me off the top of mY1144,'
a'half a doien changes until.basiCally "i4e compromised _after'
Christmas. It'was-just that I didn't think it was particularly
a goOd one. I think it could have been_better, had, things
really were-kind of vague, a more logical sequence. I think
that we moved where we did really out of desperation. In fact

going back to something that worked. I didn't like this idea
to tell you the truth, about the kind of little almost self-,'
contained groups trying to work within the larger division in
a school that certainly wasntt set up for that. But I think */

you need to take teachers, and -you need to take children-from-
where they are, and move them in the direction that.you want
to go.-

As we fumbled .a bit in trying to tackle the ends and means issues

in innovation, Kay Abbot made a telling point about motivation in her

theory of elementary education:

KA: It seems almost to be a-,sucha broad question that I
don't know where to start and where to really go with that.
I don't know if this exactly relates, but what is coming into
my head is that I spent a number of years at the innovative
school that my"children went to first. Becoming more and
more aware as a parent about the problemq inherent in the
system. Basically what they were doing which was similar to
what was happening at Kensington, particularly at that stage,
X, or whatever. There was a great deal of subdividing of
children and pasqing them around to various teachers. There

was a great deal ofresponsibility placed on children to be,
you know, to know where they were supposed to be at a par-
ticular time, and take the responsibility for their own edu-
cation. As a parent, I find that that really does not work
well. I think that you need to have a teacher, maybe what I
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awsaying basically is you should minimize the number of ex-
posures to children. I think,unlessa teacher knows the per-
sonality of the child, knows that child enough to knoW the
personality, that that teacher haS no notion of how to moti-
vate that child. I guess I think motivation comes more, and
that is partof'my.philosophy; motivation seems to come more
from the personality than from the subject matter. I think,

at Kensington and at the school in Hoganstown, the motivation
seemed to want to come froth subject matter. The teachers did

not know the children. I'm thinking particularly of one
teacher that my child had. She had my child probably half
the day for a number of sectors, but that teacher so knew
my little child that she was able to help that child just
.soar in terms of intellectual involvement. But that came not

from the subject, from the kid's personality. I think that

was sort of a place maybe I really--I hadn't come to grips:

with at Kensington. I have'spent a lot of time thinking'about
that afterward. I think thdt is extremely important.

Her point, is tied to a devastating illustration, her inability to

remember any child's name. That, then, brings the team teaching elemr

into scrutiny:

KA: I think about some of the kids that I had at KenSington,
and, you know, it is funny but at this point I can't'reMember

a single name. I can remember the names of kids that I had
had the year before I taught at Kensington. That was when I

was involved in a four teacher team with 90 kids or -so. I

bet you I could tell you 30 names

PFK: That is interesting.

KA: And I...

PFK: None of the Kensington individuals?

KA: I can't remember a single child's name. But I knew these

kids, those 100 kids; I really felt as though I knew them.
.Maybe the Independent Study DiviSion,I don't remember how
many kids we had: It seemed to me pushing 200, although I

could be wrong.

PFK: I think you are close. It seems to me the.entire stu-
dent/teacher.ratio'worked'out to. about 30-1. I think yod must

have had seven, I.believe you had seven staff.. So I think you
probably had about 200 -210..
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KA: I. think that s too many kids. Maybe as I look back in
retrospect that th people to make that personal, the Transi-
tion Division seem amore workable number.

PFK: There would be 90 kids for three teachers.

KA: I would still go, if I-were organizing something with the
teaming of teachers in some kind of a situation. I think the ,

optimum-numberI think Somewhere between three-four is the
more workable situation.

The discuSsion moved to experience and inexperience among the staff:

PFK: Would you have gone about a different way of selecting
staff, not talki gNabout individuals, but I think you said
explicitly it 4 very young, inexperienced staff. Would
you change some hings about the way in which staff would be
brought together? .

KA: No, I think that I certainly would have a melding of ex-
perienced and inexperienced people. I think the experienced
people were not particularly well used. I think whenever you
do a situation where you marry experienced and inexperie
I think you don't want to separate the experienced from 'his
group*and the inexperienced from that group. It seems t me
that is not the best use of talents. I would have, I t nk,

broken it down, so that if, for example, you haVe four people
in a:sub grouping that you would haveliad two with expe ience
and without experience. Hopefully, four people having ifferent
areas of experti6e, and differenceS'Of-opiniOns, s. is and

strengths;

Kay raised "a brief point about "caring ":

KA: It was exciting. It was just exciting to be around people
who were really--who really cared.

The caring seemed reiattd, an antecedentto the quality, of

-educational talk. Kay continued to run a comparison between the school

her children attended and -her recollections of Kensington:

KA: -I've found a recent thing that my kids' school is involved

in. I was helping out there,,which is not a super deal, except
that it takes a lot of time sitting there, working. Well,
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anyway I would spend I guess the better part of two days
sitting in the teachers lounge. And that was a kind of an
education experience for me. Just listening to the chatter.
I think it isthe right word. But it was really pretty much
nothingness, as compared to what I experienced at Kensington.
The level in the air, you know, it was electric down there,
where it was in comparison almost corpse-like here. They
went through the day just like you barely existed, and barely
caring. Most people. That is not the kind of people that we
had down there.

In the interviews, as we concluded one set of questions and summed

up the,dilemma between teacher control, autonomy, or efficacy on the one

hand and administrative control and bureaucratic procedures, we (Paul) .1

commented:

PFK: Partly again-it is often the weaknesses and strengths
and vice versa. You talked before about the kind of lack of

central direction. The good side of that was,every teacher:
I think at Kensington felt he or she.could control what
happened in the classroom. There were no curriculum guides.
There was no curriculum coordinator breathing down, and that,.
is pretty heady stuff. That gave you something to talk and
argue about. Because if you are still tied to the district
workbook regardless of all the interesting discussions over
coffee you don't go through that motion very long. If you

think you can make a difference in what happenstomorrow, or
next week or this afternoon you are going to get in there
and argue. I think that was one of t5e nice qualities about
the non - directionality Because you knew darn good and well
that what, you argued,aboUt today might well wind up happening
tomorrow. So you better get your eep in or you are going to

get stuck with the consequenc . And that is kind of neat.
It would be kind of'nice to h . Teachers in .a sense,

have lost control to a very real ext t ov r what they teach-.

I think that has happened because of the 1 genessof.the
school; and the centralization, curriculum committees, and
adoption of text. Maybe just a value judgme t on my_part?,

KA: I certainly see,that same thing.

Kay's response to. the success or failure of Kensington, came as a

summary of her prior comments:
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KA: I think there is a lot to be said about the school. I

feel that as though that is n9t lost in terms of educational
theory today. I think that is still going on. .I think there
were a lot of successes, precisely what we were talking about.
What can happen with that staff if given some decision making
power. I think in terms of my own personal reaction, I think
that it was a success, because, I guess what I'm saying is I
would repeat it. There are some things that I think failed
about it. I think they failed in the way I said before, that
middle step between philosophy and implementation. 'I think
there was not enough, direction, in that area, and I think the
.children were somewhat unequipped for it, and I think more
could have been done along those'lines. .So I think that is
why I would..come down. So, you know, it is that way wad I
have been given certain situations that would work, and I
think it is the way. to go.

3.22 Other, Briefer Views

Shelby's "mountain top experiencs", the highs, the coming together

of multiple strands and parts of One's life suggests a linkage between

Goodwin Watson's (1964) conceptions of success of innovations lying in

"the vitality of the enterprise when it was underwayII and "if only for

a brief time, students and teachers became truly. inspired,anddedi:

sated ", and Abraham Maslow's (1968) cognition of being in the peak7

experiences. ". Self actualization has been attained.

In.Claire Ne'lson's-mind there was no questiOn about Kensington's

"success":

4.

PFK: Okay, if I could shift just a bit, andiEV spend more
time about it later, but I'd just kind of lika get an
initial reaction before we break and go to dinner maybe and
so on--and that is, your thinking, your thoughts about Kens
ington in retrospect, in just the most global terms. I'll

use the jarring woidt of Success or Failure. How do you
think of Kensington la.fter two years of r/iher sweat and od

and tears and then ending rather explosively? How wou;dt
think of the experience?

CN: For me?
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PFK: For you.

CN: It was extremely positive. It was a Success. It. was.

probably the hardest work, the most. intense hours, everything
we did was intense. Everything we talked about, everything
that happened to us was really a thing of high level involve-
ment. We lived together, Probably because so many of.us had
come from out of town, we didn:t have local friends. We were
our friends as well as our colleagues and no matter when we'd
get together, even if it was to play bridge, would lead intc:r
talking school because that was the central thing we had in
common. And we planned spontaneously a lotof times or you'd
analyze something just because you'd happen to be together.
We were together a lot and I've never had an experience like
that since and I treasure it and I really value it and I guess .

I know that-it has'invaded my whole life.

With a variety of probes we `pulled Other retrospective views. of

the Kensington experience:

PFK: You mentioned Kensington as acornmitment--,-whatabout--
are there some pieces that, had those not been there that the
entire experience would have been different or could have
Kensingtod have really taken just about any turn? If It's
described as a commitment then this,group could-have created
a traditional or innovative'or self contained or it could.
have taken lots of Other- -are there some absOlute ingredients
that were necessary? --.

Sue N: Oh, the - -yeah, the commitment was to an open education,
.to a team efforttc a. faculty,and student sharing, to--I mean,
it was Utopian,..it reallyit was a Utopian school.

LMS: Where did that come from?,.

brought it with me, I wouldn't have,been there
otherwise. .I.wouldn't have gone to a traditional prOgram:at
that'point in my life. David brought it with him. Eugene
certainly gave,-you know, that was this togetherness, Spanman,
to lesser degrees other teachers in'the group. I think prob-
ably I was. the most--David and I were probably the most un-
realistic of, about what It actually was all about - -but, it
was strange.

LMS: Where did the Utopian notions come, from in your own
background? What sorts of, you know, was it kind of'an emo-
tional Utopianism,from things you didn't like in your own ex-
perience? You mentioned that, or was it a Utopianism of some-
body you'd,read or thought about that way or...?
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SN: Well, it certainly wasn't anyone I had read in education
'cause not only had I not taken any courses in education, I'd
not read anything on. education. I knew nothing as far as book
learning or practical learning, this ws simply--and if I had:
my druthers, how would I believe the elementary education
should be done. And I had very strong feelings that it should
be an extension of the family, the natural; you know, the
learning process of the child up until he goes to school should
be continued in the school. I'd never--didn't know anything
about Montessori, I mean, I heard-none of this, rdidn't know
any of that until I got to City University the second time, I
don't think, really a lot of it. It was just, you know, only
from my head as far as applying it to education was concerned.

.PFK: As you think and talk about the idea of Kensington,-what
are some of those pieces? How would you explicate the idea of
Kensington?

SN: It was a commitment, it was definitely a commitment, al-
most a way of life at that time and then my--as. I felt at that
time, we wereet just a group of people who happened to be.
teaching in the same building. We were an integral part of
each other and we were suppose--we should have'beefiL--'cause
there were conflicts and cracks ill,aldng.

LMS: In the reality?

SN: ' In the reality as opposed to the image of:what"I felt and,
then we four in Basic SkillsjUst continued that among our -
selves and we certainly represented a very diverse bunch of

t... people when youthink Of what our experience had been, what-
our 'goals in life were, and yet we wereverysupportiver
one another.

PFK: Asyou'think about 'it now,' do you -- would. you use --howl

Would you, describe the experience, the exprImeht?. 'Was Kens-

4ngton a-failure? Was it a total success? Wae it--how do you

describe that - -the Kensington experiment?.

C9

SN: Briefly, within
it was a success.

PFK: By:briefly.

a very, very constrained period of time

SN: -tlithin'the.cOntext of.that time when it was:*Ctuelly
. , .

"working, I think a lot of it was successful. There, a .

lot of -'-7it itwasnowhere near peifedtbut
there were so many good thingsthWhappened between people
of all ages, small ones, big ones,' grown -ups, kidSf'1butit

wasn't self-sustaining. continue; it--aS:far:Hyou
know;,:: I. really feel it:''wes something that happenedfor:,A year

that lingered for a seCOnd,year and then ;°



PFK: Butithe product itself, was positive? See, you can
separate out the this was an incredibly enriching experience-

. to go through with colleagues but that what happened to the
children may not have been. How would you have felt about.
your'daughter'a having spent a year l'rt say,

-

SN: I would give anything to have her right now in Basic
1Skills--not necessarily with me.

In the interview with:Mary Radf d, whO had crossed the country

and found Vista'Schodl, a Kensingtbn-Iike school, the dame kind of re-

action, as to Many of the'others, occurs:

'PFK: When you -were there, the question we usually ask; at
--this point, is some people loOkback on that and would judge
that as a failure, the school,sliend a year or two and just
simply exploded, another idea,that.went boom in the night.
What's your reaction to that? '-.4odo you view.it? Failure,
success...?

."'Mary R: Well; if everybody left maybe-theyhink it was a
failure.' I'don't really think it was aflilUre. You know,
I guess a lot of thinga-7there were a lot of misunderstand -,.
'ingprobahly abOut what was supposed tobe'done and how it
was:tolie.:',done and if yOu don't have thsupport, you know,
frOM:r,thePeOple:agOund you,' the neighborhood and so forth,
I'604J04 pij.gilidiuk it's a failure7dOn't know: I

didi
-
fa014W-Wwas a failure. s.

0

PFK ,- p lly you didn't .feel- -look back with any
regrets aving.-been a part of it

/
. ,

PFIC Or any regrets that the school should hav,1i7done
thing .diff0ent or harm was done tb childreny such ffeel-
inga at

PFKr.,;S`till good feelings as you look backon it?

yeah maybe I've forgotten a lot

PFK: fin; bt trying to lead you...
\IL

, I know, I!m 'really trying.to think--no 'I
don't.,-v I felt it was a rich, a very rich--I felt
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this year, you know, that it was re:44y a crueling year but a
good experience, I learned a lot from-it and I'll never regret
that, you know. And I didn't regret.* time in there, I really
enjoyed it. I remember the children and the span we had, you
know, with two grade's; you can\iinnixie.., the great span we had
from immaturity to quite.soPhistiCateed ,Second graders.

, .
PFK: Would you say it' was one of the.' peak .educational experi-
ences you've had or Maybe ask it anot4i. lway--what were

,,some of the significant years that. stick Oi.it in your mind?

I really was, Yeah, J :think it ~laid : the ground ,work for
Pi'Oba everything I've done since.

PFK: You're motioning, over, to Cathy--why

Cathy G: Well, we've worked so closely.

MR:, She knows pretty well
a'

I think it probablY had a tremendous influence on her
ij

PFK:' JiaS she talked about it?

CG: Xes',-.: she talked about, :partic.nlarly about teachers that
shetiorked witibut I khi just, not only the physical set
up. 43ut z think it's What it's given Mary, among many quali-
tieS.V. is flexibility of pa* pie, children, and think it' s

..alsOtiade'her want to inqn re and look. to as many varied
16eriences for children. ;:,',She doesn'.t;,lee things in a very set
clOse, way., even in kindergarten,' Y.60, tnow. She latches on--
to no anew. ideas meaning;' alike I'll:1er 1d his and I'll- try
that ,, she' s eclectic 'becanse that there are a lot
of taxi .out there, and.',wbacey t is if that will work
that ch d Or those children.. n she's willing to,:put the
time eplfOrt , in seeking oat those kinds of ideas and I

inLfinitely that had an effect .on her

this section with a question/of Kensington.'s success. The

ccitniete succesS, as we followed WalsOn s analysis, is multifaceted or

hascjnii4i reterents.' The items that kept appearing in the wor'ds'of the'

faculty cOalesc ostly around the affective quality of personal
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experience at the 4hose,:-that sought fUrther: justification for. ...

that set valued..tended.tosketch out conseqUenCds upon their .latei'

_teaching and administering ; it. became a "teaCher trainine..dX0erlance

_

whichgayd:.tham pepagdd,[*tills, Couffdence for later profeSsiorna:1 a

r' tivities. Professional activitids that were better because of the

Kensington experience...

The

3.3 ConCl.us4on

..
literature on educatkOn:and-schooling, 'no't ttrmention the more,

informal conversation of parentStdaChet!sy:

of value laden concepts posing as objectisre

as intuitively clear,. crittabn sense labels.

ness",- "good progra;",;.'"important experience" are lust a few of these.
,

.

The one that has plagued us more than any other in our 7nsiddration of

and administrataid;:As full?'

scientific terms 'Cvir.msing

"Competency, ';effective -,

- .
":.Kensingtonis the...wOrd "success." AS. a

of, multiple variations o

, .

question, .t.-woUld' come one

you. thinle the Kensington Zdiiool- wad

success?". In ',part we didn't crowded that' way, ,that is

toward a Simple "Yes" or that we .would argud111,o, bu

..." with our liberal frieriddancV!,1Yda, but...." with our conservative

'friends. 4he' "if 's "; "hut T.s"v;atid "it depends" we belieVa. involves one
- ,

inYSComplex empirical ;. conceptual, and valuationa]:proc

:were we would probably Spealcof . "unpacking "she
-

e term.

3
If we

isoCial scientists and dducationidts we are trying to make

-,:s

;,

3. ..

4 ''

Por an earlier attempt see "Effectiye teaching; ,a qualitative in-'. -
quiry in` aesthetic education. " , (Smith;,1977) , ; Orie of the clearest,
brief acCounts of a slimilar argument' is (Codd, 1982).

.'t
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cloudy concept which is fundamental to a discussion of innovatiohat

change-in American education.t Such clarification we believe is one o

.

the most important outcomes of our research.

In this final section we explored the concept of success and the

question. of Kensington's success in the retrospective recollection of

several key actors from the Kensington drama. In part this became our

final set of images, our attempt at a Roshomon:(Kurosawa, 1.969) or.an

Alexandria Quartet (Durre11, 1960). But beyond 'the clear and proVoca-
.

.tive image that readers can use for their own purposes, we have clari-

lied, for ourselves, the Concept
,0,

of "succeSs";its nature and place in

educational, theory and inquiry.



4. A FINAL WORD

. ..

In his*ptoyabative little book, The Sociology Of"',EduCational

Innovation -Whites de comments:

Unfortunately a .majoromission of the Kensington study 'is any'
detailed data on the staff leaving the project, their aspira-
tions and:plans for the future.. . (1978, pp; 74-75)

In a fundamental sense, our fdllow-up of the Kensington and.Milford'

staff might beseen as "a-response to the "omission" noted by Comments-

_tors such as witie4de. The lives of the staff seemed to pattern in

important ways. Our interpretive concern for the-multiple asp-ects of

careers and belief systems has broadened the discussion well beyond the

domain of "aspirations and plans." Further, our study of life histories

aid biographies has raised for us major issues in social science research,

theory, and practice.
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